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In the year 1999, after a decade of research and writing,

I

book

released a 1,000-page history

devoted to uncovering the life and times of medieval counter-culture. Using the great witch burnings
as a

datum point, I regressed into a much earlier phase, when Europe enjoyed a wide range of cultural
with Asia. The odyssey stepped up quite a few notches in

interaction

1994, as

I

encountered

new

Russian theories about pre-Christian Europe, These sources claimed Europeans had inherited

Hindus and Magians. Such were

religious traditions akin to those of the Buddhists,

European

witchcraft.

and found

situation,

At

first

I

laughed uncontrollably, that

their stance vindicated

is until

I

took a

zone I'd inadvertantly wandered

closer look at the

by the evidence. Western readers were lagging behind

some very important developments. What I was not however prepared
fire

much

the origins of

into. In its

for

was the ideological

in

fre<v

day it was an emotional rollercoaster that plunges into

an abyss of genocide, an orgy of incineration, revolution and military conquest.

The road was arduous indeed, particularly since I resolved fn >m a very early stage to place as much
of the story as possible belween one set of covers. As

Weighing

in at a hefty 3.8 kilograms, distributors

I

soon discovered, my choice was a

deemed

it

little

unwise.

unprofitable unless they were

moving

them in some quantity. Their best advice was to break it down into two or more paperbacks. So, back
to the

drawing board

of Wizards

I

went.

and Witdies and

Two years later (2003) two titles sprang to life, namely the True History

Christianity's Greatest Controversy

piece they contain select portions from Befom

ilie

-

Prelude to Genocide.

At 150,000 words a

Burning Times, substantially re-arranged,

incorporating new information and commentary.

Those oi you who presently believe
sole practitioners
later time,

on the

many

civilization

an enormous shock This image belongs

now

to visualize arcane witchcraft as

it

was in its heyday, a

to

a

much

pagans

multi-national

to

pagan

spread from Central Asia to England, running the gauntlet of Islam and Christianity.

The modern
witchcraft in a
craft.

lunatic fringe are in for

was the preserved domain o( socially-isolated,

centuries after the conversions that transformed Europeans from

Christians. Prepare
*

that witchcraft

face of white witchcraft

number

is

of course Wicca,

of respects, especially

Wicca owes part of its origins

to

which

differs

from olden

traditional

by disowning concepts of race and bloodline

in their

Chdo Tentpli Oiicntis (the Order of the Eastern Temple), banned

by Masonic brethren partly for admitting sisteren, but more especially due to the perfidious influence
of Aleister 'the Great Beast' Crowley, that fervent devotee of the dark art. Their position
sight',

inherited

on the 'second

down through the family, and powerfully present in Eastern Europe is far from dear.

Nevertheless those knowledgable in such matters will find this an interesting, mind-expanding read.
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Pan-Furopean

folklore is rife

with

figures so intriguing that they have

wizards, witches and warlocks, mystical

talcs of

endured

in

our imagination

for

more than

a

thousand

years. In legend, pointy hats, brooms, lengthy robes, veils, long hair, beards, magic, astrology,

gems and wands were

Nowadays they

their trademarks.

feature in high-profile novels,

}:::

spectacular movies, popular television
riding

shows and video games. With

on them, they have truly become hot property Despite this level of public interest few

scholars felt a

need

to explore the past for

genuine evidence of their existence.

they arc but a dubious flight of fantasy. As

European wizards were,
fire

the

for the

most

happens the truth

Iran by

Magi themselves, and

is

the plural.

to its knees.

wonder

altogether different.

Magi, a

faith of

For those unfamiliar with

The word Magians

Such then

their followers.

Little

Arab forces intent on introducing Islam

and bringing the ancient creed of the Magi

Magus is the singular and Magi

title,

it

part, adherents of the religion of the

and sun-worship vigorously driven from

to Persia,

the

millions of dollars

is

collectively relates to

the origin of the English

word

"magician".
Retracing the footsteps of the sages takes us back to Bronze
tribe of the Medes.

beings.

To

literature,

this

Age Iran, a realm ruled by the

There its priestly caste of Magi revelled in arcana pertaining to the divine

can be added

their impressive

understanding of musical theory,

politics,

medicine, mathematics, astrology, astronomy, meteorology and alchemy. ( Xer the

years their fame

grew

all

the more, granting

them

exceptional

renown and

privilege

throughout Persia, Egypt, Greece and Rome.
Theirs

was

a race apart, for they

and

all

their

kindred had unique spiritual powers;

powers to speak with angels and gods, to prophecy future events,

to

understand dreams, to

converse with souls in the hereafter, to perform magic and the religious
horoscopes, to heal and increase the
their descendants,

fertility

of nature. Their royal bloodline, passed

gave them these supernatural abilities,

the remarkable gifts at their disposal, the

rites, to cast

second

this

sight.

on

to

Having beheld

common folk adored them as incarnate gods and

goddesses.
There's one thing history

amply demonstrates; things change. The march of time

leaves

nothing unscathed , even civilizations crumble away, crushed by the hungry wheels of that
:

weighty juggernaut. In direct contrast to

.

this

maxim, history also confirms that some things

;::':'

never change. Tragic events are
;

|

of prior ages.
It

doomed

to be relived

by those unwilling

War begets war

took a mere 20 years for the Muslims to go on the

prophet

to learn the lessons

war path

after the

death of their

Mohammed. Between 642 and the first decade of the 8th century AD Arab Islamic

forces pierced the vulnerable underbelly of

Magian Iran, and

across the

Oxus

river into the

•

m

•

.

H&iii

lands of the nomadic lurkic

tribes. Tirelessly

they annihilated the pre-Islamic Persian and
'.:

Turkic cultures of the region, stealing for themselves the choicest jewels of Asia's lucrative

S

:•

silk
11

road

...

lis the

Bokhara, Samarkand.

It

was political and missionary activity of a

Arabs entrenched themselves throughout the newly-acquired

the ousted Persian royal family

Caspian Sea. Determined

and the Magi of Zoroaster withdrew

to preserve their

people and

faith

different kind.

remnants of

Iran,

to Tabaristan

near the

from Tslamic domination they

established well-garrisoned settlements throughout Khoresmia, in conjunction with the

region s already sizeable Buddhist population. Yet even this refuge

was destined

to collapse

in time.
Location: Ihe city of

Khorezm, 712 AD, due

east of the Caspian Sea, in the

Land of the

Sun.

Khorezm, one of the

last

great bastions of the wizards,

had

fallen.

Islamic cavalry

and

t~<

footmen engaged the city's last remaining defenders in pitched battles, as they seized control
: : : : :

of the streets

:

and public buildings. Smoke hung over

it

like

a buzzard.

Jumpy

vultures

:':•:':•::':

!!!!-!:>!:IJ!

swooped down on the many corpses littering its forlorn, sunburnt thoroughfares. Haunting
.

.,::
ill

:::::::

::;

hi::::

soiams

reverberated around the dying city

...

rape, people

succumbing to wounds,

,::::
:i

:'
::::::

:,

:::::::

weeping orphans.

N"

In the aftermath of the siege, its inhabitants

were detained and

1

lit]

::::

ensuing

V

:

'

:

::::

:::

I

waves of Arab colonists.

The Magi,

the priesthood of astrologers

and

scientists

so central to Iranian pre-Islamic

;:;:

:

:

•

:

culture,
faith.

were not to be spared. To let them

So they were put

to

live

was to invite a possible resurgence of the old

!i':;

:

::;

;'"-'.

:i;i|t

death as encountered. They had governed large parts of Asia,

--'
;i

•:

:

|; i

served in the court of the Chinese Emperor, and studied alongside the

and philosophers of Greece, Rome, India and Egypt Could

it

be

|

priests, priestesses

that a religion so

':

''

:

;-C:\-;-',

esteemed
1

I-!!!!-"'

!

tiStmighout antiquity should perish this ingloriously?

Arab

soldiers

wizards once
:":':

rushed through the halls of the Herbwdestam (Magian

trained.

Rocans that formerly came

ja£|$emics stood deathly silent. All that remained

alive

colleges),

with the orations of wise

where

folk

and

was to destrov or commandeer the books

..

kept by the wizards, a wealth of wisdom and higher learning accumulated by them since

me Bronze

Age. But as the}' furtively searched these institutions, they realized their worst
.'

v v:vi¥

: :.:
•: :•:

nightmare had come

Magi had escaped

true.

Few writings were

found... Evidently

•!' i

:

:•£•£':

'.

: i i

an unknown number of

their clutches.

Under new suppression orders
refurbished as mosques,

Persian writing

was banned, Magian

and non-Islamic Iranian dhimmis subjected

humiliation, heavy taxation

and

extortion.

fire

temples

to extensive public

O'er the next hundred years Islam spread

:.'.::::::i:!!!ii!il::::::::-;--X*

•1
like

wild fire across North Africa, even as far west as Spain.
Edcation: Spain, the flourishing Moorish Caliphate of Seville, under the governance of

L>*

'/*>?

f>,«^,

Abd ar-Rahman II, Anno Domini
If it

84o

wasn't for the massive invasion

otherwise normal day in Islamic Spain.

fleet

mustered

off shore,

it

would have been an

The muezzin should have been standing atop

the

minaret, his wail calling the faithful to the mosque. Instead, fearful citizens looked seaward
in horror as

hundreds of serpent-prowed ships glided ashore. They had

there, all the

As

way from Russia, under orders from
Northmen beached,

the longships of the

shallow

surf,

it

became obvious

that Seville

sailed far just to get

their king.

their

angry raiders leaping overboard into

was about to get a

Al Modjus, the Magi. By the time the invaders had settled

their

call

from some old friends

-

much of the city lay

grudge,

in tatters.

You see the Magi had not vanished
had

rebuilt their temples,

all

designed

to

at

all.

In the

shadow

Caucuses the

of the lofty

exiles

and hundreds of kilometres of stone defensive works and towers,

keep

Muslims

the

at

bay.

Others

went

further

afield

into

Armenia,Transcarpathia, the Balkans, Russia and Scandinavia, ink) the arms of an even
older enemy, the Christians.

planned retributive military

It

was

action.

in

such places that they regrouped, reorganized and

Over

the next

two hundred

years,

combined heathen

Norse, Russian and Alanic forces repeatedly launched brave attacks against the Islamic,

Jewish and Christian heartlands of the east, brazenly foraying into Iran, Byzantium, Anatolia

and the Caucuses. They were here to stay.

There is an old saying "to the victor go the spoils". Our understanding of the nature and
history of paganism has suffered greatly as a result of the

Dark and Middle Ages, for it was

during that tumultuous era that the Church sought to suppress and eradicate the
'idolatrous', 'superstitious'
it

GPiiF: 7

i

and 'heathen' beliefs of pre-Christian Europe in order to supplant

with the more 'enlightened'

Christianity. For this reason, the

Mediaeval churchmen did

not seek to record the authentic traditions of the pagans at any great length. All

with are views of our ancestors parading about silvan woodlands,

around bonfires, getting blind drunk,

1

wood, venerating the sun and

feasting, prostrating

worship of men and

'devilishly'

dancing

themselves before blocks of

natural springs, sacrificing cattle, telling

'blasphemous' and 'obscene' myths, or "false histories".

we are left

and

retelling

We also hear of their incest and the

trees.

Are we to believe that for thousands of years, Europeans had no religious sense at all, and
delighted in the profane? Are

we

to accept that the

heathen

faith (or faiths)

was

as

ridiculously baboonish as it has been portrayed; a feast of carnal longings and foolhardiness,

and
ill

Hi
raiPp

that

it

is

only we who have genuine beliefs and morality? You are about to discover just

J

,|

how much

information

on

the pagans has been preserved, only academics specialising in

';"

paganism and witchcraft studies have not bothered

to

pursue some of these very valuable

clues to their ultimate conclusion, perhaps for ideological reasons. In doing so they

have found an

historical reconstruction greatly at variance

interpretations of

European paganism.

coined by the Romans; paganus: "villagers"

first

with the current, almost nihilistic,

what was paganism? In brief

So,

naive term that conceals an amazingly wide range of beliefs.

a similar quality. In Olden Rus', the

from other terms

for "a

pagan"

"dirty". Pagan' is most likely a

"Old

speaking of certain pagans

who

Mediaeval

clerics

1

and deceptively

''heathen" possesses

which was derived from

or busonmm;

like yazychnik'

Faith".

It

Another interpretation

Latin, differed

meant "bad",

is

that

it

to those

who

reverenced bonfires in towers or

could just as easily use

own holy texts, are derided as "paganism" and

it

religions,

Huneberc

of

complete with their

fire,

water and

comprehended the march of time,

It

the

and destruction. Pagans, in synchronization with nature itself, worshiped

eternally recurring

drama

living essences of creation, often

of creation

fact that Celtic,

and destruction inherent in

Greek, Slavic, Germanic and

a certain degree of uniformity across virtually

all

by

ritually

emulating the

the cosmos.

Roman pagan observances had

o( Europe,

many

authorities

focused on their shared features, and the reasons for this inherent sameness. So
I

wmdland

"superstition".'

for created existence.

and /or the many

Despite the

or

when speaking of Muslims, or Jews,

Surviving data suggests that paganism connoted closeness with the land,

the Creator

filth,

Throughout greater Europe the word "pagan"

Heidenheim terms the Arabs "pagan saracens". Here formal

cycle of life, death

or

was used when

followers of "the Jewish superstition". In the Hodocporiam of St WiUihald,

wind, and a deep reverence

"filthy",

might have deliberately defiled themselves with

a different standard of hygiene.

need not have applied merely
clearings.

pogan',

The term

a Latin term

is

word used by Christians during the post-conversion era when

referring to devotees of the

who had

word

it

therefore a contrived

It is

would

have not

what was

i

we must regress some
4,000 years to a time when white Europoids inhabited deepest Eurasia, in lands we normally
the

common

associate

source

for their

heathen observances? To answer

this

with the Chinese. Nowadays researchers have termed the descendants of these

Caucasians the Tokharians, or Saka who have in turn been equaled with the Yuehzhi

tribes

recorded in ancient Chinese historical sources. The Yuezhi were folk characterized by their

white complexions and red, brunette or blonde
(the

most catastrophic being

From

in 140 BC), the

and wore dothing similar to

tartan.

Following

hostilities

with the Chinese

Yuehzhi were largely expelled from Eurasia.

the archeological examination of their

tattooed

hair.

mummified remains we know

they were

While population movements between Europe

and Asia took place as much as 3,000 years prior
witnessed an explosion of migratory dislocation.

to the

2nd Century BC, the

latter

period

y

4
•

\

i

:
:',

* :J81K:
\i
^>:

The I luns formed

a later

wave

They

of emigres.

txx)

possessed Caucasian and Eurasian

physiology; and their constituent tribes controlled a broad expanse of land spanning from

The period

Hunnish excursions

Furope

to the quite distant

Europe

typified the westerly dispersions of these diverse white nations out of Asia, which,

Tarim Basin

area.

of the

as mentioned, began in earnest from the second century BC onwards,

Many of them were

levels of conflict.

so their coming

owing

to

into

heightening

Tokharian-speaking Buddhists and no doubt Magians,

was synonymous with

the introduction of Asiatic beliefs into Europe.

Consider the word shaman, which entered English vocabulary via the Russian, which
probably has as

its

source the

New Persian word

sliarnan:

was

the now-extinct asiatic Tokharian language (which
family);

and

in

its

original

It

may equally have come from

closely related to the Celtic sub1

form denoted a wandering Buddhist monk/ There you have

white folk practicing a religion that began

and

in India,

Orient. 'ITiey brought asiatic linguistic affiliations with

thrived throughout

them

also.

most of the

Did you know

that

European languages, with the exception of Basque, Finnish and Hungarian, are
each other? Did you

Hindus)

of the

developments

is

know

that Sanskrit (the language

significantly related to

in

y-chromosomc

used

it,

all

the

related to

to record the Yedic holy texts

our European languages? Are you aware of recent

research,

which

indicate

an archaic and

substantial

7

presence of white people throughout Europe and India. By implication they had interbred

with the Dravidians, India's most ancient inhabitants, bequeathing their genetic legacy to the

modern Indian population. The source of this genetic and

w

linguistic inter-relationship

our Indo-European ancestors, nations of itinerant Indo-European horsemen who saw
colonize not only Europe, but Asia.

Amongst them

w ere
T

was
fit

to

many nomadic Aryan

a great

tribesmen and their families.

i

The term Aryan

is

particularly applicable to the Indo-Iranians (linguistically the

"

Iran

is

related to the

the Alans

In saying Iranians,

and Tokharians, or Persian

Magian family
Arab

word Aryan).

of the Fryanaks

tribes

am

referring to Caucasian folk like

such as the Germanians and Daans, or the pious

who peopled Central Asia and

forces invaded Iran in the 7th

inhabitants

I

word

the Caucuses in antiquity.

Century AD, and deported

(many of which probably had blonde, red or brown

repopulated the region with Arabian colonists, with the result that
are a Semitic-Iranian hybrid, whereas they

many
hair).

of the original

Thereafter they

many modern Iranians

were once more Caucasian

in appearance.

Consider the existence of indigenous blondes and red-heads, with blue and green eyes, in
places like the Balkans, the Ukraine, Afghanistan, China, Iran

and

Iraq, the genetic

remnants

of the Aryan, pre-Islamic age.

At a

certain point research took a turn for the worse.

Owing

to the naziheation

and

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

m

J

-tr^r

.

^rry
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1

subsequent misuse of the word Aryan, the term has nowadays become taboo, synonymous
CI

with tyranny and
social

evil. It

would however be more fitting

to associate

with a

it

rigid, stable,

order and monumental civili/ation-building, through which highly-evolved

living,

complete with

the term,

arts

and the people

modes of

and sciences, came upon an otherwise barbarous world. In short,
once applied

it

to,

have a basis

in fact. For this

very reason the

'

Aryan nations merit

_

I

in

will begin

its

the uneasy imagery the very word evokes

far closer scrutiny, despite

by furnishing two examples from

we

original context. Firstly

...

a Persian

...

"1

reads

It

an Aryan, having Aryan lineage"*

we are told of the sun god Mithra's great virtues,
:

is

used,

have a monumental inscription carved into a rock face

situated north of the Persian capital Perscpolis.

Kings

which the word Aryan

Persia, in

And

am

Darius

in the

as the

Magi

Great King, King of

tlic

Magian prayer Mihir Vast
/J

recited

Wc offer up

1:4

libations

I

who guvs a happy

unto Mithm, the lord of the wide pastuws,

duvlling and a good dwelling to the

Aryaji natums".'

Throughout the True

drawn mostly from

information

called Scythia)

by

which

Wmrds and

History of

and

rehabilitate the

rectifying the sort of misconceptions that

speaking

researchers

known

in

'understandably. Before I lead into the

life

be presented with

seemingly leprous term Aryan,

most people have. Although the following

European academic

approach

still

will

Scandinavia and Russia (once

Iran, India, the Balkans,

shall de-mystify

information has been well

you

Witches

the

topic

circles for

some

time, English-

with great trepidation, perhaps
:

and times of the magicians it behoves me to briefly
I

outline the

both a

trail

of discoveries which led to the unearthing of Europe's Asian connections, in

religious

and

historical sense.

While studying Indian Sanskrit the Renaissance enquirer Scalinger chanced upon points
of semblance between the Greek,
or "a god".

For example we have the 1 .ithuanian

11

meant "a god" or "the
the

Romance, Germanic,

sky'', lTien there is

the

Greek Dios ("God"), or the Latin Dens

found

in the

Old

word

1

meaning "a demon". This
is

Slavic

Dievas and the

1

("a

God") and Divus

words

for "God'',

atvian DffiB which
for

"god"

("divine").

It

Ziu,

and

can also be

many terms are cognate with the Old

An apparently different Russo-Baltic tradition, which intimates that

the Daevas are malign beings,

("something that

and

Old High German word

Icelandic as llvar ("the gods"). These

Indian Deyas ("God").

Baltic

seems

to

tradition

have stemmed from the Avestan Persian word

may

well be

embodied

wild, untamed or savage"), the Latvian

dim

daimon (derived from daio "to distribute fortune"). Whether

in the Slavic

word

("a monster") or the

celestial

del'',

diva

Greek

or subterranean, these

gods had amazing powers, as is indicated by the Polish dziv, and the Lithuanian dyvas, both
of which

mean "a miracle".

Yet Scalinger
similarities,

was

ill-prepared or unwilling to

fathom the nature and genesis of these

perhaps due to the prevailing religious climate of his era. Somewhat later, in the

J

-

Ki

AD, an

year 1767

a

Til

'/>?

<«E

English amateur linguist called Parsons, began a far deeper enquiry into

the matter. His findings were tabled in what was then a ground-breaking work, the Remains
ofjaphet.

Through

and

were fundamentally related

Iran

this

of similar pedigree.

broad-based enquiry he educed that the languages of Europe, India

Even so

to one another, in fact part of the same linguistic stock;

his observations failed to coax

enough discerning minds

to

more fully examine the implications of his discovery.
It

was only in

the last years of the eighteenth century that

his footsteps. Jones, the Chief Justice of India,
right,

devoted

much

and

and Europe's

some time

Asia.
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There was a

in

ages past, the pagan Europeans shared the

scientifically quantifiable relationship

linguistic sub-families.

Comparative

linguistics

valuable excavation of archaic

make inferences about

words from

the cultural

same

first

same

cultural

between Sanskrit

was born.

Paleo-linguistics or comparative linguistics is the craft of

the effect that these

own

many in India and Iran, not to mention northern, central

religious ancestry as

and south-east

qualified linguistic scholar in his

energy to paleo-linguistic research. From his labors came our

serious inklings that, at
linguistic

and a

someone of merit followed in

"word archaeology",

the

diverse languages. Comparative linguists can

meanings
trimmings

originally associated

may

with a given word, and

have had on the recipient

race,

whose

language is being dissected by them.

Amid the euphoria of Jones' revolutionary find, it probably never dawned upon anyone
what

a terrible scholastic

burden had

just

descended upon academia. For

now

they had a

duty of care to examine the many cultural and religious similarities between Europeans and
Asians.

If

they had

common linguistic ancestry, could it also be that comparable elements of

their respective cultures

inheritance shared

Only

were not a coincidence, but contextual

features of a cultural

by Europeans and Asians?

in the late 1800s did the likes of Frazer, Muller, Darmesteter,

and West begin

to

attempt the seemingly impossible, and evaluate the significance of these concurrences.
Tangible results took form. But before
sinister ends.

On

t<x)

long their

new

findings

the looms of Nazi historians the "Aryan myth"

were steered towards

was woven. Science had

now "proven" the existence of a master-race, and surprise, surprise, was Nordo-Cermanic.
With this myth a whole nation of industrious men and women were serenaded, and lured
it

and country. Carnage enveloped

to the destruction of their families

side as

v-

by the

on every

Germans tried to lift themselves from their problems by reliving those glorious days

of old, a thousand year Reich.
-

their neighbors

million.

European

The

studies,

Jews and other condemned elements of German society died

unparalleled tragedy of these events

enshrouding

it

left

a stain that tarnished Indo-

in taboos that are present to this day. For example,

upon

hearing the word "Aryan" most readers will think of Hitler's "master race". This graphically
illustrates

how

a legitimate field of academic endeavor, like Indo-European studies, can be

(&$&*<

/•fS*

and almost consigned

hijacked,

models. After World

m

to

ignominy by misguided

politically-inspired historical

War II any willingness to further explore Europe's Aryan legacy had

been exhausted bv nightmare visions of a charred continent.
Still,

some

persisted. In the 1950's the

Eliade, Mallory,

picked

"New<omparativists" (academics

and Gimbutas) emerged. They bravely stepped back

up where

historical sources,

their predecessors had left off.

mythology were

all

Much toil remained.

Thanks

to

Dumezil,

into the breach

Archaeology

them we are a whole lot closer

to

and

cultural

and

folklore,

deny

areas that needed to be explored to confirm or

any actual or perceived connection between European and Asian
manifestations.

like

religious

understanding the glorious and

impressive history of the wizards.

European paganism included

:
I

backwash

left

remained amid the

religious traditions that

behind by the nomads

who once ruled

throughout Europe and Asia. Their

form of Aryan paganism, though crude, concerned the worship of Datvas
still

worshiped by the Hindus of

"god"

it

is

etymology continued

to

to the Sanskrit

true that Indo-European

be used

of the Christians, there

is

words

word

(a class

fact that

for the

for "god",

after the conversion to Christianity

the

to

images resembled those of Vedic

deities

Dacva gods, as

belonging to

when

Cells, Poles

and

Balls.

nakli (Estonian), nocca (Gothic), nliangs

ruigas

much of

naciki (Finnish),

(Armenia), nathr (Old Norse for "adder"), nam (Egypt

"a form of poisonous asp"), nga (the

Samoyed word

divinity that brings death") \ nix (German),

and

These

Hindu pose for divinities. Aryan

and Mediaeval world, thousands of kilometres west of India, as

naeddre (Old English)

this

referring to the

(magical, half-human, half-cobra beings from the underworld) appear throughout

Irish),

for

throughout India. Very often Gaulish and Celtic

idols are seated in the "lotus position'', a traditional

-

word

understand the original context of the words.

with many arms and heads were carved by heathen

the ancient

of gods

every reason to believe that the heathen priests of Eastern

Europe and the Urals region, continued
Idols

something suggested by the

many European languages are related

in

mentioned. While

god

India),

cultural

14

natrix (Latin).

for "a

Other words
1 "'

The Aryans

type of God, particularly a

for

"snake" were nathir (Old

ascribed to the quasi-human,

demi-serpenline naga beings, mighty powers of protection. This being the case, Aryans

throughout the Orient often had them crafted into serpent amulets in the form of necklaces

and arm
as the

rings. Similar items of jewellry

continued to be worn by European heathens as late

Middle Ages.

:

»

Aryan
sacrificial

rites typically

included the lighting of incense, the offering of libations and

meals, the slaughter of horses and oxen, as well as the lighting of perpetual

which brought prosperity and protection
words meaning

to settlements. For this reason

"fire" are related to the .Sanskrit.

many European

The Old Russian word was

This is related to the Bulgar ogn, the Serbo-Croat ogan, the Slovenian

fires

ogeni, the

:

ogori or ogn'.

Czech ohen or

y ?

\

i

:
:',

•

i

—

J
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Fig 1.8;
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Fig

1. 1.

Celtic idol, Gaul, 5th

Fig

1.

2.

Celtic idol, Gaul, 1st

Fig

1. 3.

Century BC.
Century AD.

Figure on handle, seated in the lotus position, and with swastikas,

Ireland.

m\

Fig

1. 4.

Hindu

Fig

1. 5.

Idol of Svantovit, the creator. Rugen, Poland.

idol

Fig
Fig

idol of

Brahma

the creator, India, 10th Century

was destroyed by Christians
1.

6.

1. 7.

in the

AD.

The sanctuary
12th Century AD.

for this

Pagan Norse snake-amulet pendant, Sweden, 10th C.
Pagan Norse snake-amulet pendant, York, 10th C. The snake may be

a

fciii:!

ohne, the Polish ogicn, the Lithuanian ugnis, the Latvian ugufis.

The name of the I Iindu

fire

god Agni is especiaily related to Indo-European words for "fire", namely the Latin ignis, the
I

littite

and the Vedic agnis}-

agnis

So by the

10th Century

AD,

after several

pagan observances were simply

a

thousand years of

diversification,

European

welding together of Aryan customs focusscd on the

performance of the old vedic sacrifices,

rites

still

performed

in

India to this day.

introduce you to the next most influential pagan tradition, that of the Magi, one born
these

Aryan

practices, yet

which took its own

now

I shall

among

controversial evolutionary course.

Today the English word "magician" conjures images of cunning

tricksters

performing

astonishing illusions. In mediaeval Europe they were seen as masters of the devil's

arts.

view of the magician has undergone

I

will

now elucidate their original form and virtues during that age when they held power
So, who were the Magi? Well for a start, the Magi are not some figment of

our

Clearly our unflattering

substantial devolution.

imagination, or a fable; they were an actual religious hierarchy every bit as evolved as the
Catholic or Orthodox churches.

17

Plutarch and Apollonius of Tyana were just

some

of the

authorities to inform us that a Magus was a person of royal blood, possessing tnagu (a special

mystical
to this,

power that was inherited by bkx)dline from generation

to generation). In addition

they were able to induct foreign persons of royal blood into their

The Magi formed

arts.*

the Iranian religious caste, performing varied functions vital to the

running of society additional

to their duties as divine intercessors.

So in

many respects they

held similar status to the Bralimin priests of the Hindus. They worked as scribes, herbalists,
doctors, teachers, philosophers, musicians, astronomers, astrologers, genealogists, judges,

mathematicians, administrators, smiths, architects, builders and so on.

watchdogs

Magi were the moral

of their society, exhorting the faithful to acts of goodness, truthfulness,

and

observance of the law Above all they conducted

many festivals and rites in adoration of the

sun

(the face of god, iconographically speaking),

who was the propagator of all life on earth,

and the source of Spenta Mainyu, the Holy Spirit

We get a brief glimpse of the Magi through

Greek pagan gnostics, notably by Iamblichus in his writings on the life of Pythagorus;
" (Pythagonis) was taken captive by the soldiers ofCanibyses, and carried
off to Babylon.

Here he was overjoyed
knoivlcdgc,

studied

and in

the

to

be associated with the Magi,

who instructed him

most pafeet worship of tlic gods.TI trough

tlieir

in their venerable

assistance, likewise,

he

and completed arithmetic, music and all tlie other sciences"?

Pythagorus also learned the

rites

of the Babylonian-Chaldean priesthood (which

I

shall

discuss a

little later),

in addition to those of the

Magi. Porphyry

us they had special

tells
2U

expertise in "astronomical tlicorcms, divinerites, and worship of the Gods", but, having witnessed

Chaldean witchcraft first hand, Pythagoras "zvas sluxked at all the blood-shedding and killing" r v

Among their number were counted
monarchs, but divinities in

were

their

who were not seen

"gods" or "descended from the

gods''.

predecessors, the kings of later post-Parthian, Zoroastrian Sassania, they
title

of Bggi

as ordinary

own right. The Achaemenid and later Parthian blue-bloods

to as

specifically referred

the Magus-Kings,

which meant "gods" (which resembles the

Slavic

word

22

Like their

went by

the formal

meaning "a

bog, also

god", the plural being bogy), thus indicating that Sassanian monarchs were regarded as
living-god kings tm.- Their ability to enter a state of magu
1

(a

preternatural experience that

placed

them in league with the divine beings) is what distinguished the Magi from ordinary

pagan

priests

and

sorcerers, for in

doing so they heard the voices of gods and otherworldly

essences directly In effect they were mouthpieces of the celestial divinities; prophets and
prophetesses.

Apparently the magical power and

owing

to their masterful

knowledge

the Christian clcrgv had

misinformation

arises.

wisdom

of the arts

of the

Magi was very

real

indeed, partly

and sciences. Even as staunch an enemy as

no trouble admitting the marvels thev performed. Yet some

According to the Nicaean Anastasius and

St

Clement

of

Rome,

Simon Magus (the arch-enemy of St Peter) was a master of illusion, arts known throughout
the Middle Ages as legerdemain or juggling.

Magus is a misnomer. To be more precise he was

a gnostic sorcerer said to have crafted walking statues (mechanical devices animated by
wires?),

i

was unharmed by

fire

(a

fire-resistant salve

such as that used by modern

stuntmen?), could make phantasmal images appear in the air (tricks with lenses, such as the
iiZi

Chinese lantern?). Before a large audience he made a person appear in every window of an

upper story tower simultaneously (chicanery with multiple mirrors, perhaps based on
Ptolemy's 2nd Century
facial

'"*

I

AD experimentation with optics?), he had

two

faces (convincing

masks?) and could mutate into a goat (costumery not unlike that of the witches?)/'

ater

European witches were

certainty

1

purveyors of ingenious contraptions. For

example, in an illuminated Church manuscript, penned during the Hussite Wars in

Germany, there is a picture of a

heretical

commando saboteur dressed in a

di\ing

suit.

His

apparatus consisted of flippers, and a hood (complete with transparent eyeholes) which

was connected
i«

crates,

as

to the surface

by a breathing

tube.

The

insurrectionist is seen to

be carrying

which were either victuals for the besieged commune of heretics, or even gunpowder

some have

Wildman

in

suggested/"

1

We

again hear of diving apparatus during the

England on charges of sedition

in the last years of the 1600's.

procured the equipment from a female witch

who

from the angels. Being a resourceful chap addicted

learned

how

trial

He

of

John

allegedly

to construct the devices

to treasure hunting,

W ildman used this
7

1

;

/-

I

novel gear to fossick offshore, where Spanish shipping had gone down. 1

the

mystical potency of the

Magi supposedly stemmed from

"

the supernatural blood

:""
;|

running through

:

their veins. This precious

blood was both pure and sacred, and could only

'.:

be inherited by a specific pool of descendants who were all related to one another. In practice
this

meant that the Magi engaged in incest (for want of a better word) within various degrees

of consanguinity, even with those as closely related as their cousins, largely

by arranged
v:

The Parthian

marriages.
;

era

saw a major deviation from

this

custom

arise. Traditional

Magian consanguineous nuptials competed with exogamous marriage rites, under foreign,

and especially Creek influence. No doubt the more orthodox Magi would have seen this as
debased, and in every
rnafpage.

way contrary to Zoroaster's unequivocal

support for the next-of-kin

Many Parthian Magi still wedded in the required manner, even allowing for the
'4/'.
/-'':.

new exogamous

:S

:

their

mothers"?

own immediate family are hotly
contested by the Parsecs (the last recognized descendants of the Magian exiles who resettled
in Bombay), for this is not acceptable among the Magian exiles of Tndia, if indeed it ever was

Greek suggestions
:

by ancesiml custom, consort even with

fad, "and time Magi,
that they

bred with

members

of their

•

•""'::-

Pejipps the Greeks had misconstrued the meaning of the "next-of-kin marriage" and
'&€.'

wrongly concluded
:::::::

;

the rase
::::::

:;

that

it

included mother and son, and father-daughter unions. Whatever

Magians belonged

to

one big family

they were so to speak brothers and

sisters,

genetically culturally

the brethren

and

and

philosophically

-

1

sisteren.

Mhe Medean Magi (whose tribal homeland centerd around

the Iranian city of Rai) were
:

to the

pagans what the Levites were

to the Jews; potent inheritors of the sacerdotal priestly

1

bloodline granting them alone the right to intercede on man's behalf before the gods of the
Wi

cosmic and infernal realms. 2* Even more than

this the

Magi were

believed to be incarnate

Infill
':: ",';

gods, angels and archangels, of noble or Aryan birth, their pedigrees signified respectively

by lib terms Arxzmxtava and Anyazantava.
bM||gs preordained

European
:":':

to

In fine they

be the "chosen and pure

Inquisitions they

were

still

alive

were not seen as wholly mortal, gifted

lords

and

of the earth"? During the medieval

well,

though chided as a clandestine

corporation of angelic beings. To a tenuouslv converted Europe, and a Church attempting to

..

promulgate the magisterium, they were an imrernitting disease

that

hung oyer

the parishes

and countryside.

The concept of divine mortals was certainly n( >t peculiar tc

known among
priests

and

the Aryan Brahmans, sages and

priestesses. Like the

sociological tree .*" Indian texts

worshiped by
creator

all

saints,

)

the Magi, ft )r such beings were

not to mention the pagan gnostic

Magi, the Brahmin stood at the apex of the Aryan

known

people, even kings.

30

as the Puranas state that

With a

made flesh, Christians should be more

religion directed

§

Brahmans should be

toward Jesus Christ, the

than familiar with the idea

also.

Igyptian and Greek pagan gnostic cults allowed their rulers and philosophers to become

'

|

PS

|ffi&

gods worthy of worship, providing
ritual attainment,

^-wlrH

v

if>?

fe^sr,Ill

that they

«3»

^-

had reached

and had been enlightened by the

i:

certain levels of spiritual

fine learning

and

imparted by the Great

Spirit.

What is even more interesting is that man-worship was a component of early Mediaeval
European paganism. In Spain, Martin of Braga spoke of pagans making idol houses, within

which were

situated

images dedicated

men,

to

who

in their turn received sacrifices.

Therefore Western European pagans, like the Slavic pagans,
been, in

reality,

had gods who were, or had

beings of flesh and blood. Some were venerated posthumous!}; others while

they yet lived. For instance in Britain, in the year 959

moves

to eradicate

clergy

was

that

heathenism

in all

its

manv forms. One

man-worship no longer be

tolerated.'

mortal-gods (male or female). Unless this relates
Britain at a later date,

it

AD,

to a

King Edgar began

the Christian

item stressed in his

This

is

letter

to the

an undeniable reference

form of man-worship imported

might be residue from the age of druids. As you are about

the likely religious source for the di\ine status of these pre-Christian living

to

into

to see,

gods was

Magianism and pagan gnosticism.

W tMfig Ftp*
Five different species of

speaking not

all

of

"Magus"

them were Magi

f WM

0}

originated in the region of Iran, though

in the

pure sense of the word, but

strictly

fire-priests.

PRE-ZOROASTRIAN MAGI

1.

Before the birth of the Magian prophet Zoroaster, the religions needs of the Iranians were
served by wizards immersed in arts
priests,

known

such as the Chaldeans. Wizards of

enormous range of

to the

Aryan Brahman, and Mesopotamian

this calibre ceremonially interacted

eastern divinities, the foremost being

heroes, as well as the dacva gods of the Hindus,

with an

Mesopotamian dacmoncs and

and the opposing

faction of beings called

Asums.
2.

ZOROASTTR'S "MAGl"

According

to

Magian

reformation in Iran.

texts the ascension of Zoroaster

Under

his

guidance a

new

brought a time of major religious

philosophical

movement took

Aryan homelands, which disallowed the worship of daanones and Hindu
cosmos, as he saw
life,

it,

daevas.

The

was essentially a battlefield in which two spirits clashed. One brought

good fortune and

religious

root in the

virtue, the other death, grief

and

iniquity.

development however, the Evil Principle

w as

not yet personified as a god.

Accordingly

all

T

At

this point in Iran's

worship was to be monotheistically directed towards

mighty sun, the (nx)d and Wise Lord, and Sparta Mainyii, the Holy
Zoroastrians revered

trees, water, earth,

Ahum Mazda,
Spirit.

the

In practice

animals and mountains as aspects of this one god,

.

plus moreover the sphinxine yam fa angels that shepherded creation.
T?

war of good against

Zoroaster's religion typecast believers as participants embroiled in a
evil,

white versus black, of god's

light clashing

with the darkness of Angrn Maunju, the

Unholy Spirit. Their weapons were good thoughts, good words, and good works. Zoroaster
urged them to venerate and \ivify the creator through the cult of fire, which was, as before,
celebrated in sacred groves. Tn his
fires,

a place

ceded

he advocated
idolatry,

still

day the Magi briefly lost their role as tenders o( these holy

to the Athravan

(literally.

"Fire-men")-33 Be that as

consisted of sun-worshiping astronomers

powerfully integral

to the rites of the

it

and

may, the priesthood

though

astrologers,

Hindus, Chaldeans and Babylonians was

banned.

For his fated meddling in their affairs the wizards conspired to kill Zoroaster at Ms birth,
but did not succeed in murdering him until he had reached a ripe old age.

THE MEDIZAN/ZURVANITU MAGI

3.

The

teachings of Zoroaster filled the

worship the Daevas or the Ahums? For
resistance,

Aryan heart with

many Aryans

one which resolved the long-standing

honour and appease both

classes of

consternation.

the answer

was

religious conflict.

Aryan god. From

that time the

It

Was

it

fitting to

the path of least

was righteous

ways

of the

to

Magi and

the Brahman continued to mingle in very many respects (as mey had been before Zoroaster),

and

this

gave

rise to a reinvigorated tradition

which outwardly bore the

characteristics of

Magian and Hindu religion. In addition it retained the Persian and Mesopotamian cultus of
their day, thereby

Near-East. That

is

forming a body of religious tradition capable of appealing

to

most of the

not to say that these hybridizations occurred as a result of dogmatism.

They were probably haphazard, owing

to the

open-mindedness of regional heathenry

7
.

Inevitably this type of paganism was built on a foundation of dualism, with the war between
light (gcx)d)

and darkness

Achaemenid

times, the

Demons, the

face of

(evil)

Unholy

ensconced as a central theme. At some point during

Spirit

was transformed

Chaos and disorder throughout

into the nemesis Ahriman,

civilization

and

creation.

T

ord of

There were

now two gods in the universe, both part of the natural order of things; every area of existence
now fell under the jurisdiction of one or the other. Still, some postulated the existence of an
even higher power, who sired these gods of gcx)d and evil, these two pillars of the opposites,
the fathers of the positive

and negative aspects of existence, the awesome influence of both

gods throughout nature was equally real, and equally perceptible: Happiness-Sadness, Life-

\
'-

;

Death, Growth-Demise,

I

;

lealth-Sickncss, Order-Chaos, Generosity-Greed

:

;

:

The Medean Magi espoused

arts

known

to the archetypal

Mesopotamians, being astronomer magicians devoted

to a

Magi

of the

Medes and

spectrum of gods, above and

below - the Ahuras, Daevas, hero-gods and dacmones. The terms hdagus or Magais

(similar to

c-^Mfi:

-v

lffi&

«Si

h-srer

\£f.'T

the Vcdic term magha), once signified that the

«

Medcan priests were both

Greek reckoning, they were mortal-gods, the "Magu-men" scorned

we

1

iloroastrian

If

texts:"'

number consisted

are to believe the Zoroastrian scriptures,

of black

Just as the omnipotent,

Magjan sectarians, or,

to

sunny /Jium Mazda had

Mesopotamian

rites

his

destruction,

incarnate angelic

two
its

opposites,

Orthodox

one segment of

their

own

white priesthood, so too did

who

enacted his decrees,

of demon-summoning. Like their father in the

underworld, their supposed miscreator, they sought

and

in later

use a mediaeval phrase, "Luciferians".

Ahrinwn possess cohorts of devoted wizards and witches
ostensibly via the

holy and godly. By

and bring much vexation

to increase the earthly reign of

to created existence.

Through the

crime

efforts of

and demonic ministers, the world's grevness, caused bv the mixing of the

came

to

an end, as humanity divided two ways, each flock veering toward

own peculiar path.
POST-KARTERI AN ZOROASTRIAN FIRE-PRIESTS

TI I1Z

4.

The Magi were known to successive Persian dynasties - the Achaemenids, Parthians, and
Sassanians.

During the Sassanian era a high priest arose named

Karter.

His reign brought a

notable remodelling o( Zoroastrian Avestan and Pahlavi religious texts and practices. Tn the
v

formative stages of Zoroastrian Orthodoxy7

many of Zoroaster's

original thoughts

were re-

kindled and re-written to incorporate new concepts from the west, particularly from Greece.

The ancient Avestan
during

by Alexander the Great) was resurrected

literature (once devastated

this reorganization,

perhaps the greatest legacy of the long-defunct Parthian and

Sassanian Empires. Ftt)m that time traditional Magi began to fall from grace. Their functions

were usurped by a new breed of

fire priest,

the

ceremonial offerings made by these

fire-priests

included the sacred

variant of the

to other apostate faiths, especially to Christianity

great contempt),
to

Haoma drink (an Iranian

Hindu Soma libation), holy gruel and dron cakes.

Conversions

had

Mobed (Magbad or Magupat). The main

gnawed away

at their religion

(which their clergy held

during the Sassanian era

particularly,

in

and

be halted by the threat of state execution.

Modern-day Parsee Mobcds propagate
Karter's day.

While the Parsee

fire priests

large proportion of their religious rites

represent a continuation of the

ritualism

and

religious ordinances codified in

are not related to the original

were inherited

directly

Magus wizards, a

from the Medes, and so

most ancient Magian observances.

"3

5.

MITHRAIC MAGI

Milhra (The Iranian God of Truth) became the patron deity of Roman Emperors from 274

AD, a century after Marcus Aurelius fostered the cult of Sol Jnvidus (the Invincible Sun). The
sect's

administration

BC, performed the

was overseen by a college of fire priests (called Pontiffs) who, since 300

state sacrifices in

Rome, the

heart of the empire.
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They were mostly

:
i

drawn from

and wore mitres

the noble Patrician families,

(a tall

pointed hat originating in

the Near East, so named in honour of Mithra). Greatly nourished by the patronage of Marcus

Aurelius

(who

Roman Senate lauded

the

as Gothicus Maximus*' {the high Goth}, Mithraism

saw further high level sponsorship under his successors, notably between 284-313 AD.36
At

first

Mithraism embedded

itself

among

(incarnations of Jupiter), provincial governors

respectable figureheads captivated
militaristic nature,

guarding the

among

it

by

its

the highest

officials;

and renowned

the divine Caesars

military leaders.

With such

sacred occult mysteries, not to mention

its

was only a short while before Mithraism blossomed among the legions

frontiers,

only

later

coming

the "people that mattered",

and

military engineers, craftsmen, soldiers

to

to

Rome. Persian Mithraism had become trendy

show

their

unfathomable support

and public monies were siphoned

for the cult,

into constructing

subterranean temple vaults {Mithmm) in Rome, and throughout every region of the empire,

even as far away as Britain.

Mithraism was,

Zurvanism, a
unholy.

some respects, an outgrowth

in

belief that a

of the radical Iranian philosophy called

nebulous creator/time god

The Mithraic godhead known

to the

Romans

made two sons, one

holy, the other

consisted of a

formed by the

trinity,

high god Kronos (the god of time), beneath which lay Sol Jnoictus (the sun) and his inveterate
foe Dcus

Ahrimamos

Worshipers gave

(the devil). Mithras
their

(god of the

homage to Mithras and

light)

stood between the sun and devil.

Sol Invictus at

outdoor

locations,

Dcus Afavnanios was venerated in underground vaults (judging by the
unearthed in

some

Carrawburgh

of these chambers). At

receptacles,

money, and some two do/en

altars.

37

The

sort of idols

in England, a well

excavated containing various heads, statuettes of a horse or dog,
altars

bells, glass

were most

whereas

has been

and ceramic

likely ritual ly

deposited there over a period of time, so perhaps these constituted older altars which had

been replaced with newer ones. The altars invariably came from a Roman surface Mithmcum
situated close

by directly above a

spring.

Dog statues were frequently found at the Lydney

temple (wherein the Celtic god Nodens was also worshiped), and so Bond guesses that they

were
i

gifts to the lord

of

7
hell.'

I

believe they

might also represent Ahriman himself,

in a

:

typically

Assyrian dog form. Nevertheless these dogs might only have acted as guardians
In Britain

for the

site.

stones

and an

an outdoor well found near a Mithivatm was overlooked by two

on-site building.

wells in the orient, so

by

'*

Buildings of sacramental significance were associated with

my estimation

soldiers shared ritual meals, or

this

Roman

to the

power, but on the

with the Germanic Marcomanni

and Germanic pagan

may

have been a

even a permanently covered

The influence of the fire-pontiffs attached
only in the halls of

altar

tribe,

fire

hall in

which the Roman

sanctuary

Mithraic brotherhood, made itself felt not

battlefield.

During an outbreak of

Marcus Aurelius supposedly gathered

priests together in

Rome prior

to the

commencement

of

hostilities

the

Roman

hostilities.

39
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There the German priests and Roman
mysteries,
all,

3*

fire
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pontiffs collaborated, concelebrating certain ritual

which we might guess were somehow connected with Iranian Mithraism. After

participation in the Mithraic rites required

one

to

be a

member of the brotherhood, and

of a certain rninimum level of initiation. It therefore seems evident that the Marcomanni
their

own Mithraic flan um

(fire-priests)

ceremonial traditions as the

who were

party to the

same

Iranian religious

Roman pontiffs. By my estimation the Marcomanni

had
and

tribesmen

1+
:=:

of

Germania ought

to

be identified with a Persian

tribe

known

who,

as the Germanians,

more likely than not, originated among the Scythian nations who had begun moving out of
Scylhia into the northern reaches of Greater Europe during the Iron Age.

What

is

more,

observing the same or similar pagan Iranian cult traditions was in no way a recipe for cordial
relations.

As with Magianism,

was

the central doctrine of Mithraism

conflict between the insidious

Deus Arimanios (Lord of Destruction) and

known as Helios Christus) who had descended from

Christ (also

the eternal, primordial
Sol hividus, the Sun-

heaven, and

come into

world, where he shared a sacred banquet with twelve men.^lhe strength and

life

the

of the

Invincible

Sun was embodied in each successive genemtion in the form of Sun-Kings, kings

who,

the Invincible Sun, were as one with fecundity in nature and the land.

like

Not

Mithraic priests were Magi;

all

some were pagan

gnostic philosophers.

As

a

consequence Mithraic Magianism became a melange of Chaldean, Greek and Persian
thought and ritualism, a cross-pollination probably brought about by the

religious

prolonged Greek occupation of Persia, not to mention Pythagoras' interaction with the Magi
during his extended period of eastern

captivity.

4

For example Anaxilus, a deportee from
12

Rome, was described as both a Pythagorean and Magus. Evidently he was a pagan gnostic
philosopher, but also possessed the requisite pedigree of the

worship of Ignis

(ie;

Agni) and the vestal flame existed in

Medean Magus.

Rome

True, the

prior to the advent of

Mithraism, and perhaps had been there in a primitive form since Indo-European times.
Later,

under Persian Mithraic influences the number of flamens increased

capital,

and throughout lands occupied by the imperial

brotherhood consisted of sacerdotes

Summits

Pontifex (otherwise

Fathers)).

both

known

(the

Rome's

lierarchicallv

(high priests), pontifs,

speaking

their

and of course the

as the Pontijbx Maximiis or Pater Patrum {the Father of

Romans) even

Magi. St Augustine stated;
appointed aflamenfor him (Romulus), a type of priest so pre-eminent

religious rites that they

had only

mitre, appointed for three diunities, the

the

I

Roman

here one also finds the terms magistmtus ("magistrate") and magister ("teacher"),

traditional roles of the

"tliey

in

I

(priests), aniisles

eagle.

at the

Planum Quirinatis of Romulus

birth)".*

(a

three of these, dbtinguished

by

tlie

ivearing of a special

Women DiaOs of]upitcr, the Plamen Martialis of'Mars and

patron god of Rome, suckled by a she-wolf at his

,

Suitably attired in sacramental garb akin to that of the Magi, the Mithraic Fathers

performed baptisms, deansings, hymns and other rites peculiar to varied gods, on behalf of
the Roman people.

Magians,

Membership of their brethren was only open to males naturally. As with

women of noble blood were authorized to perform rituals in adoration of female
females of their community. 433 Female priestesses did

divinities, largely for the

exist,

and

possessed sacerdotal offices of extreme importance. With the exception of the inviolate

most were married

\irginal Vestals,

to

auxiliary role, robed in royal purple."

one charged with the care

college,

matriarchs, and ultimately by the

male flamens, and aided them
I

he

white-clad virgins formed their

Rome's

of

in their duties, in

state fires.

Pontifi'x Maximum.

'

It

was

own

an

special

directly administered

by

Ihe supreme pontiff's finer)7 was readily

garment, held in place by fibulae, and

identifiable to the populace, consisting of a white toga

a distinctive mitre sporting a length of olive foliage suspended from

its

point, tied

with a

44

thread. Interestingly, Persian scriptural sources confirm the penetration of Magianism into

the

Roman

Empire, possibly as a result of the Sassanian period of repression against

Roman
Mithraism coincides with this bloody imposition of Orthodoxy in Persia, and may help
explain Rome's continued offensives against the Parthians, despite the common Iranian
dissident

Magi and

a host of other religions, beginning in 226

AD. The

rise of

origins of their respective religions.

'And Kai Spendad and Zargar and oilier rvifd sons

instigating the

many conflicts and shedding

Arum

the blood of those of the realm; accepted the religion as a yoke labile tliey even loandered to

(Rome) and

Hindus

Hie

(India), outside the real

(ie;

Persia), in

propagating

tlie

religion"

f

In addition to this a Persian Pahlavi etching found at Nakch-i-Rajab translates the term

Max

Ponlifex

it nits

(the

supreme

fire

pontiff of Ancient

Rome, and

by

a term used

-.

:&dHflj

later
-

Catholic Popes) as Magupat u airrmrpat Rum:' In thus instance the term magupat

used, the Orthodox Zoroastrians knounngly classifying the

is

clearly

Roman Arch-flamen as "chief of

Roman Magi and fire priests", in their own tongue. What is even more intriguing is that
pagan Roman prophets were once associated with Vaticanus, the name of a hill near the
the

liber

river.,

beneath which lay Mithraic catacombs By inference the Vatican was once

connected with pre-Christian, Mithraic mysticism; vaticanator ("prophet"), vaticinor ("to
prophecy").
After the

were devized

in

cults, especially

sacrifice

of the Late Republic,

fall

Rome

to

and

the onset of the Julio-Claudian Emperors, laws

combat the growing number of sectarians belonging

where black magic, crop hexing and

were concerned. Foremost

of these statutes

transfers,

was

BC, during the reign of Agrippa, Magi, sorcerers and
evicted

from the Roman Empire, despized not only

demonic

rites,

to

mystery

and human

the laws of the Twelve Tables.

many practitioners

47

In 33

of the arts were

for their religious devotions,

but their

>„m

H
•

natural affinity with

enemy

barbarian

Barely two hundred years later the Magi

the greatest being Persia.

states;

Rome

mentions the existence of Chaldeans in

?:-

too, the erstwhile lords of

Marcus Cato

Mesopotamia.

47

had regained the limelight. Clearly these were newif

times in Rome.

Being politically-aware the Magi divided

them ruled by

a Zarathustra (in other

these religious regions centerd

their

world up into

4

five patriarchates, *

each of

|

iiiii

words an extremely high ranking Magus). Four of

around the key

housed the supreme Magus, the head of the

central Patriarchate of Khvaniras,

Magian

entire

religion,

which

from one end of

their

known world to the other.
T^VTRIARCHATF

NAME

I

Western

Arzah (Arsa?)

West of Khvaniras

OCATION
;:.!;

:

:

V
:

Eastern

Savah

East of Khvaniras

Central

Khvaniras

Equatorial?*

Northern

Vorubnrst / Vorugarst

North of Khvaniras

Southern

Fradadafsh / Vidadafsh

South of Khvaniras

*

fciii:!

During summer the sun illuminated only one half of Khvaniras. And due to references

to winter sunshine illuminating a half of

Khvaniras

4*

when it goes over to "the dark side",

one might think that it lay somewhere on the Equator. The only problem is that the equator
is t(K)

far

south of any plausible Iranian homeland. Therefore,

Khvaniras was not even in

Iran,

if

the references are correct,

but southern India, if not an even more southerly equatorial

location.

Whatever the case, by the end

of the 7th Century7

AD

it is

fairly certain that

the

Magian

patriarchates of the southern, and central regions had ceased to exist, due to the Muslim

Turkish holy wars and the Lslamicization they brought with them. This must have
the Patriarchates of the eastern, northern

left

and western world, which probably saw

and
only

large

numbers of refugees. And it was to these other zones that important Magian dignitaries fled.

Some ended up in Rome, the wandering beggar-Magi *
The geographical

extent of

Achaemenid Persian

political influence is better identified in

a monumental inscription gouged into a rock face situated north of Darius' Persepolis. Such

was

the lordship of this

"Darius the King says:
of Persia;

law

1

Aryan King of Kings, master of the known world.

By thefavor ofMara Mazda these am the countries which J seized outside

ruled over than; they bore tribute to me;

- that held them firm; Media, Elam,

xvliat ivas said to tliem

by me,

ttiat

tlieydid;

my

Parlhia, Aria, Bactria, Sogdiana, Chorasmia, Drangiana,

Amchosia, Sattagydia, Gandara, Sind, Amyrgian Scythians, Sa/thians with pointed caps,
Babylonia, Assyria, Arabia, Egypt, Armenia, Qippadocia, Sardis, Ionia, Scythians
t}iesea,

Skudra, petasos-zocarino lonians, Libyans, Ethiopians,

who are across

men ofMaka, Carians"?

i

.

.;•

Hi1:l

jarfe ui^'1|pfcf>

ink

i ipe

For so long the Aryans were devoted to the worship of the Daevas, yet
pass that the supremacy of

was promoted by

the

Aryans. Their novel

this class of

Magi who ritually interceded

way

great prophet Zoroaster.

class to

It

was nothing

and hard

radiant as the sun. At his

hand the

ways

filled

religion of the

ever grew in

size,

who

shone with a

Aryans was rent apart by

to Daevas, to the

to the Daevas,

and

time zealous Zoroastrians derided

in

'I

profound

a

"ways of goodness,

many Aryans

followed

yet others, uncertain of

it

as the faith of the ubiquitous

were embodied in the Mazdayasnian

which was recited during each Haoma ceremony, and which,

analog); performed the
the mass.

and

brilliance as

Magian heretics.

essential tenets of the Zoroastrian creed

confession,

nations to

gave worship to both the Miuras and the Daevas. This intermediate form

Zurvanites; the schismatic

The

remained true

Aryan

with divine inspiration which came from

peacefulness and piety" embodied in the Ahuras. Accordingly
creed, others

of the

repulsed by the spread of Aryan rapine and

away from homage

religious schism, drifting

to turn,

component of the

philosophy which required the warrior

namely Ahura Mazda,

a source that opposed the Daeuas,

which way

to

against the Daevas

for the Indo-Iranian

against the

in particular the war-culture

fury throughout the lands, his heart became

new

came

than an inversion of the prevailing religion of

less

make war flourish. Disappointed and

Zoroaster's

it

of thinking gained even greater impetus with the arrival of the

the Aryans. Zoroaster preached long

which he belonged,

god was challenged. The revolt

finally

same

he Zoroastrian

for the

sake of an

function as the Apostle's creed that (Christians recited during

profession of

faith,

as taught by the wizards, begins with a

renunciation of Hindu ways;
"I

drhe

from

the

Daexm hence;

/

confess as a Mazda-worshiper of the older of 7/imthustm, estranged

the Daevas, devoted to the lore ofllie Lord,

Mazda,

flic

a praiser of the. Bountiful Immortals, and to Ahura

good and endowed with good possession,

attribute all tilings good, to the holy

1

One,

tlic

resplendent, to the glorious,

whose are all things whatsoever ivhich are good; ivhose are all things

whitsocvc)' which arc good;

whose

things pine),

whose are

is

the Kinc, wliosc

is

Aslia (the righteous order pervading

the stars, in ivhose lights theglonous beings

choose Piety, the bounteous

and the good, mine may she

and

objects are clothed.

nil

And I

be.

And therefore I loudly depiecate all robbery and violence against the (sacred) Kine, and all drought
!

to the

wasting of the Mazdayasnian

villages.

...

Away do I abjure the shelter and headship of the

!
i

Daevas, evil as

tliey are;

and, utterly bereft of good and void of virtue, deceitful in

of (all) beings those most

like the Demon-of-the-lie, the

ones the most of all

of good. Off,

sorcerers

bereft

off,

do J abjure

tlieir

wickedness,

most loathsome of existing things, and the

the

Daezns and all possessed by them,

tfic

and all that hold to their devices, and every existing being of the sort; their thoughts do 1

ill

^^WfcH

fv,4S

i-"3rl*

abjure, their

words and actions, mid

their seed (thai propagate their sin);

J

ahjwv

their

and their headship, and the iniquitous of every land who act as Rakhshas MY'?

shelter

The Greek geographer Strabo was
region,

aivay do

intimately familiar with Hie Pontus

and had personally witnessed Magian customs,

shortly before the birth of Christ.

Other things he knew of from history books he perused while studying

Egypt With the exception of one or two extra
be corroborated by surviving Magian

who

groups of Magians; those

different

devotees of Mithraism

Mriman

(the

who

texts.

details, the

in Alexandria,

majority of what he recorded can

His writings preserve the traditions of several

sacrificed after the

manner

worshiped Mithras, nay even those

Lord of Devils)/

and Persian

and

of the Persians,

who made

obeisance to

11

Strabo wrote, "Persian customs are the same as those of ... the Medes

roughly correct, but not universally

4

...'V*

Mis statement

is

true.

"the Pa'sians do not erect statues or altars (as the

Medes did), hut

regarding the heavens as Zeus; and they also worship

I

lelius (ie;

offer sacrifice

the sun),

on a high

place,

whom they call Milhms,

and Selene, and Aphrodite"*

Many

details

found

ritualism practiced

precincts resemble

and water that they offer sacrifice'. Fire was worshiped "by adding dry

the bark

below, ...fanning

Magian ceremonial

by modern Parsees.

"it is especially to fire

wood without

in Strabo's descriptions of

it".

and by placing fat on

top of it;

and

liven

they pour

oil

upon,

it

and light

it

M

In Strabo's time the

Magian process of

igniting the holy fire

was governed by

ritual

prohibitions of an extreme nature. Those who desecrated the holy fires with unclean matter,

or breathed

upon

the flame, were liable for the death penalty (something also recounted in

the surviving Magian scriptures).

"And

water tltey offer sacrifice by going to a lake or river or spring, where, liaving dug a trench
"
leading thereto, they slaughter a victim "
to

Maintaining the purity of the water being venerated was of some importance, lo

this

end

they ensured that blood effused during the slaughter did not flow into the water. Having
r

carved meat from the slain beast the Magi lay it upon a bed of laurel and myrtle

foliage.

Next

came its consecration to make it pleasing to the gods, The Magus sacrificer blessed the meat
with incantations, periodically touching it with a bundle of myrtle wands.55

Then
water, but

there

upon

was an outpouring
the ground;

of

"oil

mixed with both milk and honey, though not

and they carry on

their incantations for a

long time."*

into fire or

r^Vv"

/•fS*

;

number

Strabo mentions that a sizeable

of

l".j£SF'

Magi congregated

in

Cappadocia,

Temples erected in honour of the Persian gods were situated throughout
also. "

Ie

I

went on

to describe their sacrificial technique in the temples,

the victim with a large wooden cudgels The

is

of ashes and where the Magi keep the fire ever burning.
incantations for about an hour, Jiolding before the fire

same customs are observed in
sacred enclosures;

down

same region

namely bludgeoning

Magian sanctuaries were;

"notavoiUty enclosures; and in the midst of these tlwrc

heads high turbans of felt, which reach

that

'liirkey.

an

altar,

on whidi there is a large quantity

And there, entering daily, they make

llieir

bundle of rods and wearing round

over their cheeks far enough to cover' their

the temples ofAnaitis

and Omanus; and

lips.

their

Hie

these temples also Jiave

and the people cany in procession a wooden statue of Omanus.

Now

J

have seen

this myself'.*

;

The

crucial

moments

c

Hi|j cosmic

Gallic

of the great cosmic battle between light and darkness, the causa

belhim, the opening shots, were preserved within ancient Iranian lore, as told

of the Magi,

by Zoroaster especially Death,

the father of all
abyss,

demons, after

evol

by the prophets

and destruction were born when Ahnman,

his initial incarceration,

despondency and lamentation

in the

was loosed from his prison;

" because

Auharmazd and the region,

be; while Aliartnan in darkness,

the abyst

religion arid time ofAhuramazd

were and are and ever will

with backward understanding arid desire for destruction, was in

i"57

"The Evil

Spirit,

on account of backward knowledge, was not aware of the existence ofAuharmazd;

and, aftenvards, he arose from the abi/ss, and came in unto the light

desirous of destroying,

...

and

Ivcause of his malicious nature"''"
\

!

Ahum Mazda said to Ahriman "Evil Spirit! bring assistance unto my creatures, and offer praise!
so

that, in

rcivardfor

it,

ye (you and your creatures) may become immortal and undccai/ing,
9

hungerless and thirstless"?

And lire evil spirit shouted thus:
will not offer praise

among

"I will not depart, I will not provide assistance for thy creatures, I

thy creatures

and J am not of the same opinion with

things. 1 will destroy thy creatures for ever

into disaffcctiori to thee
J

and ever-lasting;

moreover,

1

thee as to good

will force all thy creatures

and affection for myself'.

!

And Auharmazd spoke thus:
possible for thee to destroy me,

not return to

my possession"

"You are not omniscient and almighty,

and it

'.'"

is

not possible for thee to force

O evil spint! so that

it is

not

my creatures so that they xoill

*<EL

^^'ni.vii^^i^L^Yr

f\i

Mayda

Mere Ahum

^^Sfrz^tiKc i7cS*'^tSi

jrt

threatens the devils

power by promising

the arrival of Smosha, the

virgin-bom pagan Messiah, and the resurrection he was empowered to bring. Through
act the seemingly-victorious fiend

would

lose his death grip over the

god of goodness. Sraosha's power

of the

created existence
o( Death,

full

of

would

to raise

eventually return to AJiura

Mazda

the

Geator from the Kingdom

as before, hungerless, thirstless, devoid of infirmity.

life,

and fonned many demons and fiends'

was

escape he
conflict,

cast

down into

mayhem and

distress,

...

"aratmrs

terrible,

"fled back to the gloomy

corrupt,

and bad"!

Upon

the world with legions of fiends as thick as clouds, to

sow

such as Ahum Ma/da and the Archangels had never seen.

The Magi's Book of Bundahisiin recounted

.

numberless creatures

God's creatures from death, meant that

Having seen the light otAhum Mazda the brazenly defiant Ahriman
daihiess,

this

exactly

how

this conflict

came about. You see,

::
:'.

:;

Ahriman absconded from his imprisonment, not long after the Great Whore incited him into

making reprisals against creation.
comes

/

to

yelling "Rise up oh Father of us",

evil,

pollution of
I

111:

3-70 Geh, the Great Whore, deliberately

rouse Ahriman from his darkened prison in the abyss, to cheer him on

heights of

The

In Bundahishn

all

the earth,

larlot told

then he kissed

menstrual

her,

women

him

and

the destruction of so

of her

to greater

and she proposed the desecration and

many souls.

unspeakable deeds, dumfounding the father of demons. So

causing her to spontaneously menstruate. Magian law decreed that

were unclean

for a short time,

both during and

after their

because they had been kissed by Ahriman. By her black witchcraft the world

all

menses,

fell

under

attack.

'Arid, again, the wicked Geh shouted thus: "Rise up, thoujatherofus!fbr in

tliat

conflict / mill shed thus

mudi vexation on the righteous man and tlieMvringox /to, through my deeds, life will not he wanted,
and 1 will deshvy their living satis; I will vex the water, 1 will vex tlie plants, I will vex the fire of

Auhummazd,

p:

By

?///:

\'s

2

make the whole creation (fAuliarmazd vexed"?

power of the Unholy

Spirit (Angra

Mainyu) Ahriman became a mighty serpent,

and, once conjured from his tomb, slithered forth to the very extremities of the heavenly:
vault.

'''

the

J will

Backed by a demonic swarm he jumped

clouds,

all fiery

and burning vapours.

In the

down

to earth

through a hole bored in the

form of countless snakes, scorpions and

poisonous toads, they pierced the surface of the earth, and entered his underworld
(sometimes called Middle-Earth).^ Wherever he and his vicious serpent demons landed a
hill

was

or mountain grew
created in

...

"As the evil spirit rushed in, the earth shook, and the substance of mountains

64

tlie car//*".

We are told of how the battle would eventually unfold. Towards the end of the world, all
creation

would

enter a pericxd of sustained spiritual

the prolonged, aeons-old activities of Ahriman

and

and

his

ecological defilement as a result of

demons, and the malignant spells

of

r
the

Whore.

From the time Mriman set foot in the world, war broke out in heaven and on earth, as his
unwholesome children, the demons, were enlisted to tirelessly pollute and destroy the lands,
and

all

upon it. To save creation the Yazatas (angels and

waded

into battle against the "Fvil One".

the demons,

genii of creation) closed ranks,

With great effort they succeeded

and built a wall around the heavenly city (Carodoman)

to

in driving

keep them

back

out;

"And aftemwds, lie (the Unholy Spirit) came to fire, and lie mingled smoke and diiikncss with it.
planets, with

u iJu ile avatii

)i i

Was as disfigwvd as thmgfi fire disfigured every place ami si m fe an )se iroer it. And) linety
ivere contending in

tfie I leavenly angels

tlie

ivorld with the confidante demons of die evil

and hurled limn confounded to Ml; and Hie rampart if tlie sky misformed so Giat

slioi ild

Tlie

many demoi is, dallied against tlie celestial sphe)v, and tliey mixed (he constellations; m id the

days arid nights
spirit,

and

not be able to h ungle u ith

it.

" "in

Uieadversarx/

of the demons and

tlicir ftcnicssness tfiey seek lor tlie destri iction
•<??

for the peifiction if the creatures if the good beings"!

This hard-won battlefield accomplishment

was by no means

bravery of the angels in repelling the demonic host orily gave heaven a

while on earth the demons thronged

in

greater numbers,

still

The

complete.

heroic

tempo^

becoming more and more

numerous as each year passed. At the end of the world their orgy of destruction, which will
have left planet earth
great

frazzled,

showdown between

holy framshi
single

saints, led

combat with

would be

denuded and exhausted, would be put to an end

the forces of gtx)d

and evil, The archangelic winged

by the returned Sayoshant

their

(the last

in the last

yazatas

and

pagan Messiah) would enter

into

own rival arch-fiend during that epic apocalyptic event, when evil

killed off forever.

To prevent the people being taken by

surprise, the white

Magi

taught their flocks how to recognise the signs which portended the imminence of that terror-

moment,

filled final

that

"hundredth Winter" as they

called

it -

the Devil's time.

Humans would be born very, very tiny, and destined

to

be

Medical marvels would have everyone living

to

a ripe old age, alive even

practices".

"deceitful

and more given

to vile

when

exhausted of blood. " People would no longer care about their family, their parents, their
1

brothers, their sisters, duty, their neighbor, or their country. Families would

the penultimate fiend unleashed his last tyranny on the world
against father, friend against friend. There

unnatural behaviour. Bread and

would be much taken
achieve

The

w

either.

(ie;

to

hospitality)

by dishonest wealth and

be

brother against brother, son

much sodomy,

would be held

iniquity,

in

promiscuity and

little

esteem. People

and would go to great lengths to

:x>

[

7

The lands would be filled with crime and highwaymen.*

deicidal fiend

non-belief.

in

salt

was

...

be loin apart as

would war

The love and

against

faith of all

all

the gods,

armed with atheism, his

people was to grow cold in that

masses denied the very existence of the

creator.

It

was

at this

religion of

j

antithetical age, as the

time that the star bridge

il

1

k

:J

£M<fc
H
^>:

would

connecting the physical and spiritual worlds

and wander

discard their robes,
activities

and

yet others

destitute,

collapse. FViests

while others were

would no longer perform

were

to fall

to lose

all

heart,

prey to iniquitous

the ceremonies correctly. There would be

no prayers for the dead, nor lighting of holy flames, nor alms, nor gifts. Most of all, the people
would no longer

fear hell,

and would rush there

at

break-neck pace, feeling

self-satisfied.

Everywhere, false oaths, gossip and calumny would be the order of the day. here was to be
'

mismanagement, misgovernrnent, and an

all

I

pervasive lawlessness destined to throw the

people into chaos and disarray. Contrary to Magian prohibitions against sowing death into

mother

earth, the

dead of the future would be buried in the ground,

fully attired in g(xxl

clothing.

And woe

for the

winter, for the earth

and

riches. ITiere

misery of the impov erished world of creation
r

in that

one hundredth

would be torn open with great gaping holes to expose her inner wealth

would be spots on

the sun, strange winds, earthquakes, droughts,

little

food in the lands, seasons would be out of synchronization; nine out of ten people would
die of malnourishment. '[he plants of the earth
of the trees

less,

too,

so that more than

90%

and plants would had been uprooted from the soil. What few plants remained

would be sickly and unsightly
carry

would diminish

to behold. Beasts of

burden

the ox and the horse

like

would

and the milk of the cow would have little cream.

So much

for the basic tenets of the religion of the

wise

men and women, and

forebodingly grim future they foresaw, that lawless, tormented, ungcxlly time.

the

What of their

comings and goings? What of their history ? What of their elder and future homelands?
7

And so it was in the remotest beginnings of the world, when the mighty kings of Ur built
canals and the great ziggurats, that their citizens developed the arts of astrology, metallurgy,

Writing, music, p(x:try, glazing, brewing, mathematics, medicine, pottery and the craft of

making wheels/* These wheels were fitted

to the very chariots that

made them

lords of the

world w Long they reigned over the lands, and prospered. Even the gods rubbed shoulders

11

:

with mankind, gtt'ing advice to rulers, and making them

great.

But as they gloated over the

and

revelled in the glory of their

"primitive beings" of the realms beneath their domination,

Empires, nothing could prepare them for the coming of the invaders.
Far to the north of their prosperous
,

-:_:.

cities, in

Indo-European speakers from the Caspian
location

and parameters

postulated.

71

the region of the Steppes, lived Caucasian

area.

of these ancestral

°

Numerous

theories about the precise

Indo-European homelands have been

At present the steppes of Central Asia, in the Pontic Caspian region, are favx )red

above other options.

What

is

more

certain

is

where they

ultimately

came from; Inner

'

Eurasia.

72

Led by

chieftains appropriately

bands of horsemen

their roving
tribal

endowed with metal goods and

left

Siberia

other status symbols,

rough Iv 4,000 BC. 7* Thus began a

series of epic

dispersions far to the west, into the European periphery They may have arrived even

earlier

than this though, for there

is

evidence of horsemanship in the Ukraine as early as

4,000 BC, at Srednyi Stog. There these semi-nomadic

horsemen and

adjacent to the pre-Indo-European Tripole peoples, and

graves of a type found in Asia.

their families lived

made mound-covered kurgctrty pit

7'

In the millennium spanning between 3,000

and 4,000 BC the new-comers somehow

acquired wheeled technologies. Since the Mesopotamians and Proto-Indo-Europeans spoke
of these vehicles using linguistically similar terms, they evidently

make them from

the

Mcsopotamian

states.

bon'owed the

This revolutionary technology

ability to

saw service not

only in the Pontic-Caspian and Mesopolamian region, but in the Carpathians and northern

Europe.

7"

At the farthest limit of their influence, Indo-European Celts are seen as responsible

for bringing both horses

and

chariots into Ireland.*

Around 3,000 BC wheeled vehicles, whether chariots or wagons, began appearing on the
Russian steppe. Since the technology resembled that utilized in Central Asia during the

UkraMan paste*a^
mountains and the Urals. Some scholars have even theorized

same period, one might guess
as those living in Asia's Altai
that Eurasians living as far

of Russia
Asia,

that the

away as the Yenisei river, had been influenced by the inhabitants

and Central Asia. They suggest an eastward repopulation or population of farthest

one which bought vehicle-making skills

to their ancestral lands.

The remarkable successes of the Indo-Europeans are attributable not only to their vehicles
and mounts, but to the many bronze weapons found in their pit-graves. Suitably armed they

were able
I

and

to (A'ercome

whosoever they encountered along

hese Indo-Europeans,

like

and

their beasts.

brothers.

migratory paths.

7'1

the Sumerians, were users of the plough, of metal, chariots

the sword; but they lived in close

children

their seasonal

company with horses, whom they regarded

as their

When thev rode they were as one; like riders grafted on the back of

These were the Aryan nations, the masters of bloodstock which would one day

be synonymous with power over

others.

Between the 20th-23rd Centuries BC, Aryan Indo-European lords had begun

to

dominate a number of races then inhabiting regions to the north of the constantly feuding

Akkadian and Sumerian

city

states

(both of

which were eventually absorbed

into

Babylonian Empire).
Evidently the Mesopotamians

knew

of these northern races.

The city of Jeitun

(situated

y

\

in Iran near
contact,

if

Kopat Dag) showed

substantial

Mesopotamian

not outright Mesopotamian colonization of the area

influences, thus indicating

c.

6,000 BC.

y
y
y
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During the Bronze Age urbanization reached dizzying levels near Kopet Dag. Nama/ga
(132 acres)

and Altyn-depe (10.52 acres) were the foremost of these towns, with Altyn-depe

serving as a major religious cult center. These sites possessed novel features.

The abodes of

the priestly class surrounded a lofty brick tower; dual carriageways served the needs of

pedestrian and vehicular

Babylon, Sumeria and

About

traffic.

Significant trade ties developed there, reaching out as far as

India.*'

2,000 years before Christ, the oasis city-state of Margiana (near Iran) climbed to

regional prominence.

It

took the form of a

qala,

a castle with crenellated battlements, outer

and densely packed intra-mural suburbs. The

defensive walls, palatial quarters,

qala at

\:'.

Margiana, which bore some resemblance to the sorts of fortifications built in
K-

later Persia,

was

the first of its kind in Central Asia. From there the construction of qalas spread to even smaller
provincial areas. The}'

inhabited

must have had trade and administrative

by seal-bearing regional

leaders,

functions, for they

perhaps princes or chieftains."

were

1

%.

Some of the forts were built for religious purposes. In the white-washed interiors of their
temples, pagan priests concocted ritual libations around fire altars using hemp and ephedra.
Current thinking makes these holy drinks akin to the Sotna and Hawna libations prescribed
|

by the Vedas and

Az\>sta, rites

once performed bv Brahmans and Magi respectively.82

Central Asian settlements of this design became linchpins in the network of international
trade. Their ideal central geographical positioning

ventures, allowing Iranian merchants to

China."

enhanced the scope of their commercial

do business with Egypt, Mesopotamia, India, and

3

In the

numbers

wake

of the highly successful

of vassal warriors,

Aryan

prosperous civilizations that lay to
their hordes dispersed east

power

plays,

which saw them muster formidable

leaders began to realize their

dream

their south. In the last years of the

of dominating the

3rd Millennium

and west of the Aryan homelands, vanqiiishing everything

lay within the gallop of their steeds.

that

Such was the dramatic emergence of a nation of peoples

destined to topple successive Mesopotamian

horsemen

Ethnically speaking these

BC

(the

I

and Indian

civilizations like a

uwians, Kassites,

1 littites,

house of cards.

Mitannians, and

^|::p:::::::::::

Hurrians) were

suzerainty.** This is

:::'::':

::
.':'

Indo-Aryans/Tndo-Europeans, or

all

tribes

which had

fallen

under

their

evidenced by the Indo-European names of their various leaders, and

'.

:

iuiilistakable references to Vedic deities such as Mithra, Indra
of 1380

'

t:|

1

BC

he presumably Aryan

pagan faith which,

;=;';

their writings

SC

Central Asian

iBose described in the Vedas*

is

and Varuna, in

It

Andronovo culture

may well be that

they were followers of Vedic religion, a

in time, they would bring into India

nowadays known

as Hinduism.

marfer M17, which began

featured dwellings similar to

and which, in a more evolved form,

With the white steppe-dwellers came y-chromosome

to displace

M20, the foremost

patriarchal gene indicator of

Dravidian India/*

1

Some time around 2,000 BC
and

Iran.

they

moved southward out of their tribal

Following the death of king,

to the core

with

civil disorder,

lammurabi, Babylon

I

and the

fell

apart at the scams, rotten

which had been

collapse of the agricultural sector
57

caused by the greedy overworking of the farms. The temptation

lands, into India

to assail

such a

target

was

overwhelming for the Aryans. The Hittite attack on Babylon brought down the last vestiges
of government there. But before long the

prominence than the

Hittites

and

risen to even greater

on the Babylonian

throne,

which

and growth in Babylon.

539 BC, Babylonia-Chaldea was humbled by the IndoTranian army of

later, in

Cyrus the Great, a Medean
efflux of

stability

had

Kassites

installed their princes

brought about a period of immense

Much

Aryan

who became King of Persia. This must in turn have caused an

Chaldeans from Mesopotamia, into the lands of Scythia and remote Central Asia,

or become absorbed into the warp and weave of Indo-Iranian sodety. These Indo-Iranians,
the Persians, Medcans, Zikirtu, Haraiva,

and

Parthians,**

were the next wave of invaders,

who in their turn, took over all the lands once held by the descendants of the Aryans. Upon
their corning the

Aryan Dacva gods

officially

Iranian

diabolized,

and the Ahuras

raised in

Daeim were worshiped by many commoners, but

great exultation. In practice though, the
in a syncretic

became

form which blended together portions of Vedic and Magian

teachings. Indo-

supremacy came via powerful and prosperous dynasties such as the Achaemenids,

Parlhians

and Sassanians, who patronized

the religion of the prophet Zoroaster, in various

guises.

The

earliest

Andronovo
|

Indo-Iranian migrants to

culture, a

people

settle in Slavia, are

who once dwelt

associated with the so-called

to the east of the

Caspian in Central Asia.

Their presence

was

mound

which, as in the Afanasievo culture, were erected over square excavated

sites,

in

burials,

signified

by nomadic pastoralism, horse domestication and kurgan

which the body of the deceased was covered

various tribes

both placcs.

was

s"

"races'' to ever inhabit Russia.

the widely-travelled nomadic Scythian cattle-herders
Siberia.

settle

down

periods.""

Upon

for at least part of the year, striking

Commonalties
to

more or

less

common mortuary rites spread

Bronzes and other

artifacts

for these

monuments in

from Scythia

to Siberia

Scythia

during the

raised, containing sacrificed retinues

found in them prove

Asia

many were inspired to

permanent camps

in the construction of slab-grave funerary

Bronze Age. Massive burial mounds were also

As early as 1,000 BC

moved westwards out of Central

reaching the prosperous grazing areas of Russia,

and Mongolia point

livestock.

The material culture of these

linked with the Caspian. Similar ceramic ritual braziers were found in

Next came one of the most important

and

in ochre.

that the

Europoids interred in them had traded extensively between Europe and

and

Mongoloids and
91

Asia.'
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During the 7th-4th Centuries BC, the Scythian nations played a major

role in the
-

construction of the

;,

2

Khorezmian and Samarkandian city-states." These sites were admirably

endowed with towers, irrigation and even luscious, well-stocked game parks for recreational
-

hunting. There were holy

perhaps

sites too,

cult centers

around which the nomads

congregated for religious feasts of calendrical significance. Cauldrons, iron-working, horses

and

religious depictions of deer

carried with

them on

were

just

some

of the things that Scythians habitually

their travels.

The IndoTranian-spcaking Saka

("stag") nations

of Central Asia lived the Haumavarga

west were the Tigraxauda, amongst

had three main

divisions. In the heart

(whose ancestral realms lay east of Tashkent). Further

I

whom were the Massagetae. The westernmost of the

Saka were the Scythians of the Russian stepped
,r.

In the 7th Century

7

BC

Scythians fled from an internal conflict with the Massagetae.

Consequently the Scythians erupted onto the Russian Steppe where the castle-building

Cimmerians dwelt. According
which

to

Herodotus a prolonged time of

the Scythians sought to chase the

Cimmerians from

harried a large band of fleeing Cimmerians, but took a

friction

their pastures.

wrong

turn,

ensued, during

At one point they

headed down past

the

Caucuses and violated the Iranian borders of the Medes. For this reason throngs of Scythian

horsemen ended up

in

Medea.

form of Scythian- Assyrian

A more likely reason for the Scythian invasion was some

alliance

with the Assyrian king, Ashurbanipal,

built

from the

much flimsier military arrangements of prior times. What followed was a 28-year Scythian
occupation of Medea. At length the Scythians and their Saka
sufficiently

site in Russia, their religious architecture

Politics in

Central Asia

was

in

more

Judging by one

once employed
%
slain in them too.
to designs

mutable though; fortunes changed

eternally

quickly,

chiefs

were assassinated while attending a Medean

624 BC. The ensuing confusion promoted by the loss of their leaders permitted

the Medes to re-gain their sovereignty,

and establish a new Magian capital at Ecbatana. Even

after this act of treachery, Scythians lent their

support

to the

Medes (ie; the Magi).

With Assyria in a severe state of decay and a resurgent Medean state strutting about,
x*!"

Scythians decided to concern themselves with pillaging other locations.
ideally placed to raid prosperous southerly7 regions

diverted their attack
offer of money

'1

the

hey were now

unopposed. Scythian horsemen of the

Russian Steppe successfully conquered Syria, the Caucuses and as

It

in

unexpectedly. Because the Scythians had been draconian in their treatment of the

Medes, the most prominent Scythian
banquet

aristocracies.**

conformed

the construction of Iranian temples. Beasts were ritually

drastically,

governed Medea,

long enough to allow an intermingling of cultural traditions, and

importantly the integration of the Scythian and Magian
Scythian

allies

far

south as Egypt, but

on the Nile countries only when the Pharaoh made a

sufficiently large

and goods.

:::::::

Between 610 and 615 BC the Medes again sought to gain independence by

force of arms.

Their successful uprising sent nearby powers like the Babylonians clamouring to join in. The
siege of Assyria resumed,

though

time with a combined and rcinvigorated force of

this

Medeans and Babylonian-Chaldeans, who waged
last

a series of epic battles against them.

The

remaining Assyrian strongholds were bolstered by Egyptian troops sent across to Asia

Minor
final

at the eleventh hour,

but

all

cities;

'ITieir

new

lost.

The enemy threw

and Nimrud and

them down

Thus died

overlords, the Babylonians, never sought to rebuild their

towns and

cast

few indeed were spared. Meanwhile, sensing further

homelands from

might against the

their full

forever.

bastions of Nineveh, Assur

Assyria.

was

this

on the Egyptian

strikes

powerful eastern enemy, the Egyptian Pharaoh sent a large body of

troops to occupy' Syria

and vital tracts of the Euphrates. Concerned by these developments,

Prince Ncbuchadncz/ar of Babylon was directed

by his father to utterly destroy not only the

Egyptians, but the ( ireek forces which were lending aid to them, and thus reopen the route
to the

Mediterranean Sea.

Leaving their co-collaborators to sort out their own

began seizing land

in

affairs

with the Egyptians, the Medes

Armenia and Asia Minor. Babylonian and Medean rule was to be all

too brief though, w-ith the emergence of Cyrus at the head of a Persian host

much

easterly

Choresmians and

to escape their

domains, moving

of Iran. Cyrus' military operations against the

Soghdians had the

effect of forcing the

Massagetae

more

which occupied

westward toward the steppe and Caucuses region/7

Somewhere around 550 BC the Medeans were themselves conquered by Cyrus and
Persians.

Low and behold

the Persians

(who included

"Germanians" and "Daans") had thrown
their

off the

former masters, but the Babylonians as

Babylon, relatively speaking, and with

it

ethnic Persian sub-tribes such as the

Medean

well,'*

the

yoke, then subjugated not only

Accordingly

their leaders

and

new powers foreclosed on

their gods.

Cyrus made

it

his

business to bring the seemingly vanquished gods of Assyria back to life, by re-erecting their
idols in

newly built temples. Next Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, entered the holy and royal

Egyptian

city of

Memphis, and

trained), leading a

Sais too (where

many an

Egyptian priest or priestess was

multitudinous army. Like Ionian Greece, Egypt entered

Satrapy of the Achaemenid Persian Empire, down as far as Ethiopia."
his rule

Cambyses was termed the

ruler of the Egyptian people,

"offspring

o/Ra

one already related

(ie;

the sun

as a

From the inception of

( iod)", for

to their royal family,

\ rassalage

he saw himself as

and the high gods of

Egypt." The Egyptian kings therefore seem to have been blood relations of the Sun-Kings of

Medea and

Persia.

During Darius' period of sovereignty (522486 BC), Persian troops marched

into Scythia

with the aim of exacting a very great vengeance upon the Scythians. This was in retribution
for the past

warring of the Scythians against the Medeans, whose forces they defeated and

|
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whose

Scythians

was

years.

The business

a necessary part of Persian empire building, though

drawn out affair.
1
V

more than 20

lands they occupied for

11 " 1

All that

remained was

of subjugating the

turned out a very

it

to bring the Sakas, especially the Massagetae, to a

state of obedient submission.

Cyrus attempted the same assassination ploy once used by the

Medes on

it

the Scythians, but

backfired

the Persians overcame the Saka

and he lost his life. Though

their leader perished,

and subsequently brought Central Asia

into Persia's

growing sphere of influence. At the end of it all the Persians emerged powerfully victorious,
but were propped

up by the very nations

they had sequentially vanquished.
.-

As

Persian
Asia.

Medeans and Massagetae became

a result of these Persian victories, the Scythians,

loyal to the dynastic visions of the

power

base.""

Achaemenid

state,

the needs of the Achaemenids, and, based

:

!•!;!•!

:'>;

on wall murals

:"!

tall

'

I'll

at

pointed

were also highly prized. Scythian miners and gold prospectors

became the largest single source of gold
the relationship

III

their trade influences far into

Persepopolis, took part in consular processions before Darius in their trademark
hats. Scythian resources

i

and were an indispensable part of the

Through them the Persians extended

Many Scythians served

;

:i"

i

and

for the Iranians

between Scythia and Persia was sure

to

Persians.

1

2

And

be a long one.

for this reason,

One Bronze Age

Scythian interment in the Urals contained a seal and bowls of Achaemenid manufacture,

some of which were even engraved using Aramaic script
the Urals

how

Sqthian inhabitants knew

construction of the

charged with

all

Achaemenid palace

to read

at Susa,

therefore likely that

It is

and write Aramaic.

Egyptian and

Medean

103

some of

During the

craft-masters

goldsmithing projects, owing to their special prowess

were

They

in this art.

turned Scythian Ural gold into exquisite works of art.

For a very long time Russia was ruled by the very same Scythians who became embroiled
7

in

the Assyrian conflict. Further westward on the Russian steppe, Scythians lay claim to a

great deal of tenitory,

and

of these lesser settlements

Scythians pitched their

built at least

a hundred walled towns. 104 Though fortified,

were merely seasonal places of residence,

tents.

Ilh

At other times of the

in

many

:.

.;•

;:.:!

Uiji

;

which the nomadic

year, Scythians followed their

herds

about in four or six-wheeled tent-covered wagons. 10*

To the north of the Scythians

lived the

were the Melanchlaeni, a Gothic race
garbed themselves

Neurian wolf-men. In close proximity

who

lived near the Pripyet

in black robes, lo the east

to

swamplands, and

were the peaceful Argippaeans,

them

who

who housed

themselves in tented groves and were drinkers of the Aschy libation, a mixture of milk and
the strained juices of squashed cherries

which grew on

their holy trees.

107

Other

locals, the

Androphagi, were cannibals who probably dwelt somewhere near the Urals. They practiced
a different form of cannibalism from the nearby Issedonians
their

(who consumed

the flesh of

deceased kinsmen during a funeral banquet).

To the south

lived colonists

from Ancient Greece. Athenians sank

'"
i

their roots into the

'iij

rf^^

iffe

m

1

4^m^ ^'s^ti$&.

Crimea, establishing not only colonies but commercially viable agricultural

came

these extensive wine-growing regions

taxes aplenty,

and trade

districts."*

further afield. In

adjacent territories the Scythians reaped copious amounts of grain, and sold

Greeks.

108

They became rich

it

to the ancient

an enviable range of exquisite gold

accordingly. Consequently

ornamentation was manufactured by Greek craftsmen for the Scythians,
metal greatly, and even worshiped

From

they prized that

for

it.
iwgfflii

Scythians were keen to maintain the purity of their customs, and for this reason given to
^lili

murdering fellow tribesmen infected by Greek teachings, Dionysianism

gods of the Scythians were peculiar

to themselves,

but owing

I

Tie

Herodotus's writings,

to

confusingly equated with classical Greek divinities. Bearing in

in particular.

mind

xenophobic

their

hatred of foreign ways the following correlations are unlikely to have been factually
analogous.
),

Papoeus

Thus the Scythians worshiped Tahiti
(a

thunder god

messenger of the gods

Arimaspa

Hercules (none other than Hercules himself)/ Ares

god like Poseidon).

number

Magian customs. The

of

like

lestia

was the greatest

like Ge),

heavenly goddess

(a

(a

I

Oetosyrus

(a

Aphrodite),

like

w ar god), and Thamimasadas (a sea
T

105

After living so long among the Medes,

a

goddess

Apia (an earth goddess

like Zeus),

like Apollo),

(a fire

it

appears that the Scythian religion had inherited

best evidence for

them being Magian comes from

Herodotus. They are likely to have been avid fire-worshipers, and drank their libations from

golden cups. Like the Magi, the Scythians achieved bodily cleanliness by means of a paste

made from pulverized cypress, frankincense (from Ethiopia) and cedar woods, which was
plastered

all

over their body, and peeled off the following day. The

Magi used

custom because they deemed water so holy that they would not contaminate
of washing in

was

it.

'"

Embalming corpses

wax was another Magian

in

also incidentally practiced throughout

Bronze Age Scythia.

1
'

funeral

as evinced

by the following account. When the Persians lunged upon

"Urn assembled princes of the nations, after hearing
deliberated.

At

the

end opinion was divided -

Sauromatac were of accord, and pledged
Agathipsimi and

Neiman

the

for the

rite,

sake

one which

for

(ie;

the

God - Ahum

AS mm Mazda),

their Scythian quarry,

...

all that

the Sa/thians

had

to say,

Kings of the Geloni, Budim and

tliemsclvcs to give assistance to the Scythians; but the

primes, together with the sovereigns of the Andropfiagi, the

Melanchaeni, and the Tauri, replied
"If you I tad not been the first to
the request you

word

the same as that of the Persians

the defenders appealed to neighbors for military aid

same

The name of one oi

Scythian leaders, Octomasadas, seems derived from the Zoroastrian

Mazda. Their highest god was most likely

it

this

to their request as follows:

wrong

l\\e

Persians,

and begin

the war,

we should have

thought

make just; we should then have complied with your wishes, and joined our amis

El

'/*>?

<«E

Ki

with yours. Now, however, the case stands thus

of the Persicnis, and so long as
the

God gave you

same God they am come to do

to

you

-

you, independently of its, invaded the land

the power, lorded

tiie like".

it

over them; raised

up now by

u

Several pieces of interesting information arise from this passage. Firstly there

adi i lissk ji i U lal tl ic g( xl
is

i

>f ll

princes. Despite being portrayed as pitiless man-slayers (and in

likes of the

and a

ic sai i ic.

desire to not

Sea

)i

idly,

ll

lere

one case cannibals) the

Androphagi, and Tauri were well able to meet in council with

neighbors, and reject the Scythian

call to

all

of their nearby

war against the Persians out of fairness and honour,

commit the first wrong.

many

Scythian priests, the Enares, were akin to the Magi in very
their soothsaying magician-priests sacrificed horses
Up

ll

among the various northern races, many of which were ruled

evidence of social cohesion

by

U ic Pcrsiai is is ( m ic ai id

ic Scyll liar is ai id

an

is

and

cattle,

ways. Like the Magi,

:

!

and performed ceremonies

1

-

using bound faggots of willow wands.

I

lerodotus also tells us that Scythia was certainly not

1

under-manned when

it

societies there, especially

According

to

came

to prophets, for there

were already many

haruspex (anthropomancers).

Ptolemy's map, a presumably Indo-Iranian people

lived east of Margiana, in Bactria

Anares did

known

as the Anares

around 150 AD. U Bearing in mind that the Massagetae

lived not far due west of them, and are known to have migrated
that the

different occult

toward Europe, it's plausible

may have been

likewise. Accordingly the Scythian Enares

Anares.

Recalling the Scythian fortune-tellers Herodotus recounted;
"Sa/l}iia has an aln a idance ofsiX)tiisayers,

A large bundle of these ivands
places each

uvnd by itself ai

is

hvuglit and laid on

rituals.

relief

it

was

of

fliescWmyer'unties

and makes them up once more into a bwidle".

Herodotus then wrongly asserted
in fact

tlie ground.

the same lime uttering his prophecy; then, while he

gathers the rods together again,

when

id 10foretell iliefuli ire by n iean< ofa number ofwillow unnds.

that this

method

rite is

war customs were

exceptionally brutal. In

described by Herodotus (which

unleashed

when

their kinsfolk

I

shall

speaking, he

u

in

some Hindu

vedic

confirmed by Magian scripture and a Persian

depicting a Scythian magician with a pointed "scythian hat"

Scythian

still

and

of divining originated in Scythia,

Magian provenance, though not unknown

That the Persians had such a

is-

tiiebui idle,

now

my

and wand bundle.

opinion the graphic barbarity

examine) might only normally have been

were threatened, or when challenged by oath-breakers. As
!.

the text suggests, those who refused to side with the Scythians would have been compelled
to aid their

war effort if only

each head they presented
Battlefield scalping

the Scythian cause

to their leaders

had been just.

In

war they took heads

they gained a given portion of the

was virtually a Scythian trademark, and proven by

on a frozen corpse found

scalp

war

(for

b(X)ty).

marks found

at Pazyrk, Siberia. .After cleaning a scalp, a warrior traditionally

1

used the grim trophy as a placemat,
1

or, if

he had enough of them, sewed them together

make a prestigious cloak. They knew no limits when it came to grotesque
Occasionally thcv dangled the amputated limbs and

saddle or

reins,

body

ornamentation.

parts of their enemies from the

was in

turn

made from

skin

or stretched the skin of a flayed adversary over a frame, which

mounted on a pole and

carried as a battle standard.

flayed intact from a defeated enemy's arm. All in

and macabre sight

all

Arrow

quivers were

they must have presented a terrifying

'more civilized' inhabitants of Greece and

to the

to

Persia.

115

unfortunate that the passing of the Scythians went unrecorded, for they vanish from

It is

classical

sources some time during the 4th Century BC. But of course they didn't disappear.

Scythians

nomads migrated

further

westward

what we now

into

call

Poland and

Germany/"' while others no doubt stayed behind on the Steppe.

Other marvels existed

there. In his 5th

Century

BC travel log the ancient Greek historian

Herodotus spoke of Scythian ramped 'pyramids' made from kindling. They had 600-metre

wide bases and enormous swords stabbed

into their peaks. In

comparison, their bases were

two and a half times bigger than

that of Egypt's "Great

"Pyramid of the Sun". While

it

tempting to believe that Herodotus had over-inflated the

true scale of these temples,

should be remembered that he actually visited Scythia at the

it

is

Pyramid of Khufu", or the

.Aztec

time of the Persian invasion, and so saw these things first hand. The cyclopaean dimensions
described by

him

are probably credible considering the exactitude of his notations

on

the

pyramid of Cheops.
Scythian megastructures had three almost perpendicular sides and a fourth consisted of
a steep

rampway which

led to the top of the building." In

to the sacrificial dais' of the

Medean Magi, but

built

on a similar

"ziggurats" were so heavy, that they sunk under their
cart-loads of

brushwood annually

to

some ways the design was akin
scale to ziggurats.

own weight, and

These

each required 150

help them maintain an appropriate height. The

temples were raised in honour of the Scythian

War God. Consequently herds of cattle and

|%

the temples to appease him. After pouring

of

all

war prisoners were slaughtered atop

consecrated wine over their heads, priests slit the throats of captured enemies, allowing their

flow out into a bowl, which

lifebkxd

to

perhaps

to give

it life.

In an almost

was then ceremoniously

tipped

upon

the sword, *
1

Meso- American display of butchery, the

sacrificers

hacked off the sword arm of captives and tossed them into the air as an offering, after which
the body was flung from the heights of the "ziggurat" to the land far below.

One sign of strong government on the steppes is that each Scythian district possessed one
of these mountainous temples dedicated to Ares. Obviously they required a large labor force

so the canal which allegedly spanned from the Sea of

to construct. Equally

Taurus mountains.

Azov

to the

W hy they stopped making these temples seems problematic, and today,
7

no trace can been found

of them.

It is

my guess they were burned down.

[.'*
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The

Persian colonization of Scythia provided a further powerful infusion of Iranian

dualism amongst the various inhabitants of the region. The tattooed Scythian nations who
built these "ziggurats"

human

sacrifice

were perhaps

and war, and who

gargantuan building

projects.

related to the Tauri, a later people

also

One such

immersed themselves

location, Charax,

much

in the construction of

has been excavated, providing

firm proof o( the epic proportions of their efforts. Ihe Taurian fort called Charax'after the

Chaldean

for "fort"), at the foot of the

given to

1 ''

(named

Crimean Mountains, on the Black Sea coast,

was eventually stormed by Roman troops who had gained a foothold in the area. Thereafter

:

I:!!!!
;

Rome used Charax as a permanent garrison.
III

i

As you

will later see in this bcx)k, the fullest range of horrors is yrt to

among

this land,

pagan Slavs and

the

be revealed,

for in

their predecessors, lay a bizarre sect of devil-

worshipers that lived by ethics too terrifying to contemplate

$$p||£
We now

east

o'hapei

Kx)k eastward to the monumental developments taking place in Iran and

Central Asia from the 3rd Century BC onwards.

*

Alexander the Great assumed power over

the Greek and Balkan peninsula in 336 BC, and followed in his father's footsteps not only by

consolidating his hold on the area, but

by pushing Macedonian

influence into Asia.

chasing Darius afar, and subjugating Persia, Babylon, Afghanistan, and

between Greece and the Hindu Kush mountains, Alexander
Asia.

From

themselves.

there

He

women, with

he ventured

the

aim

stole the

mantle of King of

found his warriors unwilling to over-extend

of creating a superior breed of

that

By

many other nations

then returned to Persia where he set about mating his forces with

promoted the idea
rulers.

into India, but

121

human.

he was a divine being, perhaps

It

was

local'

there that Alexander

in emulation of the regions

former

122
v
!

With the death of Alexander in 323 BC, the already serious fractures among his generals,

became

w orse.
T

Being more powerful, Seleucius, and

Graeco-Macedonian

Bactria,

and

later

Antiochus

strived to requisition lands in

I,

tix>k control o(

Khorezm and beyond

the

Oxus river. 12 Greeks of every description came to live there, bringing customs, lifestyles, and
"'

Hellenic religious sensibilities and traditions that would linger for century after century.

time went by the Greeks became more Persian in their oulkx)k.'
cultural marriage
I

r3

125

.As

What emanated from this

was the Iranian civilization of Parthia, which lasted from 238 BC until 226

AD, when they lost power to Ardashir and an entirely new dynasty of Sassanian monarchs.
The Parthian Empire was based

for the

but with substantial Greek influence.

Greeks formed the nucleus of
scribes

and academics. 24

most part on Achaemenid governmental

structure,

123

their administrative engine, to the exclusion of Persian

A shrewder means to alienate the Magi from the halls of power

-

Uijl

could not be found. Democratic processes were instituted in many places, where previously
there

had been absolute feudal monarchies v\ith clear class distinctions. 174

From

the reign of Seleucius through to the 4th Antiochus, Greek military outposts,

villages,

towns and cities flourished throughout much of Seleucia. Their farmers were at one

and the same time warriors. This enabled the new regional overlords
defended

agricultural sector capable of being

moments

at a

notice.

many

required to submit to Greek rule.

As the power of Macedonia
even as

far

away

homogeneous

I

holdings

unravelled

virility

and the Saka.

were ait

off

and

presence there entered a period of decline, and

127

125

their

owing to successive failures on

coup dc grace at the hand of the Scythians, and allied Indo-Iranian
Persians

were

cities

126

as Egypt, the eastern Greeks

Icllenic

Larger

own assembly.
and temples were now

modelled on the autonomous Greek states, and very often possessed
Local religious heads, sacred prostitutes and their

to cultivate a thriving

The spark

of

Greek influence never

had already inseminated the diverse cultures and

fully

the field of battle,
forgotten.

1

"7

The

finally suffered its

tribes, like

the Parthian

died out though, for

religions of Central Asia

its

and Iran.

Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, the Persian Parthian tribe rebelled against the

waning power

of the Greeks,

under the Arascid dynasty,

were notable

sovereignty. Parthian royals

for their attempts to resurrect the Zoroastrian

teachings, which, during Alexander's reign,

enjoyed under the Achaemenids.

17

*

And

had

lost

Aramaic became the

administration.

Its

!

Hie

halls in

came, had

have them

to

fire

and

thank for the

both domestic and commercial

service only

among

the Parthian

12
use had long been abandoned by ordinary people. " The guiding hand

way for the revivification of Zoroastrianism (which was

suppressed by the Greeks), which in time led
226 AD.

We

script of the era, applied in

of the Parthian kings prepared the

state in

had previously

which had been mutilated by Iskander

documentation, whereas Ancient Greek saw
!

the supremacy they

so the faith of Zoroaster, not to mention

sun-worship experienced heightened popularity.
reconstructed Avestan texts

thereafter gaining a position of

which Achaemenid

their lofty roofs

between the 3rd Century

to the

foundation of the Zoroastrian Sassanian

dignitaries once lived

and dined,

before the Greeks

supported by equally impressive Greek columns. 130

BC and

the 3rd Century

AD,

1

ater,

Parthians arranged their massive,

oblong, high-roofed feast halls (iwans) in groups of four, each hall forming the side of square
inner communal courtyard.

13

-

Clusters of these square

iwan arrangements were encircled by

a surrounding wall. Parthians had a practice of buttressing their walls, and
lasting vestiges of

Greek sculpturing and

architecture:

3

we

->

1

1

x:

also find

Thus Parthian monumental

1
Hi

masonry was stuck in a time-warp, displaying ancient Mesopotamian beasts,
Greek iconography such as centaurs.

131

griffons,

and

*

I

i

:
:
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:

Greek

gcxls, religious traditions

Parthia either. Parthian kings

far

from the horizon

in

their Armenian royal allies are known to have enjoyed the

and

2

'

extravagances of Bacchic theatre,

and philosophies were never

and

this is

something which ensured that they would be
*

$•

erased from Sassanian Orthodox Zoroastrian psyche from the 2nd Century onwards. So
favorable

an impression did the drunken revelry of Pan and Bacchus leave on the

that his rites were still being celebrated in Central Asia as late as Islamic times.

'"
1

region,

"hough the

Dionysian mysteries had by that stage incorporated the extremely ancient worship of
Anahita, a goddess also found in Zoroastrian scripture.'"

Meanwhile Babylonian temples nestled
substantially operative in Parthian times.

1

and were still

safely into their venerable niches,

They had

"'

resisted the absorption of religious

hybridizations born to this Parthian menagerie of faiths,

and would

live

on

into the Islamic
:.

when they met their dix)m. Undeniable confirmation of a Babylonian

era,

the Persian empire

is

provided by Darius, since one of his monumental inscriptions was

rendered in Babylonian.

Temple

and Pontus

It

was obviously intended

for the eyes of his

such as those once found in Babylon were
*

prostitutes

presence within

in that day.

still

Babylonian subjects.

be found

to

in

Armenia

1

and cooperation proved

Military coordination

difficult to

achieve in Parthia."" Instead the

land was studded with petty kings and princes who fielded their own forces, multi-national

armies which

may

or

may

6
not have lent support to the Parthian kings.- Such untamed

arrangements left soda] unity vulnerable to the lobbying of kingmakers, or nobles intent on
feathering their
lesser kings,

divided

is

136

Parthian rulers were better able to muster support from

with the result that they, and Parthia, fared better at those times.

one that is destined
'

bickering.

own nest. Some

K

It

caused them

to

fall,

and

for this reason Parthia

to lose control

fell

1

'

But a house

victim to its own internal

oyer the silk routes which sustained them, and

made them an easy target for Pompey and Trajan's legions. Only the Roman Empire and the
prosperous Kushan empire

to their east

could profit from

this.

Parthia s successors, the Sassanians, governed Persia from 226

AD.

I

will

omit further discussion on the Sassanians

AD through to the year 651

at this point

purely because thev are

discussed elsewhere in this book.

To the east of Iran lay the Kuhsan empire (50-250 AD), which was led by the Great Kings,
the Sons of Heaven. *
1

'I

hey dominated a

many

large part of northern India, Central Asia

and

Kushan was

itself

subservient to Zoroastrian Sassania, with whom the)' presumably had strong contacts.

w An

Afghanistan, and

arterial trade routes

along the

silk

road. But

unprecedented spectrum of religions interrningled in Kushan
easily find Zoroastrian fire priests, preachers of ancient

10

One

could just as

Greek philosophies, Chaldeans,

Brahmans, Manichees, Buddhists, Taoisls and Christian
coexistence, doctrinal purity

lands.""

10

priests."

In this climate of

was difficult to maintain. Antiochus' funerary rites were jointly

i

:"!

:

•:iMtt

WeW™
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performed

in a

-rS^

Greek and Persian manner. As conservative as it may have been, Magianism

readily accrued Oriental asceticism in certain areas.'

became

4:

saw

likewise shared whatever the)'

fit.

Owing

to a

4

Greek and Buddhist philosophers

predominance of Buddhists, Kushan

a staging point for the intensive Buddhist missionary

"
China. 3 With the wandering
1

bombardment

of distant

monks came countless Chinese monasteries, which sprouted

from the mountains, hills and arid plains

like

wild-flowers after a desert shower.

u
'•'•HafifS

Kushan's extensive trade contacts are highlighted by their material culture, which
:

showed evidence o( Chinese,

Indian, Greek,

and even Egyptian eraftsmanship.

:?3§|

,4/!

Its

pre-

eminence in Central Asia diminished after 250 AD, lea\ing the region open for later Kidarite

and
:

lephthalite control.

1

r

'

Much of the countryside was governed by wealthy regional lords

known as the Dihqans^' The affluence of these nobles was measured by the extent of their
trade

and

armies.

and the

agricultural holdings,

si^c of their castles,

manor houses and

*

Khorezm, one of the most lavish and important cities in the entire region, fell
After a

private

lull

in progress

emerged as an

spanning the 300-400 s AD, the Khorezmian

illustrious

promoter of advancement under the

into decline.

city-state

Iranians.

once again

47

Extensive

irrigation projects, astronomical observatories, educational, and profitable craft centers were

built

14*

The next major

regional development

empires between 552-734 AD, the
ethno-cultural

complex was

first

was

of

the formation of

two Central Asian Turkic

which collapsed around 630 AD. U> The Turkic

diverse, for they inhabited lands ranging

from Mongolia

through to Scythia. " Ancestral legends depict them as having originated in the Altai
mountains, where they

w ere
T

them throughout their history.
to

led
'

''

by demi-gods. These same

Erom

the 6th Century

rulers continued to govern

AD Turks displayed a strong desire

usurp mastery of the trade routes throughout the various regions

lurkic

mounted war bands earned

wealth of the Chinese Empire,

at

their notoriety

accordingly.

their pilfered riches

The Khagans were

which they

every opportunity. This prosperity coaxed

this resulted in their Sinisization,

brought them

in

lived,

and power by sacking the immense

to revel in the luxuriance of their spoils. Turkic nobles

ways, and

T«88fi

many of them

became enamoured with Chinese

and subsequent pacification. The raiding which

became less, and

their status as a regional

power waned

further lulled into a false sense of security

marriages between the Chinese and Turkic highborn.

Chinese were better placed to exploit inherent

Xow

by arranged

inside the Turkic elite the

inter-tribal animosity.

Imperial forces were

then able to pounce on the squabbling khaganates and through a series of battles, picked
::::

them

off

one by one.

•

In the 7th and 8th Centuries the Turks attempted

to

regain their grip

:- *

on Central Asia, but

:'
:

-.-

.;

this

came

to

nought with the assassination

of Bilga

Khan

in the year 734

AD. i?2 Grandiose

.

:.

:

;

;

w

/>?
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plans for the establishment of urban centers and monasteries to house their Taoist and

Buddhist adepts were abandoned, since
adopting

pacifistic lifestyles

Nevertheless

came
It

to

some

was thought

would rob them
52

favored urbanization.

a violent end, causing

was succeeded by

it

many Turks

that

becoming sedentary and

of the warrior spirit that

made them

great.

After an illustrious career the second Empire
to

disperse throughout Asia in every direction.

the Uighur Empire, which, within a short space of time,

foremost champion of Manichaeism, a nominally Christian heresy. Eventually

became
the}'

the

turned

Muslim.

•

Traditional

lie

<)>

*

-

Magian civilization came to a close as a result of a three-fold foe; the Turanian

devil-worshipers, Christians
I

Co

and Arabs. m

shutdown of Sassania was well and

truly

underway following the bitterly contested

:

Byzantine Crusade against the Zoroastrians in 622-628 AD. This
culmination of centuries-long warfare between the

war was merely

the

Roman and Persian states.

The 7th Century AD Roman counter-offensives against the Magians were heavy handed
and vengeful

to sav the least. After

all,

the Zoroastrians

had previously taken Edcssa,

:!\

Jerusalem,
Jesus

and what's worse the

was supposed

to

greatest relic of Christianity, the

have been

crucified.

which Magians and Christians fought

two

faiths, since

mass conversions

it

is

a story in

itself,

and one I

shall

them incapable

ideological arena in

out to sever the ancient connection between their

had given

rise to

most of the

why Magians so readily mutated

not indulge in at

Anyhow, steamrolling By/antine
religious disunion,

Such was the inflamed

of the former

throughout much of the east. The reason

Holy Cross upon which

latter

into Christians

this point.

forces crippled

them

to

the point

coupled with a fractured organizational and

of adequately repelling the massive

where

political

logistical structure,

Arab Muslim

incursions,

and

made

which began

shortly after the cessation of hostilities with the Byzantines. Notable in this Byzantine

campaign was the use of marines
Gushnasp,

v

one of the three

to penetrate

greatest

Magian

deep inside

Iran,

fire-temples to

have ever existed, and

their way to just outside Ctesiphon, the heart of Sassanian royal

not far

whereby they ransacked

made

power. The death blow

was

off.

For the Magi, the year 637

AD marked one of unparalleled tragedy. Mohammedan forces

routed whatever troops the Sassanians had mustered, during a battle on the plains of
Harran.'^

From there the Muslims grabbed much of Iran and

the Caucuses

on the western

shores of the Caspian. In disarray, the Sassanid leader Yazdegird retreated to the city of Merv,
M
situated south-west of (Jurganj in Khorezm.' Yazdegird was assassinated some 14 years
after the debacle at

Hamadan, thus prompting his hereditary successor Peroz to take flight

v

•
:

J
into China.

'-

Into this

vacuum

by the promise of land
In this

initial

Umayyad
1

"'

Muslim

settlers

from Arabia, lured

grants.

Islamic governors.
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To

realize the resettlement

Men' and Khorezm,

Muslim documentation

books were destroyed, and the
thousand years of Persian

tells

either

program

by genocide or

influential of the

of his masters required

Magians

selling the

into

m

us that Magian archives, educational institutions and

intelligentsia liquidated, at

civilization evaporated.

By

Khorezm."

one stroke a

In

Al-Biruni's recollections

Qutayba

further eliminated opposition to the conquests by re-opening wounds in Iranian society,

turning the protagonists on each other. Whether the Persians liked
1

£§§t

•Hi

phase of Islamicization, Qutayba was installed as the most

the depopulation of
slavery.

fed tens of thousands of

and

ii

or not, Arabs were there

it

'

to stay.

Farly

only

if

Arab leaders were open

they remained

Qumis and

to the possibility of negotiations

infidels but

:!:;

humbly obedient and submissive to their new overlords. This is how

Rai escaped the typical predations,

of their faith, by

with Iranian

and gained concessions for the continuation
b

handing over the princely sum of half a million dirhems.

"'

''

In spite of the terrors inflicted

on the

w hite Zoroastrian Magi and their flock, they still
T

found some way of surviving. As the irrigation channels which turned
livable oases capable of supporting

their desert cities into

phenomenally-sized populations dried up,

wizards, and fellow Iranians faithful to the creed of Zoroaster, withdrew to
locations.

According to Al-Masudi, the magicians

still

faith,

even as

late

as the

AD. While they had lost substantial geographical regions to the Muslims, they

were regrouping

in strength,

areas. For instance in 913

(on the

more secluded

possessed well-fortified enclaves

during the Middle Ages, which harbored practitioners of the old
10th Century

many of the

and well able

to

maintain sovereign Magian rule over certain

AD Abbasid Islamic forces were forced to retire from Tabaristan

W estern Caspian seaboard) at the hand of a
7

Magian army. Many

of their forces

garrisoned massively-walled cantonment valleys on the Caucasian seaboard, pre-positioned
there to fight off Islamic

mountain

fortifications

The city

amphibious intrusions. Further inland others manned formidable

once built there by the Arascid kings of olden

1

"

of Istakhr, the location of the Magi's greatest library, remained psychologically

significant to the

Magi

in Islamic times,

there in the 10th Century,

ended with

Iran.

"fierce fighting

for this

...

siege engines

and killing

The

rcx)t

uprising

(Magian) Persians

9

together with the chiefs of'chivalry"."*

push died down somewhat. Judging

religious texts dedicated to refuting

other diverse pagan faiths/* Islamic preachers
kill

to suppress.

therewith 40,000 of the

the ferocity of the Islamicization

by Al-Nadim's mention of Muslim

pagans rather than

reason a spirited resistence took

which the Muslims spared nothing

and wiping out most of the noble houses

As years went by

and

no doubt hoped

Magianism and

to convert the

remaining

them. Once Islam was firmly entrenched in both religious and

::

:

^

governmental terms,

alien creeds

tolerance flourished. Fugitive

posed minimal threat

Magians

to the

As a

result of this,

most

and ktislik belts, the traditional dress of the

surmized devil-worshipers of

unmolested, and

But as a

still

spirit of

slotted into Islamic society fairly

era,

wearing the

still

was

still

tell-tale white

1

Magians.'"' Yet others served as court

astrologers to the Caliphs. In the end, Muslim, authorities
Yczidis, the

and a

of the Abassid Caliphate's administrative apparatus

being run by Magian civil servants during the Mediaeval
linen shirts

order,

an existence quite separate from that of

lived

Muslims, yet a certain number chose to remain behind and
well.

new

Iraq's Basra

became so

tolerant, that the

marshes continued

to live there

do, to this very day.

rule, the fate of the

bkxKl-Magi was vastly different to that of their followers, the

Magians. The Magi, together with

their

books of ancient lore and

fire

temples, were destined

to

be systematically exterminated by Muslim devastators, particularly during the harsh rule

of

Umar II.

'"*'

into Islamic

Paradoxically

academic

group of Magians

many

of their treatises

institutions, to

be

on the ancient sciences found

fully investigated.

their

Al-Nadim reported how one

fared after having surrendered themselves to Islamic authorities, to

convert to the faith of the Quran.™ These

Magian

turn-coats

who apostasized to Islam

Magi called Mutamlik. So heinous was apostasy in their eves, that the Magi professed

was

better to suicide

repeated many,

many

Not so the white Magus, who was

Muslim.

ney slaughtered him on the

because he was a

that

it

times over since the advent of the 7th Century Islamic conquest of

heartedly.
I

the

than abjure the religion of Zoroaster. In a scene that was probably

Muslims were only too happy

Central Asia, the

way

Magus priest. He had

spot.

to accept the prospective recruits

just as

whole

eager as his followers to become a

Al-Nadim explained

that they did this simply

the blood, the bkx)d that others once wished for but

could never have; once a Magus, always a Magus. By killing him they were helping to
eliminate once
a

and

for all the

powerful lineage that was the backbone of Magianism. To

Magus was to kill everything that he held

of the sciences,

and

the prayers

rote learning

and

and

to their offspring,

faith

on

tuition.

Most

and
of

rites

all

and

kill

so dearly in his heart, his impressive command

committed

to

memory during at least a decade of

thev were killing the onlv folk able to pass the blood
the only figures permitted to conduct their foremost

ceremonies. With the death of each magician the chances of the Magian faith ever
resurrecting

itself

from the ashes of what once was grew

less

and

less.

Accordingly Islam

waxed stronger.

Some

Magus-priests stood firm in an overwhelmingly Islamic world, unsuccessfully

attempting to re-muster support for the

faith.

Prince Mazyar's failed rebellion

was beaten

00

down in 854 AD.* The Muslimiyah was a Magian-Muslim sect of uncertain size, begun by
one

Abu Muslim,

a self-styled prophet of fjGroasjjp:

161

According

to his followers

Abu

Muslim would make a dramatic return in the distant future to reinstall the faith of the Magi.

:
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With death constantly
Central Asia,

and

Iran,

to them; to migrate

onto

staring

them

in the face as the Lslamic crescent

overshadowed

many Magi logically chose one of the last courses of action available

eastward into India or China, north into me Siberian forests, or westward

the great Russian steppe (the

mouth

of the Volga

is

only 8(H) km's from Khorezm), and

thence into the Balkans, the Baltic and other little-known locations.

KEY
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Jews
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Chinese annals and substantial Iranian archeological remains in China

tell its

that

thousands of Magians sought refuge in the Far-Fast too."'2 Most probably reached there after
a 5,000 kilometre journey across the 3-7,000 metre-high Tien
firstly

as small cogs in a large oriental trade machine,

Shan range. The}' arrived there

and the

last

wave

of

them

rolled in

contemporaneously with the collapse of the Sassanian empire during the reign of King

The final Sassanian King of Iran was amongst those who preferred a life of exile

Chosrixxs

II.

in China,

and

of the

in 651

AD he packed up his royal heirs and went to five under the protection

Tang dynasty." As a destination
2

favored, especially

when one

which they enjoyed with
Centuries

for the dispossessed,

China was probably highly

considers the extensive diplomatic and trade connections

successive Chinese emperors, particularly during the 5th-6th

AD. The number and

types of books spirited

Magians went unrecorded, but

it

is

difficult to

away to their oriental havens by the

accept that the

Muslims succeeded

in

I

1:1:1:1

destroying or acquiring everything they possessed on the sciences.

The
taxing

better

documented refugees

sailed to India in the 10th

2^50 kilometre route across the

Century AD, or trekked a

metre-high Hindu Kush Mountains. There

5,(XX1+

if

they were called Parsees, which meant Persians. In the 20th Century the Parsees are

that

all

remains of the Magian religion besides small pockets living in Iran and the West.

officially

Other Magian colonists continued

their religion in the vicinity of the Ural

mountains, and

beyond its ridges, out in the forests of Siberia. There the inhabitants were largely animists, or
the inheritors of

Others

Aryan pagan

religious customs, particularly in the

made a brief expedition over much kinder terrain into once-Scythian districts,

pagan eastern Europe and the Balkans

how

form of Buddhism.

far the)'

wanted

to

(barely 800-2,(XX) kilometres away,

penetrate into the area).

The

really

into

depending on

smart ones probably boarded
:

i

ships

new

which
'1

life.

tcx)k

them across the Caspian, and straight up the Volga

Tie only thing they did not

Magian refuges

no safety Without a home or land
chances

at

surviving

to

AD, roughly 300 years later.

After the loss of

Orthodox and Catholic Christianity the Magi knew

to call their

in a Christian

new lands, and a

count on though, was the Christianization of these

heathen nations in the 9th and 10th Centuries
these final western

into

own, many wizards and witches took

their

environment, while the even more committed of their

adherents took to the roads, moving into the

Baltic,

where paganism

still

flowered until

suppressed by the Teutonic knights during the especially violent Northern Crusades of the
13th Century

AD.

Owing to many similarities between the beliefs of the Magi and
Magian and Christian
dualistic Christianity

religious

themes intermingled. Subsequently heterodox forms of

began popping up

interacted inside the parishes.

those of the Christians,

in Eastern

Europe as Magians and Christians

Over time these new demi-pagan Christian teachings gained
7

momentum, drawing more and more Church

vitriol,

as apostolic Christianity, a

Jewish vision, became stronger and sought to purify the

faith

more

from the influence of

Magianism.

My next b(X)k, Christianity's Greatest Conhwersy

-

Prelude to Genocide, explores the

life

and

times of the heretical Christian witches and wizards, a remarkable story beginning with the

journey of the Magi at the birth of Jesus Christ.
'I

he

extent of the

locations

Magian diaspora

is

perceptible in the following words, found in

many thousands of kilometres apart.

LANGUAGE

WORD

MEANING

Old Persian

Magus

"a

Magus"

Greek

Mages

"a

Magus"

Latin

Magus

"a

Magus"

Latin

iwgicus

"magical"
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Magus"*

Arabic

M-Madjiis

a

German

magishch

a Magus"-"

Spanish

Magoa

a magician"

Hungarian

MagochMagus

Sassanian Pahlavi

Old Russian

Mog
Mag
Mag

a pagan priest who keeps the bonfire
'^
a Magus"

Old Russian

magiya

Lithuanian

a magician, or wizard" *
!6

a magician, or wizard" 5t

magic" " *

i

'

.

:

'

.

:

:

a magician"

Old Chinese

Mya£

a magician"

Babylonian

Rab-Mag

'Chief Magian

"

•

were heathen white

lb44
'

It

translates as

Magyar

Arbis

A doctor or herbalist.

Old Russian

Arbiii

"A priestly

sacrificer

to the

priests

known

Magi

to the

'The White Princes".

versed in the old pagan

rites".

The Old Russian verbs arbovati or arbuyu meant

166

"to

perform the pagan religious ordinances". yf

'

Finnish

a

"A pagan priest who

foretells

the Finnish Mari tribe they

the future". 66

were called

.Among

Arbuj,

which

derived from the words at ("intellectual") and -buj

is

("head"). " Finnish
1

pagan priests were therefore part

of an intellectual class.

Magyar

Baksa

A pagan priest knowledgeable in the sciences.

Kirghiz

Baksy

A sorcerer skilled at healing, and
demons

Tibetan

Bhikshu

From historical and
a religious role,

responsible for

which continued well

we know

that certain

Old Russian

Skimwrokh

A

Magyar

Harsany

A minstrel-poet

minstrel-poet

And then there were the witches dedicated to evil.
Gambancias

illness.

pagan musicians performed

into the Christian era. For this reason

following words;

Magyar

fighting off the

A Tibetan Buddhist monk.

folkloric sources

A warlock.

:«

-

:<

K.k

roles they undertook.

Slovaks.

:<

:

lff;

Other interesting terminologies exist in Eastern Europe, words once related

Bicloknyazi

:<

:
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Maag

Bicloknyazi

:<

:

iVixx

Estonian

Slovak

:«

:

'

:

and the specialized

:

;

I

include the

H
,v-

Serbo-Croat
the Balkans

A

Garalwicias

seem

to

warlock.

The Gombancias Md

brigandage and every kind of

have been dedicated to crime,

lawlessness; ''crime-fathers"

if

you

like.

The Old Prussians had

ceremonies reminiscent of the witch Sabbaths of the
Early

Modern

era,

a

13th Century

AD

and

priests of Slavia

later

priests of evil also. In

Middle Ages, Renaissance and

Prussian "black priest" was recorded as

congratulating attendees for their crimes, pilfering, extortions and bloodshed, and anything
else "iniquitous".

167

''

Polish

Plnnchiik

Russian

Ved'ma

:

An astronomer in some way akin to the Gambancias.
Witches who interacted with demons. **

;d

1

Ipfe myvfo come
To adequately probe the question

k>

of wizards as historical entities

one must put

certain

regions of Europe under the microscope, places like Russia, Scandinavia, Germany,

Hungary, the Balkans and England. Eor it is in such lands that we find a point of origin
the

European wizards and witches.

Vital clues exist suggesting the existence of

regime of religious traditions throughout these vast

tracts of

for

a shared

Europe, and with them comes

proof of cultural interaction between the pre-Christian inhabitants of these

localities.

The likely truth underpinning the close inter-relationship between the Mediaeval pagan
Norse, Hungarians, ( ioths, Finns and Slavs is a shared religious heritage, traceable to nations
of eastern magicians who
centuries.

From

had emigrated from Persia and Central Asia over a wide span of

the Bronze

Age onwards they came

into Scandinavia

via Scythian Russia, especially so between the lst-3rd Centuries

Goths proceeded

into

Europe from places as

far

and Eastern Europe

AD, when

away as China. From

the

Huns and

that time

Europe

became home to "witches".
For much of their formative history the Magi passed on their erudite teachings, histories,
7

sciences

and

ritualism orally, varied colleges of brethren being the

mode

of transmission.

Only later, during the persecutions of Alexander the Great, the Christians and Muslims, did
they

commit them

gained ground, the

to

parchment. By the Dark and Early Middle Ages, as Christianization

histories, as told

detested the public recitals of this
inquisitorial censors,
r

Small wonder

who

by the Magi,

fell

under the

knowledge taking place

extirpated or requisitioned

we only have Jewish Old Testament

assault of polemicists,

in royal courts.

'Ihen

many volumes kept by

records of the

who

came

the

the wizards.

monumental migratory

period.

The following

portion of text

was drawn from

Book of JussifHm) penned in Kiev by Jews

a 10th Century

who had

Hebrew document

(the

been driven out of the crumbling

Khazarian Jewish empire, then situated by the Caspian Sea.

It

drew upon the Old Testament

r^fek*
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T/

of
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explaining the ancient waves of migrants

Mesopotamia and the Steppes, but goes on

who shifted into Europe

from the

vicinity

to specify the various family groups that

migrated elsewhere after the dissolution of Babylon. Considering that Moses can be seen as

many figures preceding him (Noah etc) need not necessarily be

the founder of Judaism, the

seen as Jews in the pure sense of the word, but

much

rather the earliest ancestors of later

generations of humanity, some of whom were Jews.
"Not/ (Noah) sired Sima (Shim), Kfcama
(I

(Ham) and lafct (fapheth).

71'ic sons oflafet zvctv

lomer), Magog, Madai, Yaoan, Tumi, Meshekh and Tuns. The sons ofGomei'

Ripat ami Tognrma. Tlic 'sons if Yawn uviv

Elislia

and

Tarshish, Kittim

cveiv

Gomcr

Ashkenaz,

and Dalanim. And all Sic

A rid liainng moved 01 it of Sic east, Siey settled tlic plains. And
make oursehvs a city. A id Sic Lord God came donoi h sec tlic city and tlic knar,

lands Jiad one hngi lage and one dialect.

thy said to eadiolhr, let 's
mid tlic lad said
scattered

"Tliis

them from

Sic sons oflafet,

i

one people,

J zuill

i

descend upon

)

language and jumble it up.

Sicir

And Sic lend

there throughout all the lands, from that place he calls Babykm.Tliese are the races

and Sic lands which

they settled

in,

wconicd in Sic tongue wliich thy use in

Sich'

(f

own

homelands.
Tlic soils of Comer arc Sic Frankos (the

are the Bretons,

Franks) who

who lived in Bnttany, on the River Lera. The Lera and the Seineflow into the Great Ocean.

The I'me cfTogmma consists of10 races, cfwhidi
(unidentified), Turks,

Sic

M

there are Khazars, Pechencgs, Alans, Bulgars,

Ml ofthem live in the north, and their countries are named after Siem, and

Rizvr (the lower Volga).

Only Sie Ugrians, Bulgers and Pechenegs live along the Gieai Danube Rtvei;
Trie sons (fYawn, the Givcks, lav in the countries of Ionia and

Al'daHash

live in

Khoivzm. Tlic sons of Tumi am Sic Tuscans,

Macedi mia.

Saxons and Sic Angles lav on

Gurgan Sea (the Caspian).

tlic

Great Sea, Sic Russcs

that

is

Sic

Dunai

River.

Tlic sons of Madai, Sic

who lux: in Tuscaiiy on

The sons ofMesliekh arc Sic Saxons and Sic sons ofTinis arc Sic
Tlic

Kanb'ma

Buz (or Kuz, perhaps Oghu/z), 7/iktiuk (unidentified), the Ugiians and

Tolmadi (a Pecheneg tribe).

thy We along

Fmiice on Sic river Seine. Tlic sons ofRipat

live in

the

Rair Piza.

Rosses.

live

on

Sic Kiev River,

which

Tlie sons ofAlisfia, Sic Alemani, live betzveen Sie led and

flirws into Sic

Sabtimo

mountains (the Alps). 'They conquered Italy and settled Siere until this very day, along the River Poo and
Tichno,

andfivm than air Sic Burgimdians zdio live on. Sic RiurRcdno (Bhcmc),aridfro))i Sicm come

the Baiortya,

who live on the River Renus (the Rhine) which flows into the Great Sea, The Tichno and
38

Pao Rtoersfloiv into Sie Venetian Sea (Venetian Gulf).
l

:>;

The sons ofDodanim arc the Danes, wlio live in

Denmaikand Indnya, on the Great

Sea.

Sic gulfof the sea, of Sic

Ocean, in Sic countries of
\

Thy swore never to submit to the Romans and lay concealed

'

01 it on Sic high seas ai id Sic ( )cean,

unto the faiihest islands

but Sicy could not do so (fen' long) because Sic power ofRome shvtclicd

in the Sea,

:!

•

v
v
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And the Moiuiians, die Croats, tin

7

of

Serbs,

4#5arte

ok6

3gpdN

and the Judianians and die Li/akhs (Riles), and tlie

Krakars,

and die Bobnm (Bohemians), consider fftemsdves to stem from die sons ofDodanim, and diey inliabit
the coastline between
frontier, to the

Bulbar bender and die Venetian, andfiwn iheiedieystreidi uptoxvmxk trie Saxon

tlie

•

Great Sea, and fhey are called Sdavi (Slavs).

Some baif (fiat

tiny are from the sons ofKIuv urn i

(Cm uuu i?), bi d

tliey elevate

tlicm*dvcs to

llie

pedigree

rfDodanim"™
For so
little

many years now, educated

more than

fairy tales,

linguistics, history

and

westerners remained convinced that such records arc

bankrupt of any truth whatsoever. Genetics, archaeology,

folklore

tell

a vastly different story, one largely supportive of events

similar to those portrayed in the above-mentioned Jewish

text.

For instance, Dr Ornella Semino, an Italian genetic researcher, has determined that almost
all

European males emerged from ten different patriarchal gene pools, that originated

in the

Middle-Fast and Ural regions. Of them, four-fifths are thought to have dwelt in Furope since
the stone age (2540,000 years ago), while another one-fifth arrived intermittently between
10,000 years

ago and the present. The point of origin

possessed bv one in 20 European
researchers

need

to

work hand

men

is

be

yet to

for a

Y chromosome
At

identified.

characteristic

this point

in glove
with archaeologists,
to see
\j
\j

if

1

feel

these

the timing
of these
\j

population movements can be more precisely mapped out, by comparing modern samples

with DMA extracted from excavated

skeletal material.

Archeological debris indicates the importation of artifacts and manufacturing techniques

I

from the Near East into Europe. Linguistics confirms that European languages branched out
from a source common

to

Hindus and Central

Asians. Genetics proves the reality7 of a past

migration of peoples from the east into Europe. Put simply, in the millennia following the
retreat of the Ice

Age glaciers,

to the agriculturally
*

die northern world

was peopled by hunter gatherers, owing

marginal nature of the climate and

latitudes particularly lent themselves to exploitation

harvesting crops,

and domesticating

distances, mitochondrial

that

the

much

Whereas more southerly

by farmers

skilled in

sowing and

very things which allowed for the

livestock; the

establishment of permanent settlements. Using an

soil.

undreamed of range

of data

on genetic

DNA and craniometric measurements, geneticists have illustrated

of Russia and Central Europe

was

settled

modern population still exhibiting genetic

by eastern farmers, with segments of
of these ancient folk

traits characteristic

from

Asia Minor
Linguistics not only clarifies a time

frame for this genetic intrusion, but provides clues as

to the ethnicity of the immigrants. Fossilized

words

heavily steeped in Persian agricultural practices,

and

tell

that

us that European farming was

many

of these

were shared by Slavs, Baits, Germans, Scandinavians and Saxons.

same

techniques

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

Russian folkloric tradition has

m
that

it

many

of their vegetables once

came from Asia

in

remote antiquity: buck wheat from Turkestan, peas from China. 7 Their oats, barley rye and
"

wheat

first

arrived in the

Dunai region from the Indian sub-continent,

linguistics in part confirms this, for
agricultural

via the Caucuses.™

some Russian words concerning

produce come from the Avestan and

later Persian.

agriculture

and

Consider the following

examples;

The Russian word

for a

garden bashtan came from the Turkic /Persian

(meaning "vegetables") came from
grow") or the Old Indian

vaksai/ah,

the Gothic/Germanic languages.

The Russian word

a connection

more

faithfully

{pshenitsa) is traceable to the

many Eastern European languages and

for "barley"/

73

The Russian word

Avestan roots, but

in

is

-

Owshchi

vagsaili (Avestan: "to

preserved phonetically in

Old Indian word

(meaning "flour") through intermediate words. The Russian word
pari of

17

17-

"wheat"

for

which was derived from

owsJil

boston.

for

common

Germans, Baits, Saxons and Slavs.

174

"rye"

use

(ynchmm')

believed to be related to the ( ireek

is

(rozh') is

is

word

not traceable to Indo-Furopean or

various forms)

(in

for barley

pistam

by the

Finns, Scandinavians,

The Russian word for "porridge", kasha (which is found

number of Eastern European countries), is only barely traceable to the Indo-European. T

'

in a

Perhaps Russians might also
baklazhan,™ otherwise

Astrakhan, and

haw grown

egg plants

(aubergine).

The Russian term

known as the Solarium cscukntum (egg plant) began somewhere near

came

into Russia via the Eastern Turkic

and Arab-Persian. Their other

crops 177 were;

hemp, and

Northern crops:

Flax,

Southern crops:

Millet, oats,

Fruit crops:

Pears, apples, grapes,

Nuts:

Almonds and walnuts

Vegetable crops:

Onions,

millet

wheat, barley, rye, and hemp

garlic,

pumpkins, cucumbers, radishes, cabbages,

beetroots, lentils,

Apricots were

unknown

in

New Persian.

Vf
"

mushrooms, peas, and turnips

Mediaeval Russia

Linguistically however, the Russian zh&xlela

Avestan and

plums, and cherries

if

we

came from

This suggests that apricots

consider historical sources alone.

the Turkic, and indirectly from the
initially

speakers, perhaps Bulgars, as early as the 7th-8th Centuries

entered Russia with Turkic-

AD.
::

Archaeological excavations at Novgorod

show

that agriculture

the 10th Century, because of problems with seed stock.

Many

was rudimentary during

different crop

i

types were

:

-::
:-.

:

::

brought northward from the steppes by Slavic colonists during the 9th and 10th Centuries

AD, but not being suited
that famines

to

such harsh climes they had trouble growing,

17

"

with the

were a regular occurrence. It took a few hundred years of sustained

result

cultivation

El

m

'/">?

1:1:1:1

:

to

produce seefl capable of producing acceptable crop yields in northern regions.
In Mediaeval Rus' peasant plot farmers were called ryadouichi, which implies that they

worked

in fields laid

out in furrowed rows or lines. This is

fairly

natural considering that they
*

$•

extensively used ploughing as a

means of soil preparation, and practiced crop rotation. The

plough was therefore an implement vital

to progressive agriculture.

we gain some understanding of where
Russian agricultural technologies originated. Iwo Russian words for "plough" (omezti and
By examining Russian words

omezha),

for

"plough

7

'

and Bulgarian and Croat words with similar forms, come from the Persian amnzh,- 2

IhiLS indicating Persian influences in the field of Slavic agriculture,

Bulgars and Serbo-Croatians.

Then

proved so remarkable an innovation that
K1

fanning.

Sokha

is

related to

was

there

it

a scratch plough

among

known

as the sokha,

opened up much of the northern

Old Indian and

the Russians,

which

forests to plot

New Persian words meaning "a branch" or "a

bough", or "a horn" (which were arguably plough components), but originated from the
•

!

2

Gothic holm ("plough").*
instance the Slavs

It is

also related to the

and Goths probably

Old High German sahs

utilized sokha scratch ploughs,

suface of the ground, rather than digging under

it.

They were

2

("a knife").' In this

which

therefore ideally suited to

cultivating the stump-riddled, agriculturally marginal northern soils of Russia.

word plm
linguistic
I

("plough"),

form

Anglo-Saxon

either present

which

related to the

plog.

indicating that

163

it

lh

'

often has

pagan

Old High German

we

Tn this instance

find neither Baltic

was something shared within

from very

exchanged between

all

early times,

religious connotations,
pfluog, the

a Slavic

when both races

scarified the

Old

is

The Russian
a pan-Slavic

Icelandic plogr

nor Gothic

and the

correlations, thus

and Nordo-Teutonic forum.

freely

It

was

it

was

the Balkans

and

shared cultural

three cultural groups, taking root as far

aw ay as
7

traits,

or

England.

And now

for livestock

The massive, long-horned aurochs once found on the Russian

:.

.;•
v

-

!

;:.:!

Uijl

steppe were without question descended from stock once raised and herded into the region

by Magian pastoralists. The Russian word

tur ("an auroch")

is

related to the Aveslan Persian
i'l

staora

("huge, horned

cattle").

"'

From

this

the Gothic sliur.^ Likewise the English

we get the Fnglish word

w ord
T

cow

is

"steer",

which came via

closely related to the Avestan gao ("a

cow").
'I

he Russian words for "a sow", svinoi or sv'rna, are related

Saxon

su,

the Latin sus, the Greek us,

Middle Latin

sitinus,

to the

the Avestan Persian hu, the

Prussian swintian, and the Old Indian sukaris. Similarly related
("a suckling pig").'

85

Kaban, the Russian word for "a boar",

Gothic svein, the Anglo-

is

Old

the Latvian swens or stiver®

comes via the Turkic. *6
1

Etymologies concerning domesticated pigs are unlikely to have arisen from the Indo-

European since observers of Hindu vedic

lore did not eat

swine meat, deeming

it

unclean.

Therefore European terms for pork are likely to have come from the next most likely source,

'"
i

PM

r?W

/•fS*

ape

'mm

Avestan. Consider one Finnish term for "a pig

Persian word for "a pig".
T

Slavic

porkus. It evidently

',

word

to describe

also connected with vtespatis (Lithuanian

Old Indian

vie ("a settlement"),

"a house").

187

origin. For

predated by the older word

Slavonic). This

other languages. For example vas (Slovenian), and

ves

word can also be found in use in

vies (Polish)

meant "a

village", but

were

meaning "a Lord"). These are all derived from the

or more especially the Avestan and Old Persian vis (meaning

One Russian word for "home", kJutta, comes directly from the Avestan Persian

]i
kaia. *

partly to the

the Avestan

housing seem to be of Magian

for "a village", derevm/a, is

(meaning "village" in Old Russian and Old

word

came from

The English word pork has the same origin.

Man\ Old Russian words used
example the

7

The other

commonly used word dam (Old Russian

for

"home")

Old Indian damas, but more specifically to the Avestan dam

all

of

is

traceable

which meant

"a house". '* The I atin damns and the Greek domos no doubt originated from the Old Indian
1

As

or rather Indo-European, instead of the Avestan (which gave rise to the Russian).
correctly pointed

out by the

late

Professor Margaret Murray, fctafl-style housing existed not

only on the steppes of Russia, but in Britain

huts of the mystical fairy folk

radiated outward
stroi

*1

where they came to be associated with the

(which by her reckoning was another name for the witches).

made by heaping

Khala were

Russian

1

also,

thatching over a skeleton framework of timbers, which

from a vertical pylon. The Russian word

"to build" stroif

word

or stroya. These originated in the Lithuanian

comes from

stmja ("to cover

the

with
::

thatching"), with

its

true origin residing in the Avestan uroaro-straya ("the cutting of
I""

plants").

191

Obviously the construction of Magian khata in Slavia and the

harvest time,

when bundles

roofing. Again,

of cut grass and hay were gathered

Baltic

up and

took place at

piled

on

11
Si

their
111

an Avestan connection.

hi

Where there's smoke there's fire. Where one finds the activity of pre-Islamic Persians and
Iranians, one will, no doubt, also detect the presence of Magi, the priests and priestesses

tended to the religious needs of that same culture.

And

that

is

exactly

who

what one finds.

|

On

our voyage of discovery, ancient Russia and Scandinavia excite our ever}'

interest.

Perhaps the greatest single confirmation of a Magian (or at the very least Chaldean) presence
in Scandinavia, C

Germany and Russia can be found

Saga, as recorded in

Scandinavian royal
the interaction

in

none other than the Nordic Ynglinga

Mediaeval times by Snorri of Iceland, based on epics narrated

feasts.

This particular saga

is

notable for

between the \ikings and mortal gods

like

its

at

much of
in known

worldliness, since

Odin

takes place

geographical locations such as Turkland (Central Asia), the Ukraine, Saxony and Denmark.
In essence the Ynglinga Saga traces the ancestry of

Norsemen),

his

Odin (one

of the principal gods of the

people and his gods to an ancient homeland in the east According to the

iH|

~

^mm
surviving pagan, non-Jewish tradition, he

was

the leader of a

mass migration

into

from Eurasia during the era of Roman conquest in Persia and other such places.
his bloodline that

so

many European

royals claimed ancestry.

evidently recalls the arrival of the Magi in Europe,
"The country east
the chief aty
fi)r sacrifice

ofllie

and

It

Europe

was from

The Norse Ynglwga Saga

their leader, a

man-god called Odin;

Tamiauisl (the Dnieper River) in Ash was called Asaland, or Asalieim, arid

m that land was called Asgaard.
w

In that aty was a chief called Odin, and tt was agieat place

..."

"Theiv goes a givat mountain barrierfivm nortli-cast to south-west (the Urals), whidi divides

tlie

Cieater Smithied (Greater Scy\h\a)fivm other kingdoms..

South of this mountain ridge it
region), zolierc

(

)din

is

not far to Twkland (the Caspian, Iranian

had great possessions. In those times

mrrld, suliduing h) themsel7x*> all peopt^

and on

this

tlie

account

Odin tuning fordo wwlcdge, and magic-sight, knezo tlial

and Central Asian

Roman chiefs went wide around in

tlie

many chief fledfivm their domams But

Ids posterity would

Come to settle and dwell in

m

the noiihern half of the world"}

"He tfwrefbreset his brothers Ve ami Viljeover Asganiit (in

Asia);

and he himself, with all thegods a} id

a great many other people, wandered out, first westward to Gardarike (Russia), and then south to
Saxland (Poland / Saxony).
Saxland,

lie set his

up his abode in an
From
priests

He had many sons; and after having subdued an extensile kingdom in

sons to rule

He himselfwent northwards to tlie sea (Denmark), and took

tvunlry.

which is called Odins

island

these arts (of

llie

magic)

lie

(Odin) became

of tlie sacrifices, and tliey came neaivst

oihas, however, occupied tliemselves

and continued long".

in

Fyen"} %

my celetnnted.

to

himself in

all

...

He taught tlie most of his aits to his

wisdom and zritdiJaiowledgc.

much with it; andfivm that time witdicmft spreadfar and wide,

v>:'

This was how the Norsemen inherited their religion, or so Snorri Slurluson
12th Century,

Many

some 2(K)

tells

us in

years after their conversion to Christianity. But can you trust

tlie

what

he says? Most modem historians regard

this folk epic as strictly unhistorical. Nevertheless,

the True History of Wizards and Witdies

shows

trustworthy than most scholars give
historians do not normally access.

was

the arrival of displaced

Minor.
the

him

that Snorri's writings are probably

credit

for,

by using

a variety of proofs that

As you will see, what he was in fact describing in his epics,

Magi

into Europe,

from

their

homelands

in Asia

As the Christian order gained control of education it became imperative

'false'

more

and Asia

to discredit

folk stories.

Linguistics

and

witches and the

historical reports

suggest a factual connection between the vikings,

Magi Any suggestion

that this

amounts

to a factual

tlie

Magian presence

in

Scandinavia has never been given a second thought by the vast majority of researchers, and
for this reason

much

of

what you

by no means unsupported. As

controversial, but

Norse

will read here concerning the
it

Al-A4adjtts is

happens nobody has bothered

to

examine the possibility or impossibility of the connection, they just simply ignore some very

On

significant clues.

the other

hand

Magian aspects of Russian pagan
features

were present

1

spent a considerable

amount

many

only to discover that

religiosity;

in Scandinavia also. For this reason

we

examining the

of time

ought

to

Magian-style

wonder about

significance of a temple site found near Oslo, Norway, which contained objects

India

and Persia.

It

the

from Europe,

dates to the time of the Islamic penetration of Iran.

With the Magi came power politics. Many Scandinavians were peaceful farmers, highly
accomplished
fair

number

territorial

to find a

artisans, explorers

of

and merchants. Even so we cannot ignore evidence that a

Norsemen were eager

blood

to

their

swords,

some

as part of a king's

and political designs, others as a matter of lawlessness and piracy, others just trying

new home.

Academics are still theorizing about reasons for the viking attacks on Europe and Church
property

Was this conflict something which predictably accompanied their migrations into
I!

Scotland and Ireland, a result of population pressures, attempts by banished
their kin to settle

down

in

new

or-'

regions,
a looting spree, or
cr
'

Norsemen and

an anti-missionary
response
j
r

prompted by their staunch adherence to paganism, or a combination of the above theories? 190
I

personally believe these were

all factors.

In the west, vikings undertook repeated raids against major European targets the very

same century

as the Nordic Rus' tribe

Slavic nations.

These included Ireland (830-840 AD), Francia (834 AD), Paris

and

its

princes helped amalgamate the

numerous

(845,

885 AD),

Spain (859-862 AD), Constantinople (860 AD), York (866 AD), Cologne (882 |D). w

And let's

not kid ourselves

some

of these

were major

fortified targets

(though defensive works are

thought to have become dilapidated by the 9th Century) being attacked by predominantly
sea-borne forces, advancing
In essence

many

down inland waterways.

viking operations were

little

more than

elaborate extortion attempts,

where highly mobile bands of Scandinavian warriors arrived by sea
cities

as large as Paris.

As

in Russia a

common

to besiege rich trading

ploy used by vikings was to control major

arterial

waterways, rivers such as the Seine, Rhone, Rhine, and the Elbe to

places,

and thereby choke commercial traffic mtering and lea™^

opevmidi

becomes

name but a few

^

*

blatantly obvious in the case of the heathen Russian attack

on

!
i

Constantinople, because clearly they

had

little

chance of taking a

city that big

with the

number of forces they reportedly fielded in 860 AD. No, these troops planned on cutting off
Constantinople from

its

agricultural provinces, outer

destroyed) and trading partners.

suburbs (which they

More importantly they could

lexrted

and

prevent the passage of trade

«€^

fvY

k

sJ

9ra:
•
•

goods

and out of the

in

city

by

rur

«

aim was

cither land or sea. Therefore their

to besiege

prosperous world trade centers, and keep them blockaded until they have paid you a
sufficiently large

their

sum of money to leave. Fither they pay the money or stay entrapped within

own walls, slowly watching their economy and international trade status fall apart at

the seams. Either

way their victims were likely to pay them every thing they wanted.

Viking attacks on Church property in the west, the

earliest

recorded being that of the 8th

Century raids on Lindisfarne, have long been portrayed as ha\ing been prompted by purely
*

:

financial concerns.

Naturally monasteries were a soft target for vikings, and their lavish

tappings and ornamentation presented an
minimal
raids

losses.

It is

get-rich-quick scheme.

arrive at this realization; Irish kings

temptation;

maximum

do attack the weak.

strong often can and

logical that the

on monasteries wire a

irresistible

And

In

gain for

many cases

vikings were not the only ones to

and monks became wealthy by plundering neighboring

monastic communes, and they were Christian. Monasteries were not always utterly
destroyed

Vikings often only removed

cither.

more

their

valuable ornamentation and

furnishings, leaving the building intact " so that the faithful could restock their place of
1

worship with valuables

at

vet another opportunity to

some time in

the near future. This provided the

Norsemen with

come back and raid them. Thus looting was clearly a major, if not

the major objective of their raids.

There

is

no mistaking a

religious

component

to viking raids in Ireland however.

The

adventurous Norse raider Turgesius (whose supposed agenda was to eradicate Christianity
in Ireland) led his

the

longships

up

O'Moore keep." Other

Glonenagh were

Shannon

the

river into central Ireland,

targets awaited him.

utterly devastated

by

The monasteries

his swift assaults, their abbots

Clonmacnois, one can only guess the terror

felt

by

and there besieged

the

monks as

at Terryglass

put

the} 7

to the

and

sword. 2 "" At

saw the Norsemen

beaching their ships on the reedy river banks, a mere stone's throw from the Church. After
eradicating the resident clergy, he placed his sibylline wife Ota

on the

altar,

and

there she

issued prophesies that went unrecorded. Turgesius' rash of plundering came to an unhappy

end once he has taken captive and executed by the King of Midhe

The

direct

Church

in

many

Whether

parts.

viking attackers (or an added bonus), or whether

each given incidence, but

plunder
SSffiSc*""

•

And

it

was

in

AD.

yet there are factors

some

off Christian

cases the

aim of the

was just a booty adventure is hard

was almost always a matter

of

becoming

which strongly point toward

to say

rich through

a clandestine religious
Slavs,

which aimed

expansionism by deliberately "knee-capping" Christian learning

mediaeval missionary outposts, and, to
Kg:

it

this

agenda among some of the pagan priests of the Norse, Bulgars and

head

vear 845

byproduct of these assaults (intentionally or unintentionally) wins the

disruption of the

in

in the

populations of 9th Century

this I will

to

aruff

add, attacks against the Muslim

AD Spain, Persia and North Africa.

.

An historical precedent for Magian
Procopius,
:

Persians

who, amongst other

and the

be found

of Byzantium. In his

in the writings of

wars between the

things, recorded the events of earlier

Romans

eastern

religious conquests can

day the Magian doctrines were
:

degenerating. Too

many of the faithful had converted to

being only a short distance from

Persia,

must have seemed a

'

Zoroaster's religion, a vexing source of missionaries

''..

the faith of the Christians. Edessa,
real

thorn in the side of

and a Roman post perched on the edge
:

of his Empire. Just before 562

AD,

as the Slavs were piercing

down

into the Balkans,

;

on

Byzantium's western flanks, King Chosroes set forth against the Byzantine city of Edessa.
"Nozv

this invasion zvas

made by this Oiosrocs

not against Justinian,

Romans, nor indeed against any other man, but only against
reverence. For

when

in the

first

invasion

the

tlie

Emperor of the

God whom

lie retired, after Jailing to

tlie

Christians

capture Edessa, both he

and
;

;;

the

Magi, since they had

;

hem worsted by the God of the CJiristians, fell into a great
j

dejection".

iUl

Accordingly

this

campaign was not one of

pillage,

power, or land acquisition, but a

Magianholy war against Christianity, against one of the biggest Christian cities in the region.
His army did not prove

sufficiently

capable of taking Edessa; the city was not to be the
'.

easy pushover he
save

face.

He

first

envisaged. So the king arranged for a troop withdrawal that

stipulated that

purchased peace

"for a great

meant every article ofivealth

he would only

sum

of money"™

7

call his

By

this,

troops off once the

the Persian king went

plan entailed capturing Christian Edessa and transporting

but not before wrecking the city and turning

want

to

add Edessa

to his empire,

would

Romans had
on

to say,

he

So great was his hate for Christianity that his original

in the city?-

it

all its

it

;

inhabitants back to Persia,

into a pasture for sheep.

he wanted

1*98
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Chosroes didn't

;

gone forever The Romans were not
1

forthcoming with the peace price he demanded, so he renewed the siege but found the
::;

going tough, with

much

of his

army devastated by wounds,

inauspicious events, Chosroes returned to Persia with his

or

lost.

between his

tail

;•;

Saddened by the
legs,

and

somewhat less money than he had hoped.
j

But his bigger plan was

to demolish Constantinople, and to bring about this achievement

he, in unison with the Alans, took control of land north of the Caucuses, as far

away

as
^O^si!

And

was from here

that

he wished to pummel the Byzantine

reaching there by sending an invasion

fleet

across the Black Sea. Without foreknowledge of

Tmutorokan.

it

capitol,
:-:
!

A

a sea attack, his arrival outside Constantinople's walls

would

therefore

come

as an

unpleasant surprise to the Romans.

Some 280 years later the Magi were still like yelping war dogs.

Iberia

(ie;

Spain)

saw the
'!':

arrival of viking raiders shortly before

862

844

AD. Not t(X) many years later (between 859 and

AD) other vikings were going about their business of sacking various places around the

:!
|

:

:

i

.

•

3T«^

1:1:1:1

I

Mediterranean, including Mqcjrish Spain. These vikings
sorties against significant

Moorish strongholds

made

(like Seville)

repeated highly successful

and settlements within the

Cordoban Caliphate, during which they plundered much and took many

captives.
if

Cordoban Muslim commentators,
as

specifically referred to these sea-borne viking assailants

pagan sorcerers, and termed them Al-Madjus, which
I

in Arabic

meant "the Magi".

2

"

he luck of the vikings had had run out though. Having recovered from the shock of the
Moors prepared

surprise attack, the

would not have wanted. 1 Icmmcd in on

Rahman

II,

Muslim

encircling

their island

found themselves with

the vikings

base by the warships of Caliph
or

little

no opportunity

to

Far from home, with dwindling f(X)d supplies and

fleet.

raiding vessels falling to the

Norsemen

the sort of retaliatory7 response that the

Moors on an

ever increasing basis,

all

was

that

Abd Ar

escape the

many of their
left

was

to try
:

V
i

and negotiate their way out of the blockade. The bargaining chips used
were the non-combatants kidnapped during the

initial raids.

to gain their

Not so

fortunate

:"!

freedom

were the

\ikings captured by the Muslims, almost all of which were strung up from the city's gallows
171

and date palms, or decapitated/
These particular vikings also

was Rome, their intended

target.

tried attacking Pisa in Italy,

which they

For a time they also moored their ships

originally thought
at the

mouth of the

Rhone, which one might guess turned the river into a viking checkpoint where they could
board

and

at

whim, the unsuspecting Frankish merchant vessels en-route to the Mediterranean,

fleece

were

them of

their valuable

also very prosperous locations,

interpretations,

Ih

monies and cargoes.

would provide the

Pisa

and the Cordoban

something which, based on present

single motive for these raids.

And

yet,

caliphate
historical

during the 9th

Century AI-Nadim was just one of a number of eastern Muslim authors who recorded the
existence of isolated well

maintained
likely

knew

guarded enclaves of Magian devotees throughout the Orient, who

their resistance to Islamic conversion.

of the

Magi could mistakenly

It is

refer to the

unlikely that

Arab

writers

Norseman as Al-Madjus

without there being some creditable basis for their comments.

who very

("the

Magi")

And bear this in mind. There

were various types of sorcerer present in the Muslim east which were known to the Muslims
by the non-specific term Al-Kaldaniyun. Al-Madjus however was

a

very

specific term,

it

namely the Magi. 2 ™ Magi weren't just wizards, they
1

related to

one group of sorcerers

were the priests and

only,

priestesses of

an organized Iranian mystery religion.

Viking Magi? But could there be
r

Me

had no

some mistake?

Surely? Apparently the

who

Cordoban

Norsemen were. Some time

Caliph didn't think

so.

during the year 845

AD he bothered to send Al-Ghazali, and a gift-laden peace delegation,

to

illusions as to

these

meet with the reigning monarch of the Magi, whose stronghold

lay

somewhere

in the

northern seas, on a large island amid even larger clusters of islands which were themselves
inhabited by the Magi. Several days journey from this verdant

Magian paradise

lay the

i

.

'•-

.;•

V

Hi1:l
:

:'j'

•

•: xJSx

;

J
>
:

mainland, where his rule and authority were equally well recognized.
Significant elaboration

is

tlie

X$M
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provided by Al-Jacub, who records in his annals;
v

"In the year 844,

iflll

heatlien

•

'^p

men we call Rus attacked Seville, plundered, bid waste, burned and

murdered"}"
li'lll

What

ensued was a six-week-long looting spree that ravished

allegedly

all

of Seville

except the keep?*
:

'
-

iv

becomes important

It

Magian invasion

fleets.

to establish

whether or not

Seville

was

caliphate's record of the incident.

added poignancy

Norsemen described

Unmistakable evidence for Magianism

in

in

fH

in the

'

>

pagan Rus' gives

to this assessment.

While reports of the Russian invasion

which

more

attacked by one or

Unless there were two separate and unrelated attacks on Seville

the same year, the Russes should be identified as the Al-Madjus

force

seem credible enough, there are other factors

create confusion as to the nationality of Seville's troublesome attackers.

Unaware of

Al-Jacub s tale of the Russian attack, some believe the Al-Madjus came from early Mediaeval
Ireland!^

On

the strength of a Hibernian manuscript, they maintain that the

Norsemen

responsible for these assaults can be tentatively identified as sons of King Ragnar Lothbrok

and

their attendant

bands of sea

fighters.

As

These particular Norsemen ran a lucrative slave-

had been founded by viking settlers from Norway- 210

trading operation out of Dublin, which

happens they had previously taken

it

in excess of 1,000 slaves during hard-hearted

raiding along the British coastline, and northern Scotland in particular.

was

after their

human chattels, that they decided to plunder the Islamic lands

return to Dublin, laden with
of

Tt

Moorish Spain and North

W hat happened

there has already

7

Africa.

been

told. But,

according to the Irish Annals, once back in Dublin, fresh from the Mediterranean, they

brought ashore their consignment of Bluemen (Old Norse: "Blackmen"
Moors). 2

:

I

think they were

"dark skinned", lit.

Moors

'hell-skin',

Africans

and

rather than negroes (termed heljar-skmn {Old Icelandic

or 'skin of the damned'})/

from white Magianism, since

ie;

in the old faith

J

This terminology must have come

negroes were

bom

through the mating of a

demon and a black witch.
That the

life

and death

of

Ragnar Lothbrok was recorded by

disbelieve the factual existence of this

of researchers cannot

Snorri, will cause

some

to

Norseman and his kin. That is because a fair number

muster enough courage to admit that these folk memories are

at the
\

very

least quasi-historical.

Be that as it may references to his sons in the

sufficient corroboration for

requires

2, 3, 4,

him

as an historical personage. That

is

Irish

Annals provide

unless one cynically

';;

I

or even 10 independent sources before considering him a living being.

Clearly Seville

was invaded by both

parties.

Considering the

level of

&-;
'%&

Hi

Magianism found
i

-Hi

m

«&?

Ki

<«E

:

among the Slavs and Scandinavians, it is my personal belief that there was a propensity for
between the Dublin vikings and Russlanders; something suggested by

collaboration

linguistic correlations

between the Old

Irish

and

Slavic tongues.

There is little chance that the Moors mistook the Norsemen as Magi; this
a highly believable facet of the account.

is, if

anything,

Cordoba knew the Magi well enough, because

between the 6th and 12th Centuries they were experiencing a revival of the faith of the Magi
in their

own back yard. There the Islamic universities of this Caliphate and Madrasas were

riddled with subversives attempting to revive the ancient beliefs of the Manichces and Magi,

many

of

whom were executed

Spanish Muslim Magi were

for their

somehow

activities.''" Is it

not possible that these secretive

connected with the Norse Magi then attacking

Cordoba, and seditiously aided them in their attacks on various Islamic centers in Spain, by
providing intelligence reports in the lead
If an

up to the planned

undetermined number of vikings were Magi, as the Spanish Muslims stated, is there

any other evidence

to

in connection

refer to

them by name, though not

with the vikings. Sadly, most writers have seen European references

as merely another

points to

Church sources

corroborate this from Christian sources? Mediaeval

do indeed discuss the presence of European Magi, and

Magi

invasions?

them being

word

for a sorcerer.

actual Magi.

It is

But there

a bodv of evidence which strongly

noteworthy that Church writers understood the

differences between the various kinds of Magi,

Without question the most

is

to the

and some were less acceptable than others.212

exotic account of

pagan

military activity

comes from

Russia,

with anecdotal evidence of a land armada organized and led by a great heathen sage named

Oleg the Wise. Under his leadership the poly-ethnic Rus' State made its prestigious medieval
"

debut by attacking Europe's largest city in 2,(K)0 ships mounted on wheels!

wry dearly indeed

event apparently cost By/antium
into instant capitulation,

upstarts held

Any

all

the

and a hiimiliating trade

trump

cards.

2

in

deal with the Rus', in

fit

The chronicled

forced their city

which the northern

"

specializing in ancient Russian history. After

Nor does it

1

money terms, and

suggestion that this curtain raiser actually took place

precedent.

21

all,

is

avoided by scholars

these military tactics lack

any

neatly with the barbarian image fallaciously bestowed

historical

upon

Russes. Equally great are doubts about the Russes' ability to built such contraptions,

indeed their

drivability.

entire episode as a
r

However an
iUiirninatcd

Chronicle

You

So

it

was perhaps

monkish fantasy, given

and

would disregard

the

the sensational nature of the Chronicle entry.

illumination of the event contained within the Radziwil Codex (an

copy of the Prinwy

article

inevitable that academics

the

Chronicle) convincingly suggests that the

accompanying

was anything but an impish inclusion by the monastic scribe.

see the Rus' vehicles depicted outside the walLs of Constantinople

uncanny resemblance to Central Asian wind-cars

(fig 22.),

(fig 2.1.),

bear an

^ and their prows are identical to

1:1:1:1

rPsPv

y?S^

m 'mm

c
ship grafitti

ISg

\^vs

rt
•

r-

depicted on the wall of a Scandinavian stave Church at Bryggen (perhaps carved

somewhere between the 9th-14th Centuries AD).

The

>•

?s3sre

2ifi

technology' to build operable vehicles comparable to those

shown

in the Russian

Church illumination existed much earlier than the 10th Century AD. As early as 552 AD, the
Central Asian Chinese were

making windors, which they used

dusty wind-swept desert plains of that region.
passengers at speeds approaching 60 k/ph.
sails the vessels

Fig

to speedily traverse the

The) were capable of transporting up to 30
7

'

When

there

was

insufficient

wind

to

fill

their

were drawn by oxen.

2.1 Illustration

Oironklr (written

of the 907
c.

AD attack as contained

in the

Primary

1039 AD).
fig 2.2

A

Ibth

Century

AD drawing of a

Central-

M.

Asian wind -car, rendered by a Portugese explorer
(the design of

i

which

is

similar to those built in

Central Asia from the 6th Century

AD onwards).

-

Note the forward positioning of the

awning
y

to

sail

keep the sun off passengers

-

and the
these

unusual features can also be found on the Pagan
Slav wheeled-ships depicted in the Russian codex.
''•xiQJaiBK

>7S

'-

..

.••-.
-MxxxSB

:i
oils

It is

perhaps coincidental that Al Masudi claims Rus' warships had a complement of 100

men, whereas during the 907 AD

attack,

Oleg s vessels carried

40.

218

The passenger load

of
f-

Ki

the latter vessels

The 907

<«E

was thus on par with

AD assault was

that of a

wind

car.

apparently conducted in unison with cavalry. All the while

Russlanders flew war-kites with disturbingly bizarre faces over the battlefield/" to further

spook Constantinople's defenders. In so far as war-kites are concerned, we
link

with Central Asia.

22

battlefield

nation at that time

who employed them

besides the Chinese,
warfare).

No

for

to

have used them

propaganda purposes

(ie;

in warfare

psychological

The Chinese also fielded manned \ ariants as observation platforms, into which
7

observers were strapped.- The Russian term for a kite

"paper serpent" or "paper dragon". Having said

may

thought

is

find yet another

is

Bumazlmiy Zmei, literally

Russian flying paper serpent kites

that,

have resembled the serpentine windsock-style standards of the French Merovingian

Magus-kings.
:

!

How
seemed

terrifying

and demoralizing the advent of

to the Byzantine soldiers

manning

heathen invasion force mast have

this

the battlements.

As they looked down over

the

pagan army arrayed against them many would have thought "Just who are they?" or "If they
can do these marvels, what else are they capable
Rus' pagan sages

(like

Oleg) learned to

of?".

I

hus, on the balance of probabilities,

make land-ships and war-kites in Iran and Central

Asia (the old heartlands of Magianism).

A wheeled-ship

(lacking a

canopy and

sail) is

portrayed

some 420

years later in the

man with horns who is holding
a pitchfork and waving about some kind of bill or writ" Birgitte Munch Thye interprets this
as Moses (whose name can equally be translated as meaning either "a halo of light around
Danish Sjaeland Church of Kirkerup c. 1325 AD, carrying a

the head" or "horns at the front of the head") sitting in the

(obvious) pitchfork she regards as
mistranslation of

7

Moses snake

staff,

Ark of the Covenant. The

and the boat she explains

is

a

Ark (the ornate box which held the tablets of the ten commandments), and

Noahs Ark (the boat). While it is possible to suggest that the uneducated rural clergy of the
age might have been
to

have occurred

(as

sufficiently in the
it

dark about scripture to allow such a mispcrccption

happens Mediaeval western and eastern clergy quoted more often

from Old Testament than the New),

I

am

doubtful of her interpretation. Western Church

iconography during the Middle Ages allowed

Church"

in the eastern

wing

for the depiction of the

of the building. Therefore parishioners

"enemies of the

would emerge from
'

mass into an essentially pagan world through a portal

(at

the opposite end of the altar) above

which were the "devil's agents". This might account for why they chose to depict a wheeled
ship in Denmark.
Let us see
vehicles.

what comparative

The Russian word

for

linguistics

"wheel"

can

tell

kolo is the

us about the (pagan) Russian wheeled

same

in the

Old

Russian,

Old

Slavonic,

Serbo-Croat, Czech, Polish and Slovenian, and virtually identical to kola (Bulgarian). These

words are apparently connected with

the

Old

Indian, Latin, Avestan

and Tokharian.222 The

origins of the

Old Russian word

word

:

i

axis

certain. Os' is

derived from the

y/

Avestan asa, and
Latin

"an axle" are more

for

less likely

from the Old Indian word for axk" afcsos (fern which came the

meaning "a

chariot" or "an axle") "* Little could

have

1

known what other

:

secrets this word held. The Russo-Slavic word os'

:

aiss

(which does not belong to the Old

On

later Irish

w ere
T

custodians of technologies
in the
to

meaning

'a carriage',

cart'

or a wagon'.

223

capabilities o( the

Romans were

derived from those of the Magi, whereas the

known to the Aryan mechanics (who are repeatedly mentioned

Vedas and other Hindu

texts).

What is even more curious is that there do not appear

be any Norse intermediary word between Russian and

Irish

a

grounds one might presume that the vehicle-making

linguistic

and

Slavs

Irish)

seems rather close to the Middle Irish word

Irish.

I

his probably

means

the

obtained this word from pagan Slavs during the Middle Ages, and what is more, these

words may have come from a Persian source. In other words they may have been exposed
to

Magian vehicle-making

technologies.

While some

between os' and diss as a freakish coincidence, intend
I

!

may regard

the linguistic connection

to show, in the remainder of this book,

!

that there

was

contact between Russia

and

Ireland during the

Middle Ages, contact

attributable to pagans, pagans cognisant of Eastern religious ideologies.
:

J. J.

Norwich7 '

to the fact that

states that the entire

account of the wheeled-ship attack

any mention of the Rus' assault does not appear

documentation dating

to 905-907

AD. However,

several

in surviving Byzantine

hundred years

Mongols had begun attacking Byzantium's easternmost

suspect owing

is

settlements,

later,

we

when

the

find that any

mention of such an important series of invasions did not begin to appear in Byzantine annals
until

20 years after the event. So Norwich's observation

might otherwise

think.

Moreover,

it

seems strange

may

not be as significant as one

that the large scale 860

AD attack on

Constantinople only appeared in the writings of Patriarch Photius;^ the source from which
the Russian monks tcx)k excerpts when compiling the Primary Chronicle accounts.

out the 907

AD Rus'

attack

was noted by Marvazi

in the 12th Century, a retelling of

account written by the Arab writer Al Jayhani between S92 and 907 AD,"
that the Rus' could get

around the chains which spanned the

Constantinople's harbor (though the

As it turns

r

who mentioned

entire

mouth

earlier

by taking

their ships overland

on log

rollers,

indicating that like the

Arab armada of 904 AD, a

warships had freshly appeared some time around 904-905

on

perhaps in emulation of the

Rus' attack. Moreover a treatise on Arab and Rus' naval vessels was written in 905

by one Byzantine author,

of

mounting of wheels was not mentioned). In 1453 AD

the Turks only succeeded in negating the harbor chains during their attack

Constantinople,

an

fleet

AD

of Russian

AD (any mention of wheels is

lacking in this account also). Lastly we have Al Masudi's the Meadows of Gold which state that

Oleg made war on the Greeks. This can only be a reference
Constantinople.

to Cleg's

907

AD attack on

:%ftic~"^i6k^

It is

to

of

4#I5TU\S6

uJi6

-STt*

my mind plausible that kxzal Christian authorities formulated their own names for

the various types of Magi they encountered, just as the

Muslims had their own Arabic term

we are to admit that some vikings were Magi, then the next most important task

them.

If

before us

is

for

H

;;

to identify

what kind of Magi there were; black Magi, white Zoroastrian Magi,

grey Zurvanite Magi, or Mithraic Magi?
It is

possible that

Eastern Europe,
the

some vikings were dualistic

names and

titles

In Ireland, as in Scandinavia, Central

denoting families, clans or races were often preceded by

words "black" or "white". For

instance in Ireland

Danes were considered

blacks,

whereas the Norwegian vikings were seen as white/ From Adam of Bremen we know
27

in

that

some cases the title "the white", "the black", or "the red " related to a person's hair colour.~s

But they are found in alternative contexts
of

and

Gods two sons a person

tool In

Magianism white or black signified which

followed; whites, the radiant sun,

and blacks a horned winged

goat or serpent called AJiriman.
If

some

vikings were Magi, then, considering the viking predilection for sporadic and

unprovoked sprees of violence and brigandage,
certain proportion

it is

to

were black or grey (Zurvanite) Magus wizards.

some of the Norse raiders wkhingi,223 which seems to be a
(but

my mind

more succinctly meant

dualistic Zurvanite wizards,

a sage,

some

beyond question

Adam of Bremen terms

reference to witches

wiseman or wisewoman). Perhaps
of

that a

and warlocks,

these wi&anoi

were

whom saw crime and robbery as acts of devotion to

the lord of the underworld.

The other option
some viking

is

that

many of the witchingi were white wizards. The Germans called

raiders Ascomanni (perhaps

reference to the

meaning "Ashmen"),'' which

Golden Ash or Mountain Ash

Strange too that As

was a Russian

trees (the

I

perceive as a

Haonia trees of the white Magi).

colloquialism for "a wizard", so evidently

Adam

of

Bremen was not the only person to make such a connection. By the same token Askr meant
not only "the ash tree", but "an ash spear", or "a small boat")."'

1

I

am disinclined

to equate

Asammumi with "men in small boats", mainly because longships were much bigger vessels.
That would leave "men with ash spears" which, based upon Norse legend, could also have
a religious connotation.

The reasons
different

for overseas forays

by sea-borne white Magian troops assume an

dimension beyond the mere sacking of settlements.

peaceable in every7 respect, that

is

Firstly

the white

entirely

Magi were

unless you throw concepts like despotism, oath-breaking,

Magian heresy or apostasy from the Magian

faith into the equation. In

such instances they

were duty bound to gather arms and confront enemies which they perceived as elements of

down lawlessness, and fought for matters of
principle, law and honour, especially hoping to destroy tyrants whereever they may be
found ruling in the material world. Therefore some of the viking warriors who raged against

Ahrimtm's black forces. They mobilized to hunt
7

.

the Moors of Spain

and Africa might have been exacting vengeance on the Muslims for past

injustices against their

Many of

in Spain.

of

••••:•:;:;:

kin back in Iran and the Caucuses, or the persecution of fellow Magi

the latter were Slavs,

Arab incursions

many of whom had been captured during a series

Caucuses and southern Russia

in the

Century AD,

in the 8th

emasculated, and shipped to various parts of the Islamic world. Those Vikings who attacked
Pisa thinking

was Rome might have been signalling their intention to up the stakes in their

it

and moral war with the Roman Catholic Church.

intellectual

with an undreamed of range of

Norsemen and Vikings, beyond
In the

Norse

Ragnarsdra]xi,

viking king Jorrminrcklc ^
:

In either case we are provided

possibilities for the military

that of the obvious kx)ting

and

piratical exploits of the

which took place.

Ragnar was immortalized as pursuing

conflict

with the

evil

And if this was the case, and the Magian presence in Dublin was

I

attributable to his kinsmen, then the line of

Ragnar might have been white Magian.

These particular Scandinavian Magians reportedly had unconventional Magian marital
customs, for their Queen and womenfolk were free to sleep with whosoever they wished,^

This makes them Magians of the heretical Mazdakite sect by
described
pleasiuvs

how

and

lo

Mazdakites
pursue carnal

"they shared their

women

himself withhold his

witnessed

lived: "The master, the former

this

...

desires, jinx!

as

Mazdak

social intercourse

no one oftlicm was excluded from

own women"

same

and drinks,

^

my

the

reckoning. Al

Nadim

ordered them to partake of

and mixing

women

and

together"

ofanotha', nor did

lie

Ibn Fadlan, the trusted emissary of Caliph Muqtadir,

level of hospitality

on

the

Upper

AD

Volga, during a 9th Century

mission to the King of the Russes.

Whatever the

case, this

I

Magian monarch considered himself

wage war on Cordoba, something land
might think

that he

forces

sufficiently

would have been hard pressed

powerful

to achieve.

had designs on other places also. Some of the most devastating

on the English mainland occurred
Charlemagne began

at the

directing the Irish

dawn

of the 9th

and Anglo-Saxon

Century AD,

I-"::?

to

We

attacks

at a time

w hen
T

clergy to begin educating the

people about the papacy's version of Christianity, through homilies in the vernacular, and

by producing books which would help parishioners understand the mass. Tuition of the
clergy

and parishioners became standardized, or

2
missionary' effectiveness. ^

Magi once
Britain

and

at least directed

towards a greater

We might think that such new developments seriously galled the

these teachings began penetrating into the largely uneducated demi-pagans of
the

Holy Roman Empire. During

raids directed against monastic

vikings obliterated the very libraries which were the fountain of

all

communes,

Christian learning in

!
i

2
those parts. ^

Thus many

relics

Churchmen were probably

and items

of secular

and

religious writing

penned by

destroyed forever during these attacks, and with them

the

many

:
:

detailed references to the
If

in

some

pagan world which they

cases the real

tried

so hard

aim of these viking (Al-Madjus)

to convert.

raids

was

to

cause havoc in

4l'ni,^!

fii

Catholic missionary outposts

and schools

in Britain,

then of necessity they would have

many monasteries, which for so long had shone like a beacon of
the Christian faith across Furope. And what should we find during the 9th Century AD but

needed

to attack Ireland's

Norsemen descending on the emerald Isle like a swarm of enraged bees. Obviously libraries
were not the only reason they came
gained a foothold in places

main

their

there,

but

it's

food for thought. Once Norsemen had

Scotland and Ireland,

like

some chose to be baptized, but in

the

coming was synonymous with a returned pagan presence. There they were

called ''heathens'',

which

is

a non-descript term.

Back in Scandinavia we hear tell

of a unified

and Hghtning-swift

anti<]hristian response

where proselyti/ers were concerned. The very moment King Olaf issued a proclamation for
the baptism of his subjects, a general revolt originated at the Tiling place
*•

A pagan advocate said;

assembly) where they were required to assemble.
"A

the council

(ie;

man is come to Ism who is called Olaf (the King), and willfinre ujxm m another faith than what tw

had before, and will break in pieces all our gods.
our temple that is standing wpon

...

ifzoc

this faxm,Otofs god

cany Uuw, wlio lias always stood by

ns,

out of

Ml melt away, arid he arid his mm be made

>;

H

nothing so som as Tlior looks upon them. Trim the bondes

neivrget away with

watch his

life

ifhe

came to

tficm

...

all

shnited as one person thai Olafshndd

They chose out 700 men

to go northwards to Breida, to

'23?

the King's) movements"}

(ie;

"Anotherfaith thin

lulial

we had before" is a particularly significant admission in

this account,

we find clues that the Norsemen were part of an organized set of religious traditions
and beliefs, sufficient to be called a "faith". But the king braved the moment and approached
for in

it

them, hoping
Ihee

gain their

to

ear,

and

something else to do loday than

entice

to be

them

into converting. 'They replied,

"Wc sliall give

mocking us;" "/? an d at that a furious melee broke out.

The fight went in the king's favor, the insurrectionLsts (largely farmers) hurriedly disbanded
in fright.

The
vallev,

father of

one of the ringleaders sought the council of an important chieftain

by the name of Thord Istermage. Istermage ordered that a group of 13 delegates

should meet the king and entice him into facing the people
could find out

news

that

"iftfiere

Norsemen

Christianity
for the

in that

and had

was any

truth in

in Lesjar,

"broken

down

257

it

(Christianity)".

at the Thing-place,

The king came and gave them

Loaf and Vagar had already
their houses ofsacrifice".

made

the transition to

Visibly unimpressed a

pagans called Gudbrand quizzed the king "Dost thou

nor any one else can see?"

so that they

call

him God,

spokesman

whmt neither thou

^Gudbrand made a challenge for their respective gods, to change

the weather; but Thor was to go first.

And on the following day Thor made the skies overcast

as asked.

Now was the king's turn. His bishop gave the pagans a long sermon about the

virtues of

God and

it

the Christian faith, after which Thord Istermage responded.

"

«

isarfe

'
>

^\^

a$1XSik$
•

"Many things ice are told ofby this honied nam ivith Ihe staff"h

i

his

.'T-

hand awkednf

the top liken

mm's

§jpi;M since yc say, covtnx^
mmnj wonders, tell him to rnnke it clew-sunshine, tomorrow forenam, and Hum we. shall meet hew again,
and do one of two tilings - citiier agree witii you about

Here Lstcrmage was

mam

is

referring to the bishop

tins busbiess,

and his

crozier.

was wearing

problematic. Perhaps the bishop

,i"Z3&

or fight you ".

That he

calls

him a

"horned

the typical double-pointed mitre,

perhaps it was an allegorical phrase for a horyman current in Scandinavia at the time, and if
so

it

probably meant that Norse pagan priests wore horned headdress (something

was

suggested by a heathen tapestry found in Scandinavia). Perhaps he
the bishop was

evil.

The name lstcrmage, the bishop's protagonist, is alluring in the light of

Magian information emanating from Scandinavia and

;Ojhir seemingly

-""—;

names

proscribed pagan

really saying that

in Rus'

was

Slavia.

One of the

leading to the possibility that Lstcrmage

Ister,

is

a

compound name meaning "a Magus called Ister". I cannot confirm this without seeing how
Mtrlful lstcrmage

is to

the original translation, but

on face Value

This showdown between the might of gods could end

this

appears

to

be the case.

up a bloody affair, with kinsmen

and countrymen smiting each other. The w ay the pagans thought, if the Christian god could
T

and make the sun shine, then there was no

plot manifest his

powers before

in the new

and thenceforth they would

faith,

Christianity.

Based on

this

their eyes,

and other Sagas

raise their
is

it

arms to strike down proponents of

irrefutable that religious dissension

cause for social fractures and internecine warfare in Scandinavia.
.-;.;.;;

...... ...

;

thingithe

Norsemen were willing

to fight

and die

for,

truth

and

to

was

a

Money was not the only

suggest this is to degrade their

:::::::::::::::::x::ir|:|:::|:-:|:-:K:-:X:-

•

'

::;':;::;:'

former religious sensibilities.
;;

lllli
[ailrae,

It

was dear enough

for

them

to rise

up en-masse, hundreds at

not just to protect their religion from proselytizers, but to eliminate the unwanted

doctrinal intrusion.

Norse

ttllSje assembled pagans

be seen as a conglomeration of superstitions,

religion can hardly

were so incensed

that they "shouted as one person that

;

GMitian

king) sJicndd never get

superstitions,

away with

life".

If all

they believed

was

(

Wf (the

personal family

unimportant to anyone outside their immediate family or district, how do we

:::::

..

explain this

community response,

Mvjng and dying

for.

A

if

breaker of treaties in

"driven off" for as long as "Christians

moWer bears son,

owned was

...

sun shines

confiscated

not by a

...

go

to

He shall shun

common

religious system, that

Norway was

to

was worth

be forever condemned and

Church, heathens hallow temples, ground grows,
...

every

home save heir. 1" All

and the offender placed under a

setting foot in that land. Inherent in this passage

is

life-long

that

...

such a person

censure against ever

an admission that Mediaeval Huropean

heavens (most likely Norsemen) were building their own temples after the Christianrzation
of Iceland,

the varied

though

pagan

their precise

faiths.

form

is

not hinted at Such

was

the remarkable tenacity of

m

<«E

Ki

So much

When

convert?

What happened when

for internal prosely tizers.

king, Harald,

his subjects (in 975

AD), war broke

And

out.

Saga of King Harald Grafold and of Earl Haakon Son of Sigurd

from

together

Norwegian

meet

this

Denmark The

over

all

Frankish Emperor head on.

as "very numerous".

The

issue at stake

pagan

articles of

comes from

was

which he

word

others maintain that

the

Danes

encampment". 14 "

comes from

would

I

attention to similarities

stir

force

sent to the

Denmark

to

was recorded

the result

was a

your porridge, but over highly

to denote "a pirate".

satisfactorily resolved.

water

vig ("combat"), others vik ("a

it

sail to

abandonment of paganism,

the

affair. Tlie

us that forces mustered

tells

The combined Dano-Norwegian

Danish term have never been

the

to

faith.

The word viking was coined by
origins of this

was no small

request for military back-up

war. Not a war over lucky rabbits' feel, or which way you

emotive

it

Hakon saw an enormous army gather in Norway, and

Yarl

wanted them

Holy Roman Emperor, requested the conversion of the Danish

Otto, the

and

outsiders

a

much

like to postulate

older

word

Even

Some

so, the precise

scholars say

various kinds"), and yet

inlet of

wic (Anglo-Saxon),

an additional genesis

it

meaning "an

for "viking"

by drawing

between the word 'Viking", and the names Adam of Bremen used

when referring to the vikings who did untold damage throughout the Lowlands in the years
leading

up

to the turn of the

Arab accounts

factoring in

millennium (these he called

of the viking Al-Madjus

it

ivichingi

or AscomanmV* After

becomes eminently plausible

that the

term wichingi ("a viking") was connected with the origin of the word English word "witch"
Consider the following terms142 ;
zvita

(Old English): "a sage" or "an advisor":

zoiccian

(Old English): "to perform

witchcraft": wig (Old English): "an idol": wiglian (Old English): "to divine the future": wicchc

(Middle English): "a wizard": wicken (Middle
bewitch": wizzo /

ivizzi

(and most
4 '*

intellect/

likely

Old

I

ligh

German): "to divine the future" or "to

High German): "a

(Albanian): "a wizard" or "a sage": wizzo (Old

sage". Obviously the English

connections which

I

word Vizard'

is

have provided are valid)

those of the British

Isles)

related to the

infers that the

Old

1

pagan

ligh

German, and

priests of the

(if

the

Norsemen

were not onlv wizards but sages

of

some

Icelandic has conceptually similar terminologies; visdonis-niadr (literally "a

wise man", meaning "a sage", "a soothsayer" or "a prophet")/ visdoms-kana

("a wise-

woman");'- \isinda-madr ("a soothsayer"): vwnda-kona ("a wise woman or sybil"): visiuda"

free

2
("the tree of knowledge"), "

simply another word

and

visi ("a

poet", "a chieftain" or "a leader"). Visi

for a gothar. ** Collectively

I

see these

words as

related to the

was

Near

Eastern term wasir ("a high chieftain"). The Norse wizards probably had books too. The Old
Icelandic

word

visinda bok

meant "a learned book".316

Drifting momentarily from this geographical area, we also hear of the rune-using Magyar

(Hungarian: pronounced Modjer) Vezer, or Nagyvezer ... their chieftains, of the line of Arpad,

r^Vv"

m 'mm
/•fS*

which hailed from the Central Asian city state of Khorezm (which in the Iranian meant ''the

\A
I

Land of the Sun"). By some strange coincidence this Hungarian dynastic name phonetically

ll

:•

resembles the

title

proudly flaunted by the Magian

nomadic folk dressed

in typically asiatic and

priestly bloodline

...

Ehrpat This once'''

near eastern dress styles, had their own learned

heathen culture, and were remnants of the old Hunnish hordes.

Another style of Nordic magic

related to singing

and smithing

is

perceptible in gala

and
;

.

galdr, but they might only be different words. Gala "to sing or chant"

to galdr "a

magical song or charm", and in the plural

it

meant

is

conceptually related

:

I

his form of

incantations. Witness galdr-ligr ("magical"), galdra-mathr ("a wizard"), galdm-raumr ("a great

sorcerer") or galdm smithr ("a sorcerer jsmithl"), galdm-kind ("a foul witch"), galdm-kona ("a
I

and galdm-hfc ("a book of sorcery"). 117

witch"),

The Old
"sagacity")
this

Icelandic

words

were related

vita ("to

know"),

to the aforementioned

wizard") and vizka ("wisdom" or

villa ("a

words denoting

wizard or sage. Based on

a

word set, we can infer that the Scandinavian wizards in question were

vedic knowledge, for the words seem derived from
to vedic

knowledge, but specifically meaning

"I

vita

T

living gods.

so these Norse wizards

If

sciences of the Hindu

may

the recipients of

and veda, Old Indian words relating

know".

Perhaps the Norsemen had chieftains w ho were

at the

same time sages, soothsayers and

well have inherited the divinity,

wisdom and

Brahmans or Iranian Magi, and continued to perpetuate them during

the pagan era.

Besides written accounts of the viking Al-Madjus attacks on Moorish Spain, Norse

eschatology provides powerful evidence for Magian religion in pagan Scandinavia. That

is

because the viking doomsday of Ragnarok resembles the "apocalypse" portended by the

Magi not only in the nature of the predicted events, but in the internal event sequence of be )th
armageddons.

'

Ihis uncanny resemblance far exceeds whatever

"end times" similitudes can

be found in the Christian Book of Revelations and the Quran, though in substance there are
certain features common to

all

four,

owing to the common origins of the doomsday mvthos.

But for now you will read precised accounts of dmmsday as told by Magi and the Vikings.

Thf Magi

During the three-year-long

'Terrible winter",

an era of unprecedented

ecological catastrophe, lawlessness, deforestation, rapine, promiscuity, family

*l

heavens collapse (including the

Gokihw

and

civil

(literally

the "wolf-

progeny" in the form of flaming meteors) and the demon-serpent, plus perhaps

''the thieinsh

disorder, the

Muspar"

(a fiery

comet

that loiters

star-bridge).

24

around the sun),

*

:

- iiiw

"witchcraft".

magic, if it varied from the rites of the wizards, was an evolved type of religiosity, using sung

:

'

lunge down upon the world, thereby
y

melting the mountains and they sink down, making a great plain, upon which the war will

be fought.
\

i

:
:',

Krt

becomes an

"tfz/s OTrf/?

A '^Lmt^-itiKc

^fci-tni^&auikvrr

of the Kinvar bridge,

iceless, slopeless plain;

tliey

keep down, and

it

eixm the mountain, whose summit

i

the support

mankind must pass

all

tlirough

at

tliis

the sun) so that they could undergo the ordeal. This assembly of

like

resurrected souls is called the Assembly of Sadvastaran, and during it the Archangel

weighs the souls o( each and every one. As

this progresses, the "archangelic"

many virtues ride into the fray mounted on white horses and
a one-on-one battle to the death

devastating

fires, frosts

enemy throughout
Ahriman

(the

and many other baneful experiences)

their

SjOoshans/ Sraosha (the messianic judge

were

utterly

They

(responsible for

consumed

and

and Az

devils)

resurcector) chased
river.

(the

God

of the

them down, and

Long preceding

benevolent lord of the dead would gather together selected men,

them under the earth, in a

making

but

killed,

(the serpent of greed) escape the

Ahum Mazda

in the broad fiery

enjoin

who was their personal arch-

long existence. After this war the wolf-progeny are

dog/goat who is lord of the

Rashnu

hero-gods of

carrying spears.

demon

with a particular

scene To bring about the utter cleansing of evil,

pair

it

having been raised up from death, in a preliminary sense, by the Magian messiah

(whose body shone
:;:

is

will not exist".™

A river of molten metal thus springs up and
point,

7cS"^tSU

4

ight)

1

and

the fleeing

this,

Yuna, the

women, plants and beasts,

mammoth size. And

would

and

secrete

live

out their days until the "apocalypse'' had passed, and thence emerge from hiding to re

hall-shelter of

there they

people an earth victimized and inundated with horrifying fires and engulfing waters. From
the

moment the battle was over, a

newly-renovated universe would be created for

eternity.

This renewal was called 'The Renovation", and decrepitude or misfortune would no longer
exist

once it was consummated.

Scandinavians and Germans

EXiring the three-year-long "Fimbul Winter", during a

period of immense warfare, discord and moral decay

whoredom, winds, disunion and

the

collapse of the family unit, the Fairis wolf escapes its bonds. The heavens then break asunder,

and the
serpent

Bi frost bridge leading to

heaven collapses. In company with Loki, the Midgard

and various Muspilli (fire giants) plummet out of the sky (demons of desolation in

fiery raiment) to array themselves against the
sails to fight the Aesir.

earth appears to sink

The word

Muspilli

Upon

their arrival flooding

down,
is

gods and all that existed.

and

"This
::

is

bury the land, so that the

creating a vast plain that stretches in every direction.

inexorably connected with Ragnarok, though the term

from the Old German (meaning "judgement day", or
8th Century

fires will

A boat-load of giants

"the

*

is

derived

7

end of the world"). " Portions of the

AD German myth, the Muspilli read;

what

the wise

men

liave told: Tin' AnticJirist shall fight until Elijah.

Hie Evil ( \ie

:.

is

2

well-armed, they will fight

it

out.

The warriors so mighty, the stakes so great

...

The

mountains caldi fire,

fndgonent

...

No tree is left standing,

In the face of the Muspilli.

...

The nwon

...

will fall ...On (he

Day of

A red hot rain bums up everything"*

Clearly Christian taints have found their way into the once-pagan

German prophecy, but

there seems to have been pagan cognisance as to the interrelatedness of the events.

account of

this that believers felt little disquiet

Then came Judgement Day according
punishments were parceled out
is

to the

myth was a Christian nuance added

is

to

when interrningling the pagan and Christian

be fought. The

it

on

is

crafty

when

the Muspilli text/*

to

good and the wicked

a feature absent from the Norse VotuspS,

For the Norsemen

rewards and

respectively Considering that

it

seems

to their recollections of the

that this aspect of the

Germanic apocalypse.

that flame-ravaged plain that the last great battle of all the ages

and insidious T

oki, the Serpent, the

Wolf and the many enemies

of the gods enter single combat with their own ancient foes like hor, Odin and
I

The forces of good were

was on

when mixing their metaphors.

eschatological traditions,

Judgement Day

It

bolstered by battalions of fallen warriors

many others.

who lived in Valholl with

Odin. The fight is fierce and unforgiving, most contenders fighting until death. The shining
:

i

Baldar the Beautiful, and
Hel, into the

some sons of ( )din, are the only ones to survive. Baldar rises from

newly resurrected world, and a golden age.

Similar notions of a catastrophic collapse of the heavenly vault were present

Goths and Celts

""'

too,

probably arising from one and the same source. 2

Unfortunately the Norwegian age of wizards

diminished once a great

many

of the wise

came

to a fiery

men and women were

end, or

was

greatly

deliberately entrapped

within a feast hall and burned to death by the Christian King Olaf. Such
fate of

among the

was

the

common

Europe's many wizards and witches.

Norsemen, and the Goths in particular, had long been using the southerly arterial
to travel

to the lucrative markets

and bazaars

undetermined number of them were already

of

living

rivers

Byzantium and Asia Minor. An
along Rus's main

rivers, in

supply

depots or the cabins of fur traders. 'Ihey included Danes, Russes and Swedes. But for reasons

unknown,

the Finns

the area, sending

!
i

and Slavs pooled

them back

to

forces

and

militarily ejected the

Nordic Russes from

Sweden. In the ensuing power vacuum created by

their

absence, inter-tribal conflicts erupted.

At some point during those turbulent years the more

northerly Slav and Finnish tribes sent

word abroad

return and

install

the Rus' princes, beckoning

some sense of order among them. Thus

under Prince Rurik,
political

to

them

to

the ascendancy of Norse royals,

to a position of dynastic honour, tcx)k place not at

sword

point, but for

reasons mutually agreeable to both the Rus' royals, and those who invited them. Tn

\

i

:
:',

f>,^
this

land of Rus'

it

With a reputation for big drinking and an almost

the forest wilderness.
Slavs

kingdom

took only a sword and an axe to carve out a

and Finns were a people

Norsemen's

after the

hearts.

from

for yourself

feral

hardiness, the

As you might

expect,

Norse

assimilation with the local tribesmen was fairly rapid, though it was often the case that Norse
colonists preferred to congregate in their ow*n enclaves.

Century

In the early to mid-9th

AD

systematically penetrated the northerly Finnish
Bulgaria,

where they

often

trade.

With

particularly Russes,

and Slavic lands, heading east towards Silver
their Slavicized

Ros partners (from Rostov),

and Finns from the Ladoga and Beloozero districts (such as the Chud

the Slavic Krivichians

and Ves)

went to

and more

the Swedes,

at their side, they

Estonian, Scandinavian

began making moves towards

between Finn,

tribal solidarity

and Slav. This became enshrined in history* as the pivotal

"Call to the

Varangiaas",- the birth of Russia.

To be sure

the

Norsemen were beginning to look far beyond

their frost-bound

and

peninsula. Today's historians simply attribute their adventurous eastern forays
politics to trade

and a

trail-blazing spirit.

northern
racial

Commerce was, no doubt, a significant reason

for

them colonizing Russia, and even trekking to regions as distant as Azerbaijan, Iran and Iraq,
often in

companv with Slavs or Alans. however see religion as the primarv catalyst for their
I

extensive interaction with other heathens in Greater Scythia

According

to Ynglinga Saga,

many hundreds of years

the Yanir, Norse nobles continued to
traceable to Godheim

and the

after the Aesir

had

settled

among

remember their venerable eastern ancestry, which was

Great Swithiod. These lands

aura of mystique and wonderment

and beyond.

for later

were legendary and

Norsemen, many centuries

still

held an

after they

had

migrated westward.
"To Saeming Earl Hakon the Great reckoned back his pedigree. Ttus Swithiod they called

Manntieim

(literally:

The home of men),

but the Great Swithiai (Greater Scythia)
2r

thy called Godheim; and of Godheim great wonders and novelties were related"/
It

would appear

that the descendants of

contact with Godheim

having

(literally

lived a long time in

would succeed

initial

wave

of immigrants lost

"the home of the gods") in the ancestral motherland, and after

Europe set out in search of it, having previously sworn

in this mission.

Swegde chanced upon

Odin and the

."

It

was

in 'lurkland

the very* people

(ie;

Central Asia) that the

he had been searching

for.

that they

Norseman

Having rediscovered

Godheim and the Great Svithiod he apparently established lasting contact with the inhabitants
of the region.

"Swegde took
Odin.

the

He went

Svithiod,

kingdom

after his father,

with tzoelve

where lie found

men

and he made a solemn vow to seek Godfaim and

through the world, and came

many of his connections":*

to Turkland,

and the Great

Earl Hakon the Great
77

was not the only high-born one to look eastward. In the Old Norse

the Swedish king Gylfi

tale Gylfciginning;

Asgard (an Icelandic

folk

is

an arduous journev

said to have undertaken

remembrance of the Persian

to

regional governmental center of

Asagarta {sandwiched between Parthia and Medea}), where he met in consultation with the

wizard-gods, who, the Christian Snorri
origins

and

basis for

its

tells us, ''deceived Jiim"

with

their tales o( the world's

coming end. There the king learned many other things that proved

to

be the

Norse pagan beliefs. As you have already seen, the epic of Ragnarok was probably

one such

Here

teaching.

Snorri's

pen appears

to

have

unforgettable adventure, preserving for us profound Norse

faithfully

recorded Gylfi's

remembrances of the divine

wizards of Asia Minor
:

I

Additional relevant details arc found noted in a 13th Century Icelandic

us to specifically identify the wizards as Magi,
of the Great Svithiod, but

Madia over

intimates that the Svithiod

was

for

it

was said that - "Mago>i

Kylfingaland, which

by

ruled

a

we call Gardwiki

The subsequent

which allow

reigiied ozvr parts

(Rus')"

p This account

Magus, with the best part of the Medes,

original tribe of the Magi, serving as temporal lords over ancient Russia,

some point in ages

tract,

having

left

the

Iran at

past.

analysis of thousands of birch scrolls unearthed at

conclusively proven that

Novgorod was founded by

Slavic-speakers

Novgorod has

who had

previously

inhabited a region just south of the Baltic, perhaps near Poland or Prussia.™ Yet their

language was different from that of every other Slavic

linguistic

twenty points of difference, and lacking the "second palatimtum
(a

group, displaying

oftlie

at least

back palite consonants"

standard feature of Slavic language)/" In short, the language of these highly-educated

Slavs

had formed

the Russes

in isolation

were supposed

to

from the

others.

Perhaps they had lived on an island, just as

have, perhaps the mysteriously-deserted island of Gotland.

Maybe the Russes weren't really ethnic Slavs at all, but Baits or Scandinavians who came to
speak Sla\ic as their preferred language. Nevertheless these scrolls are likely to reveal a great
deal about the linguistic affiliations of the tribe in question. Unhappily I have been unable to

obtain copies of Professor Zaliznyak's more specific findings in relation to

The Varangians

of

which the Pnmary

Swedes or Norwegians. For Russians
settler,

a trader or mercenary.

it

Chronicle speaks

meant

The word

this.

were commonly described as

a person of Scandinavian heritage, either a

technically refers to those

who

served in the
i

:

bodyguard of the Byzantine Emperor, and

it is

from

this

term that the Russians adopted

:

:

:

their

wide usage of

the label Varangian. Despite the relatively late origins of the term

Varangian, Persian texts as early as the 10th Century make mention of these marauding men
of fury, the Asiii o Warag (Alanic-Varangian) alliance

expeditions throughout the Caucuses.
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which conducted plundering

Vernadsky believed there

may be

a relationship

;

:

i
i

-

>•••

ji.

l&Si
^uc--^fefora epllfe**
between the two terms.

Such then is the

:

oi^ 't|pifclfe

concur.

I

traditionally accepted

Normannist view of Russia's birth. Put simply the

come and

vikings are invited by the region's ethnically-diverse inhabitants to

cement them

into

a single nation.

It's

some simple and very obvious

asks

rule them, to

nice and tidy, free of any anomalies. That

questions, that

blow

its

is until

one

naive simplicity apart forever.

Why did the Finns and Slavs place so much store in the ability of the Russes to restore order
there? Why on earth would the region's ethnically-diverse inhabitants invite the very people
they had militarily vanquished back to rule over them?
these tribes ascribed to the Gothic Norse royals a

It

just

power

of

doesn't make sense.

some

kind, well able to bring

order and law from the warmongering of their various chieftains.
place so

much trust and hope in

No doubt

What ever

these Norse royals from over the sea? After

led

all

them

to

they were

not under threat from foreign aggressors, and could just as easily have chosen a I atvian lord
to act as

an independent mediator, if they wished. As you

recognition of Norse royal power,
just in politics,

and

their

unquestioning

obedience to these same royals was nx)ted not

but in their common paganism.

Normannists also

fail

to

address a

number of other salient details. For instance why did

Vladimir oversee the erection of stone Iranian idols
after

will see later, their

in Kiev, not far

from the prince's tower,

assuming power there?

SimargT

The fertility deity Simurg, as recorded in

Khors

The Good Sun, and
originally

Khorsabad

in

ruler of the twelve signs of the zodiac.

Khors was

an Alanic deity from Khorezm in Central Asia and /or

Mesopotamia which, in one form, is almost certainly equated with Jesus,

the

Good

Son.

?A?

Dazhbog

A sun God with an Iranian

Stribog

A high-ranking Iranian deity/'
Cognate with the Vedic w ar god Indra/

Perun
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the scriptures of the Magi;

2 '"'

title.
4

2<r

T

Whv were Rus' rulers (allegedly of Swedish ancestry) using the royal title Kha^an, which
is

and acting as patrons

exclusive to the Russian steppes,

Magi of Iran and

Persia. Just a

little

for

gods once worshiped by the

un-Scandinavian wouldn't you say?

require the Slavic masses to worship

demons, plus pagan

Why did Vladimir'

Alanic, Finnish, Iranian

and Greek

gods? What was the purpose of this mow? Where did the VoMtvy (the Rus' Magus priests)
I

get their classic astronomical

observatories that Arabs

and

knew

astrological expertise,

of?

W^y

not to mention the skills to build the

were the Rus' pagan

priests, the Volkhin/

(Old

'.i

Russian: "Magi") revered as living gods, just as the

Magi once were? Could they be actual

Magi? How could it be that the pagan Russes had occupied Rus' since the mid-9th Century,

and

yet it was only in 981

AD, a mere eight years before their conversion to Christianity, that

they finally brought their chief Iranian and Indo-European idols to Kiev and

later

Novgorod? The Priimry Chronicle entry relating to this event made it almost seem as though
Vladimir was introducing
...

less

than familiar gods and temples to the Slavic

locals.

Was he?

or were the Iranian gods always there but went unrecorded in the earlier Chronicle entries

of that

same

text?

And

the Volkhvy,

if

and the idols

that they served, weren't indigenous to

why did it take up to 100 years lor them to arrive in Kiev?
Why, when Oleg "the Sage" had taken Kiev as early as 878 AD, did a century

Kiev,

7

before the Russes

immersed themselves

in

temple construction

have to pass
southern

projects, in the

Ukraine region at least? Obviously, the Ukraine's Slavic inhabitants were already pagan, and

paganism was not being introduced

to the eastern Slavs for the first

time Was

this a taste of

a different style of eastern or northern paganism, with trirrimings that they were not fully

accustomed

to?

because most

And

I

deliberately use the term

likely the religious practices

unaccustomed

to,

were not completely unknown

by the ease with which they began worshiping the newly-arrived

The inevitable conclusion

is

that

somehow a new Magian

unknown,

rather than
to

them, judging

idols.

faith

had established

itself in

7

Kiev (the capitol of Rus ) in year 981 AD, almost a thousand years after the birth of Christ It

may be that Magianism already existed

in northern Rus', or near the Urals,

but

for political

reasons the pagan hierarchy chose to relocate their most important cult center to the

Ukrainian

frontier. In

support of

this hypothesis, the

word

ukraina (Ukrainian) or oukmina

(Old Russian), meant "the border" or "the frontier"/66 This indicates that Kievan

were a peripheral

location in relation to the

the case, then the Kievan idols
capitol.

But where was it?

the Urals?
!

!

any
'I

...

pagan political-military nerve center.

may have been brought there from a

Rostov?

...

Novgorod?

...

Tmutorokan?

...

territories
If this

was

former administrative
Bolgar?

...

elsewhere in

My guess is Tmutorokan, but the question is almost impossible to answer with

conviction.

he presence

of Magians in Rus'

is

clearly

demonstrated by

this material, priest-judges

who by Ibn Rusta s word were regarded as even higher than kings, and capable of ordering
anything they deemed necessary
level of adulation

and

for the

advancement of

their religion.

respect granted them, these divine

2117

Considering

this

pagan figureheads must have

exerted a considerable controlling interest over the kings, as events ever unfolded.

The implications of this are enormous. There was another religion on Europe's dmrstep,
and

it

was neither Christian, Muslim or Jewish, but pagan, Magian pagan. So, whose Magi

were they; Norse, Slavic or Finnish? Never had I seen a single scholar specializing in Ancient
Russian studies, present the topic for open discussion. This unwanted and embarrassing
data

from

was like a deformed child locked away in a box by disturbed parents, hoping to hide it
the world.

I tix) felt

tackle this cryptic data

sheepish about

it.

So I was faced with two

head on, by prying open

that

box

to see

options.

I

either

had

to

what lay within it, or coyly

'/*>?

f>,«^,

Ill

escape the magnitude of the task with a houdini-like shrug of the shoulders.
alone I

felt it

improper to disregard the evidence without further appraisal, irrespective of its

wild and seemingly inscrutable nature.

become apparent once
Rus'

On principle

it

was mere fable, then

was

the data was unsustainable then this would easily

If

subjected to meticulous analysis.

the set of tests

I

proposed

to lay

If

the existence of Magi in

down would surely disprove

it.

By my estimation the only way of assessing w hether or not Magians were an integral part
7

of the Rus' state

was by comparing information

necessity this comparative study would

differences

between

need

relating to the

to include an

Magi and

Of

the Russes.

assessment of the similarities and

magical traditions,

their respective languages, funerary rites,

superstitions, rituals, customs, mythology, social structure, architecture, art, music, literature,

Persian chess boards, clothing, military structure, politics, law, and religion.

presence could only be confirmed

if,

and only

if,

A

Magian

each of these areas showed Magian

influences.

From

the outset

mercifully easy

1

assumed

and

the task of dismissing a

brief. Little

did

I

know

consume almost five years, and mutate into a

Magian presence in Rus' would be

that this particular research

1,000-page

book It was like opening a closet,

only to be greeted by an avalanche of hidden contents. The more

and

historical, linguistic, archaeological

folkloric

phase would

I

rummaged through

source materials, the

more

I

the

found that

adequately demonstrated that the priests of the Russes were, what has been claimed
along,

Magi

all

(the bkx)d-priests of ancient Iran).

Surviving Mediaeval Arab and Christian historical sources conjure images of a southerly
or south-westward religious/military migration across Russia, that progressively gobbled

up

tribes

along the way, gradually assimilating them into the

original protagonists are already

known from

new pagan Rus

the Primary Chronicle

-

7

state.

The

the Nordic Rus', the

Finnish Ves', the Estonian Chud, and the Slavic Krivichian nations.

Returning to the apparently answcrlcss questions just posed, only one alluring solution

The Rus' royals were really Scandinavian ( Joins, and

their process

of forging the Rus' state was no venture into the unknown, simply a return to a

more ancient

seems to cover ever}

political

model

7

base.

for the region.

Gothic kingship worked before during Ermanaric's reign,

it

could work again. This saw the poly-ethnic easterners rally behind the ancestors of the semidivine Gothic Magus-kings

who

formerly governed their respective peoples

many

hundreds of years previously.
":|:|

Russian Goths probably had Magian practices and
of their ancestral kings. Gothic ancestry
tribes,

the Guti.

One

of the

most

presently sited in Sural, India. Like
;

Aryan

culture

and

religion.

268

might be

illustrious
all

affiliations, at least

traceable to

one

surviving Magian

on par with those

of the

fire

Medes'

greatest

temples, the Goti,

is

Medeans, the Guti were deeply influenced by Indo-

2*
Gutic priests were predominantly magician-smiths.

(&$Sji
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Considering that the Scythian Gefae and Massagetae originally inhabited a region
geographically neighboring Medea, the analogy has distinct possibilities.

when one

learns that the dignified attire of the

Even more so

famed semi-divine Gothic Amali dynasty

was Sassanian.770 That is, similar to the manner of dress of the Magian kings.
That they were demi-gods
-1

(sing),

:

Gothar

"God") are

(pi)

in

all

(Old Norse

:

The words

sign-posted by surviving linguistic data.

is

pagan

a

Goflir

priest or chieftain of the Norse), Gol (Germanic:

likelihood linguistically related to each other.

So

it is

eminently plausible

that these linguistic similarities reveal the Goths as a race of priestly mortal gods. The closest
:

parallel for

them are

"God" and

"priest" are

the Magi, or the

from the same

This Russo-Germanic custom

carved idols of their heathen
also related to gothr, goth

"friendly"),"
First

pagan
root,

gnostic philosophers.

but Guth also held an older meaning; "idol". 151

may be related

and

to

an old Persian

whereby devotees

practice

and heroes after they had

priests, royals

In Gothic the words

died. These words arc

commendable", "honest", "kind",

gott ("good", "morally

and goth-mogn, guth-niagn, godtrftagn ("divine powers", "the gods"). 271

names used by

the Gothic royals were in

was Gaatha, and it applied

possession known as daunonarcis.

in
774

instances Persian.

Century AD Gothic princess.

to a 4th

were acknowledged influences

some

273

One such name

White and black magic

Gothic society/* So too the influence of demonic

Collectively these are indicative of dualistic

wizardry in

Ostrogotha, the eastern Gothic marches of Scythia. Such dualistic beliefs were a standard
feature of the Indo-Europeanized

Magjanism, of a

sort

known to the Zurvanites.

v*

UffilfigftKg

Although the

Slavs,

the 9th Century saw a

Opfpifli IWftti

Norsemen and Finns were no strangers

more elaborate and

in the formation of the Rus' state,

ill

Kievan control represented a
about as a

:
\

M

to

each

other, the events of

formalized relationship begin to appear, resulting

which was ruled from

totally new-

lips'

Kiev.

The sudden emergence of

development in all of their relationships and came

result of intense inter-tribal diplomacy,

brinkmanship, and,

if

necessary,

by

military conquest against non-compliant tribes.

Hie most

likely

consequence of

this

was

governmental system, which independent
themselves
the case

to, if

the emergence or re-emergence of a

tribal entities

were required by

the task of bringing law out of lawlessness

treaty to

pagan
submit

was to be achieved. This being

one would presume that Rurik employed a Norse governmental model, one

destined to control a country as big as Russia,

by ingenious means. The

10th Century

AD

sawT the widespread establishment of palisaded administrative settlements known as
pogosts.

These were outposts that housed military personnel

groups of tradespeople and

now coming

to light just

their families.

how many

77

loyal to the

Through the agency

of these settlements

Grand

Prince, plus

of archaeology

it

is

only

were established during the

::::::

f>,«^,

Mediaeval era of pagan

government

in Kiev,

Rus'. Their prevalence signifies a flourishing centralized

which succeeded

in

of the countryside, with these outposts
adrninistrative power.

Princess Ol'ga

need

for

extending

had introduced the poh/udie

Accordingly pogosti appear

to

control over the length

sewing as regional outposts of

Nobody knows how

governmental stockades

its

and breadth

"going around

to the

by the time

people") the

even the remotest places was greater than

in

have been flourishing by the mid 900's AD, and

network proved so workable that

it

and

royal military

quickly the pogosti spread, though
tax (literally

pagan

ever.

this pogost

crossed over into Christian hands following the

conversion.

Since pogosti were constructed in the vicinity of the larger and better fortified

cities it

seems that the}- were intended to be autonomous enclaves, independent of any nearby tribal
grad and

its

princely ruler.

They had

a psychological effect also,

reminding the Russes of

exactly who was in control of their Empire; pogosti were visual proof. Pogosti might have been

an added insurance policy against treasonous rebellions, a marvellous ploy by Kiev. Should
an uprising occur, in which a prince tried to break away from the Rus'
the existence of a pogost in close proximity
affiliations

made with

been better able

city folk

to plot a

it

unfolded.

timely

within the grad, local dru/.hinna

and

jxigost

crucial.

then

Through

troops might have

breach in the errant city's defenses, or remain on standby pending

the arrival of reinforcements
situation as

would have been

tribal federation,

from the Grand

Prince,

What is more they would

all

the while reconnoitering the

serve as the eyes

and

ears of the Kievan

throne.

The name pogost
travellers

and

infers that they served as royal guest

dignitaries could stop over

on

and allowed

they

probably afforded

and

traders

artisans the

little

governmental satrapies, regional administrative centers with their
fortifications,

manors where traders,

known area, or simply shelter
sound very much like the Persian

opportunity to undertake commerce in an otherwise
all

too,

their journeys. Pogosti

protection for merchant caravans against bandits,

from inhospitable weather conditions. In

houses

such as Asgarta. The Ynglinga Saga alludes

own

settlements

to similar public

and

works

programmes back in Scandinavia;
"Onund liad roads made through all Sweden, both
mountains; and he zoas theivfbre called
in every district of Sweden,

through

forests

and morasses, arid also over

Onund Roadmakei: He had a house built for himself

and went over

."276

the whole country in guest-quarters'

Considering that such measures saw service in Rus' during pagan times, instituted
the ''Calling of the Varangians"

bringing these

it is

highly likely that the

same skilLs into Russia.

Norsemen were

after

responsible for

^

'&&$

:*&«.

m %wt

1

hat

cities

is

heathen Polish

\

a

its

and

protected.

is

and

surrounded on

is

allowed only to those

all sides

l

r-

Adarn

of

it.

Western Slav

Bremen

one

flatters

by a deep

lake.

A ivooden bridge,

who would make sacrifices or seek oracular advice,

means of'crossing"'r 77

mouth

(the

Oder river),

wliere

it

feeds the Scythian marshes, Jumne, a most noble

affords a veiy widely

known hading

j

about. Because great

and scarcely credible things are said in

j

Merest

to introduce

and

in Europe,

a fewfacts

there live in

it

tliat

It is

city,

and Greeks who live round

praise of this city,

J

think

it

of

truly the largest of all the cities

Slaw and many other peoples, Gnvks and barbarians. For

that while they sojourn their they

blunder about in pagan

center for the barbarians

arc worth relating.

lM even alien Saxons also Itaiv the right

still

-5kv

s

with the following kind words;

citv

over which approach

"At

KMW>

:

^y

•

elaborate, well established

city itself has nine gates

II affords

h

not to say that the Slavs were ignorant of public works. Far from

were very

"The

,

to reside there

on equal terms with

do not openly profess

rites. (

provided only

Christianity, hi fact all its inhabitants

Wierzoise, so fir as morals

a more honourable or kindlier folk cannot befound".

others,

and hospitality are concerned,

27*

From what Adam reported, we know that Rugen (where Svyatovit s idol was situated)
•was supposed to have been a very dangerous place, and

Ifnccming the Rus' Arsa

!

"So much

aw they (the Slav kings of Rugen) feared on account of theirfamiliarity

Both these islands,
pi

of it are reminiscent of those

tribe;

the givls, or rather demons,
ill

tales

one who passes

too,

whom

this

people holds in greater veneration tlian do the others.

are infested by pirates

thai way.

For

and by very

thy kill all those whom

bloodthiisty robbers

He Slavic world of the 9th and
'':':':':
':'::':'::
.

10th Centuries

who spare no

m

others are accustomed to sell":

So what else do we know about major urban centers in other parts

111

AD the royals and

of heathen Slavia? In

nobles built their

keeps surrounded by timber palisades and mottes. Tribes also had their

!ii

(fortifications,
:

which granted them

with

safety

own

own

specific

during inter-tribal warfare. Some sites, such as the

;„;;;;;,;;;,. .,; ;,;

Slavic island-fortress of Biskupin

the 8th Century
Slavs

had

had been continuously inhabited since the earliest years of

BG*

a love of

hill forts,

many

:

of

which have

since

-.-:x

been excavated by Russian

-.-:x
-.-:x
;-•:

archaeologists.

To the west,

fortifications

were commonplace in Bohemia, the

Baltic,

and
!

Hnong

the Hastcrn and

conformed

to four

Western Slavs.

In Central

Huropc Bohemian

fortifications

'

%

main styles:2*

1

j

|

'-;

r

,

':
\

:
:

.

Ki

<«E

1

Those built in the middle of swamps.

2.

Those raised atop

3.

1

4.

Those built on stretches of land between two rivers.

hills.

arge-scale fortifications established

on

"The Western Slavs, being close to the Catholic

defenses that could only be assailed with

made from

metre-thick walls

log

That's half a running field thick!

lattice

ground.

Holy Roman Empire,

fell

a need to build

One Polish hill fort, at Gniezno, had 50-

difficulty.

work with rubble

The scale

reminiscent of the old Tauro-Scythian

level

filling

sandwiched

of this gargantuan fortification

is

in between.

some ways

in

Charax, and eclipses the wall thicknesses of the

fort at

mediaeval world's major cities. This reveals several things;
1

1

here was immense social cohesion, sufficient

to

undertake projects of

this siye.

The herculean nature of the undertaking suggests that the rampart was erected

2.

to

guard the inhabitants against Christian German or pagan siege engines. The thickness of the
wall

would have been

infantry, since

rather pointless

if it

was only designed

once they had scaled the top of the wall,

irrelevant. Tn so far as

military engineers

Bulgar siegecraft

is

used equipment and techniques

protection? Constantinople didn't, so why should
:p|tto|[;;Gniezno

was

idjgptpries, royals
;;
j

a

major pagan

center,

that originated in Central Asia/*

and

projects,

by the

government of modern

needed a 50 metre thick wall

for

someplace in Poland require it? My guess

sites are pitifully insufficient

owing

to prohibitions against archeological excavations
Iran.

We do know

prgljoxninated in Sassania, a point of difference with

may have provided

wrjiicti differed

it

22

and pagan priests.

funding for such

respect they

would have been

charged with protecting high-ranking heathen

Archeological examinations of Sassanian

Islamic

thickness

concerned, linguistic evidence suggests that their

Who or what was so valuable or important that

3.

its

as defense against attacking

Roman

to a lack of

put in place

that circular city plans

square town grids:*' Tn

this

the blueprint for the circular Slavic residential enclosures,

from the squarish settlements also known

Another Norse name for pagan Russia was

in Russia.

Gardariki, the

"land of enclosures", the "land

o( forts". This mention of enclosures is a reference to the ubiquitous walled fortifications that

studded the landscape, and perhaps even the boundary7 fences encircling

jHllprten used a
cities

similar term for their settlements gard (which

were known as

fortEpss walls

gorod, or grad.

might have had a

Considering the

sacral

meaning,

heavily fortified heavenly city garodoman,

I

level of

means

"a

city").

Magianism in

believe, intended to

their groves.

Russian

Russia, Slavic

emulate the Magi's

which was patrolled by the holy warrior-saints. In

a Magian context a typical Russian or Norse gard, grad or gorod

may haw been an

fortresses of the righteous, just as garodoman encircled heaven, to

keep out the demons.

earthly

The maj( )r cities and towns of pagan Rus' were normally built on large flattened mounds,

o
or preferably on the spur of a

hill,

presenting attackers with their

Frequently they were also situated in the midst of a
arterial rivers joined.

river access

if

the)'

first

formidable obstacle.

marsh or at places where tributary and

This allowed chieftains and other rulers the right to

tactically restrict

so wished. Fortified places of refuge had always been a necessity in a land

so prone to invaders, and poisoned by the chaos of internal wrangling. Here power meant

having more swords and warriors than your neighbors. So Russian

cities

and towns were

formed around a central lofty citadel or keep made of thick oak logging, known as a dctincts.
I

lie delini/ds

was in turn surrounded by a small partitioning wall and then on the other side

of that, houses

and workshops were arranged into different quarters. The whole settlement

was often surrounded by a sturdy log palisade and
In the later Middle

known

Ages they made

as Kremlins. Secret

ringed by defensive ditchwork or a moat.

their fortifications

underground passages

from stone and bricks; these became

(souterrains)

and rooms are known

to

have been dug beneath the stockades. The tunnels linked houses and key buildings,
allowing speedy escapes during surprise raids and sieges, or freedom of movement during
the terrifyingly-cold winter weather.

The underground hiding pits like those dug by pagan

Germans, Slavs and Celts continued to see service in Rus' after the conversion, largely owing
to their functionality.

The VoMivu Magian
royals

seem

to

who worked

advisors

closely

with the Slavic and Nordo-Gothic

have been masters of government diplomacy, and the gathering of

information through contacts abroad. They Soon gained the upper

and herders
warriors.

by

of the forests helped

By

who

hardened

and displays of

military conquest,

profoundly inspired those

their force of

witnessed them

hand (per

Rus', Slav,

their superior

that, in

the farmers

Norse and Finnish

technology, they so

the north anyway, they were

regarded as living-gods. They gave the inhabitants a re-organized Magian pantheon to bow

down to, new ahuras and dacvas (gods of the Aryans and

Magians) of heaven, the earth and

the underworld, and achieved a unified magical theocracy with stout warrior backing

was the birth of what could even be called
The northerners did not have

it all

.

'I

his

the last great pagan Empire.

their

own wav

though. To the south and east of the

J
eastern Slav lands there were a few dissenting voices.

heel

by mustering

forces for

Belorussians. These

two

an

all

The Rurikids aimed to bring them

out offensive against the rebellious Malorussians and

Slavic sub-groups asked for

Magyar

aid against the northern

Ros /Silver Bulgar invaders, a request which saw pre-Rurikid Kiev receive

Magyar garrison, under Amos.283 Their attacks on
religious

to

a

i

permanent
%

the south

might have been influenced by

"1

developments taking place there at the time. The growing influence of Christianity
::

in

Jfe became a cause for concern

malleatastn)phic chinks

were

to

pagan leaders, even more so when

starting to

it

was discovered

appear in the pagan camp: Dir and Asknld

hmffr nobles who allied themselves to Rurik, and

j

(the

commanded the Constantinople attack of
f

AD)

860

converted to Christianity under

among such major

political

German

and military

Catholic missionaries. Pagan schisms

figures probably

posed a threat to the divine

As

Volkhvy priesthcK)d, and the pagan state they were attempting to establish.

northern forces
for

heavy

elders

ever southward, Dir and Askold subsequently steeled their people

After protracted warfare and siege, in which they fought so bravely, the

battle.

Kievan-Magyar

and

moved

pagan

the

alliance

was

1

utterly destroyed.'* Dir, Askold,

and

the Christian priests

all

found in pagan Kiev were rounded up and executed. Parish churches and

chapels were razed to the ground. With the unwanted Christian presence now suppressed,
the Volkfuywcrc free to exert their influence over the people of the south, though deep

down

there was still the seed of rebellion in the southerners. This resulted in the bkx>dy warfare of
9R3, 1015-1019AD,
.
:

and

and

cost

many lives. After the conversion of Rus' in 989 AD, the VoMizy

who were

their sympathizers,

always more numerous in the north of the nation,

promoted uprisings against the Russian Church,
Novgorod, Rostov and Kiev, in 1024

AD. These were

the

pagan "hotH

*

Having achieved
seemed

hell-bent

on

their goal of

controlling

very considerable diplomatic

forming a pagan nation, the Rus'

Vikings) then

(like the

some of the region's major trade routes, and no doubt had

skills,

which must

of wily beer-swigging forest trappers.

control
to

AD and again in 1071

surely classify

them as more than

and supremacy of the western Black Sea.

on sea and land passages,

to

The Jewish Khazars, one

K

This level of strategic brinkmanship calls

once

their tribal

consummate their monopoly on oriental
of the

just a

Oleg began by destroying Byzantine maritime

mind the foreign policies of the Magian Sassanians, who sought to maintain

afraid

Yaroslavl,

2

spots".

gang

and

especially in Suzdal

few nations

to actually

know

trade.

s

the Russes,

amalgamations began. They had no doubts about

a tight grip

became

quite

their ability to

scorch the eastern empires, including their own, as in fact they later did.

With the

arrival of the

Magi and

the Rurikid dynast) 7, the newly formed nation of Rus'

acquired a new regime of command and control, the spontaneous formation of a centralized

government and military apparatus, which sought

movements

of

its

to

guide and

limit the overseas

people by issuing passport seals," and which gathered around

large standing army,

known

literally

as "the Children". Seal-bearing officials

had

Russia for tens of centuries previously for several examples of Scythian seals are

was at

that point that the tribe

as they came,

most

likely

itself

a

lived in

extant.-""' It

known as the RusVRos disappeared almost as mysteriously

absorbed into the society they helped

create,

perhaps forming the
7

upper religious caste. According to Galina Lozko there were so many Magi in Rus

was a minimum of one Magus for even

7

also the case in pre-Islamic Iran/"*'

that there

settlement in the lands, however small. Such

was

.

f*i|jB

(&$&*<
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Even so there was one other major participant
activities

in the "Calling of the Varangians",

whose

are normally quarantined from our understanding of these gargantuan events; the

Silver Bulgars.

I

say this because Al-Nadim and

Abu Muslim divulged that the Bulgars were

Magians.

Nearby in the Urals, where Norsemen often came, and close to the domains of the eastern
7

Finnish and Slavic

tribes,

to the overtures of Islam.

As a

result of this, the

more important

the idolatrous Silver Bulgar nation was progressively succumbing

Those who had converted to Islam had begun building mosques.'^

pagan

idols,

militants of the Silver Bulgars,

presumably with some of their

probably decided to emigrate to the Balkans, to amalgamate with

southern Bulgar brethren (who also once had Sassanian

their

changed

their

1

ties).

But evidently they

minds, linked arms with the Norse princes and sought power amid the

bickering tribes of the eastern Slavs (some of which were

still

under Jewish Khazar

suzerainty).

By 922 AD the Silver Bulgar homeland had officially converted to Islam,

lhis necessitated

a rapid and complete exodus, of whate\ er Magians remained, though understandably they
T

would have been moving south-west

prior to this year, having already seen the

signs of Islamicization. This emigration

amounted

to the

almost

warning

total dislocation of

a race

possessing extremely advanced blast furnaces/*" hot water baths, complete with

plumbing,

2* J

and

those Bulgars
'lheir

highly-skilled architectural

who moved

and magical practices. This is certainly true of

into the Balkans, the

entanglement in the

Crimea and southern Ukraine.

amalgamations that formed the backbone of the pagan

tribal

Kus' multi-racial alliance readily explains not only a Magian presence in Rus', but the intense
paganization that characterized the

wars of the

10th Century rather than the 9th Century

There are a few potential reasons why they may have adopted
1

The Silver Bulgar Magi decided

and Norsemen because they
Bulgaria.

to stay

this stance:

on among the eastern Slavs, Alano-Bulgars, Finns

liked the lifestyle,

The Alano-Bulgar enclaves once found

and because of population pressures
in Central Rvissia

in

and the lower readies of

the eastern Ukraine, must have swelled to even greater proportions, under the weight of the
Silver

2.

Bulgar arrivals.

Having been summoned

Norsemen arrived

to the

region by the Ros, Finns, Slavs and Alano-Bulgars, the

in northern Russia, near

Novgorod, hoping

to build

upon

the successes

of earlier Danish attacks on the Slavs and Kurlanders. They sensed easy pickings,

could build a pagan armv from scratch.
(Constantinople)

and other wealthy

Once armed

locations

to

if

II

only they

the teeth they could invade Tsargrad

around the region, and get very

rich in the
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meantime. According
could become

far

to this scenario, the

more powerful by

planned formation of the Rus'

their

Bulgar Magi would have sensed that they too

staying in Rus'

n

and cooperating with the Russes and

State.
:!:

The Silver Bulgars might have been part of

3.

was

combined Ros-Hnnish-Norse

a

Balkans following the 9th Century

to enter the

Byzantine possessions. Accordingly the Bulgars were
x;.;
_

Slav

flotillas

came to grief, or even

to secure the area

if

AD Norse-Slav
to act as

military assaults

reinforcements

Constantinople

force that

if

on

the Norse-

into pagan hands.

fell

Following the Islamicization of their homeland the Silver Bulgars had nowhere else

4.

to

go. After all, their southern Ian, the Balkan Bulgars, had converted to Christianity in 864 AD.

For these northern Bulgar Magians, Rus'
Silver Bulgar

5.

may have been

Magians may have agreed

the only viable alternative.

to enter eastern Slavia in

company with

Finns,

Ros, Varangians, and other pagans brought in from Scandinavia, to deliberately unify all the
eastern Slavs, in readiness for a pagan holy war against Byzantium. his very topic is covered
'

not only in this book, but

Cftristianih/'s Greatest

Controversy

-

!:!!;

I

Prelude to Genocide.

A fair number of Magi were already living in Russia on the eve of the Bulgar arrival; but
just

how

many, no one knows. They had inhabited Scythia

at least

from the time of

Mithridates IV (reigned 128-147 AD) and even before that, during the age of Darius, and the
Indo-Iranian intrusions of the preceding 1,000 years. There, in Scythia, they nurtured their

olden mystery

cults.

One

tiling Ls certain

though,

probably meant the importation of potentially

this fresh infusion of

new

ideas from Asia;

Bulgar Magians

new

technologies,

magic systems, temple designs, political agendas, not to mention chaotic internal migrations

and

warfare.

From

this

came

the assimilation

and /or

centralization of diverse local cults,

some of great antiquity, under a combination of Norse and Bulgar guidance and control.
This hypothesized religions re-organization evidently enjoyed the support of the reigning

Nordic Gothic

royals,

but might not have been wholeheartedly embraced by everyone.

While the Magi were part of a greater college which perpetuated centralized Gathic or
Zurvanite teachings,
tribal level,

it

should be remembered that they were attached to

their

people

at

a

or racial intrigues of the warrior lords

who

protected

and funded them. According

to

authentic Magian teachings, the love of one's country7 and king was holy, and treason against

them

1

and as a result of this, the Magi frequently became embroiled in the nationalistic

the fruit of Aliriman (the Devil).

The Zurvanite Magi

in particular belonged to various

colleges,

each of which was dedicated to the service of a particular

custom

of divine service

nationalism,

and

was observed among

into a

-

We know that this

the VoMivi/. All this led to full-blown

cults of individual localized gods, fully

and perhaps gathered

idol.

>

endorsed by the indigenous Magi,

"pantheon" during the political consolidation phase brought
k

many Magus

^
about
by the Bulgar presence. Consequently disputes between the

priests

accompanied politico-religious developments of this magnitude.

The

closest parallel to this factionalism can

be found

in the

Orthodox and Catholic

priesthoods of the post-conversion period. Although Catholic priests are part of a greater
college,

which espouses the magisterinm under the leadership of the Pope,

remembered

that there are

German,

them serving the needs of their

race,

English, French, Italian bishops,

while

still

being part of a bigger

Orthodoxy has Russian, Bulgarian, Georgian and Greek

Ages

especially,

nationalism amongst clerics

disassembled Church unity, 'lhe

tribal

was

priests, etc.

a standard feature,

it

should be

and so on, each of

institution. Similarly

During the Middle

and something

that

consolidations that allowed the formation of the Rus'

may have occurred under circumstances less than agreeable to Magians throughout
the various tribes. And from this much conflict arose, even among pagans of like faith.
With superior powers of organization, and the help of friends among the Finns, Rus' and
Norse to their west, the Bulgarian Magi may have provided a fresh perspective for the

State

scattered heathens. Bulgar leaders probably exploited inter-tribal disunity

camps

of magicians

on the steppes, by

regional rulers; a dynasty

installing their

role of the Bulgars

among

overlordship of the Anglo-Saxons post-1066

prominence over the other pagan
greater military might, or, as
religious dignitaries,

The grandiose
Silver Bulgars

if

I

princes') as

pagan

Even

times.

so,

some scholars

Norman

the Slavs, as analogous to the

AD.™

If

the Bulgars

had a

position of

could only be attributable to their

Slavs, this influence

believe, the presence of extremely high-ranking

Magian

not the supreme head of all the Magi, or a combination of both.

art (including

left

pagan Khans (and Rus

erf warrior-mages.'*

Bulgar-Slav relations were at best complex during

have likened the

among the many

engraved sphinxes), masonry and architecture which the

behind on the Upper Volga not only reveal the

skills

once used

in

constructing the royal buildings of Zoroastrian Sassania, or Persia, but carry the influences
of Indian

and .Manic craftsmen;™ and

all

of this in the

shadow

of the Ural Mountains.

similar set of circumstances probably existed in Bulgaria prior to

its

Danubian brothers of the Silver Bulgars had Sassanian-style temples

Christiani/ation.

A

The

also.

Accordingly the numbers of idle Magian-Bulgar, stone-craftsmen already present in Rus',
or in transit through Russian territory, must have been huge. This if nothing else can explain

AD temple-construction phase in pagan Rus'.

There the

buildings were erected using finely cut and dressed ashlar, the blocks so deftly

hewn and

the lateness of the 9th Century

interlaced

that only

the slightest gaps separated

increasingly Slavic-speaking Silver Bulgar immigrants

Khazaria, Central Asia

and Baghdad,

commuting in the 9th and

to

the mortarless stonework. These

had deep

ties

with Balkan Bulgaria,

which the Russes and Bulgars were

10th Centuries

AD.

clandestinely

-.":xx

I

.~^JLi:

:

Magi
\

of the

Achaemenid

equipped with a
performed

their

era usually kept their holy fires in lofty towers, normally

domed

than

belfry, rather

pavilions. There, in the high places, they

most impressive ceremonies in honour of the sun. Throughout Slavia, such

and shingle

towers, mostly of ashlar or timber

prevalent form of

pagan temple.

construction, appear to

have been the

A meticulous examination of architectural

region reveals that Eastern European heathens

knew building arts that originated

Looking eastward we detect the point of entry for
At the higher reaches of the Kuban

terms in the

river, in

their craft; the

in Persia.

Caucuses.

the old Caucasian motherland, one finds

Humarin Gorodishte, a city practically 900 x 500 meters in area, guarded by a keep and some
twenty7 watch towers. 2**
1

Magian

fire

temple. ^

Pliska, Bulgaria,

can

'%

still

A

square-set building

Much

same could be

the

near the royal palace.

be seen

in the

was

2**

somewhat

situated there,

similar to a

said for a kindred construction found at

Nowadays a

considerable

number of stone

towers

Caucuses, the more ancient of them built by the Persians.

:

:;;

Unfortunately the recent Chechen conflict has taken a severe

toll

on the remaining towers,

which had otherwise stood the test of time, and centuries of conventional warfare. Many fell
%

victim to Russian shells as the)7 combated

Muslim separatists who have been

trying to take

|:

over the area.

Another plausibly

religious site in

towered structure raised atop a

w

Olden Russia would be Majackoe Gorodishte, a
80-metre-high

fortified

hill,

constructed from well-crafted

ashlar blocks. "*' It was situated

on the northern Russian plains, not far from where theTikaya

Sosna and Don rivers meet.

very name gives reason to suspect the presence of Al-Madjus.

I

riere

Its

one finds a large number of Bulgar runic insignia comparable to what one would

inside the Khazarian realm, but including pentacles

and swastikas

(an ancient Indian

find

and

Iranian solar motif), plus a variety of animals, particularly deer and steeds.-* Ihese, I believe,

were

"

tribal

standards. Similar images were found in relief on ceramic shingles at a handful

of sites, situated in the Crimea.

2 '7

readily linked with the Alanic

and Russian

coinage.

They only began

to

Bidcnt and trident signs are often encountered too, signs
royals

who struck similar diagrams onto their

appear during the 8th-9th Centuries and lacked any

historical

Fig 3.3

Fig 3.1

Fi g
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Fig

3.1.

Sassanian dome-topped chahartak

fire

temple, used by Orthodox Zoroastrians.

Fars, Persia.

Fig 3.2.

A

crudely similar building located

Ufa, Russia. In legend this building

was

pagan god Tur.
A wall section from PliiHIIHgaria. The same square-set building technique

the resting place of the bull-headed
Fig 3.3.

at

1:1:1:1

•

;
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precedent in that area, nor was the practice

known to the Byzantines. he constructions are
'I

associated with the 8th-9th Century Saltovo-Majack culture. Necropolises

accompanying

such ruins resembled those of Zlivka; in other words, they were excavated grave

sometimes accessible by

steps, or

indeed lidded. 2

Caucasians devoid of any Asiatic physical

""

Therein lay the skeletal remains of

traits.

These archeologically significant tower constructions appear

to

have been mentioned

Mediaeval Islamic sources. Based on what Al-Masudi had learned
philosophers (presumably of those

pits,

who worked

in the

in

in the writings of the

Arab academic

institutions in

Baghdad) he stated,
"Wieie are stories about

this (Slav)

temple (on a very high mountain), about

its fine

construction,

about theaftmgetrteitt oftliez\irioustyp&anda)loursof$jinstoues (found there), and about

made in

its

upper stem/, and Imv

fticy deposit precious stones into the holes in

tlie

holes

onier to obsaiv the

ascenshm if the sun (sunrise)".2 *

Remembering

that the study

and

application of optical theory

science during the 10th-15th Centuries, one

was on

the frontiers of

wonders what pioneering techniques were

employed in this heathen observatory, which specific gemstones were set in various portions
of the building/ * allowing the gaze of the
1

tower's upper story.

gods and heavenly

lights to

move about

the

Drawing upon accounts of other pagan temples in the region they were

probably emeralds, sapphires, carnelians, chrysolite and

00

Depending on

crystal.""

the

number, colour and shape of the gems used, and the manner in which they were mounted
in relation to

each other, you can visualize

it

being something

like a 'laser-light' spectacle,

with multi-coloured beams of light piercing through the "eyes"of the tower, dancing across
|l:

each other as the sun laboriously lurched over the horizon. The priests then foretold the will
of the

supreme god by

the incoming sunlight.

interpreting insignia carved into the temple, as they

were struck by

MM

Masudi did not go on

to

compare

it

with anything in Baghdad.

It

would have been an

obvious comment, yet one not found. This indicates that Arabs did not possess techniques

even Vaguely similar to those used in Slavia. As the pagan observatory was sited on the top
of a lofty mountain, their heathen astronomers plausibly understood the affect of altitude on
starlight,

as Ptolemy

that the Russes

word glaz

had explained.

knew

of glass or

("glass spheres"),

gem

"eyes"

which appeared

is

greatly supported

in the Russian

by the Old Russian

Hypation (Ipaf ev) manuscript

i

->

.

under an entry

for 1.114

AD.™ If it were not for Masudi 's testimony, we could be forgiven for

thinking that they learned of such things under the

new education system initiated by the

x:

1

Russian Church. Glaz is related to the Polish glaz ("a stone", or "rock") and glazny ("smcxrth",

Hi
*

"sleek", "dextrous").

It

also meant "a stone", "a sphere", or "an eye", whereas the Slavic glaz"
l

i

:
:

"

/">?
f>,^

meant "a ball" or "a

^
9

globule".

Glass blowing technologies are suggested by these words.

And since they have no connection with Gothic, Greek, Latin or Arabic words for "glass",
we can deduce that their art of glass-making had been present in Germany and Slavia for
some time. Unless a Western or Eastern etymology can be found
words evidently

for these

many terms, the

originated in a Slavo-Germanic linguistic context to describe processes

imported into the area, or independently invented within that same region.

A pagan origin for the "eyes" is found not only in the Old-High-German gbs ("amber"
XV

or "glass"), the Norwegian glosa "to sparkle", or "to flash", the Old-Low-German glaivn ("to

:

flame", "to glow"),

and the Middle-High-German

with the Fnglish word

From

this

("resin").

3

"

These are evidently cognate

glass.

we might guess that the special gem-eyes Al-Masudi described

with the pagan observatory were gerastones, pieces of amber or
glass, or

even hollow glass-blown spheres

In Chips from a

German Workshop (Vol

reproduced the following oral

lore

III)

filled

with

resin,

in connection

globules of molten

liquid.

the once-famous German sanskritist Max Muller

from the region of Pomerania and Kugen, the former seat

of the high fanes of Wendish paganism. In places throughout the following poetry, Christian

glosses have been superimposed over the original fain' traditions:

From "What the People Tell - Old Busum
( )ld

Buscn sank into

The sea

lias

"

the waves;

madefull many graves;

Thefkxxi came near and waslied around,
Until

mck to dust

ivas ground.

No stone remained, no belfry sleep; All sank into the waters deep.
...At limes,

when hrw the water jails,

The sailor sees

tlie

broken walls;

'Die church tow'r peeps from out the

Then hems one low

«:

sand

the church bells ringing,

'Then hears one

low the sexton singing;

And from

poem

the

...

Vinela;

"Lights are gleaming, fairy bells are ringing,

:
:

And long to plunge and wander five,

H'.'

\

Where J liear the angel-voices singing,
hi those ancient towcis below the sea.

\

;

':

Part of this oral lore preserves ancient traditions concerning the heathen bell towers,

and

'';•;;; ;§kJ||

j+H

r*

cities built

over the waters, accessible only by boats and bridges built far out into the water.

Tow ers had, in times past, belonged to the old faith.
T

There

which

I

is

certainly archcological

and

provide toward the end of

this

historical

book

evidence for such constructions, most of

In various parts of Scandinavia for instance,

maritime archaeologists have found the remains of tower structures built offshore. In the
fore-Caucuses the stone and ashlar towers of the pagans can
linguistic, historical

word
:
I

opd,

be seen

so too

there,

and archeoiogical evidence of towers in Slavia.

The Russian words gadal'
preserve the

still

("to

Magian ancestry

of

tell

someone's fortune") and gadaniye

pagan Russian horoscopy,

("fortune-telling")

for they are built

from the

which probably comes from the Pahlavi word gadman'- (meaning "the

destiny"). Russian zodiacal divination therefore load a historical connection

prognostication, perhaps as early as the third century

root

allotted

with Magian

AD, and continued long

after the

conversion until comparatively recent times. Even in the 20th Century, the Zoroastrian
303

Parsees still require the construction of a natal horoscope after the birth of a child.

Considering post-conversion attempts to eradicate heathenism, it comes as no shock that

no

there are

though other

existing historical accounts of Russian sorcerers formulating horoscopes,
data, mostly folkloric, allows for

such an assessment

When a child was bom

in heathen Rus' few parents avoided a hurried visit to the local Magus or koldun, to have their
child's natal chart drafted

using the arts of natal horoscopy. Thus could they learn which

cosmic influences governed the whole of
(a planet's

"dawn") or descendant

(a

their child's

life.

Planets poised

planet's "sunset") at the exact time of the severing of

the umbilicus, at the latitude of the child's birth place,

were thought

definite affect on the child's future behavior and innate abilities.

w atched
:

for,

and where

on the ascendant

their influence

was

baleful,

to

have a

lasting

and

These were to be particularly

guarded against through the use of

amulets designed to counteract their harm.
!

!

After viewing the heavens

and consulting

their personal archive of birch bark scrolls

(containing notes about prevailing celestial posidonings), the typical

probably sought information

on

astrological nativities,

from Rozhdmik

303a

in the

pagan Slav

astrologer

RozMenik almanac (an expurgated Russian heathen

no longer extant).

text

After cross-indexing the necessary information

with entries found in the extinct pagan

astrologer proceeded to determine the new-born's future lot in

Striving folklore about the Slavic zodiac places Khors

(the

303
*

treatise Oshvlogii/a,

life,

the

their destiny.

Good Sun) at the center of a

massive zodiacal kingdom. His rule extended as far as the eye could see, but was subtended

by the twelve conventional zodiac signs, forming twelve separate domains, each ruled by a
princess. Coincidentally there

was

a parallel tradition in

Greek pagan gnosticism and

Manichaeism portraying the sun signs as princess or maidens. This

may

or

may not have

been the origin of the Russian myth regarding the governance of princesses over the sun-

I

-

fii

signs.

To the

<®J

my

best of

knowledge princesses were not

however the

Zoroastrians,

a

TSS

'/*>?

celestial vault

angels of varied patronages.

was

Some were

inhabited

attributed to the zodiac

by many masculine and feminine

with particular

affiliated

by the

constellations. Since

Vladimir raised an idol of Khors in pagan Kiev, such folkloric beliefs have conceivably

from

existed there
I

he

that time.

names with

following table compares the Russian zodiac

Roman, and includes

the

their period of influence.

ROMAN

si

Aries

Oven, Baran, Ares, Skop

Taurus

Telets', Bik, Tyr,

Gemini

Bliznyuki, Bliznyata

21/6-20/7

Cancer

Rak

20/7-11/8

Leo

Lev

11/8-17/9

Virgo

Diva, Krilata Diva, Parina, Diva-lileya

17/9-31/10

Libra

Terezi, Vagi, Volopas,

Scorpio

Skorpion, Vyedmid', Vedmedyuk

22/11 -30/11

Ophiucus

Zmeinosyets

18/11-18/12

Sagittarius

Strilyets',

Capricorn

Kozerog, Koza, Pan, Khrest

Aquarius

Vodoliy,

Pisces

Riba

304

PFRIOD OF TRANSIT

AVIC

18/4-14/5

14/5-21/6

Volos, Kvochka, Perun

Stribog,

Divka

31/10-22/11

Perun
19/1

-

16/2

12/3

-

IS/4

Mokosh, Mokosha,Vodnik

•

Those readers familiar with the horoscopes
magazines

may notice

normally expect. This
listed

that regularly

appear in our newspapers and

that the dates assigned to these signs differ
is

because over time a

shift

from what

occurs in the signs.

here reflect the original dates for the star signs

some 1,000 years

The

the}'

transit

wouldj

periods

ago.

When compared with the other zodiacs of antiquity, the Slavic zodiac was quite unique;
Clearly this variant

was born in isolation, though it had incorporated

schools of astrology and subsequently underwent

Indian fixed sphere of the zodiacs, the Slavic zodiac
to that of the Greeks,

zodiac (also

own

was

a

Magi, Egyptians, and Romans, and

evolutionary path. Unlike thei

movable sphere,

in

no way

its

format akin

related to the

Chinese

known to the Bulgars).

Through a survey
little

its

teachings from various

of Latin, Greek, Indian

and Zoroastrian astronomical terms we find

evidence of the Persian astronomical and astrological names formerly used by the

Zoroastrian astronomer-astrologers. Clearly the

Magi

of Slavia

were beginning

to use

vernacular terminologies favored by the Romans, and conceivably by the cult of Mithras in
particular.

rJV.,

/•fS*

'

%*&

of

ti

llp^

llP$s

uriJf

For example the Slavic word for Venus, venyem, comes from the Latin vcnoius. Likewise
yiipitcr

Latin.

comes from the Latin jupitei: One Russian word

If

for the

moon, lima, comes from the

reason that their word for ''the moon" would be of Greek origin.
to the Latin

times,

Romans

the Greeks were in closer contact with the Slavs than the

How is

it

then

stands

it

to

then attributable

word for "moon" (hina), unless it was a word imparted to the Slavs during pagan

when

there

was a Roman presence on

the steppe?

The Russian word for the sun {solnisc), is related to slntsc (Bulgarian), suntse (Serbo-Croat),
and

sohice (Slovenian), slunce (Czech),

stance (Polish).

These are connected with the

Lithuanian, Old Prussian and Latvian words sank, the Gothic sauil (or sumud), which appear
closer to the Latin

indicate that the

:

sol,

than they

do

pagan Slavs and

to the

Old Indian svar or

Baits derived their

perhaps even Mithraic sources which termed

it

the Avestan hmm.'~ Ihis might

name

for the

sun from Roman, or

Sol Jnvidus.

The Russian word for "a star", zzvzda (which is roughly the same throughout all the Slavic
nations)

believed to have been taken from the Old Ossetian

is
1

"silver".* "

However I have

also noted a

(ie;

meaning

Alanic) zveskv,

crude similarity with the Avestan Persian

>lar,

from

which we get the English word star, and perhaps even the Old Norse stctra ("to stare", or "to
gaze"); a relic of the age of star-gazers.

The Russian word for astronomy, askronomiya, comes from the Latin and Greek.""
meaning "a planet"

is

derived from the Latin and

Greek308 The Russian word

7

Pkncta,

for a

comet

was kotneta, and has Graeco-Roman origins.
The Russian word

for "astrology", oshvlogiya

most

likely indicates that their art entered

Russia and the Balkans with Hellenized Persians and Parthians, or via ( Ireek and/or Roman

pagan gnostic philosophers (such as the Neo-Pythagoreans and Mithraic
likely
!

!

So

priests),

drawn from earlier Greek-, Roman-, Magian-, Babylonian- or Egyptian-based
the heathen intelligentsia of ancient Russia certainly

astrologers

seems

and astronomers with a remarkable understanding

to

most

treatises.

have included

skilled

of the heavens, achieved

w
through their celestial observatories, gemcraft,b(X)ks and inherited knowledge. The priormentioned observatories were apparently of Bulgar provenance, possibly built and operated
in collaboration with the Goths. Inscriptions

found at the site were predominantly carved in

Bulgar runes, though Gothic runes were located there also, indicating the joint nature of the
project. Etymologically, the inscribed

wording found

in these

Bulgar buildings, contained

terms of Iranian, Sumero-Akkadian, Assyrian and Sanskrit origin, thereby confirming the
strong oriental roots of their astronomical and astrological craft.** Moreover, the}'
these

Magians held

traditional Iranian cosmological views,

heavenly bodies, and Jupiter the Time

God

tell

us that

->

1

:

x:

with the sun as lord of the

(perhaps with a similar nature to the Iranian

1
Hi

deity Zurvan)."^ Amazingly

many Words had

been due to Central Asian Tokharian

distinct Celtic parallels/

influence, or, indeed, to words

left

"

which may have

behind by the Celts

jj
i

:
:

'/*>?
Tal
fv,«€^
^^fcfcra

4$^rte

of

ui"^

m?\kh
;

prior to their westerly migrations further into

Europe and the

British Isles.
-

The following account of the Scythian Goths supplied by the Gothic Bishop Jordannes, if
true,

remains a written testimony to the former presence of other skilled pagan astronomers

on Russian
"Tlius

soil;

by teaching

llicm ethics

lie

(the heathen sage Ocineus) restrained tlieir barbarous customs; by

imparting a knowledge ofphysics he made them (the Goths)
Xvhicli

Ihey possess in written firm, to

skilled in

this

live naturally

day and call belagines.

He taught

under laws of their own,
llicm logic and

made llicm

reasoning beyond all oilier races; lie showed them practical knowledge and so persuaded them
I

It)

abound ingaxi uvrks. By denumsl rating theoretical knowledg

j

signs (of the zodiac)

lie

urged them to contemplate the 12

and the courses of tlie planets passing tluvugh them, and trie wMc ofashvnomy.
m

He told them haw the disc ofthe mam gains increase w suffiny loss, and showed them haio much the
<

fieri/ glove

of the sun exceeds in size our earthly planet.

prty^ix stars and told through what sigm in
their rising to tlieir setting. ...You

the arching vault of the heavens they glide swiftlyfrom

might have seen

investigating the nature ofplants and bushes.

He explained the names ofthe thiee hundred and

l

me scannii ig tlie pi rsith m ofllie lieavens andai n )tlier

Here stood one who studied the waxing and loaning of tlie

moon, while still another ivganied tlie labors of the sun and observed haw tliosc bodies which Were
hastening to go toward

tlie

cast arc whirled

around and borne back to Hie west by the rotation of tlie

" 3.0
'-

\

Historical sources

tell

religious centers in Rus'

Century

AD)

us almost nothing about the Bulgar priests who administered these

and

Silver Bulgaria. Centuries earlier (towards the

the Bulgar city of Varachan, situated north of Derbend,

»

dose of the 7th

was

visited

by an

Albanian Christian bishop, on a mission of conversion. 31 There he saw a special priestly class

who sacrificed

steeds before a holy oak (draping the horse hides

boughs), though for the best part of the time they conducted their
situated

on the

city's outskirts."

synthesis of Persian

and Turkic

and

skulls

rites in

from the

tree

timber buildings

Their religious observances appeared to have been a

traditions/

1

with the Shamanic god Tengri considered

tlie

cognate of the Persian deitv Aspandiat Not a few shamans, phvsicians and diviners resided
in

Varachan.

Anyhow,

;
'

Most wore serpent charms of precious silver and

the descendants of these eastern

and Volga Bulgar Magi,

Nordo-Gothic princes, Finns and Slavs managed
remaining pagan Slavs,

the

this, it still

regional worship. In other words, the Nordic Russes

in

unison with the

usurp control over the

sudden appearance

pantheon possessing Iranian

was an Iranian depiction of Jesus Christ. Yet for all

stages, a

to militarily

who fell like dominoes. This allowed

single centralized Kievan Rus' religious

gold.

idols,

of a

one of which

encouraged older patterns of

and Bulgars collectively formulated, in

binding matrix of Magian /Aryan gods and ritualism, from that which was extant

in the lands of the Ros, or the Silver Bulgars near the Urals,

complete with

their

indigenous

g^fljjj

'

"
-

was then imposed

Iranian idols, 'lhis "pantheon"

over the whole length of geographical

Rus', culminating in Vladimir's temple construction phase

of the

main

For a

idols (kapishche) at

Kiev (and Novgorod)

(begun c. 955 AD) and the raising

981

c.

AD.

number of years I remained convinced that the idols and Magianism in Kiev were

simply Bulgar imports. But as time passed, and the scope of

Magian

astonished to discover the presence of additional

specifically attached to the Bulgars. In all likelihood these

my research deepened,
participants,

who

I

was

were not

Magi advocated rallying the Slavic

and Finnish tribes under the Nordic Rus' royals, who were themselves magicians of the royal
blood. These pagan agitators were present to a greater or lesser degree

Norsemen, Goths,

I

lungarians, Slavs

and

Bulgars. Small

wonder

among

the

the Finns,

:':':::-•'--

Muslim writer

.

.

.

Zakarija al-Qazwini reported that the Burdjan followed the religion of the "Magiicians) and
pagans":*-

The term Burdjan is believed to have applied to both Bulgars and Norsemen in his

text."

The ends

to

which

their

brand

new pagan

Rus'

army was

directed bore

some

AD viking conquests then taking place against the Christian
Franks, Irish, Moors and Anglo-Saxons. During the 9th and 10th Centuries AD the nearby
resemblance to the 9th Century

''(<{4'-'::

:;

nations held their breath as the Slavs and Finns changed from stay-at-home agriculturalists,

and herders concerned with inter-tribal bickering, into a formidable alliance that engaged in
•]

intensive military

Roman

V\

campaigns directed mainly against Christian Byzantium, the Eastern

Empire. Later they turned on even more of their neighbors and boldly projected

their forces into the Balkans, the Urals, the Far-east

and extremely adventurous

and the Caucuses. These were expansive

military operations against other regional adversaries, such as

Islamic Iran, the Kha/arian Jews

and the Bulgar Muslims of the old Silver Bulgar homeland.

Something gargantuan was afoot

in eastern

spontaneous creation was not a matter

Europe, a

new

had hounded

to

nation

was being

for indifference, rather concern. Jews,

Christians looked worriedly northward, toward the vast steppe

as the heathens they

'-

death regrouped.

and

born.

Its

Muslims and

forested interior of Rus',

What would

they

do next?

|
i

Having

\isited the

Magians; in

Danubian Bulgars

personally,

Abu Muslim

effect followers of an ancient Iranian religion,

a hierarchy of

Magus wizards. Here one

finds even

testified that

they were

which was at all stages headed by

more Muslim evidence

for

European

On account of this Catholic and Orthodox authorities saw the Bulgars as the greatest
heretics of the age, deeming Bulgaria a major threat to the faith, "the mouth of Hades". Abu
Magi.

'

::;:

''
kmhSB

1
:

Muslim's report was subsequently reproduced by Al-Gaihani;*3

-

.

.

fe>€^

\"The Boidjans (Danubian Bulbars and Norsemen) o?i> the descendants ofYounan, son of
3
Japhet. " Their kingdom is of importance and spread over a large area.

the Byzantines),
tfaa

*

Ski's, the Kliamrs
wi/s

It is

at.

itse

tfie

1/

defensive nail built

books at all

...

on

Hie Bordjans

Roumis

(ie;

most redoubtable enemies,

mom

land of the bordfan;

sort

;

are of the Magiain religion,

Vie Bordjans do not use denarius or dirhem; all

Every aspect of

the

dans

raised dilchieork

contracts of marriage, use cattle

fruits of

to the

by a hedge-like border that covers a

skirted

is

their greatest,

march from Constantinople

wneh

Each Borjan fortress

and Turks, but

They combat

their transactions,

creating a

and possess no
including

and slieep as currency''.

account can be carved and diced, measured and weighed by the

this

other academic disciplines.

The last point raised by Abu Muslim and Al Gaihani

is

only partly correct Archaeologists regularly find Islamic and pre-lslamic dirhems at most

Bulgar

sites

their usage.

(and throughout Russia and Scandinavia for that matter), therefore confirming

Having said

that,

based on what is

known of Mediaeval Slavic commerce, they

may have used this coinage only to pay taxes and in formal trade deals. Archaeologists only
ever attribute the presence of these coins to eastern trade; never to funds brought into Europe

with post-exilic communities from the steppe.

During the same period,

in Tad^hikistan

and Uzbekhistan

(the

Caspian as Moscow) the dirhems bore inscriptions naming the

name

of the Khalif, plus Islamic phrases (eg. Al

(761-762

AD), Nasr (868 AD),

Mukhammed

Makhdi

(918-919

suggesting they weren't even in circulation in Islamic
shock, for Sassanian dirhems always had a

Magian

same

distance from the

local Islamic governor, the

(760-761

AD), al-Ash'asb. Iach'ya

AD). Sassanian coins were absent,

fire altar,

come

This really can't

districts.

as a

and the name of a Zoroastrian

king stamped on the obverse. Muslims reactionaries weir intent on replacing the old order,

and consequently eradicated coins bearing images

them

shortly thereafter with images of the Caliph.

central to the

Whereas

Europeans and Scandinavians often had Sassanian dirhems in

were frequently mounted on items
...-...

altars thereon, their function

the protection of god's

I

Cattle

were

("cattle") existed

it

Frisian

and

in Bulgarian, Ossetian,

collectively

A similar situation
which has the

root

is

same

replacing

period, Eastern

These coins

and considering the
financial,

Slavia.

drawing

fire

down

kings.

The Old

Slavic skat'

Old Saxon, Gothic, Old Czech,

denoted a person's wealth or means, though

particularly infers that large,

currency. n5
"benefits"

as necklaces,

used as currency throughout

faith,

their possession.

and the supernatural might of long-dead

with slight variation

Slavs

W such

for the

was probably talismanic rather than

traditionally

Old Norse and Old

among the

fire,

of jewel

Magian

horned

cattle

were

their

primary unit of

found in the Avestan Persian gaonem meaning "riches" or

word goo "a cow", from which we

get the English

word cow.

We

shall

fortifications

settlements

now

delve deeper into this priceless record of the Bulgars.

Firstly,

the

described by Al-Gaihani should be identified with a range of massive fortified

and

(some more than 50 hectares

cities

and Cimljanskoe Gorodishte, excavated by Russian

in area), the

foremost being Vfajackoe

archaeologists near the

Don River. The

Bulgars built urban centers of like nature throughout the Balkans and Southern Ukraine

from the mid-700's.

who dwelt

Cities of this

in surface

magnitude allowed them

to

house a burgeoning populace

and dug-out tentwork, as they once did on the plains of the steppe.

Most were encircled by ditches and wooden-lattice palisading, of the sort detailed by

Muslim

writers, others

by

15-foot-thick, rubble-filled walls of ashlar,

stonework was quarried some distance away and, more

likely

these

white in colour. The

than not, ferried

down

the

Don on barges. Masonry of this nature tells us that Bulgar engineers were more advanced
than most other Europeans, who were still constructing fortifications from logging at that
time. Perhaps for this very reason their services were highly sought after.. Two of their betterknown clients were the Merovingian Magus-Kings of France, and the Kha/arian Jews. Such
Jewry was, by and

large,

party to unorthodox, often non-rabbinical teachings.

Necropolises and Zoroastrian Sassanian coinage associated with the Bulgar forts point

to

them having been driven from Northern Daghestan and the Caucuses during open warfare
with the Arab Muslims in the 7th Century AD. Caucasian Alano-Goths represented a
certain portion of the Bulgar population

throughout that region,

folk also

shunted from the

eastern homelands. Bulgars situated at the Cimljanskoe Gorodishte settlement are believed
to

have maintained

relations

with the Jewish Khazars. Perhaps

its ruler,

and most of

citizens relocated

throughout Greater Bulgaria. While some Kha/arian

Jewish royals had plausibly been inducted into the
blood, as

was

the old custom, there

were

'I

to the

inevitability of a

Hie absence

Jewish

of Bulgarian

perplexing, since the

As

it

rift

Magi by

virtue of their royal

with those Magian brethren who

Magi

certainly point

toward the

of this magnitude.

Magian written

Magi also preserved

happens the Magi were extremely

in the past they

to dissension

Surviving texts of the

traditions.

heated theological

of the

rites

philosophical clashes over the nature of the

still

supreme god. his must inevitably have led
were party

Magian

and destroyed the entire city Cimljanskoe ( iorodishte was gutted

Bulgars besieged
its

for this reason the

texts in

Abu Muslims

their religious

sensitive

and

about the

scientific

original account is

teachings in writing.

security- of their

holy books, for

had seen many copies destroyed by their oppressors. Bulgar Magians may
is
•>

Have been reluctant

to

compromise

their existence

by showing them to a Muslim

for this

"

::

;;

very reason. The only other alternative

is that

ancient form of Magianism, perpetuated

by

these

Magians were

oral teachings only.

inheritors of the

most

But in opposition to what

::
::

Abu Muslim recorded, Al-Nadim said:
"The Turks, the Bulgar, the Blagha (Vlakhs

ie;

Wallachians of the Carpathians),

the

Burghaz

X

:
:

-.w

(a

Bulgarian

and

Bulgarians
largely

Llan (Alans), and the types with small eyes and exheme

tribe), $fe Khazar, the

meaning

blondness (perhaps

the Goths or Scandinavians) liave no

the Tibetans iwite in Chinese

used by the Manichees), wliereas

Here Al-Nadim only seems
illiterate,

and then he says

:

and Mamehaean

the

(a

form

to contradict himself.

suggest the restricted usage of two oriental scripts

script

Xb

On one hand he says the Bulgars were

knew Manichaean and Chinese

the}7

Middle Persian

of

Khaznr write Hebreia... ":

script, except that the

among

His comments

script.

the Bulgars,

by a

select class,

possibly the Bulgar viziers; the wizards.

One range of characters
Bulgars

Avestan

is

from

that flowed

meaning

mention with respect

failed to

to the Russes

and

an antiquated form of writing once used by pre-Sassanian Magi,

script,

right to

left.

comes from Al-Nadim who,
states that

Arabs

these

Confirmation of

in the 10th

its

royal usage in

Century AD, before the conversion of the Russes,

he had personally seen copies of Russian script etched

bark, with a wtx)dcn backing; the very

recorded texts and documents).

"1

He

:

emissary who was returning home

Olden Russia unwittingly

first

to the

into

white wood (perhaps

same medium upon which

the

Magi

learned of the Rus' script from an Armenian

Caucuses after a mission to the King of the Russes.

This Armenian even showed Al-Nadim an example of Rus' writing, which Al-Nadim

subsequently reproduced in the Fihrist. (See fig 3.4). Al-Nadim was not the first Arab to note
their

922

use of writing. Ibn Fadlan ends his report on the heathen Rus' funeral on the Volga

AD) by saying:

they wrote the
*§

name

mound)

"In the middle ofil (the burial

of the

man and

the

name

oftlie

they raised a large post ofbirrfi.

king of the Russes on

it

(c.

Then

and so went on

tlieir

way"S"
Fossilized

words throughout

Slavia

intellectualism in the region. Ihe Russian

the Bulgarians

words

further support

word

for "a

and Serbo-Croats. Then there is knjiga

book"

the existence of eastern

is foiiga,

(Slovenian),

which they share with

and hnlm

arc connected with kuinig (Old Turkic), kuiniv (Eastern Bulgar dialects), konuro

(Mordva meaning "paper"), konyo (Hungarian), kiuuugiv (Western ( )ssetian
knik (Armenian). Ultimately these can

1

(Czech). These

meaning

The

"to print {cuneiform}, seal or stamp").'

trail

during the pagan era most

also led

to the

likely

What

these

came via

and

word kunnuku (Assyrian

the

words show

Old

lurkic

is

(ie;

that higher

the Bulgars),

way back to Armenia and Ossetia (land of the Alans), and lastly Assyria.

This seems in accord with the Caucasian ancestry of these
to Christian

Alanic),

7

implications of this are obscenely obvious.

Slavic learning

but the

be traced back

ie;

Greek or

folk. It

Roman missionaries. Without overly

was in no way attributable

speculating,

on the strength of

1

Hi*"

i

these word correlations one might suspect that Assyrian
into Central Asia

dying

civilization.

knowledge had somehow

and Eastern Europe following the collapse of
Apparently Mediaeval Arabs had a book on

tlieir state;

this

very

filtered

the legacy7 of a

topic.
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many other shunned
As you

somehow disappeared

titles it

will already

into oblivion.

have read, there are more than enough hints that the Slavs and

Norsemen were exposed

to

Brahminic and Avestan scholarship. Consider the following
*

One

linguistic correlations.

Avestan Persian zan(a)?

17

Russian

Mat

for "to

know"

which comes from the

is znal',

The Old Russian, Slovenian and Old Slavonic word

*

"knowledge" was vest', which
vedat"

word

is

Czech

like the

vest

and the Polish

zviesc.

meant "to know something", but it differed slightly in form from

vedat' is related to the

Old Indian veda (which

Vedic textual corpus of the Indo-Aryans) and
Sb

Vedas",

is

the

vida, vedat'

that the Slavic word for

vest'?*

Considering

to describe the

might have meant "to
it

know

vest'

and

vedat' represented

the

might not be a coincidence

"knowledge" vest' sounds phonetically similar to "Avesta"

writ of the Magi). So perhaps

for

Another Slav word

same word used

the religion of the Aryan forefathers. For this reason

$•

two

(the holy

:

: ii!

:
i

different traditions of

Bowled ge; one Avestan the other Vedic.
':'::

|

A slightly similar set of words is found in the Old Icelandic for that matter;
1* 1

Old Russian

vest'

Old Norse

visa ("a verse", "a stanza")

("knowledge'?

vedat' ("to

know"f

Ri

:;.;

'

3181.

vita ("to

know")™

;;';

I

Consider the Scandinavian meaning of

visa in

connection with the following related

librds;

OLD ICELANDIC

LATIN

wsan

"a direction", or "an instruction"™

adminstratio, doctrim

Mir

a

vjsinda-bok

iMinda-kma
visinda-mathr

a
u
Id

Id

xmindi
Id
"

ws-bendtng

Id

.":.w

a king" or "a leader'

rex

a learned book"Jy

liber,

,"319

a prophetess'

volumen, eodex

votes, fastidieus
:.

."IV

Jiariohis

knowledge", "prophetic revelation",

scientia, vatieinari,

magic"< ,y

magicus

knowledge",

!

"intellect",

"wisdom",

saentia, dochirm, ingeniwn

wise talk" •*

What we

words meaning wizards,

sybils,

kings, the utterance of stanzas, knowledge, wise sayings, prophecies, soothsaying,

books

ajrld

see here

is

an elaborate

magic. Such a correlation

is

inter-relatedness for

readily explainable by equating visa with Avesta, the Persian

name for the Magian bmks of religious instruction, prayer stanzas, knowledge and wisdom.
f|at the concept of kings was included
Persian and Asiatic ancestry of these

.;•
v

a soothsayer'

in this

word

many concepts.

set

under the name

visir attests

to the

-

;:.:!

Uijl

Even

if

one were

words and concepts entered

to suggest that these

the

Old

Icelandic

lexicon with translations of the Old Testament (that incorporated a pitifully inadequate

amount

of

we would

knowledge on old Babylon and the Chaldeans),

still

need

to explain

why they crossed over into Old Icelandic in a form other than Latin or Greek, in forms with
a perceptibly Indian
If you

and Persian origin.

have books, then you must be able

to write,

and

to write

you need an implement.

In the ancient world, feathers were sometimes used for this purpose.

pen"

pert?"

Polish,

is

the

same

in the

These are related

which were

Avestan parem ("pen").
"pen", docs

it

Old Russian, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat, Slovenian, Czech and

to the Latvian

in turn derived
If

The word for "a feather

spams ("wing") and Lithuanian spanias ("wing"),

parmm ("wing"

from the Old Indian word

they used what

is

ultimately

or "pen") and the

an Avestan or Old Indian word

for

then follow that the diverse Slavic tribes had been subjected to Magian and

Brahminic tuition?
I

.ers

take a look at the

napisal'. Pisali

word meaning

(Old Russian, Serbo-Croat),

"to write"

which

in

modern Russian

psaii (Czech), visac (Polish),

related to the Lithuanian yicsiu ("to draw") or peiscri (Old Prussian

most convincing genesis

for this

word

is ni-pista

is pisat'

or

pisM (Bulgarian) are

meaning "to write"). The

(Old Persian meaning "something which

has been noted down"), or the Avestan paesa ("a decoration" or "an embellishment/ ', and in
the context of a manuscript "an illumination").321

Based on our present understanding, mediaeval European writing systems came from
three

main sources; Greek,

However

this certainly

Latin,

and the Nordo-Germanic and Hungarian runic traditions.

does not seem

to

be the case

in Russia.

The Russian

for "a

word",

slow (pron. Slova), comes from the Avestan Persian sravah ("a word", "a prayer", "the sacred
text {the Avesta}")/'

It

"word", the Old Norse
the

therefore differs from the
ortli

"word", the Gothic

Old-High-German and Old English

zvaurd,

not

to

uvrl

mention the I atin vcrbum, ox

Greek eirr&n, or rheitrtae.

Based on these examples, no linguistic connections between scholarship and the Avestan
or Old Indian languages appear evident in the Germanic languages (apart from the Old

No it was the Balls, Scandinavians, Bulgars and the numberless Slavs that appear to
have had a common Magian /Brahminic intellectual infrastructure, employing Vedic and
Norse).

Avestan terms, and which seems to have been confined to their respective regions.

Having said that, the Hindu text Agni Pnrana mentions the existence of Hindu saigas,
is

Aryan books

gods and

kings,

(or oral compositions) containing creation

and

that

myths, the genealogies of both

the general happenings of their times. 8 In remote ages they

had been

propagated by those well versed in the time-worn oral traditions, but later they were written

down. These may have been precursors of

the

Norse

Sagas,

function in pre-Christian Scandinavia as Indian Sargas.

The

which had

precisely the

potential correlation

:

same

J

between
\

i

:
:',

jfe Wi^&^m

«fw$ affipup

given added credence by the existence of Old Norse words denoting sages,

Saga and

Sfl/v/fl is

sagacity,

knowledge, wisdom, witchcraft and sorcery derived from eastern etymologies.

These were

related to the

would seem

that

Old Indian

vita

and

therefore connected with the

Aryan sagas and vedas were known

conversion to Christianity in the early Middle Ages.

in Scandinavia,

word

Some of this knowledge may have been

which included information on the

of teachings

and works

themselves, plus law codes,

mention

religious doctrines

to a greater

astrological sciences, the Puranas

related to Indian linguistics

on penances and

it

long before their

Magian; consider the existence of the Magus Saga. 'I he Hindu Sargas belonged

body

So

veda.

ritualism.

40

and vocabulary, not

to

Accordingly the Hindus and

Buddhists, like the Magi, husbanded an extensive catalogue of inherited learning, which

was maintained by successive waves

of wise

Brahmins and used

to

educate their societies

:
:

::

generation

by

generation.

You may ask how it was that these alternative intellectual cultures disappeared from
face of Furope. This is

what happened

King Stephen I ordained the following
"Upon

the council of Pope Sylvester

characters,
left,

and

tliat

in

Hungary shortly

for his

II zoe

AD. The Christian

1,()(K)

Magyar subjects:

have decided

that Ihe ancient

(additional) pagan method ofzvriting

zuhicli

(Hungarian)n//i/c

pweeeds front right

to

used in Hungary by people and clergy (Magian-Christian priests, as found in

Christianity's Greatest Controvo'sy) oftlie S~ek}tr

and Kim

forbidden and will be suppressed throughout the country,
a

before

the

Ihe remainder of the edict defined

provinces, shall Jiaiceforth be

and supe)*seded by

how Stephens

Latin writing''.

322

plan was to be implemented.

who persisted in using heathen writing, or disseminating pagan texts or sundry

Clergymen

inscriptions were to

surrendered

be defrocked and excommunicated, plus fined. Rewards were given
induce priests and the

texts, to

culture of the

pagan

I

laity alike to

for

abandon the pre-existing learned

lungarians. All contraband documentation

was

thenceforth to be

immolated, and chopped apart by the sword. In concluding, the document trumpets "with
their destruction all

longing for past traditions and

new age surpassed
realm

fable,

the old.

all

memory of paganism

shall

cease"™

And

so a

On those incandescent piles of timber, past realities entered

becoming bed-time

stories for

the

credulous children, and a bunch of old wives'

tales.

Current

historical interpretations are clear

how to write

until the arrival of

of time taught them cyrillics.

on one point. Pagan Russians did not know

Byzantine Christian clergy,

who in a relatively short space

As with the misinformation or disinformation being spread by

various academics in relation to the early Magian texts, not a few Rusists zealously champion
a proposition

tliat

fundamentally

wrong

the

::

pagan Slavs were

illiterate.

As you have

already seen,

it

is

:.

to

endorse their conclusion once balanced academic considerations

r^S&zi

/-fS*
'

'tf&PJ

ra
are
applied to the question.

Al-Nadim
seeking

to

attributed Turkic literacy to the viziers

communicate with other regional monarchs, the great kings of Turkland

(therefore including the Turkic Bulgarian royals)

scribe the necessary

"if he. (the

who served their respective kings. In

summoned

communiques. These were often carved

Great Turkish King) desired

of which
traced on

into a

to write to a lesser king,

which comes the Albanian and .Manic word Wizzi and

viziers into their presence to

war arrow.

he summoned his

the

by tlie Turkish

characters understood

Caning and

splitting the

eastern, Turkic in

fact.

nobility

..."

Ynglinga Saga

itself

it is

the vizier

tcx»; its

origins

may be

admits that Odin and his people

formerly inhabited Turkland, but later migrated to Scandinavia via
"south of this mountain ridge (the Urals)

Then

arrow.

^

war arrow was known in Scandinavia

The Norse

(from

Old High German Wizzo, all

meant "a sage" or "wizard") and oidavd the splitting of mi
it

vizier

(

lermany and Scythia:

not far to Turkland (the Caspian, Iranian

and

Central Asian region), where Odin had great possessions"'SB
:
In a quote from several pages ago,
ethnicity

Al-Nadim includes blondes

in his

list

of races

whose

was predominantly Turkic, or at least culturally affiliated with them. These olden

Turks were nothing

like today's

from coloured Buddhist

Turks, having red hair

tapestries,

found

at Turfan.

and blue

Some

eyes; that

much is known

of these Turks

were probably

blonde.

In an even
!

!

more remote epoch

tills

was

definitely true of the inhabitants of Eurasia. In

China's Tarim Basin approximately 100 corpses have been found in recent times,

mummified by

the dry sands and winds. These 3,000-4,000 year-old corpses were

Caucasian and had blonde or brown

hair.

to the solar nature of some pictures, it has

connected with

homage towards

"

A number of them

sported tattoos and owing

been guessed that their bodies bore Iranian motifs

the later Persian

sun

God Mithras. So
2 ''

at the

very least

they were sun-worshipers. They pre-date the white, Buddhist, Indo-European-speaking

Tokharians by some considerable amount of time, and for want of a better word these Indo-

Europeans were Aryans. 326 From

their well-preserved clothing

years ago these Caucasian inhabitants of Asia
26

Europeans of the same period/ a similar
design"'F

On

the basis of these finds

had

"twill

it is

we know that roughly 3,2(11

practically the

weave wool with a

difficult to

same

blue,

tartan clothing as

white and brown plaid

.

conclude whether or not blondes

originated in Asia or in Europe.

Millennia later, having ridden into the Balkans from the Central .Asian and Iranian region

ar^ind 680 AD, with hordes numbering

several

hundred thousand

strong, the Bulgars

chose the Danube area as a suitable homeland. Troubles naturally erupted between them

y
y
y

:

^-j^a
>:

,!

Hi

»

|ffi&

'W

^Mr«
«Si

-J^-'

and the Slavs as a consequence of

this.

Using

their superlative organisational skills, the

Bulgars successfully harnessed the loyalties of the local Slavic inhabitants, thus giving rise to
a formidable Bulgar state

and

The burgeoning number of Slavs

Slavic languages.

demanded

fell

'

citizen of

is

somewhat different to the

same stretch

inhabiting the very

Danubian Bulgars speak both iurkic and

Slavic

when

conducting

from official usage, though it may well have been spoken by the average

1

v.

The Silver Bulgars' had contacts with the Finnic Quid and Ves tribes,

tribes that

coincidence were also involving themselves in the business of forming this

powerful Rus'

state.

Norsemen

first

extensive ties with
well,

and

that

Bulgar extraction. In this same era, Silver Bulgars of the Urals persisted with the

use of Turkic on

the

of the

Between 680 and the mid-850's they were bi-lingual, but at the end of

their daily affairs.

period ,° Turkic

that

The Danubian Bulgars

extremities.

Bulgar brothers originally spoke Turkic, which

their Silver

Balkans

on Constantinople's western

Whether

were

was in

met up with

them

am willing

the period

it

is

whether they already had

tend to believe they already

I

to speculate that

new and

Bolgar (the capital of Silver Bulgaria) that Rurik and

the Silver Bulgar Magi, or

uncertain.

by some

based on

knew each

later events, that the

attributable not only to trade, but

to politico-religious

Prince Oleg the Sage's

tribes.

fairly

enhanced contacts of

more importantlv

developments organized by the Magi of the various

other

name

w all of an underground stone temple at Bushivsldy, so there appears to be
a concrete link with some Norsemen and Magians who used a quasi-runic, quasi-glagolithic
appears on the

script

i

r

321

For a

start,

by unusual
groves.

As

the mere fact that there wrere Slav temples at all indicates they wrere influenced

religious practices, since
this

many European pagans predominantly used open air

temple inscription bears Oleg's name,

it

signifies that

it

must have been

constructed during his period of rule, which came to an end in 910 AD. The Magus depicted

on its wall is shown offering up a libation before a
sacrificer,

'"*

named Mirobog ,h

Peace", or perhaps even

"God

god's son, Svarozhich, the

A

In the Slavic his

fire

of the

Mihr

(sacred) tree, declaring himself to be Oleg's

name means "Cod

fire",

a divine priest

few7 years earlier Oleg "the Sage", as he

Whether he used his own knowledge to achieve
of his advisors

is

uncertain. Certainly the

which means "the Holy
"great".

If

"God

of

who acted as the tender of

of peace.

was known,

construction of the wheeled ships allegedly used in the 907

r

of the world",

(one?)",

this feat, or

is

said to have overseen the

AD attack on Constantinople.
whether he used the ingenuity

name Oleg is cognate with

the

Old Norse

I

lelgi,

though some say it is derived from ulug, a Turkic word for

Oleg was a 'great sage', even a holy sage', then what was the origin of his sagacity?

We repeatedly read of sages throughout the Rig Vain, Pahlavi texts and the Avesta, and in
these sources the sages

were holy men, the Magian and Brahmana

scholar-priests.

The

n
modern Russian word for "a sage" is mudrels, which

comes from the Old Russian mud'/ and

the Old Slavonic word madr'. These words ultimately come from the Old Indian

word medlia

(meaning "thought", "wisdom" and "understanding") and the Avcstan words mazdra or
maz-da (meaning "to retain something in your memory"). Similarly linked are the Slavic

words m'd'r (Bulgarian), miidar (Serbo-Croat), madry (Polish), modar (Slovenian) and moudry
(Czech).

'"'

To

this

list

of linguistic similitudes

we

might add the Old Norse terms

visdoins-

madr (literally "a wise man", meaning "a sage", "a soothsayer" or "a prophet")/ and visinda'

rnadr, "a soothsayer".

the

ij0

Behind these many word correlations

pagan sages of heathen Russia were

during a yet

to

be determined

era,

is

possible to speculate that

the recipients of Vedic

and Avestan knowledge

it

and not only them, but the sages of man)' other races

throughout the region. Since the Central Asian technology which Oleg might have used
design and construct the wheeled ships most
follows that he was

likely

came from

Iranian sources,

more likely to have been a Magian sage rather than

it

to

probably

a Brahmin.

we have an Oleg, who could well have been a Magus intellectual himself (or even a
Brahmin), we have his retinue which contained camps of attendant Volkhvy Magi and
soothsayers, and we have a glagolithic-style temple insoiptiorL These runes were not used
So,

by the Norse, but are thought to have been used by the Volkhvy, and are only known

to

I

have
>

been

utilized

by the Bulgars, Magyars, Vlakhs and Moravians. Thus, the VoMivy

architects

and masons who built this temple pre-910 AD were either Bulgars, or Rus' Volkhvy who were

'

'''
>

Bulgar affiliates, or other non-aligned Volkhvy from Bohemia and Moravia. Again I have not

read information on the temple s precise design, so

I

can't

compare

it

with what Stoyanov

mentions on the constructions of the Silver Bulgar Magi near the Urals.
of

them kx)ks every

7

bit similar to

the dome-topped

fire

I

know at least one
y

temples of Zoroastrian Sassania.

:

So, as legend has it, the Slavs, Finns and Varangians were amalgamated into "one people"

by a Dane,

Riorik,

and

his

two brothers Sineus and Truvor plus, as you have seen, Magi

in

need of reliable warriors. Henceforth came into being the mightiest race of eastern Europe,
a nation which

would

forever determine the destiny of those peoples

who

lay in

dose

proximity to it; they would be the Russkie, the men of Rus'. The northmen had scored a great

coup.

Ill

one swoop, they were party

existence,

to the

mustering of the

but ultimately they were sorely needed

permanent

safe passage

downriver

to

great

last

hold Rus' together.

to Constantinople, the

mother

pagan army

in

Now that they had

city of all riches,

they

could lay prolonged siege to her and reap substantial rewards. 33

The Rus' princes and Khagans continued
in those

few years prior

to

have repeated dealings with the Norsemen

to the conversion period,

though not always

to their benefit.

Most

of Vladimir's contact with the Varangians concerned a large group of Huscarls, perhaps the

:

:

very ones whose aid he had enlisted in Scandinavia to help

him

out during the bouts of

bloody warfare between him and his brothers. 33- Upplanders are mentioned

in the

Primary
\

:

i
i

A sprite

^M.'ni,v^fc^i£i*Yr
|nje---^pi6fcH^ el

fvi

Chromcle, so they

were most

Swedish pagan temple was

located.

It

came

would be
left

to Rus' to

s^fc&es

nice to

know

which the main

in

these Varangians

if

had

Scandinavia, looking for imperial service, or

meet up with the Rus'

Byzantium once they had outdone

off to

very

deliberately

7i?X '""^alBw

4

oit6

Swedes from Uppsala, the province

likely

intended to go Byzantium before they

whether they

'zStffflKkst'&sc.

their

welcome among

princes,

and only headed

the Slavs.

The question

is

answer, but could help us understand Norse motives in the area. Anyhow,

difficult to

when the Huscarls and \Tadirnir parted ways, the Huscarls headed on to Tsargrad seeking
the
to

employ

of the

Emperor, and high adventure. But hot on

him imploring him

to return

and

home via

territory.

was a communique

snub the trouble-making Huscarls, warning them never

to officially

Rus'

their trail

wave of warfare

After all, their interference had sparked a

royal fratricide.

Following the departure of the

official

Norse

party,

Vladimir then went on to raise up

Perun and a range of Iranian and Aryan idols in Kiev/" but strangely not a single Norse god
(such as Odin)

would stand atop

Novgorod and brought an

that hill.™ Vladimir 's uncle

idol of

Perun there at

cultural-religious cooperation between the

transitory in

his

Dobrynia then went north

nephew's command.""

'I

he

to

level of

Norse and the Rus' is curious; appearing almost

some ways. In many respects the Norse involved in this whole Russian episode,

were probably only

reluctantly there, or "trying their luck"

"big opportunities" for power and

silver.

on

the Russian stage, sensing

And yet there are some concurrences in Norse and

Rus' administrative terms and religious beliefs.
In their capacity as advisors to the Rus' royal bloodline the Norsemen truly left their mark

on Russian
quantitative,
city council

Their contributions to Rus' culture were

history.

namely a neutral army

which empowered

to

more

qualitative than

provide order, and a legal system. The word

vcdie,

a

free citizens to democratically vote is phonetically similar

all

to the

Russian veshdi, which means "thing", perhaps even "the thing". In Old Norse the

word

for

such a

legal council is Things

which

in their case

is

also the

word

for

"a thing" or

"the thing". In both Rus' and Norse versions, the thing and the zvdic, the free citizens had the
'

right

111

and the power

to refuse the

unworthy, or unjust leaders. This

If

believed that wrong-doers
act of dethroning
their

evil.

calls to

mind

if

they considered them

the philosophies of the white

had no place on the throne; despite being stalwart

an unjust

despotism and

ascendancv of princes, or kings

ruler

The

further weight to the sort of

was seen

fact that

as a holy duty; to

Saxons had

let

Magi

royalists, the

them reign meant

abetting

institutions similar to the Thing

common cultural ancestry spoken of in the

who

adds

Yngtinga Saga. This

life

might not sound

like

such a big

unity Yet paradoxically

I
llP

llP

I

:'
:

royal ascendancy.

It

it

gave

helped

deal,

but the Norse presence truly aided regional pagan

rise to the greatest single

set the stage for the

Russian dilemma, the problem of

gut-wrenching civil wars of the 11th Century

;:

AD,

as princes jostled for a chance to

be the

Velikiy

Knyaz (the Grand

Prince).

Whatever

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

m

Scandinavians did stay behind in Rus'

played a \ital role strengthening Kiev's grip over

still

the countryside. Without the order that they brought to this land of lawlessness,
to assess what the political fortunes of the Rus'

and Bulgars may have been.

it is

difficult

My guess is they

would have fared very poorly.

According
to

to Professor Vernadsky, several co-existent princely bloodlines

form the Rus' Rurikid royal dynasty -

Slavs.

V(

The Bulgar high-born must,

Seniority

that of the

Norsemen

of necessity, be

added

pooled forces

(Rurik), the Asii (Alans),

to his

list,

in

and

no small measure.

among them was undecided at first, but by Vernadsky s reckoning from the reign

of Khagan Svyatoslav, only Rurikids had the right to hold

went by the Central Asian

title

supreme power. Some dignitaries

Khagan, whereas others were

Knyaz. These two classes of royal

title

known

as Knyaz' or Velikiy

serve to differentiate between those princes of Nordo-

Gothic stock {Knyaz), and those of more eastern ancestry {Khagan).
This coalition of princes from diverse ethnic backgrounds, was hailed by their subjects as
Sun-princes, the sons of Dazhbog

have belonged
king
sun).
fire

358

sons of the Slavic sun God).
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Some Norse kings must

considering that the term Doglingr "a king, a descendant of

to this lineage,

Dag (Dag (meaning

(ie;

"the day" in

Old

Icelandic)

comes from

the Iranian

word

for the

One such son was the mythical king Agni from Uppsala, his name akin to the Hindu

god Agni. Perhaps the Swedish king Agni was a personification

of the

Aryan fire god,

a son of the sun.

Sun-Kings had probably lived

in

Europe

for countless generations, dating

back to the

N

incursions of the Indo-European Riks (kings
|

domination,

when

But, as with the
:

::

::::

Mithraic legions transported their Iranian creed

Hungarian

royals, a

Khorezm, which, in the language
||

The Russian

;(fcang),

i:

sky,

and

''the

good many

of the Avesia

of

them may have

means "The Land

all

over the continent

traced their origins to

of the

Sun" - IGroar-zem.^

Golubbiaya Kniga {"Tlic Book of Deep Wisdom") states "YJc

a king over other kings" ;"

also called

who were Like the sun), or the time of Roman

"Nobody is as god-like, as his

white Czar'' or "the red-sun

the Russian Tsar (shines)

on

".

earth".

y:

3* 1

a white Czar

liave

royal majesty (the Tsar)",

Of them it was also said "Hie sun
"Without the

Tsar', the

who was

shines in

me

people aiv waifs, the land a

widow"?® The term Tsar', in these instances, is of later usage, though the concepts associated
with them were pagan, with a distinctly Arthurian
In this respect they
recent times

feel,

and

far

more ancient.

were not dissimilar to the Japanese emperor, who until comparatively

was seen as a

divine being, a Sun-King.

and pagan European royals

is

The similarity between

the Japanese

not due to Atlantis or universal consciousness, but the

widespread primordial influence of vedic

traditions, largely transmitted

and west by way of Buddhist missionaries and shamans.

throughout the east

•',

f^ntf"^pstef|

api^aife aft

ot

H

5
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The varied use of Knyaz and Khagan
the house of Rurik is barely
this

(both

meaning "a

members of

prince") by various

commented upon by Rusists (those who study ancient Rus'), yet

point is of extreme importance. The fullest significance of the Khazarian, Turkic and Rus'

term Khagan can only be seen by analysing the nature of Turkic royalty, and similar Asiatic,

and more

specifically Turkic

were called Kaghmis
royal blood

v' A

and Persian words. From the 6th Century AD, Turkic leaders

(from the Chinese Ke-Kium, meaning "great leader"), and those of the

known as Beg?* Beg is linguistically affiliated with Azeri and Turkic words like

m

hag, bak, baj,

which have the same meaning

also.

At

connection

this point a linguistic

becomes apparent between the Russians, Norse, Persians and Turks. Beg is probably related
to the

Old Norse bog ("an important person"), and the Slavic Bog, and Avestan

which meant "a

(

345

lOd^.

The concept of wealth was integral
also found in the

Baga, both of

Norse Ynglinga Saga

to Turkic notions of godliness
in relation to the religion of

had connections with Turkland. The same could be said

and

lordship, a

Odin, who,

for the Slavic. Slav

theme

we are told,

words like bogatiy

(denoting "wealth") were related to the Avestan Persian Baga ("a Lord" or "a God"). ;Mr
also connected
"lot",

with the western Slavic word bog (meaning "property",

and the Old Indian word

bhagas,

the word baeaties meant "princely".

these words

Turkic

and the Old

power resided

I

It is

''birthright", "fate",

which has practically the same meaning.

In Latvian

am unable to confirm a potential relationship between

Icelandic att-bogi "family lineage".
in their warrior class

347

and the affluence

linguistic correlations seem to indicate that their shamans

4

of the Khagans.* * Turkic

and Khagans belonged to a certain

^f

Kan (the

bloodline.

implication

same

Turkic

for "bloodline")

was

related to KJian ("a leader").*'

Khagans had a similar bloodline. Other Asiatic royal

titles

words meaning
Faglifur is

the suffix

Khan onto

bogda

is

a composite

and bogdo (Mongolian and Kalmik

"greatness", "heavenly", "holy", "a saint" or "saintly")-™

The Persian word

found in the Chinese as Baghbur "son of Heaven". ^ The cult of these "sons of

heaven? centerd upon the idols of their kings, which were assiduously worshiped by
subjects.

By

are riddled with these

connotations. For example Bogdykhan (Chinese for "the Emperor")

word formed by adding

*

word

Al-Nadim reports that many Chinese Emperor-worshipers fainted

of his idol, trembling in fear

shaman", and

it

is

in the presence

and admiration. 3 Boga and Buga were Mongolian words

more than

-1

likely that these

came from

their

the Avestan Baga ("a

for "a

god")™ At

various points in this book you will discover that the apparent interchangeability of these

terms was attributable

to

blood-Magi

who were performing a shamanic role in Inner and

Outer Eurasia.

The noble Khazarian Jewish bloodline of the Cohens (Hebrew:
might be linked with, or derived from the
Kaghan

(as

used by Khazarian and Rus'

title

rulers).

"a priest (of the temple}")

used by Turkic Bulgarians), or

KJmn

(as

This

may

have stemmed from the dose

r^5w>

affiliations

:

/•fS*

i

m

J

the once-lurkic Khazars'

->ry^'

.

had with

^

'>

who were

the Turkic Bulgars,

participants in the foundation of the Khazarian state. Inevitably the

t.

title

major

and function of

...

'

Klmgan lived on

among the Jewish converts.

Vernadsky believes that the term Knyaz
Kunnigs.

He further noted

that

(prince)

was

derived from the Gothic

many Gothic kings and princes chose to end

their

word

names in

.

the Slavic suffixes -amir or -unh:^ But,

Knyaz could

just

if

we are to accept his use o( the word

Kunnigs, then

as easily have come from Konungr, or Knnunghr and Kunungr (the western
7

king respectively)- The only problem with this

and

eastern Norse

title

Knyaz was by no means confined

words

existence of the royal

title

for "a

'

to

is

that the

Russia and the Germanic speaking countries. The

in Poland, Central

Europe and the Balkans, lands far beyond Norse

sway, yields other possible interpretations.

Behind correlations in the words Knez (Bulgarian:
Slovenian: "a prince" or "a count"), Knjcz
clues that a Knyaz'

Knyaz'

is to

in the

Knez (Serbo-Croat and

and Knez (Tblish: "a Lord" or "a priest"), " we find

was both a prince and a

be found

"elder"),

t

lordly priest.

Old Norse word

Knyja,

Another possible comparison with

which meant

"to beat or flog". Knyja

is

not however recognized as being linguistically related to Knyaz', though the superficial

resemblance

is

interesting.

But

if

we

was

did assume that there

a conceptual relationship

between Knyaz' and knyja it is possible to infer that a Knyaz' originally meant a princely priest
of royal blood, tasked with scourging recalcitrants. In the

criminals

was

the preserved

domain

Magian book of Vendidad flogging

of the white Magi, the

Wise Kings.

If

a Knyaz'

was

a

white Magus-Prince, then he would also have been a "flogger", a dispenser of sacred royal
justice,

which removed the stain of chaos from society through the enforcement of law and

order
Tn like manner, the white
!

pagan

Bieloknyazi (literally "the

white

Russian royal bearing the

title

Slavic priests of Central

princes").""'

\

Knyaz',

Thus, on the strength of

probabilities,

any

was a white wizard. Since Norse pagan, pagan Slavic

and Magian religious thought seem closely related, it is possible
prince, in both Russia, Central Europe, the Balkans

There are no

Europe were known as

that a Km/az' was a Magus-

and Scandinavia.

Norse and Germanic

historical records of elaborate

ties

with the

Serbs,

Croats and Czechs in the Balkans, besides that of the Goths. Therefore the widespread
linguistic ties

movement

must belong

to a

more remote pre-recorded

of Slavic royal personages

believed that the oldest form of Knyaz
to favor the

hypothesis that the term

and

titles

lies in

period, or are indicative of the

into Scandinavia

the

and Germany While

Germanic Kuningiaz, I

moved westward from

it is

am greatly inclined

the Slavic lands,

if

for

no other

reason than the fact that the Magi must have been in Russia before they migrated

to

Germany and Scandinavia. This is a logical assumption since the migratory route from Iran
into Scandinavia

and western Europe leads directly through

Russia, Central

Europe and the

:

$

Balkans.

Magian Bulgar princes were also a major, perhaps even dominant component of the Rus'

I

son of Svyatoslav, was originally known by Bulgarian versions of

royal family. St Vladimir,

the

name (Vladimir' or Vladimer'), instead oftlie Russian

Voloditner',

instance tltroughout every existing manuscript of those caiiy times.™

Rurikid prince! In

not very Russian!

fact, it's

Svyatoslav refused to live in Kiev;

which was in

his

(

Vemadsky's

assertion that only (Nordic) Rurikids

it

would seem that some of

had the

right to the post

of

would be incorrect.

other piece of information worth adding can be found engraved into a border
frontier.

ITie

contemporaneous with the Russian Buzh temple
rieodore

stone

was

inscription)

raised

1

as that of Mirobog, Oleg's principle

Olgou tarkanou (Theodore, Oleg's

Commanding

Ol'gov (Mirobog, Oleg's Sacrificer).

meaning a high ranking

officer,

Alans and Turks, the heroic

The word

Magus

officer

tarkhan

in

title

(ie;

sacrificer.

was written in the

Compare

Theodorou

or Champion) with Mirobog zfavts

was

a Turkic, Bulgar or Alanic

or even the warrior-champion of their people.

larklian

AD

904

and duly witnessed by one

on behalf of the Bulgars.'* Interestingly heodore s official

same manner

settle

to Pereslavyets in Bulgaria,

and Vladimir, may have been Bulgars. And if that was the

marker on the Byzantine-Bulgarian

l

also noteworthy that Vladimir's father

and instead moved his court

Jrand Prince following the death of Svyatoslav

One

Not very Nordic for a senior

words, "the center of his iralm"^7 On face value

the Khagans, such as Svyatoslav
case, then

It is

which only appears in one

word

Among the

did battle with the champion of the opposing army, to

disputes with minimal bloodshed.

As you will see, they can be equated with incarnate

battle-angels, like Persian yazafas. In 1022

AD such a

one-on-one fight occurred between

Mstislav the Rus' Christian prince of Tmutorokan and the still-pagan Alano-Gothic ruler of
the Kasogians, Rededya.""

1

'I

he

blind Varangian prince

spun gold) who allied himself with Vladimir'
from the word

Bolyarin).

As with the Rus'

Turkic word.*' There
Rus'. If

laakon (who dressed

robe of

1024 AD)/" may have had a name derived

is

royal

of Boyars (originally termed Boyarin, Barin, Bolyarc,

title

KJmgan or Khan, Boyar happens

often surrounded

by the

be a Bulgarian

Chronicle,

he was one

lurkic Bulgar nobility.

depictions found on

that Sol Invictus (the

to

a noticeable absence of Norse aristocratic terms like Yarl in Kievan

Rurik was a Norsemen of some kind, as stated in the Piimary

From

in a

tarkhan.

The pagan Rus' arisUxracy consisted
and

(c

I

Roman ritual

fire

shovels

and

Persian wall

reliefs,

we know

Roman Mithraic sun God) wore a golden crown spiked with thorns of

who performed his sacerdotal functions on earth. In Mithraic art
Sol Ininctus, the Good Sun, was sometimes represented as a fresh-faced young man with a
sunlight, as did the kings

luminous halo and golden crown, carrying an orb and scourging rod
closest parallel to this

can be found in Mediaeval depictions of kings,

in his hand.'

:

The

who not only wore

;

:

golden crowns but carried a rod and orb in

their hand, only by this time the orb

bore a cross

on it

Two emblems
anything

usage

in

and the

else;

Magi were more

the double

closely related to the

headed eagle and the

European monarchs than

the clover or fleur-de-lis (which

trefoil -

saw

Babylon and Egypt). The double-headed eagle was linked with the Aryan Hittites,
Seljuks,

Prussians.
to royal

of the

3*3

but

later

found

its

way into the

royal

arms

of the Russians,

Germans and

The earliest possible adoption of these Mesopotamian images may be traceable

marriages that took place in ancient Scythia. There

at least

is

one instance when

Assyrian royals inter-married with Scythian monarchs, as in the case of Esarhaddon's
4
daughter.* Even as

late

as the Middle /fe$ some

ajvlmic fbnn. Stripped of artistic

Euwjxwi

royalfleur-de-lis were trefoils of the most

embellishment they were the same as what can be found

engraved into ancient Assyrian or Egyptian monuments. *~ This older type of

appeared similar to a
'

(heraldic insignia).

another point of similarity with the Rus' royal tamga

trident; yet

w>

The double-headed

eagle

was used by western European

royals too.

onto things such as Mediaeval English royal trade weights, the drinking

Emperor (15th Century AD), and a number of coats of arms.
of the

Romanov

murder

of

dynastic bloodline (for

all

It

Tt

was embossed

hom of a Bavarian

was also the primary emblem

intents extinguished

by the Communists

Saints were an authentic tradition both before

numerous examples from

and

after the

Ages which show

the Middle

power of their

that

pagans professed

aid the living after

work! Consequently, Christianized monarchs such

Emperor Charlemagne devized

elaborate laws to thwart the continued worship of

these pre-Christian saints. Tn Rus', Prussia

and Poland

believe that the concept of saints originated not

from

especially there

is

Christianity, but the

say this because the Russian word for something sacred or holy, or a saint

comes from the Avestan language of the Magi, rather than

(hagios).

The Old Russian and Old

common
directly

>/

Slavonic

was

Magian sphere.

I

{szyatoi, svet, sveta,

the Latin \sanchis\or

The same

svyal'.

every reason to

Creek

saintly terminology

was

to other Slavs also; suet, sveta, svelo (Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat, Slovenian), svatu

(Czech), swielu

//

that

life's

death, through the

szvto)

*

coming of Christianity. There

some departed souls, especially those of kings, became saints, and could

as the

at the

Oar Nicholas and his family).
f*

are

trefoil

and

svehta (Polish), sventas (Lithuanian), siventa (Old

from the Avestan words

spenta

sanctity"). Svyat' is also connected

(meaning

1

Russian).

They come

'"holy" or "saintly") or spanah

(meaning

with the Old Indian word sinntas meaning "thriving" or

prosperous", but clearly the meaning

is

much closer in

the Avestan,

367
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I

Svyatets

was another Russian word meaning

"a saint" or "a holy man",** and possessed

the female variant, suyatsa ("a holy woman"). It is also found in the Lithuanian as sventikas^

Such holy ones were no doubt white Magian holy saints.
if

Another lesser used Russian

meaning "a
meaning

dialectal

word

svyatosha (which

saint" or "holiness") paradoxically

"defiled"), or "a

I

root

meant something "unclean" (perhaps

demon". Was ^vyaloslia a corruption of the Rus' pagan word

and what is more,

saint? I believe so,

comes from the same

am cominced that

originally

it

meant an

for a

anti-saint,

the powerful remnants of a black Magian soul or warlock, that, according to the white Magi,

transformed into

demons and serpents upon arrival in the Abyss, and which were capable

of returning to plague the earth

Such

with gross misfortune and vengeance.

the possible origin of a Norse

is

myth

recalling serpents that attacked the nx)ts of
:

the holy ash tree in unison with the destructive
mortals/'^ only after their death, they aided

most holy

icon.

venture

I

Another option is

to

ro

Nithhogg/ These serpents had once been

and abetted the destruction of the Norsemen's

guess that these myths

that sznfalosha

was a slang word used

w ere
T

started

by Norse Al-Madjus.

in the Christian era to

demonize the

pagan Saints.

By striving with

all

one's might

on behalf

of the

good an individual became one of the

holy immortals, one of the white fravashis. Together with the uazatas (Iranian winged genii)
they formed the vanguard of the sun's shock troops and sentries. The Asii (Alans)

undoubtedly payed homage
"angels"

and

not only

linguistically,

to the ancient

"spirits of the mystical

but

Magian yazalas,

for the

(

)ssetian

w ord denoting
T

world" was hoed, and therefore related to Magianism

spiritually.

Mesopotamian
griffon, and Fig 4.2 Persian
Fig

4.1

v
:

'

Uiji

dynastic archangels

otherwise known as yazafa
genii

After dexiously slaying the arch-heretic Mazdak

King Chosroes was

had earned a soul

referred to

by the additional

that cannot die. Evidently

and

title

through

his supporters at a feast, the Persian

Anos}wvan,~ which signified that he
this act of

crushing the heterodox, he

was, as it were, "canonized" in the eyes of true Magians, becoming a powerful whitefraoashi.

Dying

in battle, or laying

down

one's

becoming a holy fnwashi. The Norse
subject;

life

for a

good cause was another sure way

in particular held similar beliefs to the

being killed in action was no disgrace. ()n the contrary

honour one could

achieve, for the fallen

it

was

Magi on

of

this

the highest possible

were often the best men, personally

selected for

•*'
i

rjijij

.

death in battle by Odin T Odin needed as
on, so that they could

Ragnarok. In Magian
sentinels

many good warriors as he could

lay his

hands

one day accompany him during the great heathen apocalypse of

lore,

such

men would

have been seen as holy immortals, the warrior

who awaited the attack of the fiendish legions, beasts, serpents and anti-heroes that

were to rage across the star bridge, to assault the walls of heaven. In the Norse Valholl

made merry and honed

vikings feasted,
fetch

their

combat

skills in

readiness for the big day. To

them, Odin sent warrior maidens, the valkyrie, the "choosers of the slain".

Slavs the mythological, winged, quasi-animalian women

fallen

Among the

known as Vila performed a similar

function
Like the Magi, the pagan Russians believed that there
:

to the living.
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According

ancestors, these

homage

reincarnation; one's

became quasi-deified and continued to live on in the afterliie, supplying assistance

ancestors

Magian

was no

to

Magian doctrine some souls were

were the kings of

old, saintly

anti-heroes, the black fimmhis.
to fallen

As

in

Magian fravashis
Magian

far greater

(holy heroes),

than one's

and black

times, the ancient Russes

champions and VoMivy Magi, honouring them with an

payed

idol.

This

observance was evidently a continuation of an old Achaemenid and Parthian practice

outlawed under the Sassanians.
Fmuashis figured heavily in the Iranian (and presumably the pagan Rus' and Norse)

mind,

for

death)

would join

during the

and

fortress, built

battlements were angels

that

li\

alive in

ing death Ahriman, as they pushed forward

r

around the devils escape

and white framslii saints, heroes

would one day charge out of heaven's
solar chariot,

who were

apocalyptic battle, the black Frmmhis (those

the black angels

heavenly

to assail the

final

gates, falling in

hole.

The

sentinels

on those

of gcx)dness (such as kings)

behind their Saviour

who

{Sraosha) in his

heading a column of mounted angels with spears, ready to slay the Fiend and
~

his contrary legions.
"

Ahum Mazda pivpared anothei' rampart, thai is stronger, around the sky, which b called

"righteous understanding "

.

And lie arranged (lie guardian spirits of the righteous wh) are warriors

around that rampart, mounted on horses and spear in hand, in such manner as the liair on the fiead;

and tliey acquired the appearance of prison guards who zoalch a prison from outside, and would not
sunvnder

tlie

outer boundaries to

an enemy descended from

the inside".

V4

We know that the pagan Slavs erected idols dedicated to the Magi,
pagan

saints

375

so the original Rus'

might simply have been ancestors, or someone of far greater potency such as a

fallen chieftain, battle-hero or

Magus.

••••:•:;:;:

Odin's religious system (of the Aesir

and

royals as gods. His followers

ie;

the Asii, the Alans) required the worship of chiefs

made votive offerings not only

other chieftains of the race of the Aesir. Even before

and venerators placed

senators

within him. For his word

their trust

all

in

J lis ei lemies

death; as he willed

dreaded him; hisfriei ids put their I ri isl in him,

People sacrificed to

...

believed in

It

(

)din

ai id relied

mid tlic twelve chiefs from Asaland, and

them long afar".

to the twelve

him, and the power that dwelt

'
'

him, but

Odin had died bodily it seems that his

and hopes

was all power; all life, all

to

<

it,

yet so

would

m his pi nver m id

called

them

<

it

be.

v i himself.

their gods,

and

:

f

was only after his death

that the cult of Odin

more fully developed, for he had,

like all

good heroes, taken his place high in the heavens, his soul ha\ing been taken there by the farreaching cremation smoke.

"Odin died in

his bed in Swithiod (Scythia?, Russia?, Sweden?); and

he made himself be marked with

tlic

point of a spear,

of the Gods), and would give a welcome there
dedicated to him;
there eternally.

and the Swedes

Then began

believed

the belief in Odin,

his pile tliere

was great splendor.

he would be

raised

whose pile

it

It

and said he was gang to Godhcim (the home

to all his friends,

tliat lie

when he was near J lis death

was gone to

and all brave warriors should be

tlic

ancient Asgaard,

and would live

and ilie calling upon him. Odin was burnt, and at

was their faith tliat the Mgher tlic smoke arose in the air,

was; and the richer he would

be,

the

tlic

higlicr

more property that was

consumed with him".*'
Odin's cremation rile appears Aryan in

style, especially

the marking of his

body with a

spear point, following his peaceful death in bed. Aryan Ksatriyas (warriors) were not

permitted to die a peaceful death,
live

and die by

could

end

to a

was damnable and inglorious, for their salvation was to

8

the sword/'" But if they died peacefully after surviving all their combats, they

attain the salvation of warriors

still

weapon.

it

7.

The Norsemen

if

a friend or relative scarred their corpse

likewise held that a serene death

Was a degrading and

with a

unfitting

man's life.

Some of Odin's kindred had power over the fertility of nature. During the reign of Njord
the lands
r

were fecund, and the people

gods passed away, leaving

thrived.

their followers to

"In Ids days were peace and plenty,

And it was at that time that all of the man-

worship them with blood-sacrifices.-37>

and sudi good years,

in all respects, that

tlic

Swedes believed Njord

ruled over the growth ofseasonsand the prosperity of the pe.ople. In his timeall the diar or gods died, and
blood-sacrifices

were made for tlicm

m

".'

1

;

t&S&Ji
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m

fWhen if became humvi to the Swedes {hat
ftici/

believed

tfiat it

ifarepre they

Frey pas dead, and yekpeace and good seasons continued,

must be so as long as Frey (or perhaps his skeleton) remained in Sweden; and

would not bum

his

irmaim, but called him the god oftivs ivodd, and afterumiis 'offered

continually blood-sacrifices to hbn, principallypr peace and good seasons".

a meaning

j|§traditi<ins

:=SSS
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the living-gods of the heathens continued for

MJIfile Ages European sorcerers and diviners had their

some

own pagan relics.

382

time. In the

Conceptually

:

;

they were exactly the same as relics of the Christian saints. While pagan relics can in no way
:be considered Christian, the line between

them was in some cases fairly blurred. The case of
;'"'-!!

Sliiilrigit is

a

good example. She was

a

pagan Goddess

in Ireland,

but by the time the
,,,,
'•'

transition to Christianity

:Ch|istian saint.
.rfijifjc

By

had occurred, she was still being venerated, though

my reckoning

ahiijien creed thrust

upon them

Magian

faith (ie;

time as a

being a product

this glaringly illustrates a Christian faith

transformation or renovation of the pagan

this

a inversion!), rather than

against their will. In Christian times the glaringly

good

IBrJglthad found her niche as a Christian saint carrying a cup, and accompanied by a milking

cow, which hints that originally she had been a divine white fravashi who was greatly loved

by the people; in short, a pagan while saint. The blood or body parts of dead kings, like those
of the aposdes and the saints exuded

Wi

powers of good fortune and healing, to help the people

!,:vi

i

:

!!

:

:

:

:

:

:

:;:

:

;
:

:
:

:

:

:
:

3*3
Similar customs appear to have been present
milll^jijlimes of need.

:

:
:

among

the

:

:!:!
:

Scandinavians.

11

^

1

jiiEi

|||i utilization of black necromantic relics (such as the bones of the ungodly),

;
:

diflerent| from using

Christians, were

'

11

white pagan

relics; in fact

was wholly

an act of apostasy White pagans and

on common ground where black relics were concerned.

the Magian texts

If

[alei^thing to go by the white Magi would have been much preoccupied with denouncing

them

too,

and executing the witches responsible. The wise Magi were just as committed

to

J

:

the eradication of evil as the Church was, and perhaps even

more heavy handed.

:€fl§llllll

I'll

|:|t|li::::

According

I

to

Magian

dualistic doctrine, black fravashis

appeared in three main forms;

;i"""::::""-"-h":'^::v^:^:C:%':'!'x'-^

:

::''::''

:

hi:

Demons, khmjstms and snakes sired by Ahrimaii

::::

1.

::::
::::

as he brooded in the Abyss.

::::
::::
::::

::::

::!
::::

Homosexuals,

hi;

ll:

:.:
.
:

iii;i;i

;;'

;

'

:

;•:•:•, :•:

^^^[^-

)
::

'

^M^mi-^

;;

murderers) and

transvestites, corpse-burners, criminals (brigands,

:

'

::-

!.

i"

J'

:':.

»

;

basprds,

who

through the strength of

their wickedness,

and

the grief

which they had

;;:;;;

:>
;:;:

':':'' v>S-:xj:<"''

':'

^':
.:

::::

N::

;::::

:

f

:

1

, : :

i

i

:

:

:,

:

:

;; ;: :: ;: : : : : :
;''':i':l''';'
;!• !•:!•:: :•;•/.•:•.'.

.

became transformed

into

demons

in the after

the living dead.

life;

:,:::::

::

"|:

+
M

caviled to the innocent,

:

:::
:::

.

:

;:»

Thfi most powerful of

them however, were

believed to

be homosexuals or

::

disciples of the

:;[::;;i;:W;

1!

.'';;;•;•:•:•:•: :•::•::•::•

devil,
'::
'

who

had been executed by the authorities

for their crimes, either

summarily, or

though proper legal channels.
-Ml,

1
:
:

,

xj$8$6

\

Magus

Criminal black

3.

and

priests

priestesses,

who

in this

were already

life

considered to be incarnate demons.
Wliiie the white

Magi became

deified througfi the gixxliiess of

Magian intercessors became demons by doing wrong.
"It

'is

declared, thai of him

and of him who performs
(ic;
is

whose begetting

him who performs
In Chapter

soul of him

;

b oiling to the demons, of him who commits sodomy,

the religious rites of apostasy of none of the three

tlie

deeds, black

In Shayast La-Shayast XV:23

do

they are not resurrected),^)/' this ivason, because lie whose begetting

himself a demon, and

tiieir

tliey restore tlic

dead

oicing to the demons

is

who commits sodomy will become a demon, and the soul of

the religious rites of apostasy will

XXXVI of the BookofArda

Viraf,

become a darting snake"

Arda spoke of the many

'.

suffering beings

he

saw t< wrtured in the underworld, after he had j( )umeyed back from, there, bringing a message
for the living.

"I also

They resembled the serpentine Naga beings known

saw the soul ofa man who sUxxiup, in hell, in

to the 1 Iindus;

form ofa serpent like a column; and his head

the.

waslikcuntoahwnanhead andtheremam^
l

committed by this hdy?' Srosh tlie pious, ami Adar the angel, said thus: 'This is the soul of that wicked

mem who, in &ie world, committed apostasi/; and lie fled into hell, in tliefonn ofa serpent".
Similar views
pirates

seem

to

have been current in Mediaeval

who attacked Yngvar's flotilla were termed

"human

Rus'. In Yngvar's Saga the Rus'
devils".

Centuries earlier Procopius saw7 Domitian and Justinian as
called

scowges of mankind

...

men.

He warned

dragons

tliat

the

betitven

men

whok world".m

demon is said to have materialized before Soti, one of Yngvar's

Soti that "Dragons ate the body of the king

some people

demons, and wliat trie poets

who had assumed human forms, and become something

and demons, and thus amvulsed
In Yngim's Saga, a noisy

"evil

m

believe they

and

his daugf iters,

were transformed". ^Perhaps apostasy

is

and

it

was

into

insinuated in this

passage.

A major teaching of the Magi was that sodomy was not only demonic, but
turned the perpetrator into a Daeva;

it

deified them, but in an infernal way,

it

actually

making them

deathless gods of the underworld. For this reason white Magians were highly homophobic,

and given

to killing rather than discriminating against homosexuals.

"O Maker of the material world, thou Holy One! Who is the man that is a Daeva? Who is he that
worshiper of the Daevas? that

Daevas?

thai

a Daeva?

is

is

a male pmrmiour of trie Daevas?

a she-Daeva (she-devil)?

that is in his

inmost

tliat is

self a

is

a

a female paramour oftlie

Daeva?

that

is

in his whole being

Who is he tliat is a Daeva before he dies and becomes one oftlie unseen Daevas after death.

r?V^

/•fS*

m

J

TN^"

.

^

',

£.

Ahum Mazda answered: "The man thai lies zoiih mankind as man lieswi\huvmiv\kind,orasaTi\)man
mankind,

ticswitti
is

is

tJieman

Mt is a Daeva: this one is the jnan tM b a worshiper of lite Daevas,

a wn/^ pammour of the Daevas, that

m Ids whole being a Daeva: this

is /? /fan<7/<'

mm who

is trie

is

pamnwur of the Daevas,

tliat is

tliat

a s!n i -Da( iva, that

is

a Daeva before he dies, and becomes one of tlie unseen
'3S?

Daevas after death: so is he, whether he has kin with mankind as mankind, or as loomanhnd'':

The

Iranian Sad

Dar

text

adds

permitting unnatural intercourse. For

than

this

and

..

it is

proper

tliis is

to call those

necessary to practice abstinence fivm committing or

"it is

the chief of all sins in

who commit

it

tlie

religion; tJiere is

worthy of death in

reality"

...

no worse

sin

"And Aharman,
...

tlie

evil one,

becomes more joyful, owing to this practice, than owing to tire otlier sins

of that person becomes extinct

Under white Magian

...for tiie

soul itself

"/"

law, killing

homosexuals had redemptory and

salvific effects; for

every one a believer slew in the act they would have one of their death sins fully expiated.
I

he above

references also hint that

that cross-dressing

was practiced by

know not why they robed
(to

some

an unknown degree)

of the black

Magi were

the heathen Finnish

themselves like

women.

in Scandinavia, at

transvestites.

It is

1"

known

"Shamans", but unfortunately we

Cross-dressers

may have been present

Uppsala during the pagan

era,

if

Adam

of

Bremen's reference to the unmanly behaxiour and effeminate gestures of their priests

is

trustworthy.

The Magian

anti-saints (living

mortal-demons), were worshiped by certain segments of

Iranian society, as the following Iranian scripture states; "The ceremonial worship of those wortliy
of death, zuhich they do not perform by zvay ofrcnuneiation. of sin,

is

the ceremonial which

is

demon

}:

uvrship":'

Human skeletal remains were repeatedly used in necromancy by Mediaeval maleficii (ie;
black magicians) according to I lincmar."" These were, I believe, the remains of black/miYis/us,
!

!

that

or

is,

the mortal remains of deceased black witches

and warlocks, whose undying souls,

much rather phantoms, were at the beck and call of their summoner.
Crime was for them a ritual act. It was a long standing

tradition that thieves

and brigands

could gain magical protection while in the act of robbing homes by procuring the body parts
of an executed criminal, preferably one who had been put to death for committing murder.^

For our purposes, the

trial

of

Anne Marie de

particularly illustrative, for "she had not ceased to do

Together with her life-threatening cauldron

was supposed

to

have "frequented

hariged, or taking the rope

flesh"

y

rites,

the gallows-trees

Georgel in 14th Century France

evil,

practicing

all

is

manner offilthiness" .^

during which cadavers were boiled, she
by night stealing sheds of clothing fivm

by which they were hanging, or laying hold of tfieir

hair, their nails

the

or

i-

^^nie-^tefo^

||ftc

Whippings were apportioned
clothes of a

tf "^pl^arfe aRS

^ifcfo

in Estonia, to three offenders caught

making off with

the

hanged man in 1526. 3* They did so to enhance the amount of sales made by their

brewing business.
In Europe shavings from a hanging

tree,

or a gibbet were believed to heal a

Any rope which had been used

remedies, such as ague or aching teeth.

to

number

of

hang someone,

be they a criminal or a suicide was deemed most lucky. Executioners made quick money on
the side

by

selling

nooses

moments

19th Century, only

made a mad

after

down

to the

an executed criminal had been cut down, the menfolk

scramble up the tree or gallows to gel their hands on what remained of the

hangman's rope. m

was used

patrons wanting good fortune. In England right

to

contend that this

I

to sacrifice the criminal.

was a form

Although

it

pagan

of white

relic,

which

in their eves,

could be construed as a black

depended upon the interior disposition and motives

of the

person

relic,

who acquired

conjurers, for

treated in the right
it

was

also

manner. These

relics

may

it

it.

On the other hand, any body part of a criminal could have served as a black relic
exhumed and

but

if it

were

have aided the tempest-

once held that on hanging day there would be atmospheric

disturbances of some kind.**

Warlocks and white witches alike opened and removed the contents of specific graves to
reach even greater heights in the magical

gave them

this

power.

Based on the

arts.

Acquiring the body parts of certain people

397

results of excavations in Britain,

one archaeologist has speculated

Anglo-Saxon graves were frequently opened and emptied
enhancement, either

to carry

on the Upper Volga), or

away grave goods

(as

for reasons other

was witnessed during

the

I

than financial

the Rus' funeral

19*

...

to steal skeletal remains."

Corpse exhumation and mutilation continued beyond the pagan era
period.

that

into the

,

Mediaeval

personally have no doubts about the factual existence of the necromancers during

Middle Ages, and long before

HHllv

society of

that.

The year

male necromancers, amongst

They had tomes of

spells,

whom

1318

AD led

were no

less

to the

uncovering of a large

than eight

men

of the cloth.

magical mirrors, and various magical imagery which they

employed in the summoning of evil angels (if they were black Magi then these angels might
have been warlock

fravashts).

The accused were deemed

necromancers, which Professor
rather than a factual account'

a widespread cult, a religion

99

1

Cohn

part of an organized society of

regards as merely a long-standing Church jargon,

sway to

the contrary view, that they were, in reality, part of

much detested by both the Church,

the

Muslims and the white

Magi.

The 1320's saw a spate of French witch trials in which
in the year 1326
::

AD, two

clergy

were

tried

clergy

by a Cardinal

were

for the

implicated. In France

crime of practicing black
L,J

:.

magic. Most interestingly they were found to have been amputating the limbs or severing

^sw
mra
the

>•

r,

I

»Hi y>t"»j

-4<

*

head of any criminal that had been hanged by the

authorities for crimes. Ihese were,

I

am willing to bet, regarded as black relics, for it is mentioned that the body parts were seen
as storehouses of Satanic spiritual power,

which enabled the malefactors

to

unleash

maelstroms and death magic. Sometimes incidents of corpse decapitation might have been
misconstrued as necromancy,

when

in fact they

were penitential

rites carried

out by white

Magi.

The practice of harnessing black fravashis probably originated in the pre-Zoroastrian arts
of the Chaldeans, Akkadians

and Sumerians, which continued long after the dissolution of

their respective societies. Before the ascension of Orthodox

Magi

Zoroastrianism the more ancient

probably performed these ceremonies, as Lenormant

century.

deduced

intelligently

last

Such rites were simply elements of the mystical melange then plastered all over Iran

and Mesopotamia. The following is an Akkadian
from ill-omened happenings,
types of souls, souls

to protect

one from death.

(Is

therefore reduced

U

)

jmakskvewlwpc&sesses no master,

me

It

required the assistance of certain

made infamous by misdeeds:

"He who in the gaol dies of hunger, he who in
beseediing

conjuration designed to defend the reciter

us name,

>

the gaol dies of thirst, he

who being hungry in a pit

He who in the earth or in tlie river perislies and dies, tlie

eat) dust.

fm

the

no met

$

m

name, tie

•i

recover,

whofolk ill and cries at tlie beginning ofan incomplete month, Spirit of tlie heavens, conji ire it! Spirit of
the earth conjure it!"

"Tlie

Aji

an lacerated prostitute

prostitute of the god Anna,
earth, conjure it!"

until tlie rebellious

who does

ami, who. abandons

not do his service

...

tlie

place ofpnystitution,

Spirit of tlie heavens, conjure

J

'Painful plague, violent plague, plague

to

iMcii never leaves man, unremitting plague, the lingermg

amjun> it!

Spirit of the earth,

conjwr it!'I"

the product of one very major inference;

in other parts of Europe,

talking of the

Magi we

If

the Rus' pagan priests,

were Magi, then they must have employed a

religious rites recorded in the Avesta

and Pahlavi

4ir:

mm,

$m<> o
is

Spint of the

it!

come to the conjurer's aid:

plague, malignant plague. Spirit if tlie heavens,

This book

tlie

4I "

Xher demons could be summoned

(

J

texts. It's

a logical

fair

and those

portion of the

enough assumption.

are dealing with an ordered religion complete with

its

In

own

::

:

priesthood, theology, texts, rites

and

teachings.

Such an inference

is

about as watertight as

saying mediaeval Christians, Jews and Muslims used the Bible, Torah

'
f,

and Quran. For this
:

m

^M'.'ni,vi-

fvi

reason
to

will repeatedly

I

^sfcrG

t>me

of

4#5or6s

m?ti&

employ passages from the Avestan and Pahlavi scriptures as an aid

understanding the paganism,

words and mythology found

folklore,

Western Furope. Time and time again you will find
gods, words,

or^

beliefs, religious feasts

and

ritual

and

in Eastern

in these texts multiple layers of customs,

equipment

also

found among the heathen

Russes, Finns and Scandinavians.
Ritual

is

one area

can be gainfully employed in any

that

historical reconstruction,

mainly

because they have such long lifespans, and are highly resilient to any kind, of change.
rule of
is

thumb,

rituals often

As a

have accompanying holy books which have survived, and

a big windfall for the researcher, because

we can

access the

pagan mind on a

this

level that

would normally be quite impossible. Just as the Vedas are a valuable means of delving into
the

Aryan /Indo-European psyche, the Magian

Magian

and

ethics, social structure

scripture

and 10th Century

utterly futile;
Firstly

AD

you have

remember

to

were most

unchanged

after the

Magian customs

Eastern and Central European pagan

that

Magianism

to the late

likely the

is

AD as they are today?

supposedly the world's second oldest

James Darmesteter, the same Yasnas sung by

modern-dav Mobeds (Orthodox Zoroastrian
elsewhere),

permit us an understanding of

But are comparisons between Magian

ritualism.

were they the same in the 10th Century

organized religion. According

intents

texts also

fire-priests) in

same ones used

Bombay

in ancient Persia

(and America and

and

India, almost

passage of 1,000 years! The 20th Century Parsee Mobeds are for

and purposes

(

iujarati-speaking Indian citizens, yet they

ceremonies in the same Persian jargon handed

all

recite the Yasna

still

down to them by their long-exiled ancestors.

These inferences are all the more easier to make once you realize that the Magi stringently
adhered

to their

customs, traditions and ritualism to the very

Orthodox or Catholic priests do their best

letter,

just the

same

to propagate the rituals and teachings of the early

Church. Even today the Indian Parsee Mobeds, through rote-leaming, memorize half

voluminous Avesta before

understanding

much

greater proof could

of

its

by the strength of

they're 20, just

outstanding wouldn't you say!

And what

is

contents because

you need

that

it

was

texts.

But the

minimum

you have

even
it

it,

their intellect;-

:>

the'

pretty:

stranger, is that they did so without'

was

What

originally written in Persian!

possible for the

their faith across ages fairly free of corruption
their teachings in writing. Yes,

as

Magian pagans

to

have pursued

and without them ever having needed

to put

a religion without a need for written religious

prerequisite for the suitability of

mnemonic

lore is

a system of

:
:

:

:<

priestly education

x

with an

intact infra-structure.

According to Moulton, the Parsee priests he met in the 19th Century
understanding of the wording for the Yasna
rules of exactitude practiced

Century.

\
:H:

:-:::;
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rituals,

AD had

little

or no

but were simply conforming to the rigid

by their peoples from the time of their arrival in India in the 10th

For this reason I contend that for the most part the Magian texts are so unchanged

V

t&S&Ji

/•fS*

m

D
over the last 1,000 years that they

the

view-

Magianism

performed

J

-sr?^-

.

%

^i^y

do provide a relatively reliable window through which

of a millennia ago. Accordingly the

rites similar to

t-

those of the

Magi

European Magi probably

in India.

Despite the Magian tradition of committing their holy texts to memory,

hymns and

religious

law codes were nonetheless written

books). Furthermore, the

word

icirad also

to

happens

to

down

many of their

''..

in tetrads (small prayer

be the Greek pagan gnostic word

a small book, and the Russian word for an exercise book The use of the word

tetrad' in

for
'"

Russia

::

AD not before. Moreover, the Russian word for "a
prayer" molitva comes from the verb moW meaning "to implore or entreat". This word came
is

at least datable to the 11 th

4 "

Century

if

from mjliti (Old Slavonic, Serbo-Croat), and

same meaning. These are linked with
turn

came from

the Hittite

modliti (Old Slovenian, Czech) which carried the

the Lithuanian

words maid and

w ord for "a request" malda, which in
r

meaning "to

malted

ask"."

'

Thus elements

of

Russian paganism have linguistic features stretching back even into Aryan Hittite limes.

\ Jig

-

The Mediaeval

Persian poet Khaqani (a Muslim) admits that the

-;

:

;|^g|ii

l

|'||

pagan Russians were

Magians, by calling the Russian people Simurgs, that is, worshipers of Simurg,

4 ;/

the fertility-

bringing, bird-like god of the Magi - the Griffon-bird, otherwise known as the bat (see p. 276).

While some have been tempted

Russian Simurg-worship to an informal

to attribute

absorption of Sarmatian Iranian customs by the Slavs, this avenue
the Russes

had

a coherent

pagan priesthood

resembled that of the Wendish Flamais
In the Russian

as "a

Magus"

in

is

blocked by the

Mediaeval Russia, which

fact that

ll»

may have

(fire-priests).

language the word Volkhv

rather than "a sorcerer".

m

(a

Russian pagan priest)

Sorcerers

compared with the awesome supernatural might

is

directly translatable

were only petty magicians when

of the Magi.

The female form

of Volkhv

was Volklrca, a Magian priestess. I personally believe it comes from the Pahlavi Persian uaxiv
|a

1

ord'.).

Volkhv is also found in Russian translations of the

New Testament, when referring to the

Three Wise Kings, the Magi enunciated in the Book of Mattlieiv:* The oldest of the original
Ancient Greek Gospel manuscripts uses the term Magos.
i

Variants of the term Volklw are also found in the Bulgarian, Slovenian, Finnish

Estonian tongues, meaning "a magician", "a fortune-teller", "a
respectively/

n

This suggests that Volkhm/ were

known in

Magus" and

and

"a witch"

the Balkans, Central Europe, the
:

::

Baltic

and Finland

sorcerers

also.

There were among the Volkhvy, magicians of varied special ranks,

1

'

;:

::

and sacrificers who performed the ordinances of the pagan ritual order. In this we

find hints that they belonged to

very elaborate,

for they

were

an organised form

literate,

of

and possessed

paganism, a
their

own

religion.

It

was probably

learned culture. In olden
p

:

-^Ai:

folklore the Volkhvy

were astronomer-astrologers, wise men,

412

the ''black books".

These tomes contained

legal

sorcerers,

procedures and

and custodians

text, spells,

for

and ancient

7

written lore, including ancestral epic legends." Succinctly, the Russian heathen priesthcxxl
'

acted as guardians for ancient pagan knowledge
special powers; just as the

and wisdom, and were possessors of

Magi were.

Since the Russian Volkhvy

were supposed

to

have been Magi, they were by inference a

unique brahminic-style priesthood, one born from the Aryan
differ

from the brahmanic priestly

(and consequently traceable

lines

because

their

traditions,

to

blood was of royal Magian extraction

King Mingochir or Manuskihar). So,

to

but which came

like

the Magi, the

Volkhvy priesth(X)d could only be entered by selected individuals possessing the bUxxl

which had been perpetuated by

inheritance of the Magi,
that

same

line of ancestors.

was

It

who

they

performed a

ordinances and magic born long ago in Medea. They
like the

Brahmans, they held as

their niche in

life,

their

just as others

next-of-kin marriage throughout
different range of arcane

owned amazing knowledge wTiich,

domain alone, by birthright. To "know and

came

into the world to

push a plough, or

rule"

to fight.

was

With

esteemed learning, they became masters of warriors and serfs. Under them, the pagan Rus'

had as

The Mediaeval Muslim

was determined by

portends of their future

The

intelligence.

would have aided
'

an individual

414

This

is

it is

nations.

pagan times learning was the

to

be accepted

which had

for training as a

to display celestial

of course a reference to the selection of

Magi were required

could undertake priestly training,

'
: : '

right of

the nature of their natal horoscope,

gnostic priests. Although

jf|P

who wielded planets and

chronicler Al-Nadim stated that in

preserved domain of the sages.
sage

Magi, those

their "state-religion" the rites of the

to

pagan

have the requisite bloodline before they

nonetheless plausible that an auspicious horoscope

one's chances of acceptance.

i

An uncertain number of VolMivy were connected with the Russian princes. 4H As a matter

:

MP''-

:

.

Islf

of fact

'

some

instance the

!;;
iil§:i

:

§§|p:r:

:

Rus' royals were themselves recorded as having a Volkhvy bloodline, as for

mother of Vseslav of Polotsk."

1

"

Magu, the spiritual power possessed by the Magian
Rus'. In Russia, a land

"mighty"

is

once ruled by the

VolkJivy

line

was probably known

in

Olden

Magi, the word for "powerful" and

moguckiy (pronounced maguchiy). Predictably Magti forms part of the root

word, phonetically speaking. Together with the Finnish VoMivy shamans, the Rus' Volkhvy

were renowned

for their ability to enter

an

ecstatic trance that

allowed them to gain

Wmx

supernatural knowledge of things to come, of matters that concerned their followers.
tried

and true were

their mystical abilities that the

prophetic utterances and spiritual guidance.

people placed every

41

'

So

faith in their

416

A similar connection with power and divinity is found in the Old Icelandic megn (noun,
g|;

l

"strength")

and megn

(adj.

"strong" or "mighty"), as well as niegin-hyggja ("wisdom").

417

This

power was manifest magically
runes").

417

Then

and magna

("to

there

megin-nmar ("the mighty or powerful

in certain runes, the

was magnast

power")/ magn ("strength" or ''power")

("to increase in

charm", "to make strong bv magic")."

s

We also find the terms as-megin "the

4
19
strength of the gods", * as-megir "the sons of the gods"/

gods").

420

Such terms may once haw applied

Some experts on European
European and African

mangu

nnmgii.

421

It is

Not only was

is

powers from a

Magi frequented certain parts of northern and northand other vital aromas required by their ritual

ordinances. Perhaps through their agency native Africans

interbreeding with them. That

their

tempting to perceive any likeness between magu and

east Africa looking for balsams, frankincense

side.

Norse Al-Madjus.

to the Magus-priests of the

North African warlocks gained

as purely coincidental. Yet the

Zoroastrian opinion. In fact

goth-borinn ("born of the

witchcraft believe there are significant similarities between

witchcraft.

known as

mystical ability

and

came

Magu, by

to inherit

not to say that such a union was holy in Orthodox

Magian

scripture speaks of negroids as belonging to the dark

but they were skilled

their skin black,

alleged origin in the sexual union of a

in

black magic,

owing

to their

demon and a wicked witch (a priestess skilled in black

magic). Hence the origin of the Old Icelandic term heljar-skinn ("negroid" or "darkrskinned",
literally "hell-skin"

or the "skin of the damned").

Entourages of RussianVo/fc% served meir respective Heges in a variety of governmental
J

and administrative

roles.

422

An

excellent parallel

is

found in the Magi,

aided the

for they

Persian kings by scrupulously attending to matters of law. They versed the people in it,

passed sentence on oath-breakers, criminals and the

w as
:

il

their

duty

to

consummate

like.

the dictates of law

executions in person. Being sagacious,

As judge, jury and

and

executioner

it

by carrying out the floggings and

Magi formed the nucleus

of a kings's advisory

committee. Thousands of kilometres away; and in an earlier period, we hear of many "round2

eyed" Mxfag at the Chinese Imperial court'

2'

Following his journey through Rus' Ibn Rusta (an Arab geographers travelling
Bus')
:":':

commented

deemed

to

be

that the

living

a Volkhv requested

pagan Rus' Slavs were ruled by

gods and judges, whose decrees were simply not

that

such and such a

irrespective of a person's wishes.

ancient Persia,

it

priests (Doctors)

was

the

sacrificial offering

be made,

Magi who performed such hanging

and

volos

to

If

be given;

4

^ Looking for the

volsliebnik ("a

some respects.

wizard" or "a

sorcerer"),

Chair") are derived.426

The Estonians used another word when denoting "a magician"
equivalent to the Estonian maag

had

121

pagan Rus' religion it is difficult to go past the Magi,

words whhebstvo ("magic"),

volshebnitsa ("a sorceress")/

who the Slavs

be questioned.

it

sacrifices.

or even the pagan gnostic philosophers and Chaldean sorcerers, in
Volkhv, the

pagan

These living gifts were then sacrificed on a hanging tree. In

closest possible historical precursor for

From

to

in

was mag, which

also

(twag).

The Russian

meant "a magician or wizard". The

-

^M.'ni,v^ySi^i*Y?

fvi

i

M 'zxEiittdsc.

7eX ""^fllBli

t

Russian terms ved'ma ("witch"), koldun ("sorcerer'') and volkhv ("Magus")
427

specific classes of magician in Russia,

but an improper usage of these words can sometimes

make it difficult to distinguish between
a researcher must be mindful of at

all

the three "within a given
times.

Estonian term noiakunst meant "magic'', or

again a distinction
Russia, but across

Estonian

is

three

illustrate

The same can be

is

something that

The

said for the Estonians.

the arts of the Noid ("sorcerers").

literally

made between magic and

This

text.

sorcery, a distinction

Once

found not only in

most of Europe. More specifically noihmst is derived from Noid, which in

means "a

sorcerer" rather than

maag (an Estonian term

for "a

magician

7
').

Noid

is

4
cognate with noai'di, meaning "a Lappish shaman". ^ Thus noidkunst was related to Lappish

sorcery

and shamanism, not the arts of the Magi.

Mag and Maag undeniably emanated from the Old Persian word
to the priestly class of the

the 3rd Century

(Al-Madjus)

Magi, and more

Magus, which applied

term Mag, used from

specifically the Sassanian

AD onwards. Magus penetrated into Greek (Magos), Latin (Magus), Arabic

and German (magishch)™ In some cases the term was no doubt deemed

applicable to any given sorcerer.

And yet

in what could conceivably be,

proper context. For instance in mediaeval Western Europe,

its

there are a great

many instances where it is used

blood Magi are spoken of by name, often in connection with the royal houses, especially
43

those of the Franks.
royal

-

In other

words Magi

of a certain bloodline

in

company.

Considering that the Hungarians were

word magerka
wore

tall

of the

the

were frequently found

(a

white

felt

hat)

white mitres. This

is

known

might be related

to

as

Magyar (pronounced

Magianism, given that the white Magi

more than reasonable considering

Hungarian Arpad dynast}' and

their

Khorezmian ancestry

the

heathen Magyar bonfire

priests in Scotland, calling

king Broichan.

them Magi.

1

Britain
'1

They

tcx>.

who went by

priests,

name Magoch Magus, an unswerving reference to I lungarian Magian

Magi may have resided in Northern

Majar), their

fire-priests.

Adomnan wrote of the Pictish heathen

in particular served as advisors

under

their

4*

We could be forgiven for thinking that these concurrences are just a coincidence or a mistranslation,

if it

were not

present in Slavia
'I

he

Celts

for the fact that there

and other parts

seem

to

of

were substantial elements of Magian

Europe in ages past.

have formulated

their

own words

for

Magi

-

Magus") and ban-dmoi ("a druidess", "a witch"). Druidic white magic
dedicated to protecting
milk, butter, cheese

man and

and cream.

religion

beast,

and aiding the production

Draordeart (maleftcia)

was

draoi

("a druid", "a

(pireog

or piroigc)

was

produce

like

of dairy

baleful sorcery utterly contrary to

pireog.

In the mediaeval Russian Primary Chronicle it mentions that the pagan priests which ( )leg
ggg|

Hi
Klip;

.

"the Sage" consulted were of two varieties; volkhvy and kudesrakxF-

The words Volkhv

;

-;:;
"

-mv.

-Mv.

(masculine singular), Volkhzn (feminine singular) and VoMimj (plural) translate directly as

Now

"Magus".

Magi then

they were

if

we must look for

kncAvn classes of Magi. So

historically

theoretically they

must have been one

further evidence of the

worshiped the Iranian deities if we are to validate the picture so

examine a variety of information which enables us

to

far

of the

Magi who

We will now

emerging.

''-.

make this identification.

Despite the fact that Vdlkhv cannot be derived from the Russian word vdOi ("wolf"), based
'.

on our current understanding of morphological change in the Russian language, there was

'-:-.

'':-.

:5||||

more than

connection between the two words, for the Volkhzn/ could reputedly turn

likely a

into wolves. Consider the following terms,

and

all

of

which mean "a wolf"

- vl'k'

(Old Russian

Bulgarian), volk (Slovenian), imk (Serbo-Croat), v!k (Czech), vilk (Polish), vilkm.

(Lithuanian), vilks (Latvian), wulfs (Gothic), zwkas (Old Indian), vargr (Old Norse)

:

(Avcstan).^' Volkhv

words meaning
some

might

also

be linked with the

Ilittitc (ualh)

and the Ftruscan

someone or something".4 " This

"to hit or strike

w hen you consider that Magi often bludgeoned
T

substance

with a cudgel, and

inflicted penitential

and

last

mr<$i
;;:

(Tvlkh),

analog)' might have

their sacrificial offerings

scourgings on the unworthy

And then we have a broad selection of common pan-Slavic words meaning "a werewolf'
*

:

i

(volkohika (Russian), ixrckufok (Ukrainian), v'rkokk (Bulgarian), vukailak (Serbo-Croat), volkodk
'.

(Slovenian),

and

ivilkolak (Polish)).

1*38
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men who could adopt the shape and mannerisms of a wolf.
According to Professor Cinzburg many European werewolves fought against demons, on
These terms applied to

behalf of creation and the
folklore

fertility

from the Middle Ages

of the

fields.

The wolf-folk repeatedly

featured in Russian

through to the 19th Century, and the Volklroy were

right

>

widely implicated as wolfmen.
groups, leaving

homes and

435

VoMivy sometimes gathered

families,

and heading out

in their

own

small societal

into the forests in wolf form, to run

j;

with the pack.' In the TuK region, one tradition has it that they transformed into wolves for
'"

!

!

a

full

seven year period. But they could also change shape at certain crucial

4
lifetime. ^

sorcerers.'

1

At
'*

other times

it

was

for the duration of a curse placed

moments in their

•

||

upon them by enemy

Generally speaking though, Rus' Volkhzn/ inherited their shape-changing ability

i

from ancestors past, who were themselves sorcerers. 43' The notion of hereditary lycanthropy
(Russian: obowhiichestvo)

was

so integral to Russian lore about werewolves that they were
.'.

seen as a specific breed of humanity.
shape-changing,
.fl-i

them beyond

437

and

this,

4*

Wearing wolf-skins was a known

feature of Russian

doubtless to say, facilitated the Volkhxfs transformation, taking

the realms of a simply spiritual state. Appropriately attired, they

physically transformed into Wolves, in real

life.

The

factual existence of

<y

had become

such garments

is

*
confirmed by the Polish word

\

438

vil'chura ("a wolf-skin coat").

::
::

The word

Volkhzn/ also

appears

to

be connected with the Russian term

volshebstvo

(meaning "magic"). This interrelationship between the word for "wolf" and the word

for

\

ft.«B

1

"magic" might even signify that the Volkhvy Magi were practitioners of the dreaded wolf
sacrifice first detailed

;:

was recorded

by Plutarch; the ultimate ceremonial invocation

in antiquity as

of the infernal,

having been performed by the Zurvanite Magi.

If

this

which

was

the

;

43y

case then the word volshebslvo might indicate that the Volkhvy practiced "wolf magic".

So

we have Magus sorcerers who were

connected with both wolves and magic. In an

attempt to unravel the true nature of the Slav pagan priests
+

scripture, for

it is

"wolf-specics",

here in Bundahishn that

men. 44 In the Zend-Avesta and the Pahlavi

.ater in this

including the

cat,

a

texts there are

Magian

number

lion,

and

the

certain

of references to two-

long situated near the Zoroastrian

sacrificers,

heartlands; "demons with dishevelled hair", the
I

turn to

we hear of demon-creatures akin to kfirafstras,

which incorporated everv breed of

legged wolves, princes, idolators and

we must then

"men of iron",

book we will examine the contents of Bahman

"servants if die infuriate spear".

Yost

W,

a Zoroastrian text

which

gives us a very clear description of a nation of people who practiced the ancient art of deviljj.

worship. In these references

we

find compelling evidence that a certain proportion of the

':\

Rus' Volkhvy

may in

have been the same two-legged wolves and

fact

sacrificers

mentioned

we might associate the Volkhvy with the
Med can /Zurvanite Magi found in classical texts. On the strength of evidence, a Volkhv was
an evil Magus by name and by nature.
in the Persian

texts.

this is

If

so then

The dark arts certainly seem to have found their way into Eastern Europe. What Helmold
mentioned about VVendish (Western Slav) paganism hints

accompanying ceremonies. They offered a

libation to the

at dualistic doctrines

and

the

god of goodness, and the demon

responsible for misfortune;
"Tlie Slavs, too, liave a strange delusion.

At

dieir feasts

and carousals they pass about a bowl over

whicli they utter words, I should say of consecration but of execration, in the

the good one, as well as of die bad one

god

f

-

pnfessing that

all

name of die gods - of

propitiousfortune is arranged by the good

adivrse, by die bad god.

Hence,

also, in dieir

language they call the bad god Duibol, or Zcerneboch, that

The black Magianism

And it is here
English

that

oaths,

the nature

Old High German words

during the Middle Ages. These words meant "to

performing black magic". In England

Thus we might suspect

this

meaning "one

that quite apart

witchcraft; evil, maelific magic.

and psychology of the European warlock The

originated from the

warlach (Middle English),

wnous degrees ofpromise-bvaking"."

1

to

one could perform unhallowed

we discover

word "warlock"

m

the bltick god."

of the devil-worshipers might have penetrated rather deeply into

Europe. The white Magi spoke of the " vexation owing

By breaking solemn

is,

became

lie",

wwhga or uwdogan

"to betray", or

waerloga (Old English),

"one given

to

and warloghe or

that breaks faith", "a scoundrel", or "a devil".

from

their

4*'

use of harm magic, that warlocks were

also involved in crime, covenant breaking

and most likely de\il worship. Once again we find

a iiajor parallel between the doctrines of the Magi and the beliefs of European witches. The
warlocks probably emulated the impropriety of Ahriman and Chernobog, the 'Father of Evil
and- Lies'.

The Old High German words waerloga or umlogcm might be in turn be related to the Slavic
wor|l whkrL
in a region
is

u<

Volokh denoted a

Rumanian of the Vobklii tribe that resided near Transylvania,

known as Wallachia (just near Bohemia). This tribal name

later came to be

which

perhaps linked with the term ivhkha which means "a shirt" or "an animal hide".*" Could

it be that the Slav

VoMiiy were mlokrii warlocks

that dressed in

animal hides, perhaps a wolf

(vol!) pelt?

Some linguists doubt a relationship between die Old

Icelandic term Volthva (later Volva)

-""—;

and the Russian words Volkhv or Volkhm.
is

I,

on the other hand, believe the phonetic similarity

of a sufficiently high order to consider a connection between the pagan Russian

priphetesses and the Norse Vohxi who were portrayed as sybil line prophetesses and witches
in the Sagas.

The heathen Norsemen

associated wolves with murderers. Their hel

miscreants, a "sunless" place

where wolves gnawed

at the

was home to such

bodies of the damned;

'

':
!

'

\1 saw a sunless

''.

:

':

i!l:l:^

MI,

North-facing on a dead

mans strand,

Apoison-dripping roof above, a wall of worming snakes
II

II
:

!!!!!!:

S

!
:

round;

Were loaded through its marshy ivastes zoolf-like and murdering men;
There Nifrwgg suckled on

!I

all

damned flesh,

Jn the Old Icelandic a iwgr
cognate with the Slavic word

is

the zvolfgnazved

human

flesh:

need you

know more?"

both "a wolf', "evil-doer" "a fugitive criminal", which

vfflg,

,,ri

is

1

meaning "enemy" or " a devil"."'' These ultimately came
'111

from the Iranian varga
Veiim",

("wolf"), as did the following

Old Norse kenning

which meant "a wolf in a Holy place". The latter saying, which

most likely refers

From

ti )

defiled perse )ns entering holy sites.

the testimony of the Arabs

who saw

is

(a

saying) "Vcuga

i

of some antiquity,

And it was not a term of endearment.

these pagan Russian priests, one recorded

..

human beings. * Jn Rus' the Volklny
priHts strung people up by the neck on a hanging tree. We know they frequently chose their
function of the VoMnn/

was

to sacrifice

victims by sortilege (the casting of

any case the Old
i;

i

j^olf-tree, the
life

was

Icelandic

hanging

extinguished.

s^r|||iarily

tree

and

yet at other times the victim

vm-gtre (literally wolf-tree) reveals

upon which

Apprehended

hanged by the

Prinian/ Chronicle.

word

lots),

4

animals and

criminals

was a

-

in
XJffll

criminal. In

the significance of the

"wolves") were strung

up until

xsoj

their

'-in

criminals and black magicians were themselves

X&K

(ie;

authorities in the pc>st~conversion era, as

is

evidenced in the

:

1

Iranian

Magus priests executed

non-royal criminals in a roughly similar way, draping the

flayed remains of executed criminals from a tree top.

During a dispute between the Persian

king Pacurius and the Armenian leader Arasces, the Magi intervened to determine whether
or not the vassal had violated his solemn treaty oath with the Persians"
matter,

and

confessed the

Magi,

and

Armenian was

the

Magi could not punish him.

after putting flic

elicit

unlikely to

whole

tent

under a

the truth from Arasces."

under damning oaths leapt

7

forth.

compromise himself

lo effect a

The spells worked, and
447

was a concealed

It

willingly,

so until he

complete admission of his

by means of some magic

spell

7

"TJien at length the

rites,

the hidden

Magi

guilt "the

bade the king" to try

lies which

were made

passed judginent against

him

as

having violated the hwty and the oatJis ". Arasces was incarcerated for his part in the conspiracy
in the
'*-;

Prison of ( Oblivion (an eternal dungeon from

whence

was flayed and had

Bassicius, not being of the royal blood,

there

his

was no return), whereas

straw-packed skin hung in a

li§K':

tree.

'(%

4 *'"

':

•

Thus

we have two contradictory views of the wolf-priests; one as agents of creation,

the

;

III

other servants of

evil. It is

'

%

my contention

that Volkhvy of uncertain

number

cleaved to the

white or black side, while others might have performed both white and black

rites.

In

Uu

Russian folklore the Volkhvy did not incline entirely toward white magic, for at least some of

them toyed with

the black

arts,

and

this

made them dark witches.448 Helmold

tells

us as

much.

A clue as to whether the Volkhvy knew black magic may reside in a form of magic which
the Norsemen (and perhaps even their Volva) practiced, which was called seithr magic, which

normally required the the

recital

of a song, but

characters into a variety of objects,

be they

power of the seithr rites stemmed from

ergi,

it

might also include the

stone, a

incision of runic

W(X)den pole, or a piece of bone. The

that is ritual inversion, or indeed perversion. In

Scandinavia seithr was considered unmanly, often because the magicians dressed as women

while performing the

spells.

Though Vasmcr claims such

suspect that seithr might be related to the Slavic

something" or "to lament something".

word

Setovat' is

correlations arc untrustworthy,

sctomt'

which meant

I

"to complain of

derived from the Old Russian

noun

seta,

meaning "grief or sorrow".44 ' The Serbo-Croat word sjelovaii ("to wail or mourn over the loss
of something")

is

related to sjeta

(which

like the

Russian meant "grief" or "sorrow"). These

are also connected to the Gothic sair ("an ache" or "pain"), the Old Irish sair ofsoeth (meaning
"suffering" or "hard labor"),

Lithuanian
sailas

saisti

and
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("an amulet")-

Based on

this

saichiu,

the

Old

meaning

"to

and

Irish saithar
tell

or

saethar.

Moreover

we

find in the

the future" or "to prophecy", in addition to

Coincidentally the Italian word for Saturn (that maeMc planet) is seta.

wide range

Scandinavian in origin.

of terms,

it's

difficult to believe that seithr

was

specifically

As you will read, dark wizardry was directed towards causing not

only defilement throughout the biosphere, but grief, lamentation and suffering to those who

V

we

served the lord of creation. Only in the Lithuanian and Old Norse languages can
linguistically link the

though

certainty,

I

concepts of suffering and mourning with ritual magic with any

believe smikr

was

originally

known

as far south as the Balkans.

for

If

>

arguments sake the VoWwy were wolf-priests and practiced scithr grief-magic through ritual
in\ rersion

''..

'

and perversion, it is likely that they ritually interacted with the evil principle, either

occasionally or as a rule.
::

Naturally there are certain problems associated with dating the origin of the VolHivy

:'/'-:

priesthood, but the writings of Herodotus mention a civilization of Scythian Ziggurat-

building magicians on the steppes

(c.

500 BC), whose customs and magical practices bore all

the hallmarks of a Babylonian or Assyrian society, that had been liberally
:

Persian secular

and

religious customs.

If

immersed

in

they were Magi, then they were living in Bronze

Age Russia.

i§

The words

zlirds'

(Ukrainian)

and zhrds

(Russian), although translated as "priest'',
'"'-'..

unequivocally signify the person as a "sacrineer''.

(Old Slavonic:

z) nets'

zli'r'ls)

,,(l

had an Indo-European

When

all is

genesis, so

said

'"..

and done the word

perhaps the nature of their
bBMB

duties belonged to

sacrificial

delineated between a

an Indo-European forum

too. Interestingly,

Lenormant

Magus and an Arlhnroan, on the basis of one being a sacrificer (whether

by clubbing or strangling the victim), and the other a

fire priest.

The two primary Slav gods were polarized enemies, a Black and a White deity, one a lord

;

of heaven, the other the ruler of the Underworld, both of which were subordinate to the four-

faced father of the

pagan

doctrine, a

Gods

trinity

which formed during the Persian Achaemenid era, and allowed

the performance of white
there

Tf

was

would make

Svarog, the shining god. 45 This resembles Zurvanite dualistic

and black magic throughout their society.

a factual inter-relationship

the Russes descendants of

between Rus' paganism and Zurvanism,

Magian Zurvanite

heretics evicted

Asia and Iran during or before the 3rd Century AD, for worshiping
idols,

holy

and

fires.

who constructed elaborately decorated

Under the Zurvanite
the

two brothers

fateful

temples

to

were inheritors of Magian Zurvanite
variant of

Alirinian

and the

that

from Central

demons and Aryan

house the theva

Such a migration would coincide with the one described

the very least the Russes

for

idols

and

the

in the Yngluiga Saga.

At

teachings.

Magian cosmology the spiritual war going on between
( J(H)d

Sun,

came about

as a result of a dare/'

2

On

that

day when Miriman lay down the challenge to his father and brother, the supreme god
||

granted both sons vestments of power, which conferred
the black son

upon them miraculous abilities. To

was given the black and fiendish robe of As, the power of evil, the planets and

And to the white son he granted a dazzlingly while garment of perfect goodness
and truth/ " As the ages progressed these two gods mastered their own specialized
priesthoods and granted them the right to wear the robes of their respective master. And so
harlotry.
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1

;:

"STC*

came to pass that the priests of the Black God earned

it

the right to wear ritual clothing the

donned

colour of ash, or the black garment of Ahrirwm, while the white priests

white robe of Ahum Ma/da. From

this

the

arose an enduring spiritual duel between the

snowy
rites

of

white and black magic

The Magian Rus' VoMivy probably absorbed most of
the

much older Indo-European order, those who served

the

Brahmans, sages and bards of

the cults of Agni and Soma (which

were worshiped by the Slavs as ogori and Sima) on a regional basis. At the very

least they

exerted a far greater influence over the pagan Russes than the Brahmins did. That much can

be guessed since the Rus' heads of

state

patronized Magian idols such as Simurgh. The

!:!

ready absorption of Slavic Vedic devotees by the Magian Rus' royals was probably
K-

attributable to the fact that Zurvanites allowed for the

worship of both AJumi's and Dacvas,

and hence assumed the appearance

religious

of

an Avestan

movement, which had an

accumulated wealth of Vedic ritualism and terminology, such as Indra worship.
;

Without Magi no Persian could

offer sacrifices;

who

but them was empowered by the

':.

gods

to

do so? his is another major point concerning the
I

Volkhzn/

Magi

...

the

pagan Ruses

believed the Volkhvy were the only ones capable of making offerings to the supreme gods on
1

behalf of the people.

gods, and any
(a

4

^ Without the Magi, mankind was ait off from the creator, his servant

hope of mystical

aid in the struggle for survival epitomized by the Kfiorowd

sunwise dance of life) and the Stnrtno Kolo

(a

counter-cloclavise dance of death), an anti-

perambulation.

The

rituals that the

white and black Magi performed were inexorably linked

drinking and pouring of libations; the life-sustaining milky

Haoma

to the

in the case of the

white

Magi, and the corrupted Haoma libation of Ahriman's black Magi called Az. Linguistic
K

evidence suggests that the Russian

Magus

sorcerers

mixed drinks of a similar nature,

draughts which unleashed magical powers that caused events of their chuxxsing to transpire
¥

in this

world.

Only a handful of Russian words begin with
sorcerer")

and

or "a goblet").

charodyei ("a

the roof char-; chirodycika ("a female

male sorcerer"), chary ("magic" or

"spells")

and

charka ("a

And in the Ukraine we find diari ("spells", "magic" or "witchcraft"), charivnik

("a sorcerer" or "a magician"), diarizmitsya ("a

witch" or "an enchantress"), dvmtwii ("to

bewitch" or "to charm someone"), dumvnis? ("charm"), and chvka ("a cup" or "a

From both
W&£

cup"

the Russian

and Ukrainian one can discern

that

goblet").*"'

white sorcery and black

:"

witchcraft

were intrinsically linked with cups or

goblets.

Using Greek, Persian and Hindu religious texts we can infer that these word survivals are
J;:

a reference to the pouring of libations to invoke the aid of gods, perhaps by the Magi or Neo-

Pythagoreans. These libations took the form of mead, but they could be beer or wine,
I

|:':

,

contend, Soma and

Haoma

(the holy drinks of the

Hindu Brahmins and

Iranian

or,

as

Magi

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

respectively, fully discussed in

The fact that

m

my previous work Bepr<?

in the north

or evil warlocks

w hich
y

rise to sorceries

and the Old

same

cups, they performed libations,

and enchantments. The Old Russian word

meant "a cauldron". Presumably all

Icelandic hven, all of which

these

terms shared a

common genesis, one rooted in magical ritual. .Another opinion is that diam

stemmed from

the Eastern 'lurkic word diara ("a large bowl or cup").

name it is plausible

in rites of adoration to the Daeins.

linked with the cauldron (diara).
"

and

may have represented a uniform bodv of religious rites

cups, and with those

gave

Rus' cauldrons bore a Vedic

::::

Burning Mmes).

was derived from the Old Indian cams, but is also cognate with the Old

chtra ("a cauldron")

::::

"^iifdfo

and south of the country. Thus the charimM were white magicians

who wielded

dances and songs,

Irish coire,

//?<?

oiiJi

the above mentioned terms are virtually identical in Northern Russia

the Ukraine means that the libations

performed

llp^

of

i

Serbo-Croat, C/ech)

meaning

that they

The Russian word

Brahmins and Magi used cauldrons in

and

also

Considering that the

have been employed

for "spells" (diary)

The same could be said

"sorcery",

might

1 "'

for the

seems phonetically

words

diar (Old Slavonic,

diara (Slovenian) "magic".'" Since both the

their magical rites, linguistic evidence for the

might be equally found in the Vedic or Avestan. But as

it

custom

happens these words are

best

equated with the Avestan diara (meaning "the means" (by which something
accomplished}),

and

the

New

Persian char or diara ("the

means

accomplished}", "to help or aid", "craftiness or slyness").4*
root

word

like diar- that

was linked

which something

one might guess, conceptually connected with

is

We are thus presented with a

cups and bowls,

were undeniably used

the strength of linguistic evidence,
that were,

to cauldrons, large

{by

is

to

utensils which,

V

on

perform magical ordinances,

acts of

gwdness, as well as ruses

II

i

and deception. The existence of the Russian word charusa ("an impenetrable bog or swamp")
might also indicate

M

that chalices

vicinity of bogs. In a

bogs by

and cauldrons w ere used
r

out black sorcery in the

number of places around Europe cauldrons have been excavated from

archaeologists. Slavic linguistic correlations

that there

to carry

between demons and bogs intimates

was a connection.

Perhaps these words are also related to the Russian verb chamndat' which meant

(phlegm or mucous)". According

to

with profane or malign connotations.
black magic and the act of spitting

Vasmer the word dmrandat' was obscene,

On

this basis

mucous

into

"to spit

that is

one

we might suspect a connection between

wash

water. Ibn Fadhlan

saw

a

band

of

Russes do this very thing in the upper Volga region.
Slavic vocabulary connected

with the performance of magic

rather than brahmanic milieu, but

show s evidence
r

of

derived from a Magian

of a vedic influence. This provides us

with further evidence of an ancient Zurvanite Magian presence
to die survival of these ancient arts, cauldrons

is

continued

European witchcraft beyond the Middle Ages if witch

to

among the Slavs And due

be integral

trial

to the

performance

records are anything to go by.

:

i

;i

.v-^

The Polish Czar (pron Char, meaning
the later Russian
initial letter

sorcerer") cannot be linguistically equated with

word Czar (pron Tsar') meaning

of both words, there

450

"a ruler".

Despite this variation in the

may have been a factual connection between magicians and

the Russian royals. Consider the Czars
Slavs,

''a

and

Bieloknyazi

^ (the white sorcerers of the pagan

which in literal terms meant "the white princes"). Even during

the Czars

army was called

"the

the Russian revolution

White Guard".

The essence of what the holy wizards professed

is

embodied

in the following passage of

Magian scripture;
"And the speaking ofMtura Mazda thus: "lain lie whose thouglits are good,
twirls air good,

is

set in

it;

) evil spirit! lie

whise

and lie whose deeds air good; the sky is my garment, which was first produced from

that substance oftlie worldly existences

jewel

(

which

is

created as the stone above all stories, that

good thoughts, good words, and good deeds are my food, and

1

is,

every

tube tliose of them

good thoughts, good words, and good deeds".'4!*

who are in

that place through

From

prose arose the stereotypical image o( wizards clad in glistening white robes

this

decorated with stars, moons and other astronomical imagery: The white Magi were born to
serve society as sacrificers, tasked with nourishing the

during formally organized

feast days.

fertility

gods and angels of creation

Such were the priests and priestesses of life, hope and

prosperity, the guardians of Order, Truth

and

Justice. This,

the life-amrming creed of the

white Magi, might well be preserved in the Old Russian word

which was derived from the Vedic and Old

Persian.

zliivoi ("live"

or "living"),
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These were the wise, well-meaning, good-thinking, well-armed priests and priestesses of
the creator,

who served Him and Spenta Mainyu (the Holy Spirit) by arousing the people to

willingly side with

good over

directly confronted

and defeated

evil, for

they believed that

would disappear from

many

forms had to be

in this material world.

Without the white Magi, Ilaomaf* the milky
gods,

evil in its

libation that sustained the celestial fertility

the face of the earth

and humanity would be

left all

alone,

robbed of immortality and the Magi's magical artifices forever. Although Magus priestesses
inherited their extensive magical

unleavened dron loaves,
sacrifices; this

the}*

powers via the proper bloodline and baked the holy

were not under any circumstances allowed

of the Alexandrian Christian theologian Origen,
to

be

priest" the

make Haoma

was the role of the male priesthood.

The basis for pagan feasts (which were offered

needed

to

fed their sustenance

Magus donned

by man

if

to the gods)

can be found in the writings

who mentioned that the pagan divinities

they were to survive at

all.

In the role of "white

the sacred white robe to perform sacrificial ordinances of

)l¥&

t&SSJi

m 'mm

"supreme piety", namely the tending of Svarog's holy fires
eternal flames in their fire temples

and

life

sustaining drink

Haoma

from various types of vessels

and

to the

(the svawgichi),

which burned as

groves. Their duties included presenting the sacred

White God and Svarog. The holy

like goblets or

cups, but

more

was drunk

libation

from rhytons and

especially

drinking horns, signifying the pre-existent bull. These objects were sometimes capped at one
end, allowing the drinker to sound the horn once the

Haoma was

extremely holy in nature, a drink deigned to bring

food, happiness, plenty, virtue,

strength

and

life,

protection against the destructive blows of Black

God, the abysmal

daily attempted the destruction of the world through disease, carnage

White God

offerings to the

(the

Good Sun) were

Haoma was

spent.

and

fiend

pests.

the fruits of the earth, their

who

Other

toils,

their

money, their hopes and love. The vessel in which the sacrifice was usually delivered was, so
to speak, a cornucopia, a

horn of plenty, a holy

yellow Haoma was considered to be a
Zoroastrian

grail.

filthy drink,

In Zoroaster s

scheme of things

the

but nonetheless a pre-figuration of

Haoma and the white Haoma dispensed during

the banquet of the final

Sayoshmt.

the white

If

Magi were devoted

Ahrimans dexilish

apostolate,

felt

to

doing good, then

"I

am he wlwsc thoughts are evil, O beneficent spirit!

\w wh k> iootvls 'are roil, and h> zoh yse deeds are evil; what

}

licre,

so faros

enemies the black

the opposite way;

"Thcgmmbling oftlw roil spirit (Aliwnan) thus:

with lavcr comers

their

^ dark is myganmvii ichidi is very thick,

many go, it is still darktr, evil tlumghts, evil words, and evil deeds are

mifood, and J love those of them xuho 'are in tluit place JHrwgti evil thoughts, evil wonts and evil dads ". Militant black

and

his son, the

were

Magi were

god

the descendants of magicians

of the underworld.

Among

seven planets.
loyally

and by

inference

a

god

of time

the Slavs these militant black magicians

called Garabanaas (and possibly the Volkhoy), so

the Prince of the Underworld,

who patroni/ed

presumably they served Chemobog,

Angra Mainyu

(the

Unholy

Spirit),

and

the

Ahnman lovingly bestowed miraculous supernatural powers upon those who

rendered unto him the

sacrifices.

According

to Plutarch certain

dark rites offered the "wotf^jiifice'' otomomi {Haoma /Worn)

Magi versed

to the F,\il

One, the

in the

li\ing sin
j*.*'XiK
I*

that

had come

the Black Lord,
rebellion, lies,

into the world. Evil

and wrongdoing was the spiritual drink

an unwholesome brew of vice, greed, cowardice,

and

slander. This libation of lawlessness "was

from a "black" chalice. The black priests were knowTi by

that sustained

idolatry; last

known as Az, and

their works

...

and harlotry,
it

was drunk

lis*

-.":xx

"

M~^,s&:a.^

JtyWBE^JL,.

"77k> craving for the fiend, the assistance of the fiend,

apostle of the

demons".

"tlie persuader to evil

...

owing to his speaking deeeitfidly in

and

the world,

^K'MM:

l

-I'li

and the gratification oftlie fiend by him

and Hie organiser ofdistress"

making

the soul wicked in the

'The apostasy of apostates being a religbn produced by Ahirman
apostates

as "confusion
"

and also in destroying the

aposlasi/

...

and priest! uxid, and

the

and priests, arc fraternal opponents, and whenever the priesiriood and multitudes of the

apostates of apostasy arc bold,

priests of the priestliood

tlie

The white MagianSi^/cnr Nbs/: mentioned

and zolien

of the devil's priesthmd are mentioned,

blasphemous

and

recitals,

predispositions.

their

the ill-favored destiny of "A

These maelific

"contains particubrs about
cursing, the good will
...

...

and

arts stood in

Magus

ceremonies of the holy

and next we read of

greedy,

tlie

multitudes oftlie

me weak"?

he contentedly irverences a demon in spiritual lordship and priestly authority"

statements

ivell

end"?1

priestkxxi aiv triumplwit midtihuies of tlie apostates ofapostasy \x>nsh,

fertility

as

an

and tlie connection with him of an awful and swift death

"the wickedfollozver and assistant of theirs in defeating righteousness,

greater religiousness of the world and

...

10I10 is

wanton,

their

human being zvlien

M I Iere the activities

w icked
T

stench-filled,

ceremonials,

complete opposition to the well-disposed

wizards; as explained in the 9th nask

the ill-adviscdness offalsity, stinginess,

and ignorance

...

Boris,

tlie

and oftlie evil thought,

lust,

wrath, unrighteousness,

which

blessing and

of the good ritual and evil ritual the good statements

ill-will

inner

ill-favored

and

evil

and many other demons".4*

The B(K)k of Yasna contains more evidence of the beliefs of the demonolators who raged
against the 'white' religion of Ahum Mazda...
"..and for

tlie

encounter with, and the dislodgement of the Kayadlias, and oftlie individual

Kayadhians, male and female, and of the thieves and robbers,

oftlie

Zandas (possibly meaning

the Zandiks, the worshipers of the Drugs ie; devils), and the sorcerers, if the covenant breakers,

and of those who tamper with

the covenants. Yea,

we sent it forth for the encounter with, and for tlie

overthrow of the murderers of thy saints, and of those

of those

who hate and torment us for our

Faith,

and

who persecute the ritual, and tlie tyrant fill of death "?'

Ha\ing examined

the likely

etymology of the English word "warlock" it is interesting

to

note that Magians associated 'covenant breakers' with sorcerers and devil-worshipers These
devil-priests

were warkxics

in the true sense of the

word, practitioners

standard white Magian ritualism. Their maltreatment of the
"yelling, united assault, evil food,

and

other affliction

owing

to the

rites

who

bastardized

was made manifest by

wicked in the

earlier lialf of the

niglifr"

In Iranian religion crime and infernal ceremonial irregularities formed the nucleus of the

devils arts "owing

to tlieft

disturbance ofprisons"?

'1

and

tenor, obstructing the raids, the dread of the wayfarers,

his was

act after their proceedings (ie; their

due to

"the devil

and

the

and disgrace, foreign magicians and those who

ceremonies and assemblies) and become committers ofenmc

...

and u§

are told oflheir crime": ^\n other
l

The

criminal behaviour.

words individuals

left

their

ceremonies

misdeeds irradiated

inspiration for these

hell

bent on

from

their hearts

mentors in the underworld below:

unspiritual

"for of t\ lose seven evil-doers (the

arch-demons), one was Az-i Dahak by whom

first glorified; lie exercized tlie sovereignty

the world.

ofniisgovcmmcnt, mid desires a

lift

(evil) witchcraft zvas

if(tie unintelkctualfoi'

One was Azi Sruvar, by whom infesting the highway in terrible modes frightful watchfulness
f

of the road, and devoting ofhwse ami

mm were perpetrated. One was Vadak

tlie

mofticr ofDaliak,

by

whom adulteiy was fust committed, and by it all lineage is disturbed, contwl is put an end to, and
withmt

tlie

authnity of tlie husband an intermingling (fson with

originato)' ofsodomy)

Demons such

...

carrying on a practice wluch effaces and conceah

as these were destined to be challenged

throughout their daily
"Grant me,

soil ivcurs.

lives.

...

'

all

m

race of the living":

tlie

good white Magians

The great Iranian hero Keresasp petitioned Ahura Mazda;

O Auliarmazd heaven or

were so big in body'

by

One zvas tlie Viptali (tlie

tlie

suprenic heaven! for

I

have slain

tlie

highwaymen who

'And if thosefallen highwaymen had not been slain by me, Aharman would

have become predominant ova' thy avatures".

m

Nikadum nask contained further information on "highway robbery, and of tlie cursing owing
thenio"?-

The mere concept of
performance of evil

Such

a religion (or a sub-component thereof) dedicated to the

in its purest form, is

a creed seemingly defies

academics in the
existed.

And

all

rational thought,

field of witchcraft

yet there

was

one which many have

wont

and

difficulty

for this

comprehending.

very reason a

number

of

accept that a religion of evil could ever have

a logical basis to this cult, for

it

expounded black Magian

doctrines thai inquisitors later termed "the Luciferian dextrine", elements of

recorded dating back to the Mediaeval Rus' period, in

which were

Roman times, and in the scriptures of

the Magi.
In addition to paying homage to

Ahnman's demon children, the black Magi made further

sacrifices to the idols of the ancient Daevas, the old

the Zoroastrian cosmological view. This

became

Aryan gods which they added back
the very reason for their exile

from

into

their

former Persian homelands, where they were considered devil-worshipers, the enemy of
goodness.
!
i

By

invigorated

living a "deviant, criminal

and corrupt"

lifestyle,

and strengthened him with the "unholy manna"

the Russian sun

one fed the Dark Lord,

of Az, just as

Haoma sustained

god Dazhbog (Ahura Mazda).

During Chernobogs "mysteries" the black Magi probably wore black or grey robes and
pointy or rounded headdress of similar darkness.

From Plutarch's description of the wicked

l~J2KSs
>-J

Hi

*
Iffift

life

Vlagi, vvc
ritual.

can

infer that Volkhvy

So they dug

a pit or hole,

of a slaughtered wolf

wishing

;J

9IK:
«3»

"SOT

to enact evil sorcery

K

performed an inverted Haoma

where the sun cannot shine, and concealed there the blood

mixed with the pulverized remains of a plant

corruption of Horn or Haoma, the Magi's sacred immortalizing plantstuff).

upon

the

powers of the Unholy

some other sacrifice, or roasted

Spirit,

and

all

the

powers

of Hell.

Omomi

called

(a

They then called

Otherwise they buried

flesh in the sacred fire (an act forbidden to traditional

white

Zoroastrians).

The black Magi were

making

also responsible for

sacrifices to the

anemones of the

atmosphere, which gave them the power to raise storms. They often times did so by
releasing the
It is

other

smoke of various fumigants

"such, as seared blood

possible that throughout history the black
7

Magi

implantation of black Magi into other religions allowed

'I

Magi, that

became members

them

to defile holy things and,

is

that heresy

to

they disseminated a religion of false religion or perverted

ritual inversion.

magical gems,

it

sacrificers

Vfithraic

Such Magi would have practiced

is

itself like

known

a leech,

and

fed off

who

and a

brotherhmds. As you will see in

Volkhvy

my

next book,

together with the Slavic

role

also quite at

upon

sittete

irt

they were the focal point of their

intelligentsia. Collectively

the existence and behavior of

all

1

movements of the celestial bodies

matter on this planet.

The

ancient

which they had inherited from their forebears facilitated these daily observations

of the heavens. Being Magi, the Volkhvy would have believed that

zodiac were imbued with definable

qualities, energies

and

all

the celestial bodies

personalities

earth, influencing

both fate and the elements. The Slavic zodiac

once found throughout Greece, Rome, Egypt and

day

Iran,

is

and

which when:

positioned in various ways created a myriad of effects that manifested themselves

until this

home

pagan gnostic philosophers formed the inner

society prodigies who devoted their lives to studying the

"sciences''

some were

community.

Magi

their affects

among the priests

served the religious needs of the NeoTVthagoreans, Gnostics and

sanctum of the pre-Christian

r

evil,

Based on the discovery of a number of

it.

6~«^t$wji$

and

rubrics

their rituals in secret, or

highly likely that some of these Magi were to be found

inside the Christian

The

even

worship demons. In its most evolved form dualism erupted in host religions as the

dark god attached

and

of

and apostasy were vile religious dogmas of the black

influenced other faiths to such a degree that they acquired an undercurrent of

need

m

corrupt the orthodox teachings of varied religions through an injection of heresy.

he white Magi professed

through

deliberately

air.

but their very presence was masked by a clever deception. The secret

religions,

better, to

or incense" into the

upon

the

indeed the same as that

and still consulted

in

western society

lhe Magi and pagan philosophers further preached that
combinations of four pure elements; earth,

Magi

it

was man's duty

to protect

air,

matter

all

was composed

of

water and fire, which according to the white

from the pollution of other dissimilar elements. Thus

white Magians strived to prevent the defilement of these elements at the hand of Ahriinan,
the unholy witches

and demons who were hell bent on mutilating the world of creation.

Various combinations of these main elemental essences produced various

effects readily

was merely

the dynamic

observable in nature throughout the year. After
interaction of elements,

Without light, water,
In
:
I

through which the

fire,

air

and

earth,

The

nature

death and prosperity of

nothing could ever

Magian doctrine mythologized

elements.

life,

all,

entities

was

prosperity of these spirits

and
of

all

was governed.

exist.

spiritual

beings personified these

paramount importance;

offended or destroyed then the side effects could be catastrophic. Crops could

if

they were

fail,

blizzards

would become more severe, cattle could die or fall barren, and the earth would turn
To this end the Magi ensured

that the

the various life-dispensing divinities

Whilst

many

proper range of prayers and

and

sacrifices

their antithesis, the rapacious

were offered

thought to have possessed their

own form

to

demonic vitae.

nature cults preferred to retain the magic of the spoken

tradition, the Volkhvy are

fallow.

word by

of writing

oral

which was

•

used

to record their spells, religious festivals

such purposes,

known

probably

scripts

and rites. VoMivy utilized the Ruxski pismeni for

only amongst their Volkhvy colleagues, plus the

Moravians, Balkan Slavs and the Bulgars.
In real terms, the Volkhvy played the

f

most significant role in the socio-religious hierarchy

of the early heathen Russian tribes.

They helped administer

account the way in which a

to

tribe

had

fit

into

its

tribal law,

taking into

full

environment. They provided anesthetics

and medicine, and performed surgery (perhaps including scientific autopsies, and invasive

I

mere mortals,

Due
/Iff

S

the

gods and

to the fact that

so

to the

Medean Magi) and embodied a direct link between

their minions.

little

was

written about the heathen priests of Eastern Europe

whether or not these priesthoods

during the early Mediaeval period

it is

possessed subordinate

as the Magi once did. For example, was there an internal

ranking
m

unknown

brain surgery, skills not

offices, just

among the black

priests,

difficult to ascertain

or the Magoch Aiagiis, the Bielokriyazt or the Rasdi? Since

many of these priests were supposed

to

have been Magi, and due

to information that has

survived concerning the Rus' Volkhvy, it is easily tempting to think so.
si

at

We shall shortly look

compelling evidence which shows that the Volklivy religious structure closely resembled

":

that of the Magi.
:

But

first I

must examine data

relating to their

approximate numbers in

.

Slavia, because

it

helps us

make even more informed guesses about the Magian priesthood

in Eastern Europe.
.;'..

Calculating precisely

how many Magus

priests

and

priestesses lived in Russia

is

a

:

k

-0^x:
«
i-«*"L*

difficult

proportion. At the peak

Magi were apparently

the Volkhzy's reign in Rus' their

erf

so numerous that they were present in each and every settlement throughout Rus'; that is a
staggering number/""' This need not be an overly dramatized figure, since the

and indeed each house, should have a holy

that each settlement,

fire.

Magi taught

In private

homes

though, the flame was maintained by householders rather than priests or priestesses.

From ogon

means

ishdic

(Russian: "fire")

"a shelter".

Thus an

specially allocated to shelter a
fire

7

comes the Russian word

fire,

ognishdic

was

ognishdie}

a building, or perhaps even a pa\ilion,

rather than a simple hearth or oven. In
473

houses, were evidently part of the Russian "fire cult"

the

word

Eldr ("fire").

kept in their

them

fire-houses also, calling
475""

These

fire

later

opinion, in

Elda-hus ("fire house"),

houses were of course additional

own homes, and might have served

as places

where

to

7'

1

.ithuania t(H)/

which came from

whatever

rituals

such as the gmve cabins kept by the Finns. In myth the living-god Odin
long-haired friend of the altar

pagan times these

which according to folklore, was

once present throughout most of Russia, and according to

The Norsemen had

-

Tn Russian the suffix

''

is

fires

they

were performed,
described as "the

f}^^ For this reason, his brand of sorcery, and the religion he

supposedly spread among the Germanic and Scandinavian peoples, obviously
incorporated aspects of asiatic dualistic

As

worship.

recently as last century the inhabitants of Vilnius could

and where the pagan

eternal fire burned,

Vilnius, folklore recollects that there

been reduced
y

fire

priestly attendant

was only one

fire-priest,

show you where

still

the

once lived/7 In the case of
'

or at least that

is

what

it

had

to after Christianization.

i

Fire-houses were traditionally established near tracts of arable land, and, again according
to

Russian folkloric tradition, were, since the age of Rurik, maintained by the settlements. 475 *

Considering the avalanche of Magian data contained in the True History of Wizards and
Witdics, especially

where Russia

is

concerned, one can guess that these fire-houses were

connected with the religion of the white Magi then resident in Russia.

One

'''

f

figure

no doubt

linked with the

fire cult

was

the ognishchmin.

ognishchanin as "a bailif", others as "a hearth -keeper".'™
correctly associated
ochag,

i7(h

the Russian

"fire-house
specially

with the term ognishdic ("fire-house"), which

appointed

an Arthiwan

"a

man".

to

differs

is

more

from the word

(a

at a fire-house, or

was

administer a fire-house. In Old Persia such a person would have been

wizard charged with maintaining the holy fires), which literally meant

While every home had
ognislidianin.

ognishchanin

translate

word for "a hearth". Accordingly an ogirishchanin was more properly a

man", one who played some special sacerdotal function

called
fire

However

Some

their

own

fire,

that

still

did not

make

a given resident

an

That an ognislidianin was more greatly valued than ordinary folk is evidenced

by Mediaeval Russian

laws,

which though

tailored

for Christian society,

were

still

nonetheless survivals of older pagan laws.

sum

person by paying the family a

of

One

could escape punishment for killing a

money. So under

their legal charter

necessary to establish what specific price should be paid to them in silver ingots
Officer of the prince

4
80grivna,477

Prince's steward

80 grivna'

(grivna):

vt?

farm manager

Prince's

became

it

477

12 grivna

Prince's farrn c overseer

12 grivna

Stable master

80 grivna

Tutor/nurse

12 grivna

477

'"

477

"

1

5 grivna'

-aborer

80 grivna, but

Ogriishdianin

a barn or cow-shed the offender
21 ; no

7

was

to

if

the Ognishchmiin

had been killed near

be slaughtered without mercy pursuant

payment in lieu was acceptable. A sub-clause invoked the death penalty

Ognishclianin's lowly assistant steward

The only

to Article

for killing the

under the same circllmstanccs. ,77

other mandatory death penalty

was

which provided

Article 40,

for the

summary execution of thieves caught near a barn.47*
Clearly

an ognishchanin was roughly equivalent

blood-price, but to

near a barn or

kill

cattle

to a prince's

either him, or his lowly assistant

enclosure drew

(ie;

many

the sorcerer

down a horrifying penalty from

Since ochag ("a hearth"), comes from the Turkic/

75

officials in

and

terms of

his apprentice)

the prince.

certain aspects of Russian fire-lore may

X
:

: :-

:
:

have had some sort of Turkic ancestry, perhaps Bulgarian, and hence Magian Bulgarian.
things considered

it is,

All

without question, traceable to the Asian continent.

Land-owners and ploughmen

also

performed

1

ancillary duties in relation to the

maintenance of fire-houses. These people were known by names which indicated
duties as lenders of various classes of

fire.

9

:i

The prior-mentioned

fire

their

shrines were especially

common throughout the forests of Northern Russia, but were also established on the steppe
as well, over a period stretching from Rurik's time until as recently as last century. That there

:

were so many of these fire-houses in antiquity suggests an intact and extensive infrastructure
for the Russian

pagan priesthood, the Russian Magi. Magi

ceremonies in towered

belfries, structures

once

built

traditionally celebrated fire

by the heathen Russians

Ux),

and

for

similar reasons.
If,

were

!
i

based on

this evidence, the

true, there

number

of Volkhvy allotted to settlements in

7

pagan Rus

might have been thousands of blood-Magi interspersed throughout the

m
:

Russian clans. So let us examine the question of numbers, to see
For a start the 6th Century Sassanian King Chosroes
I

I

II

if

there

had some

is

any basis for this.

12,0(K) fully-trained

47
Orthodox Zoroastrian fire priests at his command * After factoring in the number of trainee

:!;-;h

H
•

Vlagi studying in the

I

.V-

lerbadestan seminaries we can probably double that number. That's

without including the Magi of older pre-Sassanian schools and
period of the Magian

faith,

traditions.

In the earlier

when the more grandiose fires of Persia burned on lofty places,

and

at the heights of the temples,

the

Haama ceremony. From

a group of eight priests and initiated deacons performed

the 7th

Century

AD

the

numbers

of Persian priests

were

reduced due to the intensity of the Islamic Jihads in Central Asia, and the murder

drastically

of priestly Magi. Subsequently the number of fire-priests required to perform the

ceremony

was reduced from eight to two; a desperate and unpalatable measure introduced to save the

Mazdaean religion from total collapse. The following is a schematic layout of a Magian fire
altar,

and the placement of each Magus participating in the rite. w, Fver since the 7th Century

AD,

ever)'

time a Zota

Magus (in

the assembled attendees

Central Asia

Haonm ceremony (on

each position, in turn.
fulfiled that office

the solstices

He would

481

Then

altar.

began the

roll call

of the priests,

III
for

Muslim conquests, when the people gathered

and equinoxes), the 7ota

mention the post of say

called for a priest to

Asivilar,

and

the

fill

Magus who

would say, "I will come". The Zota would do so for each of the seven other

ceremonial offices at the altar until
the

India)

were reminded of just how perilous the situation had become

their faith. Before those turbulent years of the
for the

and

all

eight

members had assumed

the congregation, the saints

and

all

their correct position at

the faithful departed were invited to

attend.

However

summoned

each

Magus priest into position, but there would be

only one voice replied, that of the Raspi,
existed (because

and

filled

the

most

roll

rite

it is

of

who

a deathly silence

answered on behalf of Magi

them had been brutally

of every other office bearer.

water, cleansed the

ceremonies,

time of the Muslim conquests, the Zota

in the centuries following the

I

slain or

....

until

who no longer

abandoned the priestly vocation);

le busily fed the fire,

brought the milk and

equipment and so forth. From Lozko's description of the Russian VoMiw/

fairly certain

the Rus'

Magians followed a more archaic form of the Haonm

and employed the older number of eight Magus priests in the performance of the Haoina

ceremony. Because Rus' Magians had no such problems ensuring that these positions were

manned,

it

suggests there were probably

fires,

and

and

living in Russia

and

the Baltic in the

AD than there were in Islamic Central Asia and Iran! In olden times the Magi

10th Century7

were known

more Magi

to

it is

have used the larger "crew" of deacons and

possible that the

priests at the bigger ceremonial

same number of Magi were required at

the smaller hamlets

settlements.

:

'V

;
.
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THE POSITIONING OF MAGI AROUND THE SAND BOX AND HOLY FIRE ACCORDING TO
X

THE OLD ORDER OF THE RITE.
t

:
:

-!-

The pagan

•

....

Rils' religious

ceremonies used a number of auxiliary

performed vital roles in the performance of these rites. The Russian
those of the
1

W:

staff

offices

and

482

priests

who

were similar to

Magian Haoma priests, and were as follows;

Head priest
and reader

2

Assistant priest

3

Tender of the

4

Equipment bearer and usher

5

Sacrificial-gift

6

Cleansers

7

Plant gatherer

8

Temple guardian

fire,

wood collector and purifier

bearers

;

TENDER OF THE FIRE, WOOD COLLECTOR AND PURIFIER
-.

The Slavs had

priests

wfich would make
rnigjht

have been

who performed the role of fire tender, wood collector and purifier,

their functions equivalent to those the

known in Slavia

as a Sobirnir.

The Magi considered

it

Aiareudksh.

Such

a priest

We know that an Aiarevaksh was charged

with chopping, examining and purifying timber
daily ceremonies.

Magian

flame during the

five

sinful to place flawed kindling into the holy

fire,

to feed the eternal

.

f>,«€r,

and so wockI had
flames.

WckkI

to

be inspected thoroughly before

it

was

lovingly fed into

its

consuming

Even kindling for the campfire or home hearth had to be checked for imperfections.

that

was

suitable to place

dried, so the
left it to

rotting or green, or being eaten

by worms and other

parasites,

was never

on any fire. The Magian text Visparad mentions that the wood had to be well

Magi would probably have collected

stand, allowing

it

to

their

timber a year or so before hand and

dry out and mature enough

to to

be used as

fuel.

In his

Geography, Strabo calls this type of Magus Pip'aethl^

FQUIPMFNT BFARFR AND USHFR

The

Slavic ceremonial role of

Magian

Frahadar.

equipment bearer and usher was similar

Frabadars ensured that

all

the proper equipment

to that of the

was brought

to the

llaoma ceremony, and at the appropriate time of year, ushered one family at a time into the

temple to receive the holy drink.

He

probably also maintained g(X)d order during the

ceremony.
SACRIFICIAL-GHT BEARERS
In Slavia this ceremonial position equated with that oiAberad Magus. The Abemd brought
pitchers of milk

and holy spring water

to the altar

during the Haoma ceremony. At other

times of the day the Abcrad relieved devotees of the gifts they wished to bestow
gods, and brought them into the inner sanctuary, into the presence of their

upon

the

deities.

CLEANSERS

The heathen Russian cleansers pn tably had a r< )le similar

1

of cleanser served in the office of washer
ritual

equipment used by the Magi

and

bapti/er, tasked

officiating at a

find a superficial similarity between the

Magian

t( )

with purifying every piece of

given ceremony. In
title

Asriatar

Old

who shared meat at the Norse pagan assemblies)/'
Icelandic we also find ansa, which meant "to sprinkle"

meaning appears
the ash tree"

connection

we

84

in

two contexts clearly connected with pagan

rites.

or "to

pour".-*"'

This

One was "pour it over

and the other usage was intertwined with baptisms or sprinklings with earth

or water. For this reason

I

suggest that ansa

was distantly

related to asnatar.

Another form of Magian cleanser was known as a Rathwiskar. Whenever buns,

2.

pancakes, woods, green twigs or plantstuffs were to be burned as

had

this

and the Old Norse term

Sulhuautar (those
In

the Asi mtar. This type

to

be doused with a

little

sacrificial offerings,

spring-water in order purify them, and

left to

dry

they

for a short

i

while on the

altar,

Rathwiskar cleanser,

close to the

fire.

This purification of offerings

who also assisted with the straining and

these ceremonial responsibilities, such a

t
<!!::

was

carried out

by

the

mixing of the Haoina. Besides

Magus was also required

spring water and perform the Barcshnum ceremony for penitents.

to

consecrate the sacred

ASSISTANT PRIEST AND READER

The Magus who filled the

role of Sroshcuw'z

was the

Zota's assistant priest In Iran

and

Central Asia (following the 7th Century) this role was taken over by the Kos\n, the new word

an

for

who had

assistant priest

assigned to a

total

to single-handedly carry out the ritual tasks originally

of seven subordinate offices during the

however, he would have only been required
the

ceremony began, the reader

moved

the officiating Volkhv

recited,

Haoma ceremony.

In

pagan Rus'

undertake the duties of a Sroshwar'z. Before

to

and sung elements of the Gathic hymns, which

and much of the pagan congregation

to tears.

PLANT GAIHERER
Russian plant gatherers were probably Magi

Havanan was tasked with gathering the Unarm

Haoma ceremony, carried

plant

and bringing

inside the mortar used to squash

straining ring with bull's hairs attached),

from the pulp)' mass remaining in
local

fulfiling the traditional role of

medicinal herbs, and

the

it.

it

to the altar

during the

He also brought the varesa (the

and the straining cloth used

mortar

Havanan. The

w ring the last juices
T

to

On a normal day, the Havanan also gathered

made trips to major trading centers abroad as required, where he

could get the sorts of precious woods, herbs and spices needed by the entire community.

They were normally accompanied by merchants while doing business
the

Norsemen had

word

the

but have no evidence that
FIRE

it

overseas.

We know

7

Hver-gactir (Old Icelandic: "a cauldron-keeper' or "a cook")

was used

4 *6

in a ritual context.

GUARDIAN

Armed fire guardians normally sUkk! watch at the entrance of temples and sanctuaries,
to prevent the desecration of the sacred precincts.

CHOIR
i

Following the lead of the reader, and

at times

prompted by the head

priest, the

polyphonic refrains of the choir swung into action, allowing the crowd to become immersed
in the

mood of the moment, and mentally prepared to receive the drink of immortality. The

choir was probably

composed of Fhrpats, accompanied by musicians.

In pagan Rus' rulers

had

their

own personal Magus sacrificers.

In

one Rus' temple we

find the glagolithic inscription "Az csnt Mirobog, zhrcts Ol'gov" which means '1 am Mirobog

Oleg's Sacrificcr". * Zoroastrian and Zurvanitc law prescribed that every pagan ruler
4

sponsor and protect his

own Magus, who would become the

principal sacrificer for his
:

settlement

and

prestigious the

all

who

lived in

Magus needed

it.

the settlement, the

more

perform the required ceremonies, on behalf of

their

Naturally, the

to

more important

•

\

i

:
:',

is;!

f««E
sponsor. Because the fullest range of traditional Volkhzy "clerical" terminologies never

survived the transition to Christianity, and because they were essentially a Magian

"mystery" priesthood, reliable Persian terms are used here as a point of reference. However,
as with the subordinate

the Volkhvy internal rankings

initiates,

may well have been known

by more Sla\icized names.
EHRPAT

An

Ehrpat

was an

deacon, theologian, scribe and /or tender of god's

elder,

rounded turban as headdress, which was normally of white

eastern world, the Fhrpat wore a
cloth.

Whether they wore them

fairly

common

perspective

it is

in

pagan Rus' or not

in the Volga area, especially
difficult to

Tn the

fire.

not recorded however. Turbans were

is

among

the Finns, but from a historical

was

evaluate whether this adoption of the turban

a result of

Muslim or Zoroastrian influence.
7QTA
Ihe Zola

Magus was

supreme sacrifice of
and congregation
performed

the head priest of a given ceremonial group,

the Haoma

on behalf of

to begin the

the people.

who

He summoned

ceremony, and ensured that

all ritual

up

offered

the

together the priests

observances were

to the letter, free of defects in their execution.

DASIUR / RAIU - HIGH PRIEST
"it is

necessary to maintain the religion by rule (dastur),

the high-priests; and

and to pvctice obedience to

the

commands of

cvoy duty tliat people pcrjbnu they should paform by tlieir autlicnity. For it is

declared h i the good ivligion, that, if thy accomplish as

many good ivoiks as the leaves of tlie hves, or the

sand-gmii is of the desert, or the drops of rah i, whidi tiny do no perform by command of the high-priests,

or to

Sir satisfaction, no merit ivMever attains to their sails, and for the good iwrks

they obtain sin as a recompense. VJIiile such a one

when he dies lie does not attaii

i

to heaven,

is

living

to tlie soul

not proper to coll

him

have done

righteous,

and not a single ardiai igcl comes near him He does

his escapefrom the hands if the. demons andAhriman,

duty and good zvorks attain

it is

tliey

lot

make

and he does not obtain a releasefrom hell Because

on those occasions when tiny pcrjbrm tliem

the high-priests and those acquainted with ihe leligion,

/

and

zvith tlie authority

of

and when they give them one-tenth of those good

works".**

A Dastur was the Magian high-priest of a given
4

Christian bishop,

district,

an office bestowed upon them by a Magupat. "hey were also termed
I

Great temporal and spiritual power lay in their hands.
priests,

As with

all

to

a

Ratu.

Zoroastrian/Ziirvariite

Dastur wore a pointed mitre or rounded hat. Only a Dastur could light the holy flame

in a temple, or restart the lower-grade altars which
I

roughly equal in status

believe the

term Rotu,™ which referred

to a

had

to

be snuffed out and

pagan Slav

re-lit

annually.

religious brotherhood,

might

have been derived from the word

llaiu. If

was probably

so the Rolu

a college of Rain

Magi

residing in the Balkans in the post-conversion era.

MAGUPAT

The

was roughly

office of Magiipat

metropolitan.

similar to that of a Christian archbishop or

He ruled over a number of dastiws,

their Volkhvy

communes and settlements.

The highest ranking Volkhvy were known by the title "Doctor", and, according

to Professor

Vernadskiy probably resided in Tmutorokan in die Caucuses. It is probable that the VolkJivy
rank of Doctor was equal

to that of Magiipat (the official title

Moreover the Zurvanites also had a

sect of Magi

used by the Eastern Magi).

known as the "Doctors of Islam". So there

who

could be a plausible connection between the Volklwy Doctors and the Doctors of Islam
formerly resided in India

MAGUPATAX MAGUPAT
The Magiipatan Magiipat was
patriarch or pontiff.

one time; one
to

two

in

for

Amongst

the

a

supreme Magus,

Magi

there

of comparable status to a Christian

were probably only ever

five of

them

any

at

each of the original Magian "patriarchates". Whether they were reduced

number as the Muslims destroyed

three of their major Patriarchates

is

hard to

say,

but nonetheless a logical assumption.

The pagan Russes
(Grand Prince)

whenever he
Realm". But
in

also

main

at his

travelled.

had a supreme Magus,
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who

stayed close to the Velikiy Knyaz

seat of power, as his constant

He was regarded

who was he? Whether the

in those

companion and confidant

days as the principal

Velikiy Knyaz's

"Sacrificer of the

prime Magus was formerly known

Roman times as the Pate)' Patnim, the Mithraic pagan Pontifex Maximns, is pure conjecture,

but one worthy of very serious consideration. In support of this conjecture, Ptolemy's c. 150

AD

world

map

own

utilizes his

brand of cartographic notations. Conspicuous

depiction of five large Magian-style

fire altars,

the

is

and two sets of columns; the only holy

sites

appearing on his world maps. They were situated in Libya (Are Neptuni), Babylon (Are
I

lerrulis

or

I

Ierculis),

Medea (Are

Sabee), Russia (Alexander's altar)

and one

site in

the

Southern Ukraine - Are Caesaris, ie; Caesar's altar4" (w hich is depicted in a manner identical
T

to a royal Persian fire altar).
C

Jreek

Why,

in 150

AD, were there no temples worth drawing on

the

/Roman /Indian mainland, but only in Russia and the east? Why was Caesar's Altar

located in the Southern Ukraine,
scientists of the ancient

and not in Rome? Clearly Ptolemy, one of the most famous

saw

world,

these as major world cult centers, perhaps the

most

important, at least in his eyes.

And

there

is

an even more

Magiipatan Magiipat of Rus'

(known

tantalizing option. Since

may

as the Peer-e-moghaan,

i92

all

Magi were blood

even have been the venerable Patriarch of

relatives, the
all

the

Magi

or Masmoghan, which means "the Great Magian") whose

H
-.w

former scat of power
entire

lay in the heavily fortified Iranian city of Rai,

Magian world.

mediator between
started stepping

all

on

:

In ancient times this

from whence he ruled the

Magian "godfather" most

any disputation that arose when

cult variants, trying to iron out

the toes of other groups.

The Peer-e-Moghaan might have

Russia after ha\ing been squeezed out of the traditional

such an eminent personage migrated

royals. Liaisons between the Magi

to

it is

far

a

sects

relocated to

Magian homelands

Babylon or Silver Bulgaria by the violence of the Muslim onslaught. Yet
that

likely acted as

of Persia,

more likely

China with the greater part of the Magian

and the Chinese were already w ell developed by the time
r

Magian Iran was destroyed. Even before 1,000 BC, numerous Magi are believed to have been
employed at the Chinese imperial
doctors/'*
cross,

an

court, serving

The Chinese once wrote

insignia later energized

of

was

them using an ideogram resembling the sign

and popularized by Christianity.

During the Middle Ages one of
concerns

predominantly as expert astrologers and

Rome and

name cropped up

>r

'

Byzantium's gravest

the existence of a Bogomil Anti-Pope

4
'

of the

political

and

religious

in the Balkans, a key figure

whose

time and again in matters relating to heresy Perhaps the "Supreme

Magus" who formerly resided among the Rus' later re-emerged in Mediaeval history as the
untonsurcd Anti-Pope mentioned by Stoyanov, he

who

had

shifted into the Balkans

foUowing the conversion of Rus' to Christianity. There he welded the heretics and magicians
into a single coherent

Bogomil movement, by an agreed oath of brotherruxxl. His success in

achieving this can perhaps be attributed to the fact that he as the only truly

common

link

between all the various cults, and an extremely unifying force amongst the pagan elements.
But> did so

many

organized cults join forces under the

following a formal council,

Rotit

during which a planned collaboration or amalgamation of Magi and heretics was discussed,

and formally

figured out between

all

parties?

Or would

it

be a haphazard amalgamation

mat! would take centuries? Could such a hypothetical council

w^ the

military pact being organized

Prankish Magus-King Amulf?

haw been in any way linked

between the Bulgar Prince Vladimir-Rasate and the

Many questions still remain.

As earlv as 1075 AD, Adam of Bremen spoke of an organized pagan priesth(X)d, complete
with monastic-style raiment and
[Prussians

and

Baits.

their

own pagan

"Pope", then operating

This priesthood included god-priests 495

internal status to a Christian bishop.

I

believe that

who were

among

the

comparable in

Adam's observations are nothing less than

a description of a Zoroastrian or Zurvanite Magupatan Magiipat and his Dashirs, very likely
saturated with exiled Volkhvy, plus substantial elements of the indigenous Baltic

Magus

priesthood.

But what variety of Magian did they represent? Did they favor good over evil, or evil over
I

good? From
4%
thir|i,

Adam

of Bremen's accounts of the

Old Prussians, and

his

high praise

for

one gathers that they were the epitome of "white" or Zoroastrian piety, with moral

standards perhaps even in excess of the surrounding Christians, 'lhey drank holy milk or

mead
fields

according to their station in

above all

priesthood,

else. If this

life,

was the case, then thev may even have had

which would never have

Slav Zurvanites,

and prized goodness, peace and hard work in

fully integrated

their

the

own Zoroastrian

with the white and black Magi of the

who would have been responsible for the idol

temples in the lands of the

Germans and Western Slavs. An unknown number of heathen Baltic priests were in no way
allied to the "white'

7

Magi. For there were among them divinators and necromancers garbed

hooded "monastic"

in dark,

robes, perhaps indicating they

interceded before the infernal deities, bringing
that the Baits

had predatory

priests

who

tithes.

were black

Indeed the

priests, those

who

Treat}/ of Cliristhurg relates

greatly lauded the crimes

and infamy

of their

followers.*"

Whether

these Baltic sorcerers,

were

any way linked with the Mediaeval

in

Balkan Christian heretics (such as the Bulgar Bogomils and the Massalians)

dualistic

likewise

is

unknown.

A strange turn of events occurred
1400

AD. Under

siege

throughout the

from the Church-inspired

Baltic

beginning some time around

task force of Teutonic knights, the Baits
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accepted a pagan Pontiff to discretely rule over the entire region, instead of a king.

meant a swap

to theocratic rule,

whereas previously

uncertainty surrounds this man.

this

had never been

Where had he come from

many high

always been there? Or, was he only one of

..

the custom.

Bulgaria? Rus'? or

'I

his

Only

had he

ranking pagan priests (magupats),

spread out over several nations? In the Baltic there was still talk of these man-gods in the 16th
Century! This much

is

certain. If this

pagan High

Priest of the Baits turns out to

as the religious leader of the Russes, or equal to the Bulgar Anti-Pope,

simultaneous (or even a moving center

German

frontier. It

of)

pagan operations

it

be the same

most likely indicates

in the Balkans

and on the

may well be that the very presence of these divine-figures (who were the

glue holding the old pagan

faith together), was

one of the extenuating factors prompting the

Teutonic knights to occupy the Baltic in the first instance. The mobility of the black and white

Magian presence is telling.

among

We see them in ancient Rus', Finland, Scandinavia,

I

lungary and

the Bulgars. That lhey milled in the Bailie region during the 13th Century helps

validate an actual

movement

of "heretics"

and witches (some of whom were engaging

in

devil-worship) into the Holy Roman Empire, something revealed by inquisitorial authorities
in France,

Germany and

sprees in the Baltic

...

Scandinavia.

They proved

to

be the motive

a kind of anti-heresy, "Christian Jihad"; Rome's

for
last

German

killing

ditch attempt to

!
i

force the

Magi and Magian-Chrisrians back out of Europe.

So came
the

the Northern Crusades. Hostilities broke out against the Polish

Wendish Crusades

of the mid-12th Century

Crusades as Catholic Germans steamrolled

and progressed on

their

way

eastward.

pagans during

to the anti-Pnissian

The

fighting

was very

f>,«^

bkxrcly,

on both

sides of the fence! Beginning in 1226

heathendom. Victory

insurrection

for the

sword and

Teutons was complete and

was violently quelled, regardless of the cost.

densely inhabited area of Samland
inhabitants.

1

Tie

fire,

The Magi

ending

required a

AD,

the

was reduced

After decades of combat, the once

pocket of

to a

their

Everywhere

utter.

more than

little

Magi, the intercessors of pagan society, were earmarked

and with

c.1274

was finally accomplished, allowing the Germans to pierce far

subjugation of the Prussians
into Baltic

AD and

20,01 X)

for annihilation

by

demise would come the fall of state paganism.

wide range of apparatus

for

both

ritual

and magical purposes.4 "

Almost all the Russian magical apparatus described below (with the exception of the sword,
ring,

and

trident)

were used by the average mediaeval European Magus.

range of equipment,

was

it is

almost impossible for archaeologists to prove that a given

usage alone. After

crafted for ritual

all,

none

them have

of

Be

signs,

that as

it

artifact

which

may, there

many items that could, without doubt, have been used by Magians in their ceremonies,

ill
especially

when one

considers the

such equipment in

parallels for

interpretations which

it

neon

flashing

highlight their original magico-religious usage for the untrained eye.

are

In the following

Magian presence

Iran.

and

distinct archeological

Without a foreknowledge
O of

this historical context,

in Rus',

dub a given artifact as magical are often seen as wildly speculative. Yet

should be remembered that something as seemingly

worshiped in

Slavia.

'.

mundane

as fire

and

cattle

were

No archaeologist could ever grant spent ashes and bcAine skeletons a

religious interpretation

on

the strength of a find, unless they

were

ritually altered in

some

observable way. Only interpolating linguistic and historical sources readily allows for such
interpretations, a practice

somehow

detracts

many

from the

archaeologists are loathe to indulge in, believing that

scientific

nature of their discipline.

disciplinary activity provides very useful interpretative tools.
collectively

it

confirms what folklore has long told us

once living beings,

all

folk reverencing a plethora o( spirits

On

it

the contrary, cross-

As you

are about to see

along, that European witches were

and gods with pointy

hats,

brooms,

cauldrons and other paraphernalia.

thf Robes of thf magi

As you have already read,
power from
and

evil.

their respective

the white

and black Magus priests received robes

gods; their priestly

weapons

in the cosmic

of magical

war between good

Without these garments the Magi were unable to fight the spiritual war, or offer up

sacrifices for the people, since divine

In Aryan tradition, the
shoulder. For the

Magians

power
it

power was imbued within the fabric itself.

of a

Brahman came from

was such a

thread,

a sacred thread

spun by virgins and woven

slung over his

into their white

robes, that gave the white priests their "white" magical abilities. Considering the principles

i

he god Apollo-Mi thras-I

Fig 4.

'I

Fig S

An unknown Parthian ivith beard and conical mitre. Perhaps a Magus.

Ielios-I

lennes.

Hg 6. Assorted Medean headgear.

Hg Mediaeval heretics were often portrayed in this fashion.
Rg 8. Metal plaque from pagan Scandinavia. I believe it represents a caftaned
7.

Magus priest or priestess bearing a a mieal

luraxrn libatk >n

cup.

Rg 9. Pointy hats were worn by the Scythians of Bronze Age Russia.
Rg 10. Medean bonnet
Rg 11. Parthian royal attire, both male and

female.

;.:;

^<fc
of ritual inversion, the black robes

worn during

the performance of infernal sorcery

probably spun by temple prostitutes, who, according to the Magi, were

affiliated

were

with the

devil-worshipers.

VolMivy robes consisted of a full-length white garment with extremely
large

hood attached

draped

to

though

it,

it is

possible that

full

sleeves

might be a bonnet with a

it

and a

large veil

down the back. hough similar to the vestments worn by Zoroastrian priests, these
I

robes were embroidered

on the front and did up at the sides by means of studs*

0,9

"

(a feature

of Parthian dress).

Magi dressed like priests of the Brahmin caste, who traditionally wore a clean linen shirt,
carried a
length,

staff,

and

and encompassed their lengthy locks of hair with a head

were the norm amongst them. While moving about

plaiting

they dressed in "the skins of fawns or

gazelles (or,

tradition existed in Russia, for there the Volkhvy

depicts the

ring.

more ancient Magi in varying

suspect, ibex)"™

I

A

Beards of some
rural provinces

slightly different

Magi donned wolf pelts. Assyrian artwork

terms, but

commonly as men wearing calf-length

pointy-tipped boots, pointed headdress, headbands and leopard-skin cloaks.*
ancient Magi are also depicted in artwork with lengthy robes,
of cloth) draped

around the neck (which hung down the

Magian headdress varied. It could be a

A

1

Ihese

and a stole (a scarf-like length

front of the robe).
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turban, or headwear either dome-shaped, pointy

BC weather-mummified Caucasian (presumably Iranian) corpse
chanced upon in Eurasia may confirm one element of black Magian attire. A female found
or flat-toped.

wore

"a

60 cm high

folklore".'*"

royal

1,000

black,

brimmed

conical hat identical to

wore a pointy

'

body bedecked in gold

A wagon was also found within the buried death-

(including a torque), lay

by six effigies, each with a wheel between
there

European

BC mound-covered Celtic "prince tomb" of Hotchdorf, the interred
white hat made of birchbark/ He was, by my estimation, one of the

house, together with a cauldron (which contained
lis

witch's lieadgear of

In the 500

white princes, and a Celt for that matter.

I

tlie

seems

to

mead remnants) and

1 *"'

drinking horns.

on an elaborate bronze divan supported

their legs."

A

Though unmentioned

in the source,

be a remarkable resemblance between the imagery found on the couch and

Scandinavian bronzework of the same period :f Perhaps these dress codes enjoyed wide
popularity, for some 1,700 years later, in the 13th Century AD, the Russians of Galich were
described as wearing

"foil

caps, pointed and very high":'*

According to Strabo, "most of the (Magian) people wear a double tunic that reaches
r

of the shin, and a piece of linen cloth round the head; and each

mentioned the linen

From
worn

in

Magian

shirt

to the

middle

man has a how and a sling. "- 507 lie also

worn beneath their over-shirt.

linguistics especially,

Mediaeval pagan

we can educe beyond

Rus',

and well

treatise Shayast La-Shayast

ritual dress

was

into the Christian period for that matter.

The

all

doubt that Magian

provides details on the precise design and manufacture

m

fi
'

'%

Mi
'v.v.

''&?.

'-

'•

*&ls8

*$iii
ill

mandatory white Magian holy

of the

liken

it

to a

and sacred linen

shirt

mentioned

kilt),

and the other was

a single pattern

smock.

We find

evidence of both styles in Russia. In Novgorod for instance, a pagan metallic
excavated surmounted by a figure that seems to be wearing a pleated
one-piece smock was excavated on the Swedish Isle of Birka
Slav genesis

and

Slavia,

509

and of the same style

even until

Ls a

that continued to

in Sassanian times

is

concerned

It

Parthian

was

be found

and Soghdian

words kyrlill
picked

to

up

Persian

( )f

word kurta,

9th Century. It was of Eastern

much of Russia

survival of sapik&i,

which was

a term once used to describe Persian holy

in the Turkic as kurta ("a short dress or skirt") not to

We also

("a shirt").

find a similar connection

and transported

sacred

shirts.

mention

with the Old Norse

and kyrik were either Slavic loan w ords
T

into Scandinavia

used by Magian Norsemen (perhaps such as those
re

some kind,

the Russian knee-length linen smc >ck (kurtka

("a shirt") or kyrllc ("a tunic").'" Kyrlill

in Russia

wand

when referring to the Magian sacred shirt. What we do find though

comes from the Old

111

shirts."

of

be worn throughout

we do not find a word

much older Persian word kurta. The name

or hirta)

c.

kilt

potential

this century.

In so far as the shirt

used

just

two halves (a shirt and a "skirt" or apron. If pleated, some

style of s

might even

kusfik belt

with Russian immigrants, or were

who

attacked Moorish Spain)

Another Old Norse word

for a shirt

w as
r

when
which

scrkr,

apparently comes from the Greek, and therefore a different cultural tradition
Building further on this argument, Mediaeval Russian males also wore a knee-length

overgarment

known

as a svyato

{"holy" or "saintly"}).
(a

word

also

5:2

(which

is

cognate with the Slavic words sventa or sveta

The w ord szyato evidently originated from

meaning

r

"saintly" or "holy",

and which referred

the Avestan Persian spaila

than the Latin sand us or the Greek Iiagios (which applied to Christian
1

suspect Russian

men wore a Magian

went ungirdled, and the belt was worn around

they might have

saints).

For this reason

belt,

it is

plausible that the

the svyato instead. Nevertheless

worn two sash belts, one securing their shirt, the other their svyato.

contention that these varied hoi}7 shirts were
Bulgars), Russians

rather

holy outer garment over the top of their kurta. Since

they trussed themselves about the waist with the obligatory sash
linen shirt

Magus saints),

to the

worn by Magian Turkic tribesmen

It is

(probably

and man) other Slavs, plus an undetermined number of Norsemen
7

Zoroastrians (and presumably Zurvanites) considered

it

my

sinful to take off the shirt

too.

and

protection a

(demons).

It

the belt on.

was
So

a crime punishable by

w hen
T

Magians changed

stationary position. .Accordingly the

the fact that they were

whipping

to

walk more than a few paces without

their clothing,

and

re-girdled, they did so in a

Magian sacred shirts often became very dirty, owing to

removed only with great

trepidation. Ls

it

a coincidence that another

Russian word for "a shirt", rubashka, comes from the root word rub, which implies they were

m
'

-ii'dS*?
1

grubby

Well they were heavily soiled in

in appearance*?

eo the Deacon s account of the

T

Russes he encountered. Only Prince Svyatoslav's white smock was free from the ingrained

1
V

sweat and

dirt that so tarnished the clean

months

was

it

evidently

worn under

impression of a dress, apron, or even a

Magian

scripture

tells

us that the

sewn into it. Pagan Russes
considered

obscene

it

to

also

wore

remove

appearance of his

clothing,
kilt,

with

its

hem

left

hanging out, giving the

which had been attached.

kuslik belt's protective
this

many Rus' troops. In the colder

power

type of "uniform"

their sash belt/

;

(a

lay in a magical thread

white smock and belt) and

which was of the same dimensions as the

Magian kustik. What is even more ovem'helrriing is that the Russian word for "a sash" or "a
belt"
is

it

hislwk,

is

similar to

kitstik.

Kushak is also the Turkic word for "a

possible that the concept of a kushak sash belt

Bulgars, but

and

and therefore

Turks.

into Russia

with the Turkic

am more inclined to think that it was a term mutually inherited by both Slavs

Consider also that the Russians have the word poyasnii', which means

The

a belt".

I

was imported

belt", so

nx)t

word

which suggest

in this case is yas or po-yas,

enlightened or illuminated through the act of putting

on

a

belt.

''to

became

that a person

Due

put on

to the apparently

Magian nature of the Russian attire, the source of this light and wisdom was most likely
sun, the divine

Mazda-yasner

Ahum Mazda. Thus

(ie;

white Magian) by wearing the

The Russian word beliy ("white") and
the

Old

Icelandic

belli,

which mean "a belt" ).
1

was

poyasnit'

5:4

"to

become

the

enlightened", or be a true

belt.

the Lithuanian baltas ("white"), could be related to

as well as the Swedish, Danish

Here there appears to be

and Norwegian word

a connection

balic (all of

between "white" and

"belt".

perceive this Nordo-Balto-Slavic phonetic connection as arising from the interrelationship

between white Magians and the all-important kistik belt.
Russian and Finnish pagan priests probably wore a kebenyak also, a hooded overgarment
or cape.

The term is derived from

the Turkic

and Kirghiz words kcbariak:' These I link with

the verb kebovat' (Russian: "to perform sorcery", "to

found

in the Finnish /Saami languages. In

related to the
to

be a

link

word kobenyak ("a hmd", "a

Saami a

affiliations

the future"), a variant of

kobbat

which

is

was "a summer garment", and

hat", "a bag", or "a sack").™

between magic and a hooded garment,

Based on the Turkic

tell

in the

Thus there appears

Russian language particularly.

with these words, such a magical garment was probably

imported into Russia from Eurasia, together with other oriental religious

traditions.

Russians wore caftans just as the Magians once did. Sarafan (Russian: "a caftan") comes

from the Turkic

samjxi, or the Persian serapa,

which meant "a garment

of honour", or "a

ceremonial garment" SI6 Doubtless to say these were not Christian ceremonial caftans, but
,

Magian

(Turkic

impressive

shamans and Buddhist monks wore safron

Magian

traditionally

caftans,

during

worn with a girdle.

their rites).

As in Magian

robes, rather than the

more

times the Russian caftan

was

rf^V

/•fS*

m

Russian women commonly wore a pointy tiara-like headdress known as the kokoshnik (so
called because

it

resembles a cock's

crest),

which secured a veil in place. Strabo

^Persians wear turbans not unlike those of the priestly Magi".

the full attire consisted of a colourful caftan
sorts

tells

us that

From other accounts we know

worn over a

that

linen shirt (hirta), plus a turban of

(worn by Ehrpats especially). Turbans not dissimilar to those of the Magi were worn by

Finns

all

along the Upper Volga, presumably as far north as the lands of the Volga Bulgars.

As for Russian usage they seem absent from written sources, but are seemingly depicted
manuscript

in

illuminations."'

As in Scythia, Mediaeval Russians continued

to

wear pointed

hats, often lined

with fur

along the rim/ * Similar hats were worn by Magians. In Russia the lavishness of a hat was
1

related to the wearer s social status.

The name shoher5 9 (which applied
*

to

Russian coats of Persian design)

was

linguistically

derived from the Arabic.
Fix)t cloths

were commonly worn

in Russia,

providing adequate extra insulation against

the biting coldness of their frigid environs. Since Magians were required to
at the same
is

wear two shoes

time on each foot, foot cloths might also have represented the second shoe. There

also a striking similarity in the boot style preferred by Mediaeval Russians

and the

Magians.51*

MASK
52(,

The Rus' VoMroy had to wear masks to perform their ceremonies correctly. Because they
were Magi, then the type of mask that T ozko refers to would probably be the Magian mouth
veil.

A

mask, handkerchief or veil of cloth was traditionally worn

tied

around the mouth of

any Magus who stood in the presence of the holy fire, ensuring the priest did not desecrate
the sacred flame by breathing

In the ftimarif Chronicle

ceremonies or

we

it.

discover that

some

Rus' pagan priests performed their

pantomimes wearing comedy masks. The Magi simply did not wear

comedy masks during

a traditional Haonia ceremony, so this might

other pagan priests in Rus'
essentially

on

who were

not Magi, and

who

mean

performed

that there

were

rituals that

were

Buddhist or pagan gnostic in nature, perhaps Dionysian, Mithraic or Neo-

Pythagorean. Nonetheless the Magi did perform divine comedies, a form of spiritual theatre

during which important religious and mythological events were portrayed. By emulating
the actions of the gods they believed the} 7 could bring about the
"

events in day to day existence.

52

same series of miraculous

-

CUPS

iS

AND HORNS

The drink of immortality was always held in an ornate vessel of some kind. It could be a
cup, a rhyton

(a

drinking horn), a gold or silver "chalice", or a

ritual

bucket

(for

mead). In

connection with this, a great number of conical glass cups have been unearthed in mediaeval

pagan settlements throughout Rus' and Scandinavia. This style of drinking vessel resembles
the glass Ihuvna

the

cups of the Magi

(called lunmn). Similar libation

hands of people depicted in Pecheneg funeral

and Darius'

Iranian dakhmas (death houses)

royal

statues,

cups can often be seen

and on the wall

of the

reliefs

monuments, or even on Assvrian

in

reliefs.

Glass goods were a luxury item during the pagan era, in Scandinavia and Eastern

Europe, appearing mainly as bowls, small beads, bangles, and of course these conical cups.
Linguistics sheds sc )tne light on the ethnicity of the glass-blowers who crafted them.

Russian word for "glass"

sf'klo is

cognate with

st"klo or tskh (Bulgarian), steklo (Slovenian),

slHo (Old Czech), szkh (Polish), slaklo, skh or tskh (Serbo-Croatian)."'

when

similar terminology

referring to the

The ( ">ld

produce of

'1
'

rierefore Slavs applied

this specialized trade.

The

Baits

evidently shared the same technology considering their use of the words sliklas (Lithuanian:
"glass" or "a phial")

Gothic

stikls

and

stikls

(Latvian: "glass")/

("a goblet", "a cup", or

22

These

many words

even "a chalice"), and the Old

I

ligh

originated in the

German stechnl ("a

wine cup"). 523
Goths were the only Europeans

during the 4th Century AD. Archaeologically
m

distributed across a

this

"Chernyakov glass"

Lithuania, Russia, Czechoslovakia,

and Scandinavia (where

concentrations of these artifacts are found)."-' In short,

geographical regions that share a

(

Jerman

were

also areas

common

where

more specifically denoted

it

was

tradition

broad expanse of land, spanning between the Ukraine, through the

Carpathians (where the main Gothic glass production center

glassware. These

Roman empire

to fashion glassware outside of the

we

was

the heaviest imaginable

find Gothic glass

linguistic inheritance

ethnic

situated), Latvia,

goods

regarding glass and

Goths dwelt. In the Gothic and Old

a drinking cup, or

in

more particularly

a libation

I

ligh

cup or

chalice.

Owing to its similarity with the previous words, the Old Icelandic s/M/ ("the pointed end
524

of a horn")

enables us to guess that the Goths crafted pointy glass drinking horns (perhaps

for ritual usage,

but at the very

least for

drinking bouts); again something already

known to

archaeologists. This might account for the presence of these same vessels in Slavia, Germany

and Scandinavia over a broad time expanse, even
aiso

be found in Anglo-Saxon England as

priesthood, of either a

into the

Mediaeval pagan

well. Since the

Goths had

era.

their

They could

own pagan

Magian or pagan gnostic persuasion this explains why these Gothic

glass conical horns (fig 12.1) so closely resemble

Magian himm libation cups.

Aryan-pagans used horns, or wooden and ceramic cups

to

hold the

ritual

drink Soma,

.

r^5w>"i

,

/•fS*

m

of "W#i^fe

i

H
the foremost sacramental libation of the
1

butter", a

Iindus. For them,

I

cup which was usually placed

at the

The drinking horn mount shown here
identified as Medo-Scythian.
It

525

head

'^^itdfo

Soma was the

''cup of clarified

of a devotee after they

(fig 12.2) is

That is, it originated

oris

died

of triangular shape,

in the milieu of the

and can be

Magi and Scythians.

played a similar function to the triangular mounts on a horn found at the 6th-7th Century

AD royal

Anglo-Saxon

Scythian in nature

site

of Sutton

Hoo,

was also discovered

at

in East Anglia.

Other artwork, seemingly Medo-

Sutton Hoo. 525

Fig 12.2

Fig 12.1

In Achaemenid times there were four distinct types of cbirUdng vessel, three of which

were incapable of being placed down without

spilling the contents.

526

These were rhytons

(drinking horns), short metal cups ending in an animal head, and conical beakers.^' Libation

buckets were the last type of drink receptacle, and

w ere made from metal or ceramics.
T

Sassanian Zoroastrian rhytons were large in comparison to their

Achaemenid

variants, characteristically terminating in

earlier

Parthian

536

and

an equine sculpture. 527

For their part the Medes decorated their drinking apparatus with the typical ram's head
motif.

The depicted rhyton

(fig 12.3)

comes from the Koban region

of the Caucuses, not far

from Russia. The Koban exemplar was of Medean manufacture, and therefore used by

Magians in

that region, or

between Persia and

brought there as pilfered bcx>ty.

this area,

it

is

more

rather than simply transported then*

likely to

Owing

have been used

to

the close connections

for its original

purpose,

by accident

<><

;

;

|

:

•

:
:

%
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BARSOM TWIGS
During a Haoma ceremony, the
in his left

officiating

Magus priest held

hand, and a single twig in his right as a prayer was

a bundle of magical twigs

recited.

Barsom twigs opened

made

a connection between the physical and metaphysical world, and were traditionally

from tamarisk twigs, though

at

some

point during the past 1,000 years the Parsees have

variously used pomegranate twigs, or metal wands.

(Haoma) ceremony was determined by the

number

'I

be magnificence

of a given Yasrm;

of barsom twigs used; the larger the

bundle, the more powerful and glorious the rite. For the duration of the ceremony the hursom

twigs rested

were

upon a maii-rui, a metallic w and stand with crescent-shaped ends. Barsom twigs
7

originally cut

from the

tree

with a knife as the Ashem Vohn prayer was uttered, and

subsequently blessed with holy water during a
gathered together and

palm

bound up

a prescribed

ritual

known as the kliub. These twigs were

number

of times with a

foistik

belt or date

leaf (fig 13).

Fjcr

In all

13

these ritual

faggots resembled bnxjms,

noteworthy that the word

for "a

Europe was besom. So there

making

it

broom" throughout various

highly

parts of

a linguistic association between

is clearly

Magian barsoms and European besoms (brooms, and indeed European
witches' brooms).

Many wands were burned

following a typical

Haoma ceremony leftover barsom twigs were issued

in the sacred flame, but
to

the faithful to take back to their homes, for use during the blessing of

meals, during the

Magian

grace. Consecrated green barsom twigs

kept on a high shelf in Zoroastrian / Zurvanite

homes

to

were

impart

protection to residents. These had to be sufficiently far from the ground to

prevent w-omen from accidentally defiling them by coming too close to
the barsom,

w hile menstruating.
T

similar "twigs" in their

Lud

Eastern Finns were

cabins,

cannot connect them with barsoms
twigs,

and

in just the

linguistically.

known

to

have kept

same manner, but we

The Norsemen used

lot-

naming them hlauHan.^

STRAINING CLOTH

HP
''''

The Magi needed to strain the pulverized Haoma plant within the mortar to extract its lifesaving essence.
carried out

by

The Haoma straining was often the longest part of the preparation, and was

a

Magus performing the role of Havanan. To sieve the pulp

they used linen,

w oollen cloth spun, and woven on the looms of virgins and spinsters. Similar kinds
of doth w ere known in Rus', either manufactured on their own looms, or imported. The
lace or

T

T

looming of wool and the making of lace were highly specialized
looming facilities and

skills.

In

tasks, requiring

adequate

Western Europe, the best of these workshops existed

England and Flanders. The importation of wcxiUen doth

to Rus',

in Spain,

from the Flanders

area, is

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

m

J

.

-rv^"

^7^
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known from the archeological context, so there was definite maritime contact between Rus'
|

anipoe Lowlands during the pagan and early Mediaeval era. We have no historical evidence
that cloth

doubt did

was used

in a ritual context in

pagan Russia however, but being Magian they no

so.

Although unspecified by Lozko
strainings performed

her details of Volkhvy

in

by the Rus' Magi may have required

ritual

equipment, the Haorrm

the use of a large, often unclosed,

ring made of precious metal, to which between three and seven lengthy strands of hair from
the

tail

fiitiyaii)

of a white bull

f

affixed.

'I

he heavy Vama

toBf discarded once the bull had
Varesa rings were depicted
that

Such a ring (which the Magi

could only be used as long as the bull

before each ceremony
Ill

were

Roman Mithraism and

ritualism.

rings,

lived,

and had

to

called mresa, or warns

be reconsecrated for use

designed of precious metal, were supposed

died.

in ritual scenes

engraved on Mithraic gems, providing proof

certain Egyptian rites contained

common

features of

Magian

They also resemble a ring shown in the hand of a horned dancer embossed on the

well-known

libation

horn unearthed

world large numbers of what seem

in

Denmark. Throughout the

to be torques

Celtic

and Germanic

haw been found in votive deposits. Were

these torques just exquisite pieces of jewellry, or could they have been discarded Haorna
slxalning rings?
5:

II

If

some of them were straining rings, then

many torques may have been used

to attach

the eyelets at each

and anchor the lengths of tail

end of these

hair.

BLESSED RODS
""" "

The Magi also had

:

:::
:::
:::

:::
:::
:::

I

i

a type of

rod with a piece of iron running

the center,

and a cut

gem at one end. It may have closely resembled the "wand" remains unearthed at the Sutton
Hop burial/
79

The Magus' rod was supposed
"":'

down

to

have been surmounted by a cut diamond, (w hich were

probably used for astronomical purposes, possibly for the drilling of shafts through rock,

shaping other substances considered Ux) hard

crafting talismanic gemstones, or
tools.

Some astronomical

for

metal

devices in the Almagest required precision cutting and drilling to

:":':

..

achieve the proper results.

The Magi were supposed to have maintained the lapidary skills of ancient Babylon. One
account of Simon the Magus' miraculous
cciM;jx>re through solid rock as

tipped drilling rod).™ Engraved

during the

Inquisitions,

if it

abilities

were mere

gems

w ere
T

(from St Clement of Rome) states that he
clay (no

doubt the action

sometimes found

in the

of a

diamond

keeping of witches

so these magical rods were quite possibly used

to execute these

mysfilal etchings.

lipsemen probably used magical rods, for the term iein-zvndr "a wand" or "a rod" exists
in Old Icelandic/- as does spa-gandr ("a divination rod").
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Special rods

were also used by the heathen

priests

during the tending of the sacred

fires,

'

to

heap the ash in a special way, and

shift

sacred

woods into position for combustion.

CAULDRON .AND TRIPOD

The cauldron was

if

Magian equipment, needed

a quintessential item of

to boil the milk,

holy spring water and Haorna. Cauldrons were also used by the Aryans to boil the horse
sacrificed

during the Asvamedha

ritual.

Mediaeval Europe experienced the return of

cauldrons (once widely used during pagan times).
details that

emerged during the watch

and black "witches" during
both groups of witches

much

rather the

is

trials,

Tf

one lends

credibility to the sort of

cauldrons were being employed by the white

The ceremonial use

their assemblies.

of these cauldrons"' by

not so much evidence of "Hubble, bubble,

ongoing performance of Magian

toil

and

trouble", but
:

(or

even Aryan pagan)

sacrificial rites

V
i

:"!

during the Middle Ages.

&
8»P

:

:
:

i

.

.;•
v

As

was

discussed, cham

the

main

Slavic

word

for

"a cauldron", and linguistically

Hi1:l

'

Uiji

:

it

preserves the connection between magic and the cauldron, not to mention the oriental
origins of these concepts.

of

it),

We find another Russian term for "a cauldron", kohfol (and variants

mutually shared by the diverse Slavic and Germanic-speaking nations.

guessed that

il

came from

the Latin

word

for

"a basin",

catilus.

This

is

Some have

where the English

word kettle comes from.
*±

Other utensils were needed

and diverse

plates

to contain the holy butter (to fuel the fire), spades, cauldrons

and bowls. The Old Russian word

chasha

meant "a cup" or

"a bowl".*

14
]

The same word was found
(Polish),

cfiislic

(Czech),

and

in the Bulgarian
kosi

and Serbo-Croatian.

It

also appears as cmsia

(Old Prussian)/*' not to mention a few other independently
•*'
i

evolved forms found in the Baltic region. 'There

Old Indian casaka

("a

is

a similarity between these

words and the

cup" or "a goblet") and the Armenian chasfiak ("an eating utensil"). To

rjijij

:

r
this I

will also
4

ritual."'
:

chattel

add

tashla,

Avestan for

Thus, bearing in

(and

with terms

its

mind

the

7

''a

bowl" or "a saucer' vessels used during the Ilainm
,

Magian presence in Rus'

it

may well be that the word

variants) entered into the Baltic, Russian, Bulgarian

like dreni tashla ("a

|

and diverse Slavic lexicons

dron platter used in Magian services") and

straining plate with nine holes

punched

in

it,

again used in the

suraktidar tastija (a

Haoma ceremony).

A number of artifacts found in Scandinavia and northern Russia display not only Russian
manufacture, but substantial Sassanian Persian

stylistic features.

For this reason they

may
i

have been

ritually

used, but

it

is

impossible to prove they had anything beyond secular use.

i

'

'

.

.

:

:

:

'

:

Fig

14.1.

A

panel from the Iron Age Gundestrup cauldron, Jutland, Denmark.

Note the elephants, griffons and menacing wolf or dog, as well as the head
band and torque worn by the figure shown. Considering the smallness of
their ears, the elephants depicted were most likely of the Indian variety.
Fig 14.2. Sassanian or Romanesque-style bowl, Uppsala Sweden, 11th C. AD.
Fig 14.3.Sassanian-stylc bowls from the Russo-Scandinavian region, 10th C.

WANDS

Wands were

sturdy W(X)den

sticks,

or precisely carved bone objects, both of which

tapered upwards into a slender point, and were used by the Magi and various pagan gnostic
sects to direct
this

magical forces and cosmic energies. This they believed could

world, or bring about certain outcomes.

most

likely cut

from a

descriptions of the Rus'
their general shape,

Wands were made from

tree within the sacred grove, not just

wands published by ozkojf

some could be

I

loosely

their

alter events in

a variety of woods*';

any

tree.

shapes varied.

According

On

to

the basis of

compared with the 6th Century (Swedish)

:

:«

:

:<
:<

<:
:«

:

-iivSfi

^bo %PiiC--^ta|

Ipp'os

ot

wand/57 but Jozko mentions

I.indholm

oft *;Pifefe

were often ornately

that they

incised with

intertwined zoomorphic creatures, or creatures with hands, nor do they appear to have been

etched with runes or similar characters.

Ilgkif 6aS$es
Much

of office

of the mage's "miraculous" magical apparatus

was contained

in his or her

own

pagan reliquary. For many pagan Europeans these heathen reliquaries were small cupreous
receptacles in

which they respectfully held swastika and runic amulets, varied animal

teeth,

amber, and precious gemstones (with talismanic virtues).358

Other styles of reliquary could be found, in various shapes and sizes, from cloth bags and
animal skin pouches,

to chests.

For instance

at least

one wolf-shaped pagan reliquary has
i
;

been found

Europe.

in

coincidental, yet

it

7*'

Ihe shape of this particular pagan reliquary might be purely

could also indicate that some of the pagan magicians operating in early

Mediaeval Europe were related to the pagan priests of the Slavs, the Volkhvy "wolves", or
indeed Volkhvy

who had

migrated onto the continent following the conversion of Kievan

Rus'. Volkhvy of either sex (especially

women) probably used

the

same

sort of magical

paraphernalia as the Magi.

MORTARS
Sacred metal and stone mortars were operated by the Hcraman during the course of the

Haoma ceremony, to crush the sacred Haonia. Tolocti, the Modern Russian word meaning "to
m

crush" comes from the Old Russian

tlku

and

iolchi,

meaning

"to

push something around",
1

or "to strike", "to smash", "to sound something" or "to spurt out"." Variants of

found

in the Slovenian, Ukrainian, Belorussian

correlation

the

and Serbo-Croat.

between "to strike", "to smash", and "to sound"

Magian Haonia

rite.

In

it

the Hazwian pushes the

is

1

"'

Now

I

it

can be

suggest that the

derived from one element of

Haonm around

inside the mortar,

smashes the sacred plant with the pestle, thus causing the life-giving J Jaoina essence to spurt
out.

Upon completion of the Haonia crushing, the Magus repeatedly struck the mortar with

IIP'

the pestle causing a metallic ringing to sound.

The Old

If

Russian, Bulgarian, Czech

and Serbo-Croat word for "a mortar" was slupa,

minute variations of the same word. In the Slovenian

These are supposedly related
stampe and the

to the

it

was stofxi, and

in the Polish stepa.

Middle-low-Cerman stampc and the Anglo-Saxon;

Old High German stampf.

5tt

Pest or pestik, the

Russian words for "a pestle",

can also be found in a variety of other Slavic languages.^ The ancestry of the word
uncertain, but
pistas

IP
mi;:.
HP-i^^p'i-.-

it

might be the Old Indian
542

("ground" or "crushed").

or

pinasti ("to

is

grind something into a powder") or

/-?S^

r^fek/i

ix

mrii

TONGS AND LADLE

The Russian word for "a ladle" is dicrpak, and the verb cherpat'. It Is remotely possible that
Wierpak

flame.
set of

is

connected with the Avcstan chamach, the ladle used to pour butter onto the sacred

The Russian

for tongs, shdiiptsy

tongs used to feed the holy

fires,

might be

related to diipyo, the Avestan

and turn the combusting

word

for the

fuel.

CRYSTAL
Since Volkhiy are believed to have known the ails of lapidary and

kepi books on the subject of crystal-gazing we can assume they used
crystalline

The

prisms or

crystal ball

balls to see spectres or

shown here

(fig 15.1)

portends of the future.

was found

in

Gotland, and

ills

Weill around the neck

like jewel lry.

In distant Britain, crystal balls were found in the graves of well-to-

do Siglo-Saxon women,
pierced in the bowl

together with silver spoons that had been

numerous

times.'*' I believe

these spexms

cither used for ritual straining, or similar to the fire spoons

ofliifigs of incensed

wood

into the holy

fires.

As

were

used by magicians, when placing

in Persia

wexden

sacrificial

chips were

probably placed into holes that pierced the bowl of these spoons. Such dexdees enabled
teniers to hold offerings over the holy

was chiselled

!

fire

without burning their hands.

into a Mithraic statue of Kronos,

:tM|particular example.

fire-

A similar device

though the head was not spoon shaped

in

As with the Gothic crystal ball illustrated, Anglo-Saxon crystal balls

Wer^!rn()unted inside strips of metal, which

wrapped around them, and permitted them

to

be slung from the belt.
i ;.i

Crystal balls

known
"Ss

;:;

were used by the Celts

too.

The druids

as "Serpent eggs""'" which were believed to impart various powers. Being caught

with one inside the Roman capital was enough
later

habitually carried crystal spheres

we

find a

man crvstal-gazing

Dog^ were of course esteemed by

to get

you executed. A great many centuries

AD wofrdcut, with a dog lashed to his arm."

,r

in a 1499

the

Magi

for their ability to

keep evil

'

at bay!

.

Polished metal or glass mirrors had long been used

bv pagans as

a reflective surface in

which to look for demons and the souls of the dead during necromantic communal .seances,
or to

summon friends, relatives, and heroes from beyond the grave. We know that heathen

Russes had written works on

this

purposes in the ancient world, and

While

the mirror

was used

form of divination. Mirrors were used
at least

for

one fancy bronze mirror was found in

for reasons of vanity

it is

also possible that

it

magical
Ireland.

served as a

y

nedromantic device.
•

\

i

:
:',
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LENSES
It

has been hypothesized that lenses were used by the pagan Rus' astronomers during

star-gazing sessions,"*' or to scrutinize the face of the rncxm or sun for important signs.

They

probably had further application in specialized handcrafts, particularly the fashioning of
exquisite jewellry.

Those

who

goldsmiths and enamellers
especially, will

have seen the minute

detail

achieved by the heathen

beads of gold only 10 microns wide),

(eg;

in Scandinavia

have few doubts they had some means of magnifying objects.

TAMSMANS
U

:

In the ancient world talismans

Hi:!

magic. In Iran,

iv

Kv

when

were produced by diverse means, especially low and high

a young person

came

of age, the

Magi gave them

a small

bag of

J

amulets which they wore around

would provide protection

their neck, just in front of the throat, lhis

against harm.

they believed

Pagan Russian mystical wards and amulets often

bore esoteric images of animals.^"

One

particularly interesting talisman

was a

disk recovered during the

Novgorod

excavations. This circular plate of bone was etched with a 9-rayed solar disk being smothered

by a dragon
The

real

(an

image also common

the Baltic area),

to

meaning of the motif found on the disk,

Dadistan-i-Dinik LX1X.

with a long head and

I

and lacking any written

believe,

can be found in the Magian

The causer of eclipses was Gokihar, a large
tail/**

inscription.
text

"beast of the apocalypse'

down upon the earth preceding
sun. This may have been a magical

a creature destined to be flung

the Resurrection. Every7 so often

it

would devor the

device to cause or prevent eclipses, or designed to free the sun from Gokihar's jaws. Lead

were often used

scrolls

curses, following

in Greece

and

Rome

to

lift

which they were buried. At

fevers, or for the etching of

least

one lead

scroll

was

permanent

excavated at

Novgorod.

SWORD
From pagan Rus' we have no mention
rituals.

of the Volkhvy wielding a

But the most famous of the Rus' magicians were

carry7 them. Originally the

Magus sorcerers used

their

all

in the

to

their

warrior princes, and thus did

magical iron swords (with boxwood

handles) to gain control over spiritual entities which they had

Clues as

sword during

summoned.

whether the Volkhvy Magi once wielded swords of dazzling iron can be found

words mech (Old

Slavonic), midi (Ukrainian),

mech (Bulgarian), modi (Serbo-Croat),

miccz (Polish), mekeis (Gothic), mxkir (Old Icelandic), mccc (Old English), maki (Old Saxon),
niickka (Finnish).^'

These are believed to have come from the Latin word masto

"to cut someone's throat")/

though they might also be

niagen, which specifically means

related to the

("to kill" or

Middle Persian word

"a sword".*' "The Middle Persian magLii** connection seems

particularly strong in the case of the Teutonic languages. If the

>

European Magi were sword-

•

ISSS

V
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bearers \ve are able to identify

them not as Brahman or Zoroastrian Magi, but as

the

*M

Zurvanite dualist Magus-wizards who had been run out of Central Asia many hundreds of

:""

years prior.

.

STYU

Lozko mentions

that the

Russes had sharpened bone or metallic implements decorated

'.
':'

by various images.
but

360

These enigmatic pointed instruments are actually of uncertain usage,

may have been wands, lancets or writing implements.

-

t^v::

-'-::

:::

'/--

''-

Since writing
objects

was deemed an almost magical

were used as

excavations

styli

we know

to etch birch scrolls

and

pursuit,

Many of the styli

*''

tells

were used

Balkan pagans spilled their blood to

Maybe

scrolls

tablets

by etching

1

to

tattt x>s it is

in various poses.

equally possible that these

.

marks onto a devotee's body. Certainly

to tattoo

satisfy

'-'::

(known as tsenj).

us that these implements possessed images at one end,

objects acted as blood-letters, or

to

on birch bark

cloud demons, for the release of one's blood

have had a quasi-necromantic function, serving as an offering to the demons.

the crowning images depict a

demon who

derived

its

feeding-rights

'.

1"

from a

particular instrument?

MEDALS AND MEDALLIONS

;

The pagan Russes wore medals or medallions of precious
pinned

to clothing.

protect the

metal,

These were used during the performance of

hung from

:

the neck or

sorceries, or

served

to

i

wearer Some medallions took the form of eastern coinage, even Sassanian

dirhems. Others were belt plaques of the sort used to decorate status belts and riding
'

equipment throughout the Russian steppe and Central

Asia.

••

Medals were also commonly

worn by Gypsies/: people perhaps of Magian bloodlineage.
1

GFM AND JFWF1 RY TAT ISM ANS
1

vix

lhe pagan Russes apparently possessed magical talismans made in the form of fibulas,
brooches, gems, buckles

and other items of an aesthetic nature. These were normally etched

jj

;:«

with solar or lunar symbols, or cosmological montages composed of "totemic" animals.

:>c

:x
•:x

It is difficult

gem

to assess what these Russian objects actually signified,

but in classical magic,
;.;:x

talismans were sometimes engraved with animal images. These were precious stones

or crystals allied to each of the seven planets through "astral magnetisms"

from the

celestial

sphere using closely-guarded

rituals.

.

I'M

drawn down

Stones were usually tumbled,

;

x

'.

rubbed, cut, ground and incised with writing and

'

Novgorod

the

found there had a spade-like end, used

Since Slavs were recorded as having body scarring and

seems

be that these wand-like

T

smooth the surface of frequently-encountered waxen
Lozko also

may

w ax or clay tablets. From

that mediaeval Russians wrote

characters onto their surface.

it

-,,:

commanding magical symbols,

^

usually
:i

|
:

'

:

:
:

_

//-I

,-^v^:

1:1:1:1

I

form of strange animals

in the

(just to

name

a

few

things).

like lions,

dogs, gods, asses, eagles, bears, bulls and serpents

These engravings enabled the bearer to control the energies

flowing from a planet which the

gem was allied

to,

by virtue of the type of gem used, and
if

the variety of magical signs drawn

on it. Such energies could be re-directed to effect the aims

of ritual magic. Talismanic jewels

were just some of the badges of

pagan

Chaldean sorcerer after their initiation.

gnostic, Mithraic initiate or

office

handed over

to

a

THE WHIP AND SCOURGE
In Chips from a

Max

German Wo&shop,

Mueller examined Aryan words relating to

He amply demonstrated that they preserved

punishment.

fossilized religious notions

about

punishment; it was a form of spiritual purification. According to the Magi, suffering bodily
chastisement
13

books

for

the sins of the flesh was to take place in this world

prescribed

how many lashes were to be meted

out for each offense or

minor transgressions

floggings were to be incurred for even

:

and the next. Iranian holy

like

sin.

These

impure thoughts.

Two different types of whip are mentioned by the Magi; the Aspahe-astra and the Sraoshi>kantna (Zoroastrian terms).

The Old Russian

and

cheresti ("to cut")

and the Avestan

related to

tfierta,

the

which

karantatti

Old Russian word

related to the cutting of lines

title

for the

Magian

flog or lash"), also

scourge.

a fearful scourge.

the proto-Slavic *ch rto and

("a blow"), the

relates to cutting.

for "a line".**

Old Indian kartanam

Moreover

chertu

One might guess

and

clieresti

("a

are

that this correlation

with blows, even more so because the root of the

aforementioned Avestan progenitor word
the

came from

These are traceable to the Lithuanian kirtis

Ich'rstfc*

cut"),

chertu

The first was a horse whip, the second

karantatti

formed part of the word Smosho-karana,

We also find the word cherchega (meaning "a whip" or "to

known in the Old Russian as di'rcliega.^ Cherchega had evil connotations,

perhaps indicating that such whips had fallen from grace in Christian times, though such
i

.

.;•
v

:

an instrument would naturally be scary

The Magian scourge was

name
the

in

its

own right.

originally invented to slaughter snakes thereby earning the

"furious serpent-scourge" ,

and

its

appearance varied by

and

zoeight

(f

wcapwi"?' The penalty for assault and other offenses against someone's person was

measured

in terms of

wounding, the

severity of

were normally expressed as a 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 or a
the criminal.
r

?th& length, glitter

money no

which had
full

7

to befit the crime:* Penalties

wound, which would be

inflicted

cm

The wealthy could avoid retributive wounding by paying silver dirhems; blood

less.

Small wonder then that scourges saw sendee in Ancient Rome, where

Persian Mithraism previously flourished.

Good deeds merited
afterlife,

boons, or graces that alleviated the pains inflicted on souls in the

and reduced one's own period of suffering during

the 3

day ordeal of purgatorial

molten metal, which was to occur at the end of time. More serious affronts to goodness, that
merited death, were not

to

be carried out without the permission of a dastur. Only the Magi

'

Hi1:l

Uiji

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

m

conducted scourgings or executions, but in the next passage

we discover

that other royals

probably played a similar role in remedial piinishments, for their scriptures mention a nask;
"about where

tliere is

a household,

village,

chastisement of sins effecting the soul".

Penal scourging

5
568
'

was commonplace in

were not only a penance, but a
unseated and chased

communal or provincial petitioning for tlic royal

Rus' during pagan and Christian times. Beatings

cleansing,

demons from

and

at the

the host within

same time

a form of exorcism, that

whom they dwelt. In many places rods

or staffs were sometimes used for this purpose.
Until last century the Eastern Finnish tribes of the Votyaks and
rituals
:

Mari performed expulsion

aimed at purging their settlements of demons, often around New Year.""" Participants

I

rigorously beat dwellings with

were thrown
evil in

a river

staffs.

into a flowing river to be carried
is

infected

The Finnish custom

and threw

is likely to

be

by the presence of evil,
J

away from the settlement .*' Dispensing with

also found in the Russian Primary Chronicle,

the pagan idols with staffs of iron,
river.

The sturdy rods, now

where the Christians thrashed

their effigies into the swift currents of

fairly old,

nearby

unless of course they sought to emulate

the behaviour shown in the aforementioned Chronicle,

which

is

doubtful

PRAYER BEADS
2

The Magi, Buddhists and Hindus used prayer beads during
Very often they were a magical
through

their fingers

and franishis by the

string threaded

acts of personal worship.

with seeds. With the beads passing nimbly

theMagian faithful offered prayers of worship to the angels, archangels
Srosh Yasl, Fannrdin Yasl

and

penitential prayers. 'Ihese prayers

were

extremely repetitive, offering worship to ancestors, saints, Yazatas, Snioshi and so on, with

each intended recipient of the prayer being addressed individually
In an archeological context

chaplet of

it

is

not an easy task to distinguish between a necklace and a

pagan prayer beads. Pagan Slavs had

interpreted

strings oi coloured glass

beads which are

nowadays as necklaces. The beads were of three kinds, plain round beads

most common), followed by beads encircled by ribbing, and the

third trend

was beads with

diverse impressions and creative coloration. Such beads were found at

throughout every cultural

layer,

from the

Another type were the limonky,

(the

Novgorod

earliest to the latest.

little

yellow lemon-shaped beads which abruptly
**

disappeared during the 11th Century in Novgorod.^ This

was

either

due

to their loss of
\

popularity, the loss of the technique used to manufacture them, or even that they

pagan

significance,

which saw them forced from public usage. This

last

option

;

x:

had some

would

still

1

not account tor their sudden end (even though they were associated with pagan burial

Hi
*

mounds), mainly because the

level of

paganism was so great

that the people

would have
ii i

:
:

**!

:

"^fcfo

if'^ij-jarfe ui^

jisfc^
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been inclined

were an

to disregard, for the

most part, any moves

integral part of the old faith.

There would need

beads whenever they are found associated with

whether any such

specific studies

and female remains, and

worn about

the neck, then

I

believe

which would

it

ban them by the Church, if they
be an analysis of these

to

skeletal material,

have been done.

in locations

to

If

but

Slavic

am unaware

I

of

they were associated with both male

lead

one

to

conclude that they were not

might indicate that they were

in fact chaplets rather

than simply necklaces.
If

we

Saxon paganism hypothetically had Magian or Indo-European

should expect to find chapieLs there

also.

Many

objects

balls

seems, then

(which were even used

Many

amethyst and garnet.

crystal,

it

were imported by the Anglo-

Saxons of Britain from overseas/" things such as (rock) crystal

by the druids), and beads of amber,

roots, as

such items

originated in the Baltic area, but entered Britain via the Merovingians in France.^
Archaeologists have confirmed that the

worn

they were
chaplets

greatly,

and

that

as necklaces. Anglo-Saxon bead strings were probably necklaces, unless

w ere worn.
T

With the
chaplets

number of beads to a string varied

rise of Christianity, Christian missionaries

by introducing the Catholic Holy

directed the

rosary, or

might have combated the pagan

Orthodox prayer

strings,

which

newly converted towards acceptable forms of Christian prayer.

A century after the conversion of the Russes to Christianity, the pagan priesthood could
draw an immense

still

following. In a Primary Chronicle account pertaining to the late 11th

Century we hear of a miracle working pagan magician (who was regarded as a god) making
his

way into the thriving heart of medieval Novgorod, hoping to win the people over. Only

a short while after arriving

he immediately drew much of the populace

bold venture, walking into such a great

much hope

in

him and

which stemmed from

his

city,

the other VoMwif

mustering of the

but he did

still

at large.

closet

to his side.

people

so. Clearly the

The enormous

civil

It

still

was a

placed

disturbances

pagan Novgoroders was only halted once

he was put to death in front of his followers. Now for some information on Celtic and Asiatic
Magi.

I

Tie Celts

who

once lived

in the

Balkans and Central Europe, and whose linguistic

cousins, the Tokharians, lived in Asia, as far east as the Tien

Shan mountains, had an

organized pagan religion. Their druidic religious customs seem very

much like

Magi. This is hardly surprising when you consider that the Celtic word
translates as "a
::

Magus". Druids studied

and most importantly a formal

in special

pagan

dualistic religious calendar

draoi

colleges, they

(which

is

had

those of the

(ie;

"a druid")

similar gods,

nowadays termed the

:.

Coligny Calendar,

after the place

where the bronze

plates

were found). Pliny

virtually

"

admits a druidic connection with

The druids had
dedicated to good

Persia.

'

7Zo

special altars called cromkac or fanlcac,

forces.

some

Yet

of

them were capable

achieved by walking anti-clockwise around the altar stone

and many were no doubt

of procuring curses. This
(ie;

in the opposite direction to
5713

the sun) uttering the desired malediction, while holding a fragment of the stone.

probably no coincidence that

(which means "Silver Magus"). he site was used
1

(Noviornagus

ie;

lere again

1

It is

Rotomagus

ie;

of Argcntoniagu?

73

for the ritual slaughter of herd beasts over

a very long period, and ultimately destroyed by the Christians.
(formerly called

'

Gaul, where the druids once brandished enormous power,

in

most important pre-Christian temple was the Grand Shrine

that the

was

And

then there

was Rouen

wheeled Magus"), Durnomagus and Nijmcgrn

"a

new Magus), all of which were situated in lands populated by the Franks/

many have fallen for a "red herring". Through 20th Century eyes they applied

our currently poor understanding of the term Magus, and perceived that Magus really only
ever meant "a sorcerer",

when it actually meant just that, a Magus, a priest or priestess of a

once centerd about Iran, but by no means confined

religion

Then

again, druids

had a

very7 great deal in

Pythagorean philosophers," and

many

to that area.

common

with the Greek pagan gnostic

Hindu Brahmans;

similarities to the

that

much

is

known. So perhaps Magian druids were only one segment of the overall druidic population,
even more so

if

Eastern

the Cells had four

style,

the term druid related to the "religious caste" of Celtic

main

castes,

society?.

headed by the druids, and the

In typically

royal warriors

named Riogh, which stems from the Sanskrit Rig ("sun"). In India, where very little changes,
Muslim and

Christian clergy are lmsely considered as part of the

Brahman caste. Although

they are not Hindus, such a classification simply serves to signify that they are holy men.
Nevertheless the druidic philosophical outlook
Parthia,

in the

bowels of

with the result that they espoused an accumulation of Magian, Hindu, Buddhist

and pagan

gnostic thought.

(and presumably
the

may have been formed

It

should be recalled that in the

their druids)

late

3rd Century

AD,

the Celts

invaded the Balkans, especially Greece, where they sacked

Temple of Apollo and the Delphic Oracles (where the power of the Pvthonian genius

dwelled

1

strongly)."

significance,

*

and so

Pagan gnostics are unlikely

we

oriental faiths, probably

have cause

to

to

have demolished holy

sites of this

equate Celtic paganism with a conglomeration of

Magianism. Their race migrated

w estward into Europe, eventually
T

ending up in Gaul and Ireland - new lands for an old people. It is perhaps on account of this
that the Celts
first

knew

philosophies similar to those of the ancient Greeks. Perhaps the Celts

learned of the existence of Ireland from the Greeks (wrhose astronomer scientists were

allegedly visiting there perhaps as early as 400

BC) and decided

to settle there

Other Celts

peopled the east, serving as mercenaries in Syria, Asia Minor and Alexandrian Egypt.

The druidic

religion

was connected with

the Far-East from earliest times. There

was

a

f^ntf^|pstep|

ot

Jpfp'os oft

5

.w

It
:
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:

holy oak situated in Galatia (Turkey) where Celtic leaders met every year, a pivotal gathering
attended

by a

Yes, they

came to Turkey from as far away as Ireland. Two locations in Olden

council of 12 leaders

and

several

hundred

figures delegated to participate.

57

Rus' carry the
*

$•

title

Galicia,

perhaps indicating that they were locales linked with Galatia, and hence with

druids. Druids wielded ultimate

power over

the masses in Ireland,

was recognized

their unquestionable authority

as far

away

and

as Carthage

at the

same time

and Asia Minor."

Druids voyaged across many warring Irish counties free of molestation, healed disputation

between foreign kings, and could journey
trouble.

to regions as

remote as the Ukraine with

little

57'

The druids tonsured the front half of their head, and

left

the rest long, a custom which

Rome to the Celtic Church described as "tlic tonsure
of Simon Mngus". The Celtic name for this tonsure was the ba'rad mog™ perhaps stemming
from the Iranian priestly title Abcnid, that is the Magus, or indeed Mag who brought the
sacred water and milk to the altar when Haoma (the white Magian drink of eternal life) was
the Augustinian missionaries sent from

^

'.

%'

•

;

mixed.

iff

On

the other

hand

there are only

two recorded instances

in

which druids were

Uu

mentioned as

living gods. This

does not necessarily mean that druids weren't seen as

living

gods by their underlings. Only a few surviving historical references made k
that period

Magianism and shamanism

:

(esp.

Buddhism) share a number of common features, and

these allow one to make inferences of vital significance, not the least of which is an admission
that the

two were somehow

each other.

factually related to

Clear evidence of this synthesis

is

found

Qomtusta

in

(ie,

Mum Mruici), the lord of the
v
!

known

Tengri celestial divinities

to the

Mongols.

Rrlik

Khan, from heaven, and imprisoned him

Erlik

Khan would bring

3

*

It is

said that

he threw his

in the underworld.

eternal foe,

During the end

times,

the onset of chaos and calamity, by emerging from this prison in

company with iron hell-riders to lay waste to the world. Neither Qormusta nor the Buddhists

B

will

be able

to defeat him.

-

with any

certainty, the

time frame for .shamanism's assimilation of

dualistic Iranian beliefs and practices, or indeed

whether they had always been present since

It is

difficult to date,

prehistoric times.
this

I

will

What we do know is where it happened: Eurasia and Central -Asia, and to

add European

Russia. Eor this reason

Magi came

terminologies in Central Asia and the European fringes;

ggg|

•

to

be

known by

less-Persian

-

Uijl

1

,-••*»,

-r>^

ffirfb
Russian

Wkhv

Russian

Vblshebnik

Finnish

Who

Magus"*82

a
//

a wizard" or "a sorcerer"

-/

Magus""*

a
//

Turkic

Bulgarian

Wkhw

Estonian

Volu

Slovenian

Volhva

Old Xorse

Volva

./

a protector", "a (pagan) saint
582
a magician"

-/

a witch"-*

2

*2

5
"a fortune-teller'
-/

i

a Sibyl, witch, prophetess"

i

'

'

.

.

:

:

:

Old Irish

Draoi

Magus", "a druid

//

Buy

lurkic

\"

a

spell,

1

magic"

Turkic

Buyucu

Rnscii

Rasdis were asiatic shamanic white

Raspi

had

(

a

white Zoroastrian

fled Iran into

epoch when

priest.)

shamanic

The intermarriage

spiritual

magician, sorcerer

then this kind of shaman

territories to

of dualism

ancestor of Magi

and shamanism might have originated
into formal

who

pagan

in that blurred

religion.

Magii (the Magian

ecstasy.

However, dualistk
583

is

Because of the close geographical proximity of
source of their dualism, especially

found

linguistic material
itself

was an

power) might thus have been a form of shamanic

animism

was derived from

Rasdi

escape persecution at the hands of Muslims.

animism evolved

prehistoric

Priests. If

among not only

intimates Indo-lranian cultural

Hie most

this area to Iran, the Iranians are the

when one
ties

the Finno-Ugrians, but the Mongols'*' (which of

with the Mongol Shamans).

hewn from immortal substances

forms of local Indian temples
ftLl

Iranian stonec&ftsmeri/'

Buddhists in the

first

obvious

considers the substantial level of Iranian

archaic Buddhist temples paradoxically prove to be the

executed of all,

like granite.

(of wooden construction),

place, or, at the very least,

most

Outwardly thev

but strangely

These particular masons probably

replicated the

show the influence of

built the

were responsible

exquisitely

temples for the

for introducing their

construction techniques into the Buddhist religious community.

In spite of this

it is still

possible to assert that Indo-lranian religion originally

had

Perhaps Mngii, the magical ecstasy of the Magi, was derived from the

shamanic

nx)ts.

shamanic

ecstasies of antiquity;

accumulated around

it

but differed from primordial shamanism in that

a formally codified religion complete with

its

own holy

it

had

texts

and

mystical regime.

Darker aspects of the

craft radiated

out from Mesopotamia. Based on a whole host of

Neo-Assyrian wall inscriptions, and the discovery of goat
birds and buzzards at

skulls,

:«

:

:<

:

:<

:

:<

iVixx
:

//

:

'

and the wings of noble

Zawi Chemi Shanidar (which are datable

to

10-9,000 BC),

:

:«

1.1

<*J&&vi

archaeologists have inferred that certain Babylonians

and Assyrians were dressing

in ritual

costumes which allowed the wearer to appear as an anthropomorphic winged-goat entity 5*

Such imagery might have represented a demi-human deity or spirit, or may even have been
j:

a very early Assyrian-style portrayal of Ahriman, and a range of other very powerful demons.

This might lead one to suspect that mankind's
Babylonians)

earliest

organized religion (that of the

was a direct outgrowth of prehistoric shamanism, a form

of (radical dualistic)

animism which they would later implant into their progenitor over millennia, as cultural ties
between adherents

to

shamanism and

But then again, Magu
7/

Iranian religiosity

were upheld.

may have been a separate form of ecstasy, closely related to that of

;!!

'.

the shamans, and

which came

insemination of Magian

£•

beliefs.

to

have an influence on shamanism, owing to a vigorous

This seems

all

the more certain considering that

it

can been

shown that Shamanism was modified by a range of southern customs and beliefs, especially
from Iran. ^ he birth of dualistic animism might be traceable to the centuries following the
'I

::

Islamic conquests of Central Asia,

which

obliterated

Magian

culture

and presumably

X

smashed

into oblivion the Central Patriarchate of Khvaniras, the Northern Patriarchate of

-'-/'

Vorobarst, the Eastern Patriarchate of Savah,

and the southern one

bands of roving Magian inhabitants inevitably cascaded

into the

of Fradadafsh.

Large

surrounding countries,

'.

where Muslims had not ventured
Indo-Iranians

immense

Jr

Siberia,

at that point in time.

and the people of Mesopotamia are regarded

role in the formulation of the

more formalized Shamanic

and thus

similar to the Slavic

sacrificial priests

Iv

word Bog

who performed

5
(god). *

rites for

of

shamanism

existed side

by side

dualistic Iranianized variant

in the

These

tribes

the appeasement of

prehistoric shamanistic counterparts did not
¥

not only in

beliefs,

but in Central Asia. 5 *' For instance, Pre-Buddhist Tunguskans believed in Buga as

their supreme god, a deity whose very, name is certainly derived
1

as having played an

pay homage

Tunguska

were probably

from the Iranian Baga (god),

had

their

own

shamanistic

Bum but interestingly their

to Buga.'**' Therefore,

region.

hereditary, as

The shamans

was

two

strains

of the heavily

the tradition

among

die

Magi .^
I

As with
pastoralist

[
k

the Magus-Kings, the great khans

communities of Central Asia, Magian holy

case of the asiatic shamanic traditions, the

v

features.

iv

were sons

The

roof

supports heaven.

3*9

was

domed

of heaven;

gods no

less.

In the

9
took the form of tents.* In the

sites

yurt tents represented cosmological

the vault of heaven, the central support post, the pillar-axis that

In the

middle of the

tent stood a nine-step birch ladder that reached

up

through the smoke-hole, the heavenly aperture. By ascending the ladder the shaman exited
vI
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the aperture, his soul flying skyward into the celestial region.

iv
y.

Shamans made their spiritual

journeys to the underworld in like manner."*

These customs inevitably seeped over the Urals into Russia, with the Finno-Ugrians.
;;:

:-:::;

..

One

!
.

curious facet of Finnish
t-

substantial deviation

shamanism

is

that

was, by and

it

large, hereditary,

which

is

••••:•:;:;:

a

from the normal means by which shamanic power was acquired.™

Lapps, Votyak Finns and the Ostyaks held that shamanism could only be inherited by

became active at

birthright however the shamanic vocation only

Supreme God.

591

In other

words

if

you did not come from

never enter states of shamanic ecstasy. However

member

develop in every

7

signalled

of that family

line,

full

blown

the behest of the Greatest

specific bloodlines,

mystical

you could

shamanism would not

but only in those whose calling had been

and actuated by omens from the omnipotent god: %

Considering that the druids allegedly originated in the
Galatia, lurkey,

it

no small coincidence

is

east,

and met frequently

in

shamans and the druids possessed

that Eurasian

a dualistic cosmologjcal view. Both believed in the existence of an inverted tree of life, which
in

both cases grew upside down, with

pierced

down

into the

its

roots in the heavens

underworld/ This

is,

to

and whose trunk and

foliage

my mind, fairly conclusive evidence for a

"Tree o( FX'ath" which belonged to the countcnvorld, and which

opposite of the 'Tree of Life". This mystical teaching

is

was

the topsy-turvy

also reminiscent of the Kabbalistic

Jewish tree of death, so it must have been of some antiquity. Bear in mind also that the Celts

marked the progress of time, not by the passing of days, but the passing

of nights. Ihus to

them, sunset was the beginning of each new day, not sunrise/2

The Buryat tribes of the Urals, like the dualistic Magi, also professed

that the

cosmos was

a war zone between two groups of oppasing factions of gods, one white and the other black,

one good the other e\il.393 These deities resided in three respective cosmic zones; the celestial
realm, the underworld, and this world (the place where a mixing of the two forces <xxurs)/'

Magian
of the

him

similarities exist

even further eastward,

Mongols was not given

direct

among the Mongols. The supreme god

worship by the masses; instead, idols subordinate

received homage.'" These were not

made

of

wood, but from

hides. "'''Mongols bowed to the south in adoration of these idols,

felt,

silk or stuffed

and offered them the hearts

of beasts sacrificed to them, which were later eaten/ Wny form of disrespect to the idoLs

punishable by death.

outraged Mongols wished
slit

open

The

his throat

to execute

Mongol

would be destroyed by

wagon in which

Mongols believed

the Christians,

friars,

and

95

that their armies

and

their religion

that whosoever remained after that battle,
5"5

on

would

A variety of other superstitions were

including the importance of killing those

their idols rested, or spat fcxxi

or defiled their hut."

For this transgression the

him by kicking him in the heart, but thought it better

convert to the faith of the area in which they settled.

by the

idols.

from ear to ear.^

Tatar Relation states that the

recollected

was

A captured Russian Christian prince was threatened with martyrdom

for refusing to prostrate hirnself in front of the

to

to

who had

touched the

the ground, or spilled milk deliberately,

The pollution of one's living quarters could only be alleviated through

I
;;

fi^M,t>mc --^rskra

^iya*$ && mpfch

of

who understmd the way to cleanse the location.

393

employing a magician

Such a magician

might have been a Magian cleanser, or similar.

Mongols advocated
This custom

was

that a

man should

take the wife of his brother,

of course similar to that of the Magi,

execution."*

Despite

1

Such
the

this

he had been killed.™!

and forbidden by the Church.

Mongols were not however endogamous. Crime, adultery and
by

if

rebellion

beliefs closely

resemble facets of Magian scripture.

Magi might

also

were punishable

have been a powerful Iranian off-shoot of the

Aryan /Indo-European brahmanic priestly

caste, that resulted

concerning the dacvas. Like the Brahmin priestly caste the

from

a past religious

Magi were supposed

schism
to

have

7

considered themselves Aryans'* as is stated in the Pahlavi texts and the notes of I lerodotus.

The Magian
the

priesthood,

Kayan kings/

which claimed

4

'"

attained

full

religious

direct

descendant' from King Mingochir and

hegemony

in Persia (Iran)

through successful

power-plays under Cyrus the Great, and brought about the transformation of traditional
7oix yastrianism, by incorporating the lofty philosophical beliefs and ritual customs of the

Medean

Magi.'"

should be stated at this point that the

It

the bloodline of Zoroaster's Zoroastrian priesthood.

Magus

priests penetrated

As

I

have mentioned so

Zoroaster's white priesthood

Zoroastrianism into a religion based on the Zurvanite
the etherically

Medean Magi were not
and

trinity,

in

linked to
far,

these

time turned infant

which held as

its

main

deity

unknowable time god of the Medean astronomers (who ruled over a white

son, a black son,

and

all

creation), plus

an aggregate of Aryan gods, including the dacva

Indra.

Finns living near the Volga and the Urals seem to have had

and Bulgar Magi
of

raw

area,

also.

flesh feasts)

who roasted

gods/

"

These Finns of the Mordva

were noticeably

their meat.

a race of wizards

allusions to

Magian

different

tribe

some knowledge of the Rus'

(who were known

lived

interaction in

an

have partaken

from some other revered inhabitants of the

These folk the Finns called Mos-chwn; the

who

to

under ground. References
intrinsically

to the

men who were as

AU^-chum might be

shamanistic environment, leaving behind

the seeds of their venerable culture, in the form of dualistic animism.

Perhaps these wizards were the same as those encountered by Mongols somewThere near
northern Russia, who went beneath the earth to escape the light and sound of the sun. There
they supposedly played music and

made merry until

after sunset.""' Strange

behaviour

for

people li\ing in an Arctic wasteland where nothing grows, wouldn't you say? You'd think

warm glow of the sun, but they weren't; they hid from
Drawing on Magian scripture, these northern wizards may have been apostles of evil.

they'd be only too
it.

::
:.

happy to

feel

the

In the Russian language

we have

another series of related words concerning sorcery

Koldwf* (masculine), Koldunitsa (feminine) and Kolduny

stemming from this, meaning regions

seem

allied

(plural).

Koldovaf

is

-

the verb

"to perform a spell or act of sorcery." Other words in nearby

with the Russian word Koldun

"entrails"; calduna (Latin): "the

warm

kaldunc (Middle

-

High German):

entrails of a slaughtered animal"; kaldoun (Czech):

"gixxse entrails"; koldun (Polish): "a type of pie

made from a mixture of meat and cheese";

koldibai (Russian): "to

be limp or lame". Koldyga (Belorussian), koldygats, kal (Armenian), halls

carry the

same meaning of "limp" or 'lame". Accordingly one might suspect

(Gothic)

all

that the rites of the Kolduny included the ritual slaughter
(or

human)

victim,

from whose

and disembowelment of an animal

entrails the sorcerer or sorceress

proceeded

to

make

predictions about the future, or unleash magic.

A solution
in the

for

the problematic question of the Russian Kolduny sorcerers

voluminous works of the Muslim encyclopedist Al-Nadim.

may well exist

In the impressive Fihristi

o/Al-Nadim, he wrote of the Al-Kaldani,^ a 10th Century Arabic word relating to the dualistic

Chaldean astrologers Irving in Iraq at that time, and throughout preceding centuries. In
part of the world,

Harran were

two

different

terms were applicable to them. The Chaldean sorcerers of

known

specifically

that

as Al-Kaldantyin, whereas the Chaldean "Sabeans" of

Southern Iraq were called Al-Kaldani (Arabic: Al

-

"the", Kaldani -"Chaldeans").

Another

Arabic form of the same word Al-Kaldanryun was much more general in nature, and referred
to the

many dualistic cults operating throughout the

Manichees, Marcionites and so on). 60 As you will

Centurv Cordoban sources

on Moorish Spain, but

to

employ

this last

Fastern Islamic world (such as Magi,

one would have expected 9th

recall,

term relating

to the

instead they veered from this fuzzier label

Norse Al-MMjus

attacks

and repeatedly wrote the

aforementioned Al-Madjus in connection with both the attacks and al-Ghazali s subsequent
diplomatic mission to the king of the

The similarity between

Magi

in

the words kaldani

the mid-19th Century Russian folklorist

European waters.

and kolduny

is

certainly compelling. Moreover,

Maksimov used one

further word, koldun'ya

(nominative plural), which varied from kolduny (nominative plural).**

We

do not know

whether the difference between the two words concealed divergent meanings known only
in their day.

If for

instance al-kaldam

may have denoted Chaldean

was to kolduny, as al-kaldamyin may be to koldun'ya, they
Sabeans and Harranian Chaldeans respectively.

Coincidcntally Aramaic-speaking Chaldeans
are Apostolic Christians,

and

in

still

exist in Iraq

no w ay practitioners of

described over the next few pages.

r

and

Iran

nowadays, but they

the ancient heathen Chaldeanism

^
^-wlrH
h-aTU*

Anyhow, during a campaign

made

very large group of Al-Kaldani as his invasion force
interrogating

them

to

determine the nature of their

certain degree of indedsiveness,

Christians, Jews,

Ma'mun

against the Bwantincs, Caliph Al

way

its

religion, the

encountered a

Upon

westward.**

was greeted with

Caliph

a

and no straight answers. He asked them whether they were

Muslims, or Magi,

arrived at the realization that they

to

which the answer was no

in

each

case.

Al-Ma'mun

were members of a race of Chaldean idol-worshipers,

who a generation previously, in the time of his father, were known as the Ashab al-Ras™ At
that the Caliph threatened to liquidate every last

p*

by conversion

war on

by the time he had returned from his

to either Judaism, Islam or Christianity

the Greeks.''"'

The Al-Kaldani's
they

one of them unless they became dhimmis

felt

posed by the Caliph

lack of response to the questions

Either

is telling.

threatened by the prospect of having to reveal to the Caliph exactly who they were,

or their priests prohibited them from revealing the core teachings of the Chaldeans to the
non-initiated, or

it

was

philosophically difficult to explain the nature of their faith to the

Caliph in a few words or

'M

less

with an army standing

all

around them.

:

Sensing the imrninent peril they were

Chaldeans converted

were required

to Christianity, a

to dispense

with

their

in,

number

a large

somewhat

lesser

smocks and long

of these idol-worshiping

number became Muslim/ 7 They

hair (including a lock of hair

from

each side of the head, similar to the peots worn by Jews), though paradoxically they
7

continued to wear their holy belts.** This type of hairstyle was not

>

still

unknown in Rus'.

.

:
:

Al-Nadim went on

to

say that a Sheikh (who was

somehow

linked in with the

Magians serving in the Caliphate's governmental apparatus) formulated a solution
Al-Kaldani's predicament
just to

by suggesting

save their necks. That

acceptable in the Koran,

is

that they

tell

Al-Ma'mun

that they

many
for the

were Sabeans,

because Sabeans were one of the few religions deemed

on account of

their ancestry to

Abraham

(Ibrahim)

and

"people of

tliebwk".

''Believers, Jezus, Christ tails,
is

right - sliall be rexvarded

But
Hgx

fate intervened.

by

and Sabeans - whoever believes in God and live List Day ami does what

their lord; they

have nothing

fHlS

to fear

or to regret":

With the strange death of Al Ma'mun on

his

way home from

the

Byzantine campaigns, the newly Christianized pagan Chaldeans automatically reverted to
their old faith in droves,
it

while those who adopted the Islamic faith were unable

for fear of the drastic reprisals that

would

certainly

to

abandon

have ensued.

"Moreover tliose among their number who had become Muslims
feared (hey might be killed. Tliey eontinued, tlierefore, to be

zoere unable to recant, as tliey

masked by Islam"

Al-Nadim

further stated that these particular

Muslims (and we might guess Christians)

resolved to continue observing the ancient rites of Chaldean magic
in secrecy, despite the risk that this entailed.

To

and

peculiar marital codes, designed to conceal
countries.

facilitate this

and ritual enshrouded

they formulated their

protect Chaldeans living in

The Al-Kaldani wed womenfolk who were still adherents

own

Muslim

of the old faith,

but

in

the east anyway, the menfolk of the Al-Kaldani were to outwardly adopt the faith of the area
in
"I

which they

nus

lived (these

Chaldean converts they

was predominantly

it

manner

of the Chaldeans,

women who

the
If

called

Banu Ablut or Banu Qaytaran)!™

worshiped the gods of the old

faith in the

a significant proportion of the mediaeval and renaissance

witches practiced the Chaldean

rites, this last

point might explain the disproportionate

number of European female witches indicted compared with male wizards and warlocks
in varied geographical regions.

The situation was remarkably similar in Russia. According to popular folk tradition there,
the arts of the Kolduny were passed

on

in a matrilineal fashion,

mother

to

daughter and so

on/ Where the mother gave birth to a son and a daughter, the son was raised as a
1

sorcerer,

whereas the girl became a witch. If for some reason these witch-wives could not hand down
their

knowledge they suffered immense torment.6

Chronicle states; "even
devilish deceits'.

'

'I

he

early mediaeval Russian Primary

down to tlic present day women perform magic bu black arts, poison, and other

61 '

Despite the fact that witch-wives or spae-wives feature in certain Norse Sagas relating

pagan

times,

it

is difficult to

establish

any firm connection between the

to

Al-Kaldani, the

Russian kolduny, and the following Old Icelandic spa-macli ("a prophecy"), spa-dis
"prophetess" or "a spae sister", spa-mathr ("a prophet"), spaleiks-andi ("a prophetic spirit")/12
In Rus' those with Kolduny ancestry

wished

to

who were unwilling participants in

avoid their family duty to continue with the

at the monasteries.*'

arts,

the

craft,

and

frequently turned themselves in

There they lived on as remorseful penitents together with anyone

found perfonriing miracles throughout the wider community/ This probably explains the

means by which Chaldean

known

to

arts entered the

'Orthodox' Christian monastaries, something

have occurred in Christian times. Where a penitent relapsed, there was every

opportunity to teach what they

knew

of these rites to fellow brethren, since

Chaldeanism

was a form of pagan gnosticism. It was no doubt on account of this that ( )rthodox Christian
commentators reported an upsurge of shunned Chaldean magic and de\il-worship within
,1

the Byzantine monastic system.

6 3

Anyhow Abu Zurarah and another sheikh stamped out
Chaldean women in Islamic countries. These were prohibited

the practice of marrying
liaisons,

forbidden wives.

Despite their intense opposition to these sorts of mixed marriages, the Hurranian Islamic
jurists

continued to witness sizeable groups of these Chaldean Sabeans

locally/

14

According

^mm
to

Al-Nadim, those Chaldean Sabeans

continued with the old
at least,

when

rites

his Fihrist

who had

converted to Christianity or Islam,

down to the 10th Century AD

(including dualistic magic) right

was written. But were the Al-Kaldani really Chaldeans or Sabeans?

Although Al-Nadim's account of the naming of the Al-Kaldani as Sabeans
Straightforward as you can get,
'I

lie

Sabean

understand
script

Altar) in

why

still

I

is

about as

remain intrigued that Ptolemy situated an Are Sabee (Latin:

Mesopotamia

in his

2nd Century

AD atlas, Geogmphia. Nor is

it

easy to

the "Alphabet of the Kings" (which resembles Sabean characters) is the

most frequently used by mediaeval alchemists and magicians.

One Nestorian Christian eschalological text records the presence of Chaldeans alongside
the Buddhists, Christians

and Zoroastrians

of Central Asia.'

1 "'

Thus they confirm what

Al-

Nadim adequately explains; that Chaldeans were alive and well during Islamic times, and
:

!

what is more they were expecting
It is

the arrival of a saviour named Bel.^

equally plausible that the religion/philosophy of the Al-Kaldani was not a survival of

the old

Chaldean

rites,

but a cross-pollination of Magianism and the philosophies and

sciences of ancient Greece

which had taken place as

early as 400 BC, but centerd

on

the

period 300 BC-200 AD. Linkages of this kind probably became a whole lot more formalized
following the arrival of the exiled Greek Philosophers at I larran in the 6th Century
the closure of their Athenian school of philosophy.

By

that time there

AD after

would already have

been centuries of interaction between the Magi and the philosophers inside Mesopotamia.

What may well have developed in Iraq is a dualistic philosophical religion which carried
features of

Greek pagan gnosticism and Magianism. Unlike Magianism, the creed of the

Chaldeans was a proselytizing

faith,

meaning

that the cult possessed apostle priests

who

were tasked with spreading the sect's doctrines throughout mankind.
I

heir principle temple complex, once located at

I

larran,

was

destroyed during the 13th

Century Mongol conquests, though the Chaldeans had already been thrown out of
temples centuries before that?' Their main holy

site

was converted

to

Ibrahim, and the remainder of tine Chaldean shrines

is

plausible that the Al-Kaldani

10th Centuries
Kaldani

AD, and

rebuilt

(ie;

their

into a shrine dedicated

swapped over to Islamic usage/' " It
1

the Asliab al-Ra's) migrated elsewhere between 7th

and

some, if not all of these temples, at other locations. Since Al-

and Koldum/ are so similar in both name and

nature,

I

theorize that the Rus' Kolduny

sorcerers were the descendants of heathen Al-Kaldani banished from the Abassid Caliphate,

or who eluded the Mongol decimation. Just a quick look at any map confirms that a journey

from I larran or Chaldea (in provincial By/an tium) to the vast expanses of Russia is relatively
short.

In the Sumerian Wonder Professor Francisco Jos Badiny provides intriguing research
the

Magyars (Hungarians), providing evidence

that their

on

language contains important

:
:

:

fill:':

Sumerian and Akkadian elements. Yet a century before him, Lenormant was busy

:

)
1

;

•

ISSS

/

highlighting the apparent similarity between these ancient tongues, and a variety of words

found in a broad spectrum of Finnish languages,
relegated.

These words arc

to

which the Hungarian

is linguistically

have been preserved from very ancient times, but might

likely to

have been bolstered by additional

arrivals of

magicians from the Near East during the

Islamic age. Considering this, it is possible that Mesopotamian /Chaldean magical traditions

vS| used by segments of the Slavic, Magyar and
Christian clergy

were

livid

about the Chaldean

'.
'

Finnish community. Tndeed Orthodox

rites

they frequently encountered in their
:':,.

monks

mediaeval world, practiced by wayward parishioners and by

jpart of the

-.'/:,

'/-

-

in

-;*:,-,;
r.

'•<:}

v

particular.

Magian

As- discussed in Christianity's Greatest Controversy, Prester John, the eastern

;

x
//I

waged war

Christian superhero,

Medean and

Persian,

The

Assyrian.'*"'

whose

against a federation of princes,
latter alliance

was

ethnicity

was

traceable across centuries, at least

from the time of Cyrus the ( ireat. Under this gracious Medean patron Assyrian culture was
:S
:

notionly tolerated, but resurrected from the dead with his blessing, following
the

hand of

the Babylonians.

Old

allegiances survived. .Assyrian royals

still

its

demise

had

at

a certain

'

':

;

:::::::

degpe

of

former

liberators, the

autonomy

in the 7th

Century AD, and were

Magi and

Magyars were Magians,

it

Persian nobility.

necessarily follows that

If

still

on

friendly terms with their

a large portion of the Bulgars

some

of their

and

monarchs might have had

a very ancient Assyrian pedigree.

j

There is some anecdotal evidence for mis. At the turn of the 8th Century AD, Byzantium

was twice crippled by the weight of Muslim besiegers, with the second stranglehold broken
only with the aid of Tervel, the Bulgar Khan. If the Byzantine Emperor thought he had found

m

a neW friend

in the Bulgars,

he was sadly mistaken. Barely one hundred years

later,

around
1

811

AD,

went on

Constantinople recoiled in horror as the unstoppable Bulgar

army of Khan Krum

rampage throughout Byzantium's Balkan provinces/

defeated successive

the

1

1

ill

Emperors, and

inflicted

upon them

.]:.

the ultimate indignity; they slew

Emperor Nicephoros,

and made a golden cup from his skull, from which Knim guzzled his libations/'

1

The name Krum
Slavic rtx)l

word

(a

name also

grom-,

which

I

used by Franks and Celts)

is, I

believe,

cognate with the

man

think aptly describes the personal qualities of any

napped Krum. Consider the following Russian words

-

givm ("thunder"), givm-if

".''x

:>

("to

jamnMate", "to smash asunder", "to ransack", "to rout or defeat an enemy", "to flay"),£r< vn•:x

:x

ko (loud"), gi'om-ada ("something massive or enormous"), grom-ykhat' ("to rumble"), grornila

("a robber", "a house-breaker", or "a stand-over

man"), and grom-ozdit'

("to

;

*

tower
;.;

above"). Little

wonder

the Eastern

Church saw Krum

the Bulgar as

reyMtation of the terrifying .Assyrian conquistador Sennacherib

(of

an embodiment or

the

House

of Sargon),
;

;

whose name originally meant

"the

God Sin

(the

»

Moon God) lias compensated the brothers."?*

Sennacherib's self-congratulatory commemorative stone columns have survived.

They

il
;

:
:

_

i

:
:

show him

war

slaying prostrate

royal stellae (engraved

prisoners.

memorial

stones)

These were just some of a number of Assyrian

which

stone victory columns draped in bloodied

bear victory inscriptions boasting

still

human

skins, of cairns of decapitated

of;

enemy
ill

heads, of prisoners being burnt
flaying or impaling of victims.
their

war

activities; these

were

alive,

of the sacking

and razing

of cities with

fire,

of the

Such comments are in no way a mischievous embolization of

victories zonllen in stone

by

own

their

guess indicative of the terror which the Assyrian rulers wanted

royal decree,

and we might

to live in the hearts of their

enemies.''"

So serious were the setbacks experienced by the Byzantine
!;

military in their encounters

]

with

this

new menace,

that Byzantine citizens

felt

inclined to

call

on supernatural

aid.

iv

During a ceremonial mass held by the Patriarch with the aim of lifting the Bulgar siege on
Mesembria, soldiers disrupted the service by encircling the tomb of the deceased Emperor
Constantine V with the hope of conjuring him forth from his sleep in the sepulcher, to once
again lead their forces into

At the

Battle of

battle.
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Adrianople the Emperor s forces greatly outnumbered those of the

Bulgars, since he had mustered troops from even the most far flung eastern provinces, in the

hope he could crush Krum once and

for

engagement went well for Byzantium,

all.

Spearheaded by Macedonian troops the initial

in fact

beyond

all

expectations.

However at the very

moment Emperor Michael was poised for the kill, he had to watch in shock as the sizeable
Anatolian contingents, commanded by an Armenian relative, ran off the battlefield, for no
reason whatsoever, leaving the Macedonians to be slaughtered.
these troops, the Emperor's
reality they

Michael

I

most

battle

It

has been theorized that

hardened, merely pretended to panic,

when

in

were part of an elaborate plot which at its height saw the abdication of Emperor

Ragabe in

favor of

Krum was no ordinary

Leo V, the very commander of the

ruler,

forces

who quit on him!

but a priest-king of vigour and martial adiievement The

well-encamped pagan forces of Krum, this "New Sennacherib" as they called him/'2 choked

many long months. As the heathen war bands stood waiting
beyond the battlements of the foly city, Krum performed very elaborate human and animal
Christian Constantinople for

I

sacrifices outside the gates of the city (giving benedictions to his troops in

sprinkling

them with river water using bound

the incarcerated Byzantine populace.

If

foliage).

news

Assyrian style by

This must have greatly demoralized

that

Krum was

laying waste to

all

Constantinople's surrounding extra-mural suburbs, setting

them ablaze and slaughtering

almost every living thing was causing concerns inside the

city,

preparing siege weapons and gantries to breach the

city's

then reports that he

was

comprehensive defenses were

even more worrying.

You may ask where they obtained their siege technology

7

capable of breaching Constantinople's walls?

;

the know-how to build engines

A proto-Bulgarian inscription found at Preslav

1

nil
:h;

!

r^9w>

:

/•fS*

i
1

mru

J

-

F-k^

?7

ft

£.

confirms that they had siege towers, and canopies'"22 suitable for protecting sappers and
ft

ramming crews. Proto-Bulgarian terms for fortified defenses, especially ditchwork allow one
an Iranian origin"22

to conclude

for their military engineering.

Bulgar camps built during the

AD were admirably protected with palisading mounted

7th Century

some 40 meters thick. The most notable of them can be found

on

at Nikulicel,

raised

mounds

Dobrudzhan, the

Danube and Bessarabia. Since these words are flavored by Central Asian Turkic language/'

we know

that they developed these engineering skills in

Even more amazingly

Tajikistan.

22

etymology." So what you

worn

in

word

their

and around the Caucuses, and

for "a helmet''

has a Sumero-Accadian

may say; but the Bulgar helmets were stylistically similar to those

Mesopotamia some

3,150 years prior to

Krum's

time, during the reign of Sargon

himself.

Although the siege lifted with Krum's mysterious death, the Bulgar threat persisted, and

came back

repeatedly

haunt successive Byzantine Emperors

to

eventually baptized into the Christian fold
missionary^ zeal.

As with much

until this

people was

by a mixture of swordsmanship, diplomacy and

of eastern and western Europe, the Church's attempts to

convert the pagans began with the conversion of the king to Christianity, at least nominally,

and following

this

it

was sure

Bloodletting

was hoped
to

that

paganism would die as

where a Bulgar

follow

royal drifted into the

Khan Omurtag murdered

preachers. Malamir, son of

convert to the alien Christian

Boris tried to introduce

Christianity to his subjects. His attempts to eradicate idolatry, temples
:

W,

met with only
troubles.

,2
'

It

limited success,

would seem

and he endured

that

the community. Eventually he

and pagan

upper

strata of

ended up having

Bulgar

society,

to exterminate

most

::

::::

civil

disobedience.

son, Vladimir-Rasate, after he

was

Khan Boris even had

to

paganism was

and mil supporlvd hy
of his boyars (nobles),

who rose up against him to the last, but not until after they had worked
side into a lather of

sacrifices

increasingly militant opposition for his

despite his adoption of Christianity,

particularly well enshrined within the

M

arms of Christian

his brother Enravotas for daring to

Around 893 AD, Khan

faith. 8?

subjects followed suit.

the entire country-

put out the eye of his

own

discovered trying to re-kindle and trigger a full-scale

..

pagan resurgence, by forming a formal

military-pact

with the Carolingian King, Amulf. f>

We know that Arnulf and Vladimir had plans for booting the Greeks out of Bulgaria, but
whether he was party to the young Khan's plans to resurrect

"the rites oj paganism"

M

is

hard

to pin-point. If

European royals were in any way Magianized, we might

easily

the recurring

phenomenon

something which

of royals relapsing into the

pagan

faith,

understand

occurred in England, Bulgaria, Russia and similar places. Vladimir-Rasate of the Bulgars,

Vladimir

I

of Kiev

backsliders.

unaves
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And

and

Eric the Victorious

in Essex,

were

King Sigehere "begun

just

some

of the factual

to restore the derelict

and rumoured

temples

and

to

worship

m

SSlS
i-1

*%&\

-

t>nic--^6kra

ji

Refute «&

of

4$fcfxs
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The key

teachings of these Chaldeans, equally descendants of

Al-Nadim and a number

to

of other

Abraham, were conveyed

Muslim authors, and committed

to paper.

reckoning the created cosmos was the product of a single deity

Kaldani's

By

the Al-

who was

boundless, omnipotent, unfathomable and practically unknowable/'^ This high god, whip

they referred to as the "Great Power", had sent forth a range of apostles (namely the

Chaldean philosophers)/™ These apostles were charged with taking his message
of the world,

and acted as custodians

philosophical, scientific

and

fctf

a

to the rest

whole range of pagan gnostic magical,

religious doctrines.

Besides the Great Power, the other principle deities of the cult were Agathodaemon,

Hermes

and Arani (Heron)/1 Hermes Trismegistus was

Trismegistus,

a tutelary

'-

p( assessing unparalleled

wisdom, philosophy,

intelligence

and knowledge

god

of the sciences,

rlermes' discourses were taught to those seeking philosophical enlightenment and can be

found in a variety of Hermesian
treatises
;

texts,

such as were found

unearthed in Egypt in the mid to

late 1940's.

among

the

Nag Hammadi

629

Like the priests of old Babylon the Al-Kaldani pursued wisdom, revered goodness and

J|horred any form of wrongdoing. They were prohibited from engaging in sexual
b30
or crime.

tmmor;
Ill

The

Al-Kaldani's eschatological

views were similar

to those of the

Magi, like the

Zurvanite Magi, they believed that the suffering of the departed souls of wrongdoers
|f§ly to
;

be temporary; some 9,000 years in duration. Unlike the Magi (who believed A) mm

Wa/da didn't want to kill his children, simply chasti/c those enarmoured by evil-doing, by
the power of kings, their soldiers and officers) Chaldeans believed the "Great Power''

prone to
>:.

fits

akfii, at the

i/

was

of anger and

mercy at the same time, but would transform

end of the 9,000 year period. The

latter

point

was

into a

was

god of mercv

a fundamental belief of the

Zujvanite Magi/*

Maintaining personal purity

was

of

some importance

to the Al-Kaldani.

I

Tiey practiced

:

purificatory ablutions,

and were required

in" addition to further fasts. Like the

8bk$

women

to

undergo a gruelling 30-day regime of

fasting,

Magi, they believed that contact with menstruating

brought defilement. So there were periods

when

they couldn't enjoy conjugal

relations.

The Al-Kaldani had their own peculiar range of food taboos, which appear to have drawn

upon

Jewish, Muslim,

Magian and Neo-IVthagorean

swirie, asses, taloned birds

1

other plants/'' Beans,
times,
^Mif(''l

:

:

teachings. For instance pigeons,

and dogs were not to be eaten, nor were beans, lentils and several

lentils

and pigs were widely

cultivated in Russia as early as Scythian

and were probably eaten by most Russians. However this is not to say that there were

o
others

in

pagan Rus' who did not

such as the kolduny.

eat these things, folk

12

Unlike the Magi, the Al-Kaldmn did not believe it necessary to marry one's kin/ and were
required to observe

morality within marriage, for example confining their sexual

strict

activity to procreation alone. Therefore the cult was not Magian in nature,

carried

many outward

similarities.

who had some

Fven those Arabs

though in truth it
understanding of

Magian lore may have found it difficult to distinguish between Magi and Chaldean Sabeans.

Though they were

not specifically incestuous or given to marrying their

often the case that they did so.

tunic (perhaps one could even call
I

kind,

led onlookers to guess that they

closely, for the

trials

in

was

it

and a specific kind

of robe or

v
a type smock). " '1 heir characteristic hairstyle

may have

side of the head,

were Jewish magicians, descended from Abraham

Sabeans were). Accordingly Chaldean temple sites in Furope might have earned the
synagogues. Witch

it

The Chaldean mode of dress at first glance seemed Magian.

They wore lengthy hair, with a lock on each

:

own

which Jews were convicted of sorcery' need

(as the
title

of

to be looked at fairly

defendant might have been a Kabbalist, or a Judai/ed Chaldean.

The mc >st powerful ceremc >ny

(

>f

the Chaldeans was termed "the Mystery c )f the Nc >rth" ;

M

One had to face toward the north, and in particular towards the pole star, while performing
an elaborate daily schedule of prayers, which included stretching prostrate on the ground a
prescribed
the

God

devils

number of times,

of the

North

at

morning, noon and

This was done in adoration of

night.'"

who was both prince of demons, and father of the many genii and

which he dispersed

across the face of the earth in a prior epoch/*

who
worshiped them by invoking the name of the supreme god. Having recited the divine name
I

he Chaldean

the drrmemes
devils

were compelled

were luck-bringers

ritualism detailed

and was a

to

come and render service

is fully

by lamblichus in On

wooden

belief that

and Chaldean

the Mysteries of the Egyptians, Qialdemis

and Assyrians,

Chaldean theory required

idols, in

that

order to bring divine power

And what should we find in the Primary Chronicle, but magicians stating that

demon gods were "black of insage, ivingcdand tailed

to the

to those

summoner. The

in accordance with the Neo-Pylhagorean

daemones be conjured to live inside stone and

their

to the

feature of Russian folk belief concerning devils.

6
to the effigy *

good fortune

devils (daemones) brought a wealth of

supreme god

of the Christians. This could

chronicler to ridicule their religion, but

it

...

mount tip under licazm'T obedient

be interpreted as a childish attempt by the

explained in a very abstract or relative fashion. Nestor also

were beaten with rods

to

to

Chaldean dacmone worship,

tells

us that the Rus' pagan idols

could be a reference

punish the demons living inside them. Again

clues for the perpetuation of the telestic art of idol crafting in

In Europe's Inner

Demons Norman Cohn claims

that

any

pagan

this

may provide

Rus'.

talk of factual, organized devil

V

worship

is

•"**-*

%ti$s

;.*"-5>^/*5f't

»'

t':.;-..**'

t<

pure nonsense, because in a number of cases witches sought

not by doing evil, but by doing good.

to control

Qn account of their purity they were able to call upon

the divine name for help when summoning up and bossing about daemones.

point that

he

raises;

Norman I

but unlike

particular trends in witchcraft

a very gcxxi

It is

see Chaldean philosophy as the basis for these

and devil-worship. This avenue is something

that

never even considered. As stated, Chaldeanism

w as but one form of witchcraft.

Sabean Chaldeans paid some attention

worship of the planets,

offered ostentatious animal,
offerings.

demons,

r

to the

and even human

Cohn had

sacrifices.

to

whom

they

Normally prayers were given as

For example, prayers were recited on behalf of the sun as il entered the ascendant,

descendant, midheaven and

K

xmum

Specific

coeli'"

Chaldean

beliefs

about the planets were

noted by Plutarch;
"The Childcans declare that of the
maleficent,

and

Al-Nadim

Ab

1

the other thee

said

one of their

planets,

which they call tutelary gods,

tzvo are beneficent,

two

me median and partake of both qualities"'.^
less

(August), though attendance

savory

and

rites

included the killing of a

participation in the

young baby during

ceremony was

optional.

Only

HI
certain

Chaldeans celebrated the northern mvstcries. During the proceedings a child was

reduced to powder by grinding

with a specially concocted

have been the motive

for

up its body and bones, then mixing the powdery remains

libation.

640

The

the sacrifice.

It

desire to

commit

e\ol acts

might not necessarily

could just as easily have been a display of love and

piety toward their god, at least equivalent to that of Abraham, who was prepared to sacrifice
his

own son to the Most High Cod. '[his is what Nadim preserved in relation to a Chaldean

August rite;
"Tliey slaughter the boy and then boil him until he disintegrates, Tlien theflesh is taken

with fine flour, saffron, spikenard, cloves, and

Ife

oil

and made into cakes as small as figs

place every year for those who ohseive the mystery of the north.

or lunatic eats

it

(the cake) orzvatdies

ttie slaughter

and kneaded
...

This takes

No woman, slave, son ofa slave ghi,

of this child ...The priests burn wlialeoer remains

1

of the bones, the cngans, the cartilages, the veins, and the jugular veins as an offering to the gods"!'*
:

''":;:.

:.

The similarities between the rites performed by these pagan Chaldean practitioners, and

K.

:::'::'::

.

.':'

'.

:

the ceremonies of the "People of the Little

Keg" MU:

(a

western Mediaeval group of Christian

.:'::
"

heretics) are quite

:;'!:

At no stage were Chaldean sacrifices to be made in the name of the supreme god. Instead

|:j

1

amazing, and probably no coincidence.

i

everything was to be delegated

R)wer had created
similarity

to

and apportioned

implement his

with the pagan Rus'

rites, for

Animals were ritually slaughtered

[!:':

.

1;

c::i

•

I

will

to the subordinate deities

throughout the future. 642 This

they did not

in batches of

7,

make

which the Great

another point of
K
offerings to Svarog directly
is

8 or 9 (depending on the

month of the

!:::
'*:
;:;

c
sacrifice)

for

43

each of these lieutenant gods, most of them burned

alive.*

!

cut the throat of the victim the

was

the sacrifice eaten.

The

dead or

was

still-twitching offering

644

incinerated; in

Having

no

from the open neck wound was the

effusion of blood

xkx
xkk

were

lerd beasts

the main creatures sacrificed, as well as birds of various kinds, especially the cock

™

"•:::jSfli

case

crucial

moment of the ritual, and accordingly the name of the god being invoked or worshiped was
recited as the blood

began

to flow;

44

Whether blood geysered

simply trickled gently from a puncture wound, the
life-giving power. In

effect

forth

was

from severed

arteries,

or

the same, an outpouring of

Chaldean ritualism, bloodletting provided energy for magical rites. The

Greek philosopher Pythagorus wrote of such

details

long before the Arabs. After studying
"'

Chaldeanism he
It

came

"tons shocked at all the hhxxi-shedding

during mediaeval witch

to the attention of authorities

black witchery

7

demanded

and killing" required by their art."

the slaughter of chickens,

dogs and

trials,

cats,

.""'

I

that certain rites of

and blood

effusions

Ihe Chaldean

4

augry as

-

their devill receivelli

...

7

tlic

bone"!*

ritual for killing bulls

over the head of the victim."

HxwWB

ancashire witches pierced their bodies to get

blood flow; 'mlclics as hroc sharp bones given them by lire devill topricke them
blood from the place, pricked with

j

1

were a feature of these ritual killings.'"*' However, the witches could just as easily achieve the

same or similar results by pricking themsclf

1

The

and other such creatures was

to liberally

pour wine

reaction of the victim to this outpouring served as

to the acceptability of the sacrifice.

648

portentous signs, which were gleaned from the

The severed head was

an

scrutinized for

way the head, tongue and

eyes moved.**;

Following this the sacrifice was incinerated, and the rapidity and completeness with which
the offering

was consumed by the flames served

to indicate the attitude of the

the offering, or served as a reply to the persons request for divine aid/
funeral

on the Upper Volga, Tbn Fadhlan noticed

that the

5

"

god towards

During the Rus'

pagan onlookers were extremely

pleased with the manner in w hich the death ship, the sacrificed concubine, dog, cock, horses
T

and cattle were consumed by the flames; the conflagration quickly devored the ship leaving
only a small wispy vortex of smoke rising up into the heavens/"'

The other Arab name
similarity

for the Al-Kaldani (Ashab Al-Ra's*'

which shares a phonetic

with Rus' or Ros) was derived from the fact that their religion possessed a talking

man whose countenance resembled that of the god Mercury. If such a
person vyas found among members of the cult during their travels, they captured and slew

head, severed from a

the individual, but not before subjecting them to various planetary rites.

was manipulated

in such a

The snatched victim

way as to prompt Mercury to enter into the person's head. This

was achieved by skillfully stretching the victim's neck as long as
beheading. Following the completion of this

ritual the

they could before the act of

head was able

to prophecy.-

31

The Al-Kaldani had a major temple a instructed f( )r each of the planets, each with a specific
geometric design;

some were

circular temples, others oblong, others square, pentacle-

1

.

^mm
shaped or

2

triangular/^ At

r

larran these temples existed in a clustered group, situated just

near a holy mountain, from which

celestial

phenomena was observed by

astronomers/'^ According to Al-Masudi every temple

number

contained a

of idols through

which the

had

priests

its

the Chaldean

own basement

spoke

to

area

which

assembled devotees by

means of tubing/51 One site in Harran served as a center of initiation for Chaldean boys who
were making
Their

their rite of

passage into

feasts, especially

those dedicated to the

calendar of observances, which

regime was

manhood tS2

Al-Nadim went on

dualLstic in nature,

God

of the North, followed a specific

to detail at

and conceptually

some

length. This sacrificial

similar to the

pagan Rus'

dualislic

ceremonial calendar, with white and black days.' i2d At specific times of the year demonolatry

was practiced in addition to the worship of idoLs consecrated
and 28th
is

of

August

"they liave mi/stenes, offerings, slaughters

the greatest god, as zvelJ as to the devils

and

the jinn

to celestial deities. ( )n the 27th

and burnt sacrifices

idiom he

lias

controlled

to the north,

who

and scattered, giving

good luck"!* On

May 1 st the Al-Kaldam adored the sun, whereas on the 2nd they made
offerings to a Lord of Devils, under the name Salugha. Another feast was held in honour of
a time god, who is best equated with Zurvan or Kronos. Each day of the week was dedicated
tlicni

to

one of the

sacrificial

five planets

day assigned

and two luminaries, each a

to the

was another name used by
referring to

divinity.

sun god Helios. According

to

For example Sunday

was

the

one Russian Chronicle, Helios

the Russes (or at least a certain proportion of them)

when

Dazhbog, the sun God.

Monday was the day of the Moon god Sin.
Tuesday was dedicated

to the planet

Mars under the name Ares.

Wednesday was the day of sacrifice to Mercury under the name Nebo.
Thursday was the day of sacrifice
Friday

to Jupiter,

who was also called Bal.

was the day of the planet Venus under the name Belit
(KK

Saturday was the day of the planet Saturn under the name Cronus;
Fossilized

modern
(the

era,

remnants of the Chaldean weekly calendrical observances survived into the

coming by way of the Germanic nations. Sunday (the day of the sun), Monday

moon's day), Tuesday (the day of Tizuaz {the Germanic war god}, probably derived from

the Chaldean divinity Ta-uz),

Wednesday

(Odin's day), Thursday flhor's day, Ihor being

the Scandinavian thunder god), Friday (the
sister's

and

name, Freya, the goddess of sex and love, who can otherwise be equated with Venus),

finally

Satan).

day of Frey. However I believe it comes from his

Saturday (the day of Saturnus, the Great Maelific, who can also be equated with

The same assignation of days can

In the Chaldean

list

also be

found

in French

and

Italian.

you may have noted a number of deities worshiped not only on the

steppes of Russia during Scythian times, but also in ancient Britain. These gods also

appeared in the Jewish apocryphal
ra

The Chaldean god
been

killed

and

Ta-uz,

his body

Bix>k of (he Secrets

ofEiuxh^

was worshiped by women

ground

to

alone,

who lamented

have been akin

less

than a month

to that

later,

baby sacrifice,
might

in August. Accordingly the infant sacrifice

which Abraham was prepared

their case the priest followed through,

One

he had

powder beneath a mill stone. Such was their love for him

that an emulation of this tragic event may have been the basis for their annual

which took place

that

to

make

for love of his

god, only in

and Ta-uz was the recipient

was dedicated to the Goddess of
Venus, who they addressed by the name Belit: m An elaborate floral-clad

of their most spectacular and lavish feast days

Beauty and Love,

many

shrine or grotto was erected during the festival to house the idol, and in front of which

were slaughtered/'" She was not the only female god

different kinds of animals

of

importance. Another goddess that received adoration was a certain mistress who ruled over
the herds.

She was

associated with goats,

day of every passing month, a

priest

was

special gathering

ascended a 9-stepped raised rostrum.

own

and possessed her

Members

held, at

herd. ()n the

last (30th)

which the presiding

priest

of the congregation filed past the raised

and were repeatedly whipped with a switch of tamarisk,656 a plant traditionally used

by Magi

barsom twig wands.

for their

in great

numbers with a view

faithful

were urged

to

go out

to

All present

were implored

to

go

forth

and multiply

regaining the prestige their religion once enjoyed.

into the

656

The

world to gain sovereign authority and rule over

peoples of every nation, and were tasked with destroying Churches and Mosques in their
area.

656

"Tho hepreadies asermoi
i

oftlieir offspring,

rule
!

may return

i

to

(hem, in which he calls (prays)for all oflhem to live, to increase the number

and to gain power and supericnity ova' all mitioi is,

to tliem

tliat their

sovereignty and daxjs of

and tliat the congregational mosque ofHanmi may he deshvyed, as mil as tlv

!

G)vck ( Orthodox Chwdiand tlic mirket street known as trie Women's market. Before trie Byzantine kings
uprooted them

when

•

lliey

conquered (Harmn),

it

was

in these places

tliat their idols

used

to

<vr/.

be"!

After the priest alighted from the raised dais, he collected a small quantity of silver

coinage from every person present
share out the ritual

feast.

(to boLster

Splinters of pine

the temple coffers)

wood were burned

and then proceeded

at this time.

to

636

1

The rites of February particularly concerned the adoration of demons and the ( \o& of the
North^Priests indulged in theurgic rites evidently cajoling the planets into action.

Al-Nadim

stated that

some devout Muslim

Chaldean mysteries did so
Kaldani

in a biased

and

were misrepresented on a number

translators

who worked on

lacklustre fashion,

of points.

with the

He went

on

->

recording the

1
x:

result that the Al-

to say that a

primary

1
Hi

Chaldean

text in

common usage among

of their mysteries,

the Al-Kaldani

was much more faithful account
a

and the basis for his Fihrist entries concerning

their faith.

For example Al-

I
{

:
:

s-

Nadim stated
and

L-J2SS
>:

m™

Hi

»"-

,

•-,'Tl

«3»

-jr-'

views on the nature erf physical existence,

that the Al-Kaldani held Aristotlean

beliefs close to those

^-WlrH

lo&

I*™
>

contained in the book Meteorological

religious texts was / discourses of Hermes on Unity

^ which means that

items within the Coptic Nag-Hammadi cache of pagan gnostic

The Al-Kaldani had a

which

treatise

detailed the

to create magical knots, as well as talismanic

4

signets

neck).'"

Al-Nadim

(eg; the

wing bones of certain birds worn

further claimed to have seen the specially incised

I

rites

who

translated

it

and Assyrians, the

not dissimilar to those
similarly twisted

into the Arabic

is

open

by
to

personally doubt it.

he Old Russian word

hazy

him some of the basic

the Mysteries of the Egyptians, Qialdeans

Mediaeval Islamic copyists and translators

'1

to

by Al-Nadim. Whether or not lamblichus' work was

debate, but

and operations used

incantations

pagan gnostic philosopher Iamblichus made mention of
specified

was similar to certain

it

texts.

and gemstone seals which they carried, and had explained

premises of such devices/"" In Chi

of their primary

images and devices* incised gemstones, or

amulets from the body parts of various animals
slung around the

rites,

One

orgins, but

Edukar' ("a doctor of teaching'', or "a knowledgeable person") has

thought

is

to

have stemmed from the Iranian word Yadu-kara

the Middle Avcstan Yadu ("a sorcerer" or "a magician"),

perpetuated in the

New

Persian as ladugar,^ In

all

which

still

("sorcerer"),

continued to be

probability the Yadu-kar

were the

sorcerers portrayed in the Avesta as performing the infernal mysteries of Yatukih, magical

worshiping sorcerers

w

we might guess the presence of Iranian devilwho practiced Chaldean idolatry, and Chaldean

directed towards Ahrhnan. Therefore

rites

in

pagan Russia

intellectual culture.

Since the Edukar' can be identified with the Yatukih on phonetic grounds, I incline towards
the

view

and

that in a

that the

we have

number

of instances the black

Magi were

actually

Chaldean academics,

Chaldean "Mysteries of the North" was simply another name

a Russian "Kolduny connection" with the Al-Kaldani,

for Yatukih.

So

and a Russian "Edukar

connection" with the Yatukih sorcerers condemned as evil wizards in ( Vthodox Zoroastrian
:5?

texts.

This suggests that dark wizards were chased off by the Byzantines and white Magi,

and were probably living in rural Russia. Perhaps for this reason the Russian kolduny and the
HHoc

black

Magi were widely reported

One

beards."""

type of Russian Koldun

using incantations/"
Koldun and the
It

may w ell
r

worshipers

to

2

have worn lengthy dishevelled hair and ragged

was

the Baal'nik,

||g:i:

exile.

special consecrations

We might therefore make a connection between

headman of the Al-Kaldani'*s temple of Baal

the Russian Baal'nik

(perhaps the Chaldean Jupiter).

be that these Russian Chaldeans were descendants of the "Assyrian"

who

the

devil-

Magi claimed were "uprooted" from Asia Minor by the Byzantine

Emperors. There they lived alongside the Magians and
iv

who made

many other types of pagan living in

The Fihnst ofAl-Nadim corroborates the Magian texts with regard to the displacement

of the Chaldeans, perhaps confirming the historicity of Zoroastrian reports of an ti -Chaldean
rr

Byzantine military campaigns conducted inside Anatolia.

Whereas

magical

their

bygone years the Chaldean

in

influence and

and head men had

rites free

of harm, their extremely ancient faith

view

Babylon and Assyria

after

have any chance of maintaining

its

and Islamic

fell

to

had

to slide

practiced

from public

Medean and Persian troops. If it was to

autonomy, anonymity would be
7

the struggle to preserve the religion.
Christian

priests, priestesses

They were survivors.

their foremost asset in

So, as white

Magian, Byzantine

religions sequentially inherited governorship of the

Chaldean

homeland, each had to contend with the pagan resilience of the locals. Amid repeated waves
of failed conversions (which

the while "iinrepententl)*"

waves

of repression

saw Chaldeans

feign

membership of these newer religions, all

and vehemently clinging

to

were unleashed against them

Chaldean sorcery and philosophy),

to rid Anatolia of their

worrisome

presence. Despite Islam's ascendancy to ever newer heights of popularity, the Arabs still

them

Obviously
late

about Harran in the 10th Century AD, but

loitering

many had

in

diminished numbers.

genuinely converted. Yet one cannot help feeling that the reason

Mediaeval Islam did not suffer from the same frenzied outbursts of witch

Roman

Catholic Church,

is

had

trials

why

as the

because the Al-Kaldany had been forced to leave the area or

abandon their religion, and those who did remain had no rights under Muslim law anyway.

The

later destruction of

Baghdad and Harran by

emigration of Chaldean and
In other

the

Mongols may have caused

further

Muslim refugees from the war-ravaged zone.

words Chaldean

religion

was

still

largely intact as late as the 10th Century,

clandestinely practicing their arts throughout Muslim Egypt and Arabia'''

Nadim's testimony corroborates,

if

not

verifies,

what lamblichus,

the

'

on some scale. Al-

Greek pagan gnostic

said of them. In accordance with Chaldean pagan philosophy, devils and spirits could be

summoned and commanded by invoking the name of the supreme god. Exactly who this
high god wasi and what name he should be summoned by, depended of course on the
prevailing notion of the

supreme godhead in the area in which they

Muslim w orld Chaldeanism had
r

a distinctly Islamic flavor, while in

lived.

Throughout

the

Christendom Western

European witches tailored their arts to reflect the Cfirisuanization of their society. There they

drew down

the

power of the holy Trinity - Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Al-Nadim had

following things to say about the Chaldeans found

among the Muslim

flock.

the

Witness the

Islamicized face of Chaldeanism!
"1 'he mordsiB

and magicians assert that tfie droits, jinn, and spirits obey and serve them, being directed

by their command and their prohibition. The exorcists, xdio pretend to observe the sacred laws (ofklam),
claim
spirits

tliat this is

because of obedience to Allah

...

7 hus invocation

is

addressed to Him, and oaths by the

and devils are by His help, with the abandoi ling oflusls and by eonscqi mice of religions practices.

k

:j

£M&«
h-srcr

Mosgggr,

(they claim) that the jinn

'/7a? (other)

that

magicians asseii

M deuih

and the devils obey them, either because of obedience to Allah

they enslave the devils by offerings

thai

by llic commuting ofads

arc pleased

...

and prohibitive acts. They (claim)

ivriich areforbidden

and whidi AMi

...

has

prolvbikd. Tlius the perpetrating of things such as abandoning prayer andfasting, permitting blood,

marrying forbidden women, and otlier kinds of evil actions

Egypt and the nearby regions: the books which are written
lias

seen this (state of affairs)

oftlic exorcists

also pleading Tliis

there are

is

commvn practice in

many and extant

...

A person zoho

me lliai there still remain men and women magicians and tliat all

and magicians assert tliat thy have seals, charms ofpaper, sandal, jazah, smoke and otlier

lhing> used fir

Thanks

lias told

is

,"*>v
ilieir arts'

to archaeologists

entitled the Wicked Spirits.

protect the practitioner,

we have

a series of ancient pre-Zoroastrian Chaldean tablets,

They contained expulsions and shielding formulae designed

some

of

which took the form of imprecations.

to

In this respect Al

Nadim's exposition of Mediaeval Chaldean magic and demonolatry can be vindicated.
Foremost among the offending spirits were three species of demon
as Utuq, Gigim

and MasJdm (from lowest

to highest potency). ?!

Of the Maskim it was said:

Iprc high they brvig trouble, and below tliey biing confusion. Falling in
the earfo, they penetrate

tiie

strong timbers,

ttie

known to the Chaldeans

vain from the sky, issuing from

thick timbers; they pass from

house to house. Doors do

Sot stop them, bolts do not stop tliem, theif glide inattlie doors like serpents, iheif enter by tlie luindows
:

like the

wind, they hinder the wifefrom ccniceiving by her husband; they take the childfrom the knees of

%• man; tliey mike the five woman leave tlie liouse, where slie his borne a diild. The)/, they am the voices
r^-

which ay mid which pursue mankind"!

Many of these beings lived beneath the earth, under water especially, and far beneath the
sealin particular. Another fragmented tablet describes this underworld known to the
Olildecs.
there
]

is

It

called

no fix id

demons, in

to

it

the "foundation of Chaos" f^ a

jail

from which there is no escape, where

speak of save the dust, where no light comes, where dirt-speckled

their multitudes, fly thickly,

aerial

even so far as licking the ceiling of the underworld's

vault.

IM-Nadim went on to describe Chaldean engraved gems, plus stone and bead talesma
throughout much of the Middle-East, although he adds that they had been "rendered vain".
laiipchus already told us of these things long prior, but Al-Nadim knew of their mediaeval
presence first-hand. Additionally, as a result of these arts, many specialist treatises dedicated
to the Jinn

and demonology could be found

in their keeping throughout

much of Arabia,

of& quite detailed.
::

Ms

this section

draws

fast to

a close,

I

must draw your

attention to

comments made by

:.

spmie writers on the topic of European witchcraft They say that witchery

was

largely a

-

ass

;

>-.%A.

ii

%A.
Kiiis>

life ^Smc-^i^ efilpi^fe uii^"^ifclfo
fictitious

phenomenon scraped

together by a

number of mediaeval

Catholic clergy, built on

older stories and plenty of imagination. As further proof of this they proclaim that witchcraft

did not exist

in the

Middle

East, or in

Orthodox Christian

Sadly,

whatever Russian Orthodox Church

hardly

explicit,

adding hardly anything

Russia. Their pens

were

far

texts

is

simply untrue.
':''..

concern contemporary paganism are

our search

to

countries. This

more busy recording the

for

what actually took place in pagan

glorious ascension o( Christianity, the
.

magnificence of their rulers, the conversion of their race, and the path towards inward moral
reform. Be that as

it

:

may, the Chaldeans are mentioned in the sermons of Klim Smolyatich,

but only in terms of their weakness when compared with god. Klim's homily is more likely
to

;

'

have been a moral lesson

':

'€

,,,,

than a direct reference to local

for his parishioners rather

'I

,

Chaldeans.

On the other hand, Russian folklore greatly supports my contention that Chaldeans were
present in Slavia. In the folk

tale Prince Vladimir's

Quest (which rivals the

official

account of

i

the conversion polemic contained within the Primary Chronicle), Vladimir sends three
!

i

observers Mladan, Oleg and Vachtan to discover a

new

faith for the

Russian people.666 This
!

many gods which inhabited their environs, and their
excessive reliance on the stars and astrology for guidance. 'Ihey visited many places and
were unsatisfied with what they saw until they ran into a dwarf.** He advised them to go
far to the cast into Mesopotamia, to the city of Babylon, the city of the seven hills.
Upon
faith was to replace their homage of the

:

666

666

arrival they discovered black-clad worshipers prostrating themselves before metallic or stone
idols, as females garbed in black

smoke/*

danced around a censer emitting a plume of thick billowing

All the while a choir uttered unnerving discordant chants as an

to the proceedings

w Their primary god was a female, who
'

I

accompaniment

associate with the black mother,

Geh, the great whore, mother of dark witchcraft (as described

in the

Magi an

texts).

y
:

Having
|i;

felt

themselves deceived by the dwarf the three Russians

dream

of a holy

maiden

surprisingly turns out to

(the Virgin

who guided them

off. F.ventually,

they had a

to the City of the Sun,

which

be Constantinople, the city where they would find the light,

and joy which Vladimir sent them
unrequited search for a

Mary)

made

new

in search of.

faith in

Behind

Babylonian

this talc

religion.

we

'A

truth

find the story of their

Their City of the

Sun was not
<>S?*ii

Khorezm
literally

(a

former homeland of the Croats, and the Hungarian Arpad dynasts: Iranian:

1

'The Land of the Sun") as one would suspect, but Constantinople. Whether the real

version of the myth lay at Khorezm, but was later shifted to Constantinople the further they
,1

entered the Christian era

underlying

is

strata of heliolatry

dvoeveriye, the

A

i>

pagan

debatable.

'1

he

search for the City of the

Sun

,

;.;:

reveals

an

superimposed over Christianity - such w ere the beliefs of the
T

si

cSxSB

: :aaBtt
•;:

-1

Christians.

13th Century Chaldean-style spell scroll unearthed

confirms the existence of the dark

is

craft in

Russia beyond

by archaeologists

all

doubt.

in

Novogorod

The spells were written

It

"STC*

backwards

were the
unholy.'"

show
city

in the

But

that, in

to the Virgin

Mary, making them "mih-pmyn's"^7 These

pagan observances so frequently condemned by the Russian Church as

sort of

67

form of prayers

their relative

absence

in relation to the 15(),(XK)

the cities at least, it was not widespread.

has been excavated so

other scrolls unearthed there

Having said

that,

only

10% of the old

far.

On top of that we have a number ofzmeiovik medallions (designed to be worn!) featuring
the cross of Jesus
is

on one side and

the head of a medusa-like fiend

on the other. Wa The latter

quite plausibly a depiction of Ahriman, since a similar relief is found in Persia, in the form

of the Evil
1

One being crushed under the hooves of Ahura Mazda's steed.*

6'*

ikewise there can be no mistaking the intended symbolism of a deliberately

manufactured inverted cross found
question

seem

related to ergi,

an

The

in Scandinavia.

principles behind the object in

art of ritual inversion theoretically

connected with infernal

wizardry:

fig

15.

2 and

fig

15.

4 Plain "mors Kimmcr'' amulet.

15. 3.

Christian crosses,

C Gotland,

Sweden,

ll-13th

C AD.

Rg 15. 5. Plain 'Thor s hammer" amulet.
fig

15. 6.

Inverted cross found in Iceland

and dating to the Norse pagan era, the

l()th

AD.

C.

Rg 15. 7 Side projection of 15. 5.
Rg 15. 8. The Christian Danish King Canutes cross.
Fig 15. 9. Stylized Norse hammer amulet, headed by a homed creature.
'I

he situation was

far different in the countryside.

For example in the Russian

Penzen, kolduny supposedly used candles, aspen and
devotions.

imTTsion.

668

As with

the Al-Kaldatri, Russian

They were notorious

wands

kMuny were

for attending

Church

<;;::

They

art.

Profanities

allegedly practitioners of ritual

and then

cRsrrapectfulry

Mary and

the Saints are

services

were supposedly the order of the day

recited the Easter resurrection prayer

of

of witch-hazel during their

turning their back on the priest and iconostasis where Jesus,

portrayed in religious

district

backward then began

at Easter time.**
668

yelling obscenities.

The

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

m

unholy consecrations of the Russian

i of

J

kMuny

.

lliteofe
-sfy^-

(termed

•':

:

:;

inclined to identify Rus' black

witch

9

Jit

would seem

and

that they

Kla§iah pagan ceremonies
kcidttny held their

activities of devils,

flic

as professed

still

extant in Russia.

own fire ceremonies

On

Haoma on

am

anti-

deputed

to ivork arc

was

posited

by Kramer and

not in

by the witches.
rites,

but

Holy Thursday)

during which aspen was burned. Fellow sorcerers

the scene of the

fire

requesting to receive portions of this

poplar

(a species of

a superficial resemblance to yascn ("the ash tree"),

magical purposes, there is no reason to include

tree)

was osin,

and therefore yasna

(the

the ashes of burned

as a candidate for the mantle of

it

the strength of this linguistic correlation, ostensibly because

the pant described in the

I

devils

name of the Magian Haoma ritual). Even though Russian kolduny used
for

reason

The Mediaeval

Velikiy Chelverg (ie;

ash from the ringleader'' The Old Russian word for aspen

poplar

this

were blasphemously mocking not only Christian

and sorceresses soon converged on

which bears

necromancy, devil-

For

kaldimu.

Hell but in the lower mists"? Clearly a Chaldean explanation
abilities

£<

Vitus.**

Magians as heathen Chaldean

treatise Malleus Maleficarum states "it can be said that

Sprenger for the

^§ikfo
^r-^

porchi) involved

wo|||ip, desecration, and even performing the dance of St
:

uiiii

f*

it

does not resemble

Magian texts.

In Rus' bread, salt and water were desecrated at other times and strategically flung in

cer§|l locations, especially near cross-roads. Eggs or a knotted bundle
belt, cross,

chain and coal, were put there too/ 72 Whosoever retrieved these things (which are

especially identifiable

ancl

with Magianism) would be

by disease generally speaking,

afflicted

through them, the kolduny brought diseases and plagues into the

villages.

672

The

depositing of bread at cross-roads is probably indicative that Magians left consecrated loaves

:

i!

!

made from a shirt,

at cross-road shrines by

their priests

and

priestesses.

Hence the desire to pick them up, and

eat of them.
i

:!

Kolduny slept during the day, and come night time they set off
7.

carrying a staff with an iron crook at the end.*

to

be about

their business,

They mostly dressed the same, with a sheep-

skin jacket girthed by a belt-sash {hisliakY" Their countenance was

a wolf, their eyes vulpine."7 To have them look at you was

all

terrible, their

the worse

grin that of

owing to the powers

....

of Witchcraft that flowed from those eyes. This the peasantry7 called "the wolf gaze"/

Russian sorcerers could

astral travel,

or in other words,

and send it on journeys. At other times they mutated

1

make their soul leave their body

6
into animal farm. * Kolduny

used iron
75

blades, cats, frogs and snakes as aids to performing sorcery, in addition to poplar ash.* These

we are to believe the Zoroastrian

texts.

Kolduny

displayed further black Magian features described in the Avestan and Pahla\d

texts.

Kolduny

were

classic features of

rerjdp'ed cattle

black Magianism,

lame by rubbing

their

if

hand along the

beast's back.

67F

Moreover they

decoyed the crops raised by the peasantry out of hatred for bread and cereal grains, and to

make their austere

lives

even more troubled.^

.w

:

1:1:1:1

:

The}' performed another

rite

eminently feared by the peasantry'. According

to

it

bread

was broken on its right and left side, then twisted into a knot.675 The ripped and knotted loaf
was not sprinkled with salt (as would normally be the case in any white Magian or Russian
*

$•

household), but was instead intentionally despoiled with ashes, dirt from a grave plot, eggshell,

and old

grain.*

75

The ash used

was

in the ritual

to

be taken from the hearth of the

intended victim, who was to be attacked by the black magic o( the unholy

caused poverty and
sickness.

on

fires

could even lead to death.

It

It

1

Western Europe, and featured

in

their cattle

"

ITiis

bread

drop due

to

was widelv believed throughout Belorussia that such

a rile would prevent a harvest across many fields:'"
in

and made

the person's property,

7

loaf/"

A conceptually similar ritual was known

an undetermined number of European witch

trials.

In the Sarapyl' district, in the Vyatka region of Eastern Russia, kolduny apparently laced

wine and beer with a

specially prepared incense.

disorientation, rendering

kolduny

managed

to

whomsoever had imbibed

make

a person drink

The

tainted draught caused mental

the drink unable to find doors.

wash-up

water, the victim

was

Where

supposed!)'

drained of their strength.^

Koldnny had a good side as well; for a

price.

Russians

who believed

sought the services of another koldun, who performed counter-magical

themselves vexed

rituals, to relieve

the

77
burden imposed on them by the enemy sorcerer.* Wedded couples often had them protect

the family

As

home using diverse rituals.

stated earlier, evil witches

677

were notoriously present

particularly near the exceedingly frigid

White

Sea. Folklore

in the far north of Russia,

remembers them as black

visage, perhaps negroid or Indian, or perhaps simply allegorically black in heart

and

of

body.*'*

Their infernal powers came to them in a reversed version of confirmation, when the spirit of
evil

entered their body, in the form of demons, traditionally embodied as toads, frogs and

serpents/*

v
!

Evidence for European Chaldeanism appears in Western sources too, mainly in the form
of spell scrolls written in

Chaldean and Hebrew.'™ The 1376

text Direclorium Inquisitoriwn

provided unmistakably Chaldean details about certain witch-rites. After laying face

on the ground

many times, and with songs,

"they'lacerate their own flesh (to

down

draw blood).

( ~)ut

of reverencefor the demon or by his instructions they wear white or black vestments. They worship him

by signs

...

burn candles or

incense, they sacrifice animals

and

birds,

famous protestant theologian Calvin, did however think
Chaldeans, drawing,

in places,

to

caldiing their bfooWf*

The

brand Western witches as

from Old Testament passages. 061

"He (God) hands ttie Chaldeans over to be impelled by Satan, having chosen them as His ministers
for this task. Satan with his poison darts
evil

deed

...

and

befoul

them by

amuses the wicked minds of the Chaldeans

the crime"

^

to execute tliat

-

Uijl

'

Consider also the details recorded in 1376 (by the Inquisitor Nicholas Eymeric)

He mentioned

82

concerning the arts of the witch-heretics at Aragon, France.*

;

Bloodletting, animal sacrifices (by burning), collecting the blood of the sacrifices, invoking

demons, paying homage

demons through their chastity.

to

Wearing robes either black or white

in colour, as a given

Using propitiatory hymns, incenses and aromas

for

demon required.

unholy purposes.

Kneeling before demons.

Using sigils and unidentifiable words

to

worship particular demons

Burning candles.

Conducting

rituals similar to Baal

worship.

agp
What we know

|oI| sites

of the former heathen holy sites of Europe, provides us with clues that

they were of varied pagan

faiths,

which included eastern

dualist

paganism (Magianism),

animism, pagan gnosticism (Mithraism, Chaldeanism, Neo-Pythagoreanism) and Aryan
paganism. The Aryan origin of their words
their idols, their

grove

for fire, their

holy

and the Indo-lranian names of

cults,

flags,

the Hindu-style form of

their gods, suggests a

need

to

indulge in a comparative religious study, that expands upon similarities between Vedic and

Magi an religion, and European paganism.

In

doing so one is able to make informed guesses

about the nature of European pagan religious

sites,

to paint in details otherwise erased or

omitted bv Christian or Muslim sources.

Due

This approach does have one shortcoming.
historical

all

Pan-European

source material for each given sub-topic, dating to between 500 and 1,000

by no means easy to confirm
across

to a relative scarcity of

that these additional conjectured details

of Europe. Sometimes folklore

definitively authenticate the

is all

we have

to

go on.

in

AD, it is

were actually present

most cases we cannot

Pan-European nature of a given analogous custom, where

comparable details are no longer to be found in other European countries. Considering

many

features of

Magian

religion should

that

be readily noticeable in the archeological record,

only a greater commitment to archeological exploration will bring us a better understanding
of

what

in Asia,

actually took place.

Even

European pagan holy

groves, holy springs, holy fires

then,

we will

sites fell into five

never be able to recover the

main categories; temples

full picture.

As

(fixed or mobile),

and idols. With the coming of Christianity, public modes of

heathen religious expression were no longer permitted. The

new order, whether Christian

or Muslim, set about dismantling whatever sites still remained operative, or where possible

commandeered them

More

for Christian or Islamic

usage respectively:

importantly, this section proceeds to divulge evidence that these heathen faiths

'lill
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were remarkably well organized, so much so that pagan adherents from other

made

"christianized" countries

during the 10th Century

their

way

to Rus'

and the

on

Baltic

religious pilgrimages

AD and before.

ham\

p§il Impks

-

In bygone ages, the pagans could see their fenced off grove and the trees within them. ( )n

when an

days

boundary

oblation

fence,

was

to

be made

and enshroud the

gods a high

to the

tree in the

holy

tent'*'

priest

would

cross over the

There he was alone with the

heavenly gods. As temple-making became more common, people incorporated the concept
of this private inner

was

pillar

sanctum

into their building design.

Under Aryanism, a sacred post or

raised inside the groves to tether the steed prior to

sacrifice.

its

In

Zoroastrian/Magian texts, four wooden pylons were said to delimit the boundary-line of the
inner-most sanctum, and were encased by a

woven

of interwoven thin

wood slats, or even

basketry which prevented entry into the pagan "holv of holies", yet allowed

worshipers to see the holy

were

mesh

also

found

in

fire

within, and witness the ceremonies taking place. Sanctuaries

any Christian church or chapel, although in Russia

one end of the nave, rather than

centrally located,

and

it

was appended

by a trapeznya porch.

skirted

to

toXi!

Large sums of money were invested in their construction. At Gutzkow, Poland, 300 marks
of silver

was

there: *•

Upon

the

sum

recorded as having been raised and set aside for building a temple

completion

refused to demolish

it

it

proved so breathtaking in appearance, that the Gutzkowians

when

people were eventually converted. 084 Other sources of

their

temple-building revenue consisted of donations from abroad,
contributions collected from those seeking intercessions,

fane of Rugen

was financed

to

a linguist by the

here

we

Hittites,

of Makhck, the Old Slavic

Slavic

v

<*

'
.

to

dissimilar to khram

a

for "a

temple"

Hittite

word

One cannot overstress the implications of this, for

word

for "a

temple" came from the language of the

Old Indian parallels.

Persian or

hypothetical Old Eastern-Slavic

by

word

have been derived from the

an Aryan people, and there are no surviving

The reconstructed
i*

pagan

eoRsfradioK

supposed

means "a temple"

find that the

and or course war booty. The high

manner, or so it was noted."

name

(singular Khram*', plural: KJinvni is

Kmvrtmi, which also

taxes, votary

44

in just this

ham
According

tribal

word *khorm", though

minor degree, apparently gave

linguistically

rise to other related

throughout Slavia, many of them quite specialized, others more general.

681.

words

These include the

Russian dialectal words klioromina or kharoma ("a roof"), khoromshchik ("a carpenter"), as well
as the Ukrainian

word

1

kliorom ("a corridor"), khoromi ("a porch")."

we have khram and khraina which meant

Then

in the Serbo-Croat

6
"a house" or "a temple". * In the Slovenian Itram

c
signified "a construction, "a dwelling", "a

apartment

",

home", "a temple", and much later in history "an

and Czechs used the words

Chromina was the Polish word

chrcnn or chramina ("a

temple" or "a church").**

hut" or "a cabin". Related to these

for "a

last

few words is the

Latvian harms ("a construction") and the Old Indian liarmyam ("a fortification")*6

From this we can infer several things. Firstly that khram originally denoted a pagan temple
and southern

in eastern
lost

the

Slavia.

Secondly that

many

pagan meaning of a khram and began using

their isolation

to describe

it

same people still worshiped

whatsoever. Alternatively these

from more major Eastern

and

folk in western

in

Slavic cult centers, they

central Slaxia

any kind of building

heathen Minimi, but due

had

3

had

to

to

content themselves
v:

with conducting pagan religious gatherings

in private

homes. 'I he situation was

much the
-HI

:

same in Scandinavia, for St ( Slav's Saga tells as that a major cult site for Trior was situated on
a farm, in a barn.

And lastly, in Russia and

after the conversion, thereafter
local

Poland the word entirely

meaning "a

lost its

pagan affiliations

means

Christian church". This probably

that

bishops chexse to commandeer and renovate pre-existing heathen buildings, during the

conversions, recycling

So how

is it

them

that Mediaeval Slavic

by the Indo-European
swvived

tlic

word, but

its

for Christian usage.

Hittites

The very same thing happened

in England.

pagans had preserved a word for "temple" once used

some 2,000 years prior

to their

day?

passage 0/2,000 years in the Slavic, in the same context

use to describe temples which Slavs in fact

built). If

(ie;

Let's face

the

it,

word had

not only the survival oftfic

Khmmi had

the word

not been in

Slavia for 2,000 or so years, a relic of the ancient Indo-European migrations into Europe, then
it

was surely imported

there by people

who had kept Hittite temple-building alive for that

same period. Pagan Slav temples evidently had

a

Mesopotamian or Aryan origin.

Since the Bulgars are the only other non-Slavic race to equate khram with a heathen

temple,

it's

possible that that the Bulgars taught the ultimately Hittite

together with the
Bashkirs,

know-how

to

and cannot be found

word was indigenous

to Sla\ia,

word

to the Slavs,

make them. Since khram was not used by the Volga Finns or
in other liirkic languages, this leads

and had been

there

me to believe that the

from remotest antiquity.

So what were Aryan temples like? From the Agni Puninas we know that Aryans believed
they could redeem

up

to 21 generations of their ancestors

construction of temples

and pavilion

shrines.

687

by building or financing

Temples were

craftsmanship, for they were intended to shelter the holy Dacva

ideally of exquisite
7

idols."*

Their general

appearance and structural integrity was to be well maintained by regular upkeep,

good fortune promised by the Puranas was
destruction of a temple robbed

its

7

to materialize.**

It

the

if

the

then followed that the

former builders and sponsors of the

"'.

j

i

.

x:

spiritual graces

1

87

received through their act of devotion."

Hi

Indian pagan temples varied in both shape and
elliptical,

6"*

size.

They could be

square, circular,

octagonal or oblong. 688 Doorways were an integral structural component, and were

I
i

:
:
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traditionally embellished
lintels

and posts

with the

effigies of angels

either side of the entrance.

intertwined branches and foliage.

688

The

representation of the divine being to
structural features

embodying

6**

and divine guardians, carved

Further ornamentation consisted of

temple's architectural form

whom

into the

the temple

was

was seen

as a

dedicated, with specific
9

certain part of the god's body**

For instance the

standard towering vault and cupola represented the divinity's head and

neck.^"'

fairly

Such

notions seem apparent in the Old Russian p'rst", the Bulgarian pr'st, the Serbo-Croat, Czech

and Slovenian first, the
Latvian

pirsts,

with the Old
the

I

Polish parst,

all

the Lithuanian pittas,
ligh

Old Indian

of which

and Old Prussian/

German word first

prsthani "a

meant "a
1

m These arc related to the

finger' '.

"

These Slavic words are cognate

("the ridge of a roof

% or the

1

atin postis ("a post"),

backbone", "the spine of a mountain", or "a summit".™ Stalk

(variously meaning "a post", "stairs" or "a ladder" in diverse Slavic tongues)

the Latvian

slilbs

is

equated with

"the lower part of the hand or foot".'" 'I hat further correlations between

names for architectural features and body parts are not easily discernible, indicates that such
purely coincidental, or had mostly dissipated with the passage of time.

similarities are

Anyhow,

the Brahrnins

wrapped

temple, including the exterior.

a special thread around various parts of an

Once built,

all

that

remained was

Aryan

to sanctify the building

by

a prescribed set of hallowing rituals, and chisel sacred images into it. Such an unusual detail
as a string encircling a temple seems replicated in

temple

at

Uppsala, which

was girded by a golden chain.

To consecrate an Aryan temple doorway
(frame)"!"' It is

pagan

Adam of Bremen's mention of the Swedish

"{a piece of) gold should be placed beneath the door

impossible to guess whether or not such a custom gave rise to a later Norse

tradition.

At various Scandinavian sites, archaeologists have located carnelian shards

and golden embossed

foils

(termed golden Rubber) buried under post holes.

widespread distribution archaeologists guess the
perhaps scaling a marriage, or guaranteeing
heterosexual couples,

same

bear embracing a woman. This
their ancestry7 to

last

Some

served
the

site.

men hugging

of these golden

They variously depict
each other, or perhaps

foils

lass

w hich traces
T

and a

bear.*

53

are frequently found in the foundations of houses,

and woman foils may have been Gothic amulets designed

heirs to the married couples dwelling in a given Gothic household.

The Aryans

carry the image of a

motif may be related to Gothic mythology,

foils

their

some magical purpose,

progeny once generated by the union of a young

Considering that golden magical
these bear

fertility at

sex couples (perhaps

homosexuals) or a person and an animal.

foils

Owing to

to bring fertility7

and

633

usually placed a large golden metallic disk inside their newly completed

temples, but only after the

due consecrations had been made. 694 These temple disks

represented the sun, and were thus objects of cult veneration/ * This calls to mind an account
\.r

concerning the Wends,

who

slung a so-called "golden

shield",

on a wall

inside Yarovifs

W
•fS^

r?s>.

Hciih<c
9 "'

temple/ Perhaps it was really a solar disk of the tvpe described in the Agni Pinmias. Judging

by Herbord's spartan

description of the sanctuary's interior,

was found

else

little

there.
*\:

Maybe Wolgast was more

:

austere than other

Wcndish

but judging by the

sites,

thronging around the temple as the Christian troops

villagers

sanctuary, the pagans might have been expecting their arrival.

If

first

number of

entered to violate the

so pagan priests could have

'

away most of the temple s valuables just in time. Nevertheless the locals were visibly

spirited

:

awe-struck as the sacred device passed by, victoriously held aloft by the Christian free-

though

booters,

in opposition to this conjecture, Yarovit

Herbord equated with MarjsS Evidently

his

was held

name was

to

be a war god

that

derived from the Slaxic yany

("violent", "fierce", "furious").

To further inaugurate an Aryan temple the Brahmins placed a stone
the holy

fire

of Agni upon

it.

Next the temple's principal

idol

and

lit

was put in place, seated on

its

altar there,

own stone pedestal. Following this a flagstaff was blessed and erected next to the idol of the
divine being, in order to negate the effects of the evil spirits/*
fsurroimds the neck of the temple (the vault's interior) and
cupola's interior), altar and linage".™ An

it

zoafis lire

Once

hoisted, the flag

wind around the globe

(the

Aryan temple banner required purification too, and

could only be used after it was bathed and consecrated. Tie silken flag was either of "a single
I

or variegated colours ",

and traditionally bore an heraldic depiction of military arms.** The Agni

Purana adds;"?/ should be adorned with cowries and small bells".** Once all
flag-raising

ceremony

accompanied by great

l<x)k place,

pomp and

this

was complete, a

reverence, the faithful

solemnly reciting hymns as the unfolding banner made its heroic ascension to the top of the
mast. If worshiped with piety the temple flag could remove the stain of one's sinfulness, and

bestow boons upon the assembled devotees. Kings were the primary providers of temple
flags. It

was a pressing duty that they avoided

"By the offer of a banner one goes
In the
sheltered

Aryan

tradition idoLs

to

to their

own personal

detriment.

heaven and becomes a strong monarch on Hie earth"

could also be housed inside a temple, or outdoors safely

by a pavilion shrine, or in the halls of those who wished

to earn the spiritual merits

attached to sponsoring the erection of an effigy/"*

The faithful also needed to dig holy tanks, reservoirs or wells near the new temple, to pool
the sacred waters.""

A post was driven deep into the well's bottom, and a consecrated effigy,
bottom/99 The spiritual graces flowing from well construction

plus gold, were committed

its

were profound. As sacred

cattle

the digging

and

lapped

lining of the well

its

waters, the sins of the one

were taken away

-

"He

who commissioned

neve)' goes to

Ml", so said

their

scriptures/^

The style and decoration of pagan Russian khtxmii varied depending on
of

worship normally conducted

there. Just

the precise

form

as there was immense variation in the

1
i

^uc'^isto

ti lkb\yw
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construction and decoration of the later Christian churches,

acquired their own

pagan temples most

likely

The more lavish and impressive Mtranii no doubt attracted greater

"feel".

volumes of heathen pilgrims on sacred

festivals

(and

more prestige for local

tribespeople).

Since most available descriptions of the pagan Wendish temple interiors come from some
of the very people who sacked them, we should ask how reliable their recollections were?

Mediaeval Christian writers were

have had an absolute
simply no better
this,
...

field

moment

in

any way keen on diabolizing the pagans, they could

day describing the insides of the heathen temples. There was

to revel in classic

and predominantly lucid descriptions

"a ffvat temple had

ornamented with gold,
actually gilded

hem
his

erected to the

demonic

of

as

find very

demons, the chief of

whom

is

added

writing,

demonic by pagan Wends.

This

is difficult

(set

to

guess

how closely this practice resembled

image

Redigast. His

of

though

was

it is

that of the Aryans.

highly

ITtietmar's
'

is

was

that the effigy

embellishment. Purple cloth was draped over the walls, '" and flags placed inside;
it

little

what was seen inside. For example at Rethra

bed bedeeked with purple"**' Thietmar

was seen

we

cliches. Instead,

wood, embellished by engravings, perhaps

unlikely that Redigast

If

own

though

Carved images

with animal horns) were erected outside, near the exterior of the Rethra temple/ 99 In

all

we are presented with a picture of pagan Slav holv sites every bit similar to those described
in the

Hindu Puranas.

Hindu (and presumably Aryan)

In

religious art, the Daeva idols

were very frequently

found seated (in the lotus position) or standing on a lotus flower pillar. According to thcAgni
Purana the

faithful

worshiped weaponry and sundrv

in the center of which was

shaped

deities

an idol of Indra. In 1951 Russian archaeologists excavated a flower-

mound at Novgorod, which is believed to have acted

originally

burning

atop flower-shaped mounds,

as a pedestal for

brought there by Vladimir's uncle Dobrynya. Holy

in the center of the flower,

and

was probably

Novgorod

religious site

to Perun/'°

or in other words Indra.

As you will have seen

Celtic

at the tip of

idols

once blazed there

also,

each petal/02 All things being equal,

a Zurvanite or

pagan

fires

Perun s idol,

this

Aryan pagan daeva temple dedicated

were sometimes found seated with

their legs

arranged in the so-called lotus position, a religions posture adopted during meditation in
India.
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temple

As you will recall, Aryan temples frequently possessed a lofty vault/ 4 The situation was

much

the

same

in Slavia.

By

(square, octagonal or circular)
aesthetically pleasing

far

the most impressive of the Slavic Wirami were

w<x)den towers, roofed by a pyramid-like cupola

rows of oak shingles

called

lemekh™ Lemekh

is

a

immense

made from

word common to

all

V

the Slavs, despite
f-

leniesis™

minor phonetic

variations,

and appears

traceable to the Lithuanian

These shingled temples™ probably resembled the

coinci dentally

were not unlike Western Church bell-towers

fire

word

temples of the Magi, and

to look at.
>
''..

In other instances, heathen Slav towers had octagonal spires, or shater "tent rooves"

(pronounced shatyor) as they called them. These cupola-towers apparently existed before the
989

AD conversion

to Christianity,

and

their design

was

faithfully incorporated into early
::

Russian churches. 7"7 High towers were therefore elements of pagan Slavic architecture.
Linguistics lets us infer that shaler tent rooves (or at the very least

employed over a large area; Slavia, Serbo-Croatia,
and the vast

Turkic lands of Central Asia, as far

Asiatic Far-East

Hie

true origin of

and the Old Indian chattmm

sluiti/oi' is

away as

the Persian

7-*

("a barrier").

Bulgaria, the

Magian

tents)

:':'"'-:

were

Uighur Empire, Azerbaijan,

the Altai region of Siberia, in the

word

chatr ("a barrier" or "tent"),

Shalyor's impressive distribution

might be

evidence that Magian or Magian-Brahminic temple building skills had decentralized from
the Iranian region,

and had diffused northwards, eastwards and westwards over an

exceptionally vast region. The

encampment

Achaemenid holy city of Pasargadae (which

of the Persians"),

was tent-shaped

in

its

overall layout

705

translates as "the

Such a design was
|

yjBfliff

simply a translation of their tented holy sites into more lasting materials, which were suitably
decorated with the exploits of kings by teams of carvers.™

Achaemenid Magians had come

If

for

arguments sake

to settle in Russia, either immediately, or after

»

a lengthy
-

period of habitation in Northern and Central Asia,
themselves in similar

household

activities.

we might

between Achaemenid Persia and Slavia

than stone, perhaps on account of

And w e do. Though one point
was the Russian use of wood rather

its

plenti fulness.

The

make in
very

from

time and

money (no stone

holy. Expatriate Persian

stone.

Achaemenid

decorative influences
griffons)/

Be

that as

v

(ie;

to

import and

dress),

realms of the

suitable quantity of timber for

wood may have been

cheaper

to

and what is more, the w<xxi was

craftsmen in Slavia probably delighted in a pleasant change

architecture originally

showed Egyptian and Mesopotamian

humans with animal heads and other animalian body parts, lions,

far in excess of the

it

this reason, building in

T

relatively treeless

Achaemenids and Magi never provided the Persians with a
use in temple construction. For

expect that they engaged

Accordingly one might find groves, anthropomorphic

utensils, griffons, highly decorated temples, seals.

of difference

*nn§

expected

( ireek influence,

which was nonetheless

present.

7 -'

may, the vast majority of the Magian religious sites appear to have been in the
||

form of outdoor gardens (transected by flowing creeks of crystalline

purity), free-standing

paviHon-shrines, as well as raised platforms set atop hills.™

Our most enduring problem

is

the desolation of the old Slav temples,

on account

of

which we are unlikely to discover the fullest range of artistic themes that once adorned them.
This is a pity, for they were described as exquisite even by the Christians who came to destroy

I

-
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them.

Nor can we compare anything

Bi-

other than chance discoveries of well-preserved

fragments of carved panels. Nevertheless, Russian holy groves and temples can be

admirably equated with Iranian holy

the

All

sites.

more so because

number

a

o(
ll

Scandinavian and Slavic

artifacts

(whether excavated or mentioned in mediaeval

we see a

sources) resemble those of the Persians. Accordingly
like lions

and

and

griffons cascading out of Iran

into

historical

translation of Persian motifs

Northern and Eastern Europe. Such

motifs are found in their wood canings. In a Sla\lc context, the tent-roofed cupola design is

thought

to

have been an outgrowth of a feature

relationship

between religious towers and

common

to Slavic fortifications.

fortified sites is validated

A

711

firm

by archeological

excavations and historical accounts pertaining to Rugen, which depict the main temple there
as securely guarded not only by men-at-arms, but defensive works.

Another Old Russian word

tower"

for "a

commonly used

in pre-Christian times

was

vezhi, which is similar to the Slovenian peza, the Polish loieza, and the Czech vez or veze, which
in

almost all cases mean "a tower". Vczha perhaps originated from the Avestan Persian verb

vaza?'

What is more certain is that these correlations emerged from the proto-slavic *vezha

meaning "a mobile home

more

,,

or "a portable tower" Historically speaking, Slav towers were

/

often than not portable,

They could be

cladding.

assembled

at a

and

for this

reason only infrequently covered in external

readily dismantled, transported about

on a wagon and

new location.

We know from Poland

that the

the top of hills or mountains, but

they followed this custom.

were so valuable

that in

Western Slavs preferred

to build their

temple towers on

due to the lack of high ground in Russia, it is less likely that

'lTiese

temples contained

one case we know of

were guarded by 300 armed

(the

riders. Archaeologists

idols, treasure

Western Slav

and holy

cult center of

fires

which

Rugen) they

and surviving historical accounts allow

us to guess that the Rus' pagan temples resembled those of the Western Slavs in
respects.
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re-

many

In his 10th Century- text Fields of Gold, Al-Masudi informs us that many Slavs were

demi-pagans, pari Christian and part sun-worshipers. They were, so to speak,

heretics.

He

provided descriptions of their Slavic temples (or possibly even heretical churches), but did
not state if he saw them personally:

"And mother temple was
-

r

built

miraculous waters encircle

a great

he

idol in theform

mows

dead).

it,

by one oftlieir kings on Chomiya

multi-colowed and varied, with well known uses. In

of a person,

the bones of the

Gom (Black mountain)

like

an old

dead from tMgrave

man
(ie;

zvith

a

stick in his hands,

of black, annged ravens, and oilier black winged images
hill

they had

with zvhich

he re-animates or resurrects the

A picture of various ants is situated at his right foot, and at his

"And they have another temple on a

it

left foot

are pictures

..."?''

surrounded by the sea

....

Inside

it

was

lined out

with red coral and green chn/solitc. In the midst of it was a great tower, and undo'

it

was

the

idol,

which had purls crafted from four kinds ofprecious stones: camel ian, aysial, sapphires,

and green

dirysolitc,

and

its

head from

which stood opposite it, bringing

a sort of sage

tliat

was thav

it

many carats ofgold. Young girls stare at another idol

sacrifices

and incense. The building has been attributed

713

in olden times";

Archaeology, historical sources and Sla\ic folk traditions
i

to

us that

tell

houses

their idol

i

were la\ishly adorned with graven images of the divine beings. 714 The pagan idols venerated
by Khagan Vladimir and the Kievans were located on
palace

(in

the Primary CIvwiicle text recorded using the

word

Russian

for "a tower", "a

cupola" or "a palace".

Slovenian trem ("a roof"). Vasmer does not
terms, but records that they

meaning "a beam" or "a

Greek

the

terent).

was

It

715

Term was

the

Old

related to the Serb term

means

girder".

7"

making such a

of

list

an Old Indian or Avestan correlation

for these

might have come from Greek and Roman words which
Considering the supposed Greek or

Roman

construction might ha\'e been copied from

frontier defensive posts long

captured

word

not far from the towered

Bulgarian trem ('a porch"), the Serbo-Croat hvjenia ("a hall"), and the

("turret"), the

tcreni,

tire hill

origin of

Roman and

observed by the ancient Slavs, or taught

to

them by

Roman war prisoners, of which there were once many

There were two other Old Russian words

for "a tower",

namely syn and sun (which

meant the same as "son", and was therefore in all probability somehow related to "the sun").
Syn originated

in the

Dunai-Bulgar tongue, and

is

also traceable to the

Old Turkic, where

it

meant "a statue" or "a grave marker".717 Here we have possible evidence that Russian towers
housed idols consecrated
on.

What is more,

and

to the gods,

effigies representing ancestors

the data suggests that the Slavs learned

how

to

make

who had passed
these idol-towers

from the Magian Bulgars and Turks.
Lastly there arc the

building's interior'^
7,s

or "a porch ").

Chaliar Taq was,
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words

and the

chertog

later dterdak.

The Old Russian

dieting ("a

originated in the Persian diartak char ("four") tak ("high", "a balcony"

Perhaps

it

originally

more specifically,

a

meant "a high or

domed

four-storey tower". In Sassania, a

pavilion that sheltered a Zoroastrian

fire altar."

v

!

Clearly a certain proportion of the Bulgar

beholden

to post-Karterian ideologies,

and

Slavic

Magians were Orthodox Zoroastrians

iconoclasm and dogmatism. 1 he following table is a

synopsis of words relating to towers and temples in Slaxia. These same words are in no way
to

be found throughout the Germanic tongues.

Term

Meaning

Distribution of cognate

Hittite

Eastern and Western Slavia, the Balkans

7

Miram

'a

temple

shater

'a

pyramidal cupola' Persian/Old Indian

vedia

'a

t(

terem

'a

tower'

)wer'

words

Origin

Eastern Europe and Eurasia

R Jand, Czech islovakia, Sic venia

Pr< )to-Slav< )nic

Russia,

Greek/Roman

Russia, Bulgaria, Serbo-Croatia, Slovenia

^•<-

a tower'

sy>f

Bulgar/Turkic
7

chenlak

'a

balcony

gferfcgj

'a

building's

Persian via the Turkic Russia
Russia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Central Asia

Persian \ia

the Old Bulgarian

interior'

To thatch

Russia, Bulgaria

their cosmological view, the

main towers were divided

considerable height. These
"observation deck", holy

pagan Russians and

fire

and pagan

Many

and

Slavic

Baltic

made

some

lowers of

into three levels; the

upper

ground based inner sanctum where

belfry, the

ceremonies were performed, and the subterranean

Balls

level.

tower temples were round, but others were square shaped,
7"-"

constructed around four central pylons.

According

form of Achaemenid Ma/dean temple design, so
temples were based on Persian designs of

to Darmesteter, this

this

some

ma) be
7

antiquity.

was

the principal

further evidence that Slavic

Dome-topped

fire

temples

supported bv columns were however atypical of the Sassanian period,721 rather than towers,

no doubt the

result of

Roman

missing legions taken in warfare against Rome.

found
If

war

craftsmanship reluctantly pre Aided by

A

captives

building of similar design

is still

from
be

to

in Russia.

the Slavs

from the

had Magi, and they had towered temples (with architectural

Iranian), then

it

is likely their

features derived

towers were styled in a manner similar to a typical

Magian fire temple. You see Magians once kept

their fires atop

t(

nvers to keep the flame out

of harm's way. This being the case, Slavic khrami towers probably possessed a sand box, stone

hearth or pedestal somewhere on the upper storey,
eternal fire of ages
eternal flame

is

(ie;

on which burned

Svaro/hich, or son of God). In fact the

Vcchnaya Plainya,

literally

the holy

modern Russian term

one could also find the war banner and primary

settlement inside the temple.

"

was a sacrificial

The idol was sited on the ground
fire pit.

for

an

"the centuries-old flame". Judging by the account

of the Slav temple at Rugen,

front of which

the

fire,

idol of the

floor level of the temple, in

The placement of idols inside fire temples was never

acceptable under Orthodox Zoroastrianism; only the

(in^-worshiping Zurvanite Magi observed

more

this practice.

and

ancient varieties of Diieva

Therefore the Slavic towered

fire

temples were, in all likelihood Magian Zurvanite temples, run by7 Zurvanite dualist Maguswizards, or Aryan pagan holy sites administrated by Brahmins.

The Slavic war banners might have had

a three-fold role. Firstly as a

means

of heraldic

identification for specific military units, thus facilitating greater control of one's fighters

crowded

battlefield.

on a

Secondly to show archers the prevailing wind direction and

approximate velocity. .And thirdly to discover whether or not ihefravashis (the Magian saints)

were accompanying them
::
:.

battle.

The following

into combat,

scripture

would

refers to battle against the Daevas.

and hence

signal the likelihmd of victory during

of course only apply to non-Zurvanite Magi, for

Whether the Zurvanites had a

similar teaching

it

is

j

1

r*&«.

•f>^

Wtimt'
unknown, nor do we know who thefrnvashis would have been directed against in Zurvanite
1

doctrine; against the Muras or the Dacvas?

"Wc urn-ship the good, strong, beneficaitfrawshis of thefaithful; with helms of brass, with
weapons of brass, with armour of brass, who struggle
arraying the battles

light,

the

and hinging

titan forwards, to

wind blows from behind them and brings

blows

tlie hreatli

of victory; and

in thefights for victoiy in gartnents of

their breath

kill

ofDaam. When

unto men, then

men know where

thy pay hofnagc unto the shwig, beneficent fravashis of the
'

faithful,

thousands

with their hearts prepaivd and their arms

While there are only scant references

uplifted.

to the Slav

,^_i

war

number

banners, there are a

of

recorded instances in the sagas where Norse battle standards bore a raven motif,

7

way

had even

which they moved about divulged the outcome of a

in

started.

^

For example the raven banner carried

daughters, and
4

defeat.

it

portended victory

if it

for

conflict before

it

and

Ragnar Lothbrok was woven by

the

his

flew strongly, whereas a limp pennant augured

As you will recall the sons of Ragnar (from Dublin) are guessed to have been willing

participants in the Al-Madjus attacks on Cordoba

Kave believed

in the same banner-lore as the

and North Africa, so accordingly they may

Magi. Magyar standards carried the same sorts

of motifs too; ravens with meat in their beaks. Considering that Hungarians had heathen fire
priests

known

as Magoch Magus,

and

call

themselves Magyars (pronounced majar), their

raven image should be seen in a Magian context, signifying swift death to their enemies.

As with

the

Mazdean

temples, the Volkhvy chose the

preferred location for the flame, for not only

surrounding landscape, but

war could be

it

afforded

susceptible to attack.

some

'I

his

was most

the highest point overlooking the

it

protection to the holy

Vernadsky mentions

directly accessed via the roof (using ropes),
7
their breath. -"

was

upper storey of these towers as the

likely

and when

fire,

which

in times of

that Slav temple's could only

there, the

pagan

priests

had

be

to hold

a reference to the Zoroastrian /Zurvanite belief that

human breath could contaminate the holy fire, and when tending it Mobeds had to wear a
mask over the face. We know that the Volkhvy also wore masks, plausibly for this reason.
One Mediaeval Western

writer spoke of a "lighthouse" situated in one of the Bailie

countries, a lofty tower with a fire burning brightly at the top. Perhaps this was a lighthouse,

but

it

of a

might also have been an eyewitness account of a holy fire burning on the upper storey

Magian tower 725 Consider

cemetery.

could

it

this. It

The archaeologist (Flipowiak

was

situated south of the town,

1986) called

it

would need

course. That

is

Unfortunately

I

unless

it

a lighthouse for guidance,

served to warn approaching

in

a small

beacon to guide shipping. But

a

be when it was not situated on the coast, but further inland on a

that river craft

and

river. It is

when they simply
helmsmen

how

unlikely

follow the river's

of navigational hazards.

know of no further details in relation to the structure of this tower. From the

SSlS

>•••

5?/*?-

\™m<

we know

writings of the Magi,

that the holy fire

was

the most important

and vulnerable

possession of a given settlement, the focal point of the people's public ceremonial

only

it

gods.

was capable

If

of transporting their sacrificial gifts

was

the holy flame

and transported

danger of capture, the

in

to the safety of

back

to the Creator

ash-filled fire

life,

since

and heavenly

urn could be removed

some secluded location, however this option would only be

considered in the gravest of dire emergencies,

iTi's

when there was literally no other option/

MAGTAN BELFRIES
Slavic Volkhvy

used

bells to

ward

surrounding lands, and were

off evil in the

known

to

have worn them on their person, or mounted them in bell tow ers, where the bells hung from
7

the ceiling
'1

by means of chains.71 The
''

his practice

is

in

accord with Magian

"

bells

might

also

have been in separate

bell towers."

2

temple constructions, which had four bells slung

fire

from the ceiling by chains, and which were rung during prayer sessions, when the holy fire

was being

fed.

72

*

By Moul ton's reckoning

Hindus,7^ and not

on

early

Hindu

all fire

towers,

the Parsees

temples had them. Magian
or,

had adopted the

from the

towers were most likely modelled

bell

a later post-exilic tradition, acquired in India.

less likely

Considering that Iranian mosques were often refurbished
that

practice

1

fire

temples,

it

necessarily follows

many eastern minarets are vestiges of the ancient wizard towers, or otherwise modelled

on them.7292

The more archaic Old Russian word for
from the Old Russian word

for bell zvon

ziXMds (Bulgarian), and dzvon
::-.

;

zvanas.

(Polish).

was zvonitsa, which was derived

(Old Slavonic, Serbo-Croat, Slovenian and Czech),

Then

there

These stemmed from the Old Indian smnas

is

the Latvian zvans

("a sound"),

which

and

the Lithuanian

also gave rise to the

:

Latin Waits ("sound").
the pre-Christian era,

Thus we might think that Slavic and

and had some kind

names banned under Christianity-

%

"a bell tower"

belLs,

and do not appear

to

of

an Aryan

genesis."'"

{Dzvinka, Dzvtniimira,

and

bells".

"bell-ringer",

7r?

hats,

Dzvenislam)"'

seem

first

related to

bells.

Dzvinka and Dzvenimira

while Dzvenislam could have meant "Glory of the ringing
7

On the other hand, Russian folklore preserves information on the kolokol'niy man or

kolokol'niy myzhik.
cv

Three pagan Russian

Have had a masculine form. This might indicate that women,

perhaps female Magi, were tasked with ringing the temple

might KjSve meant

Baltic bell towers originated in

These were deceased male bell-ringers that wore pointy white or red

and sounded the

bells in the

dead of

night.

732

Kolokolniye kyzhiki

were normally the

i'J''.

souls of ancestors with supernatural powers and abilities.
at night or

on major

7"'2

feast days.

Upon

732

They served

the third striking of their belLs,

inside the churches

demons were struck

down, or so they said in Novgorod. 732 Perhaps kolokol'niye myzhiki were the ghosts of Russian
\y
m

.

(!

Christian
life,

monks returning from beyond

the grave to dutifully sound the bells as they did in

lhe inclusion of pointy white and red hats veers us from a monastic spectre though,

It

instead suggesting they

were the helpful apparitions

of heathen bell-men.

Another word

«gs;w
:

'

> ''

'•JyttiYr*

i

I'^rirN

^L**^ J' *»

Vv

r,.5li v*<-»j

^<

•r-"

balabolka

meant

meant "a bell" or "bell-ringer", and

"to chatter

,,

/

or more likely the reflexive form

hang around "?" The
Old Indian

was et\Tnologically related to balalvlil', which

it

less

archaic Russian

kalakalas ("disorderly

word

clamouring or

boltat'sya

meaning

"to dangle" or "to

for bell (kolokol) evidently
cries",

comes from

or "noise"). Doubtless to say

rung

reflected the chaotic peeling of different-sized bells

the

kolokol

in unison, bells of Indian

provenance.™
Slavic temple sanctuaries

were

inlaid

ornamental woods, and carved with

with lime, oak, boxwood and other fine-grained

celestial

and mythological imagery

of the highest

standard; * sumptuously decorated griffons, centaurs and serpents * Such ornamental work
is

potential evidence for the continuation of ancient

Greek or Mesopotamian

were used by

practices inside Slavia. Slavic temple towers

their

religious

heathen astronomers as a

:
i

platform to scan the heavens in search of the planets and other celestial phenomena.
In Russia, bell-towers w^ere free standing, normally built at a distance from the
7**

building,

and

this

Some

continued to be the case during Christian times.

Slavic temples

came

a Bait temple.

bell

Novgorod excavations.

alive

visually tantalizing reliefs,

inlaying of gems, coral

English

was dug up by

towers crudely resemble the architectural model of a tower which
archaeologists during the

main

with the scent of

pagan

floral

"scriptural" writing,

and other precious objects

garlands, perfumes, incenses

and

and paintwork. Notable was

into the

the

woodwork, as was mentioned

of

7*

Some of the tower constructions found in Old Russia, the Baltic and the Ukraine might
not have been temples at all, but much rather astodans, towers of the dead, known to the
Magi as 'Towers of Silence". The following

is

Moulton's account of a Parsee (Zoroastrian)

bslodam

"A Tower
top

(of silence)

if possible.

Inside

is

its

a round structure of brick or stone situated on rising ground, a
circular wall

was a

floor built in three sections - the highest, next the

u\iU,fi)r males, the next forfemales, the lowest for diildren. Uieif slope

with a circumference about
the corpse
that

tlie

was

laid,

and the

head does not

lie

lialftliat

hill-

down

to

a central

well,

of the outside wall hi the sliallow ivccptacles provided,

cotton clothes zvell

slit

to the north, a quarter

up and down with scissors,

care

beim taken

haunted hi fiends".

As soon as tlie corpse-bearers had left tlie Tower, tlie vultures swoop down from their post of
obsetvation round the wall (on an outer ledge),

and in

lialfan

hour time zoos mining

left

but

i
i

tlie

skeleton.

cast

tlie

Quickly the bones dry, and

bones into

tlie

tlie

corpse-bearers enter again

central well, where they crumble aivay"J*

aftei'

some days, and

I

,.^i
>:

m

7>?

he pagan Germans,

,;

Hi

Celts, Iranians,

»

lo$

Some saw

«3»

h-STi*

«

Buddhists and Slavs

places. In various parts of Europe, archaeologists
facilities.

««::

As you

will

have read certain pagans

living in the frost}' North reportedly spent much of their time living

Down

in the

out underground

normally interpret them as food storage

both religious and secular use.

looking at the sun they loathed.

dug

all

below ground to escape

burrowed hollows they

revelled, playing

drums and music until nightfall.

More

sophisticated

underground temples were constructed by the Slavs

Rus' the base of a circular stone temple at

Bug was

pagan

too. In

excavated and found to possess a

subterranean passage leading down into a circular rtx>m. This is the rexnu in which Mimbog

appears in a wall mural on bended knees before a sacred

such rooms most
invocations.
libation

likely

Magian environment,

necromancy and planetary

acted as 'caves' for performing

beneath the surface of the earth. This would be an

assume

In a

That is because a white Magus would not even think about performing a / Jaoma

So where did they
to

tree.

act of defilement; devil-worship.

inherit the practice of building subterranean temples

that the cult of Mithra

was not under-represented

from?

in certain parts of

If

we are

pagan

Rus',

we may have good reason to suspect that there were a lot of Mithmea, or underground vaults
in Rus', in

which the

pivotal bull-sacrificing

ceremony was performed, where a

impersonating Mithra slaughtered the Bull of Creation.
as a result of

found

Roman Mithraeas were unearthed

WW2 bombing in England, relics from Roman Briton. They have also been
717

right acruss Europe,

and some huge

structures in Central Asia

resemble Mithmen, although they are generally assumed to have been absent
the below-ground portions of the Rus' temples served as Mithmea
generally Mithivea

were

built to a standard design,

rather than circular in nature, as

gnostics used

was

is

underground chambers as well (perhaps

circular) in

there.

were unearthed in Russia some time ago.

It is

amazing

to

Whether

anyone's guess, but

and were supposed

the case with the Rus' design.

would tend

to

be rectangular

C Jreek

Pythagorean

which they performed

necromancy, The only clue that below ground temples ever existed in Rus' came
several

priest

that

any survived

when
at

all,

because like the above ground temples, they too were earmarked for demolition by Russian

Church

authorities.

"dig them

Vladimir ordered his troops not only to tear

down

the temples, but to

up" J*

Zoroastrian scriptures linked the heretical de\al-worshipers and their numberless idol

m\

houses with the use of hiding
Considering the

many

Slavic pagan Zurvanites

bone pits, and not just

pits,

or burrows. But

is

there such a link with the Slavs?

perceptible manifestations of quasi-vedic, quasi-Magian society,

I

used some underground diggings for ritual purposes, or as aslodan

for storage, or sanctuary in the event of

an attack

I

According

to

If

one source, the pagan Russes possessed amphitheatres. They consisted of

an earthen-mound

(central stage),

on which

sat idols

and an

altar, all

of

which were

''..

surrounded by a semi-circle of benches or "pews" that faced the sanctuary, providing
seating for in excess of 31)0 persons.™

Such

such as the veche council area excavated

an amphitheatre. Having said

that,

at

sites

may have been

Novgorod, which

places of secular assembly
the general description of

fits

Rus' pagan priests are recorded having used

masks, horns, harps and other mysterious rites during

festivals at

comedy

which they performed

for

the packed audiences of the post-conversion era:*

.

1

Traditionally amphitheatres
localities

were of Greek or Roman

authorities.

If

lectures before

the Russes built their amphitheatres to

been erected by Mithraic devotees, and

if

Roman

sill

outlawed by Christian

specifications they

may

%-x^.-j

have

Greek they were probably built by descendants of

Neo-pythagorean philosopher scientists banished from Athens in the 6th Century AD. By

some coincidence the early mediaeval Northumbrian royal court in Yeavering

-

-!::x£a'»''"

(Britain) also

had an amphitheatre.

The general

Kusso-Slavic word skomorokh specifically denoted a wandering musician who

acted as a comedian and a sorcerer, while wearing Latin-style clothing. In the Old Polish

the

and

words skomroszny ("shameless" or
741

"lively").

frank" or "a

Skomorokti

practical joke'

'

is

keeps

!

their

wore

ceremonial pantomimes, there

.

Tt is

word Samarags which meant "someone who never

Is

Latin-style clothing

and comedy masks during

a distinct possibility that they

their

were the descendants of

who performed divine comedies in ancient Rome and Greece, thereby causing much

scandal,

and prompting

their

shows provoked outrage in
in

which meant "a

word".7 "

Since Slavic Skomoroklii

actors

and skowrosny ("happy"

"indecent"), or skowiysny

believed to have originated from a Greek word

also apparently linked with the Latvian
!

we find

but could also mean "a simndlc" or "a deliberate act of deception"

,

subsequent expulsion from the Empire. Their witty stage

the eyes of Pliny the Elder,

which they defamed the

celestial

who caustically attacked the manner

gods, with the outrageous

lies

they invented. St

Augustine further wrote:
!
i

"This farm of'propitiation of such gods as these

-

with

all its lascivious

impurity,

its
'.*

shameless, filthy corruption,

of honour, debanrd from

contempt and condemned

accompanied with

and its actors whom

all political office

to

outlawry".

.

Smaller venues in rural

origin.

may have emulated the great amphitheatre at Pergamum or Epidaurus, where the

pagan philosophers once preached and convened

.

^i&jag*

the

Romans, with a

and expelled from

laudable, instinctive saisc

their tribes,

marked as hmeath

"On certain appointedfestivals, scenes of shame,

cruelty, acts of dishonour

and crime, attributed

(whetlier truly or falsely) to

i

y*S?

L>*

fc«f^

i

fc <fttte beings, wem plainly and opei ily ivpvsented, conseawted and dedicated to those gods
\

..

Tliose

demons (the actors) admit

They avouch tiwnsehvs as

things.

and misdemeanours,

real

that they are

(made) unclean by delighting

the promoters of Urns of crime

or pretended, and by

and indecency by their crimes

public presentation of them...".

tlie

Here Augustine candidly .speaks about their impropriety, even within
man\/ forthright pagans were similarly enjoined

for

%.'.

actors

%

and what is more, professed

During the

ritual carnivals of the

went from place

buffoonery,

to place

742

the

condemnation

pagan milieu,

in the centuries

would seem that they blatantly mocked some of Rome's

following the birth of Christ. For it
dearest gods,

in their

such

in

to follow a criminal lifestyle (or so

heathen

festival calendar,

it

was alleged).

skomoroMii musicians

serenading the masses with their

skillful orations.

and

Their

comedy and merry-making (most likely of classical Greek or Roman origin) no

doubt provided an enjoyable dimension

to the

pagan

carnivals,

which the Christian

priests

viewed with exceptional disdain. When a skomorokh plucked the strings of his gusli, blew the
!%

began a ballad or epic poem, an atmosphere of expectation wafted amongst the

pipes, or

crowds of listeners and

guests.

songs and dramas of

I

he people jostled

for a

good spot to stand and awaited with
to the

Primary Chronicle, pagan

impenitence was nowhere more visible, and openly flaunted than

when these boys came to

glee, the

According

their forefathers.

town, for the Churches stood almost empty, and wherever the clowns played, the
congregated audiences wore the ground to bare earth! 745 In short, the skomorokhi were almost
single-handedly responsible

for,

not only hampering, but undoing the conversions of many

early Mediaeval Russians!
«•

::•:
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shrines located in Sla\ia's villages, lesser settlements,

and even out in

the wilderness. True thev had smaller dimensions than great temples, but wTere generallv no
less

stunning in appearance. The not-so-rich placed

protection against

demons,

just as

sudden

might only be a sacred

attacks

H:

sacrifices at these sites for

tree,

by marauders, bandits, wolves

stump,

recognisable mythological and religious engravings. Gifts
H:

and

hunters and wcxidsmen hoped for a similar insurance

policy against unexpected blizzards, or
bears. Small shrines

tithes

tree

or

hollow or bough, bearing

were

left

in the

:

most obvious

:

:
:

:::

location, to

be collected and immolated by a resident or wandering Magus at a later date. In

Old Russian another name for a small pagan temple or chapel was bozhmtsa 5! (derived from
the

word Bog

{god}

and thus

traceable

back to the Iranian

devotional images and idols representing Iranian

./

Bag).

The word bozlinitsa implies

and shamanic gods,

yazatas, holy saints.

Magi, royals and nobles were housed within these shrines. Back in Magian Iran regional
sacrificial

pavilions of similar function

were assigned

their

own Magus,

referred to as a

'

Bagnapat (meaning Master of a Bagin {bag shrine|). For this reason linguists have linked
jjii:

.

bozhmtsa with the term gudhus (Gothic: "a synagogue") or godahus (Old Icelandic: "a pagan

temple").
It

7 '""

was revealed in writings derived from the council of Braga (in Portugal) that pagans in

that part of the

springs,
large

in the habit of building illuminated shrines

which shone brightly (probably owing

numbers

walls of

world were

to the holy fire

of burning candles). Interestingly, these shrines

lattice construction, just

burning within, or due

sanctum was a four-posted chamber surrounded by wooden

to

were described as having

were the Magian temples and

as

near the groves and

lattice

shrines,

wall

whose

grilles,

and

inner

for this

reason the interior light sources were probably visible to onlookers.7/k

alp pifipips
The sort

of temples mentioned in this chapter

were major destinations

for pilgrims, not

only by Russians, but die-hard pagans from Western Europe, pining for their mead. They

were

also centers of great learning

contacts suggests that

and medical

many of these \dsitors were

treatment. Physical evidence of trade

English and Prankish, though

Bremen specifically highlights Hispanic and Hellenic folk converging on

Adam of

the Baltic in large

numbers to consult necromancers, soothsayers and other occultists.747

or

Slav (and perhaps even foreign) initiates gathered at these institutions for tutelage in the
finer arts of the Volkhv's craft.

Christian Rus',

These

hierarchical colleges contained the intelligentsia of preen

and progression through their highly regimented

years to achieve,

and brought great

where they learned Magian

prestige.

scripture

and

These were

effectively

ritual (called herbestans),

writing, astrology natural science, medicine etc
Christianity, their wTitten treasures

fields of

was

were committed

acquired).

to the flames,

7 '"'

study took

Magian
or

many

seminaries,

dibirestans

(where

With the coming

ushering out an old

of

era,

heralding a new.

There are no existing records hinting at just how many temples flourished

in

pagan

Rus'.

Perhaps these massive temple edifices were found in almost every major grad, klirami
dedicated to the
If

tribe's

patron god, and worshiped

at a prince

or chief tains's seat of power.

we draw upon the case of Rugen, pagan trcx)ps were probably attached to Rus' temples
T

or sanctuaries of note during major

festivals,

perhaps even at all times. They were probably

tasked with crowd control, guarding the temple and other sundry duties like escorting of

and

tithes

dignitaries

from distant towns. Other temple buildings perhaps included

accommodation for the Ehrpats (Magian students), study rooms, storehouses for food,
tcx)Ls
•
•

and other valuable mmmodities,

studies,

and

libraries.

inns,

workshops,

furs,

stables, apothecaries, smithies,

People of every social class descended

upon

the temples and

sanctuaries bearing gifts for their gods; bribes to stave off harm or perhaps even to receive a

showering of luck if they had been especially generous. At these religious centers, the pagan
priests

were consulted by those seeking treatment not only for their kin, but diseased crops

•

and

livestock.

Remedies, wards and phylacterys of essay description were dispensed from

their pharmacological

Fasting

ffC!

drying rooms.

and donations

ot cattle

and gold were

Aryan pilgrimage

features of

festive

moods,

carved or gilded statues of their favorite gods, normally on

avoid kneeling

on dead or denied

ceremonial bonfires
stones),

fires

burned

matter.

at

At certain times

major colleges on

assuming voracious quantities of sanctified

the ready

,

prostrating themselves before

woven mats

or prayer rugs to

of their festive year, gargantuan

hearths of set stone

(ie;

caims of

timbers like birchwixxi and allowing

summoning up and worship of powerful angelic spirits and genii. These colleges

were almost always

sited in

windy

places,

and wherever possible were

promontory hill or at the base of a mountain near a
junction.

ritual

"who

74*

possesses learning, austerity and penance, reaps the fruits of pilgrimage"

Everywhere heathens could be seen in

...

Here the secret rites of the "Doctors'' and

situated

on a

large body of water, or preferably a river

VolkJivy brought to fruition

man's highest

possible level of interaction with the elements, a befriending of the sky, the trees, the grass,
the water, the animals

and all

that existed.

in Trnutorokan, coordinated the Slav

as the colleges associated with the

A pre-eminent council of Volkhroy, which presided

networks of fire,

air,

earth

and water temples, as well

more prestigious temples.

or-"

At around the time of Charlemagne,* according
biographer),
o to Bnhard (the Emperor's
r
pilgrims making their way through Western Europe were routinely subjected to Church
err...

*•

.

roadbkxzks, spot checks, bexdy-searches and in-depth questioning

by

local priests

and

bishops accompanied by armed troops. 74 * Such details reveal a strong desire to control,

and /or monitor the movements of pilgrims and "undesirable

riff-raff". It

had occurred

to

me that this was a strange way to treat pilgrims; pretty heavy handed. Perhaps the Church
was dabbling

mediaeval police duties, but

in

whether people were

pagan

actually

on

their

it

may

simply have been trying to verify

way to Jerusalem and the Holy lands, and not some

cult center in Prussia, Rus' or Bulgaria. Official ivports were said to have been collated

during these checks, so this

may

have-

been an

intelligence gathering effort,

aimed

at

pinpointing and curtailing Franks svmpathetic to paganism.

The mere existence of these pagan pilgrims further reinforces one major conclusion
Is fast

emerging from

this

work; that the pagans of northern, western and eastern Europe

were far from informal gatherings of nature worshipers, instead being an organized
controlled for the
Sk

most part by the Magi, and which had

donations,

pagan western Slav temple

against the

at

Rugen (Poland)

which were no doubt kept inside with

these sin payments, a pious
::

roots in

religion

many countries. Why for

:•

instance did the

:.

that

gift,

the

receive overseas financial

mass of gold bullion therein? x: Were

or covert funding to help them sustain military operations

Holy Roman Empire?

From Mediaeval Christian sources we learn that Eastern European paganism could only
thrive

if

the groves

and springs remained uncontaminated by "unclean"

races.

Due to the

remoteness of their nations from the great centers of Christianity and Islam, the
Finns and the Rus' were able to maintain the purity of these kinds of

Baits, the

sites for centuries

without them ever being chanced upon by dangerously nosy non-believers. For this reason,

pagan

a grove-keeper

villagers detailed

against uninvited guests to their
their grove-keepers

1

loly of

were usually elders

to
1

guard a sanctuary's boundaries, as a

From accounts

lolics.

who

of the Finns

sentinel

we know

that

lived in a cabin located next to the grove.

FXiring the times of the conversions, pagans had a right and duty to protect their springs

from the

sort of contamination that resulted

and

"brothers"

from

In Vedic

who had started attending mass were banished (ie; excommunicated)

"sisters"

the pagan fellowship,

from contact with non-believers. Former

and

and Avestan

alienated.

tradition,

banished indi\iduals were prohibited from entering the

holy places unless re-admitted to the pagan community, after being absolved of the spiritual
defilement caused by their spiritual or

civil

transgressions.

Banishment was the most

horrendous punishment to be inflicted by the Magi, for it meant a ceremonial disowning not
only of a person's body, but of their very soul. Magian bariishment came into effect with the
recital of

the yazad curse (the 'Curse of the Wise').

or wrong-doer was cut off from their society
enter holy places

unclean,

and

springs,

daeyas led

their

them

Aryan
to

and

religion.

They had

and indeed heaven. The wayward

abandoned by the celestial gods and

As with

From that moment,

their

own

kin.

the banished criminal
forfeited their right to

defaulters

now

Only demons remained.

ancestors, the awe-inspired reverence of the Slavs

make

were

and

Baits for the

fenced in enclosures, within which the sacred trees flourished,

perhaps living many hundreds of years. Although

their rites are no longer practiced,

we can

look to the ancient Indian texts for clarification as to their supposed religious function. Agni

Purcma describes the Asian groves, which were established for more than
purposes.

7^

The Aryan scriptures promised

one's sins and gets the highest
in the garden of J'ndra"r*

that "Tlie consecration of trees

just aesthetic

and a garden

destroys

meiifp2 and "Whoever causes to set up a pleasure grove stays eteiTially

Their lushly foliated boughs were gloriously draped in cloth and

!
i

floral

WTeaths, their trunks

washed with

water. Serene tunes

resounded throughout the

grove from the instruments of players, as cows (that had been offered to the grove)
contentedly grazed inside.

Ki

;!

<«E
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h-m*

Brahmins

a given

ritually consecrated

using butter, herbs and

754

floral garlands.

those devoted in honour of Indra,

tree, especially

The tree was then bedecked in cloth, a custom that

appears to have been practiced in various parts of Furope, until comparatively recent
times.

754

Following the dressing of the

accompaniment,754 and a cow released

tree,

were offered

oblations

there. Generally there

kind erected nearby, which served to house a sacred flame.7
Similar grove customs

was

to

it,

with a musical

a shed or cabin of

some

""

4

were found as late as the Middle Ages throughout much of heathen

Europe, and as with horses, and the Indo-European language,

it

appears that the Indo-

Europeans were responsible for introducing them.
Prussians, like the Slavs, maintained inviolate groves

despoiled by

human hands;7*

"Among veiy old
that land, Pnroe

trees

liad beat consecrated to the god of

village

(fire priest)

For, besides the

household gods and

live

abounded, that place was the sanctumy of the whole land for

and feast days and a

variety of sacrificial rites

had been

On tlic second week day the people of the land were wont to assemble therefor

appointed.

holding court with
all,

whieh

there the sacred oaks

ofwoai and hroing two gates.

which each

which a flamcn

we saw

(Perun/lndra). Their ims a courtyard about them and a fence very

carefully constructed
idols with

and pastures, that were not to be

except only to

tlie

tlic

ruler

p'iest

and with

and

tlieflamen. Entrance to this courtyard zvas forbidden to

to those

wishing

to

make sacrifices, or to those in danger of

death, because they were never to be denied asylum. For the Slavs

thy do

lioly things that

show such

reverencefor their

not allow the neighborhood of a fane to be defiled by blood even in

time ofioar. Tliey admit oaths with thegivatest ivluctance, because of the avenging wrath of
the gods".

By

*

7

inference,

many were
pailings,

Hclmold's description of a

enclosed by a gate

Slavic-Baltic

and wooden

grove indicates that

7
fencing. ' Fences "were

made

some

if

not

of sharpened

perhaps to deter trespassers. Eternal flames were sometimes found in them. For

instance the

pagan Lithuanian grove

at

Romove had an

oak-fuelled eternal flame, that

7'*

burned before a sacred oak

The idoLs of their beloved gods and "pagan saints" stood prominently beneath their leafy
boughs, peppered with acorns, and shaded by luscious

were effigies of pagan warrior heroes and
r

pagans came
continental

In

to

commune

with each

As you will shortly see, these

Volkhwf, deified in death as they

other,

and the

were in life. Here

daevas once widely worshiped in

Europe before the advent of Christianity.

pagan

eyes, a

grove was

first

European Mountain ash {Rowan

and

foliage.

lesser trees, a

and foremost the sanctuary of the World Tree

lree|

or the (iolden

Ash depending on

microcosm of everlasting bounty and eternal

life. Its

(the

one's devotions),

fenceline

marked the

extent of an inviolate consecrated precinct. Neither hunting or trapping, nor the felling of
trees,

nor the picking of flowers, herbs and shmbs was aUow^d mere. Etevoteesa^

entered the sanctuaries escorted by a Volkhv or Volkhva, through

whose agency

they

tendered their tithes to the gods. Only those permitted entrance by the village elders could
..

proceed into the groves, and even then they had to observe proper decorum. 7*

The Magi professed

that a spark of god's divine fire dwelt in the

plant (birch and box trees in particular).

The Magi

called this internal "plant fire" urvazist,

and it awesomely emerged during the combustion of wood
of urazist

was not

wood of every tree and

as pronounced in animal matter as

it

a holy

in

was

fire.

Since the presence

in plants, forests

must have

provided Magians with a vista of awe, stark imager)' revealing the Creator alive within one's
surroundings.

Throughout Rus' and the Baltic the oak (Perun s sacred

tree)

was the holiest of plants, but

lime and birch trees were also highly revered. Box, oak, ash, willow, plum, cherry, apple and

pear trees could also be found

in

Rus' groves, each individual tree being dedicated to a deity,

whose presence lived inside that tree.

common terminologies for them

A linguistic analysis of names for these trees indicates

throughout

much

of Slavia,

Germany and

Scandinavia.

What is more. Oriental or Greek affiliations for these words, are only barely perceptible.
During ceremonial ascents into the Heavens (which mirror the

shamans

ugric

to the North), Volkhvy of sufficient standing

to the realm of a particular
for the initiated.

tree ladders of the

Finno-

sometimes climbed these

trees

God,™ a type of "Jacob's ladder" if you like, an astral voyage only

This shows that in

some

cases Russian priests

were shamans, most

likely

dualistic animists.

During communal grove meetings on major

feast days, a Volkhv

or elder entered the

presence of the sacred flame, took the curtain which symbolized the inner sanctum of the
Creator's presence,

and surrounded the

tree

and himself with

the partitioning tent cloth.

Propitiatory oblations then took place in this inner sanctum, with bursts of

steam

(or

J

laoma or Soma

even vapours from seared blcxxi) wafting up through the leaves of the world

into the very

home of the gods.

European pagan groves were fenced
perimeters, but mainly to contain

in,

partly to

show

(he boundaries of their holy

and shield the holy animals

who

lived there. This is

another point of similarity with the Aryan groves, that were well stocked with

who drank water from a spring that exuded miraculous virtues.
to desecrate

such

sites,

6I

cattle in

penned the sacred cows

ancient times. For instance Dano-Frisian holy grove sanctuaries

duty

tree

'

Fhe Church saw it as their

1
x:

perhaps drawing upon Islamic conversion methods, which,

made much use of site defilement, tree chopping and the like.
The situation was probably much the same among the Finns. In the Kalevala, Ilmnari's
lady friend petitions the high god "J send my cozos to the grove, the milk-givers to the glade" Look

back in

->

*>

1

Iran,

...

Hi
*

I

i

:
:

Ki

<«E

O fair God, keep them, steadfast Creator, and keep than out of harms zvay"~ There the
alder, rowan and willows kept a watchful eye over the milkers. A well of gold was found
(;i

after than,

32
there too, providing watery "mead" to quench the cattle's thirst and increase their milk flow

From

the Finnish smith Dmarinen's forge also

disk mounted on

its head.*"'

came a

Such a creature was known

and was evidently most holy

sun cow, with a

"golden-horned"

solar

both the Egyptians and Indians,

to

to the Finns.

Sacred black and white dairy

cattle

and

the deer of the settlement,

graze freely there on the "pastures of the gods".

which dew had dripped from the

I

lerc

animals could

leaves of the holy trees.

were probably

left to

chew

upon

the grass

The milk from

their blessed

udders was therefore laden with heavenly dew from above. Sacred cows were milked daily

by a female Brahmin or Magus, and

their holy

milk poured into pitchers and amphoras for

use in the ceremonial concoction of the drink of immortality and
Iranian
vital to

we

have the female

name Dogdo ("One who

new life. For instance in the

milks cows"). Frequent milking

prevent the unholy loss of milk, as the fattened udders of dozing heifers pressed into

the ground. In doing so they enhanced a settlement's production of sacred

so sorely needed as food for the holy
vital

substance cmplovcd in

priestesses

of which
in the

was

fires.

From

the

cream and butter,

Magian perspective, cow's milk was a

Haoma making. Groves were

lovinglv tended

by

priests

and

who catered for the special needs of more vulnerable plants like fruit trees, some

must have needed to be covered against frosts. Flowers and medicinal herbs grown

sanctuary were touched by gods and angels, and so considered

more efficacious than

herbs grown in the wilds. Such plants were readily used by a settlement's herbalists to treat
various ailments, whether for ailing man or beast.

Aryan custom dictated

that groves be established

by pious patrons, possibly using school

children, who spent part of their day planting trees. For this reason settlements probably

more than one

grove.

Whether European pagan

maintained separate groves, to serve the needs of
unclear, but in Britain, Ireland

warriors, merchants

had

and peasants

their respective feudal social classes is

and Scandinavia there were a number of fenced enclosures at

a given location. Personal enclosures

mav

have belonged to particular families, for ancestral

devotions.

At Yeavering, the Saxon Northumbrians had a temple encircled by a boundary
Cattle skulls

remains of

were displayed about

it

upon

erected posts.™

their frequent cattle-sacrifices, or the skeletons of

fence.

The bones may have been
cows

that

the

died naturally inside

the enclosure.

Certain trees continued to have pride of place in European folk tradition. In various parts
of Sweden farmers kept a sacred Bardtrad (an ash, lime or
for the settlement)

elm tree that served as a guardian

somewhere on their property, even until last century.'*' The)' thought that

impending niisfortune would

result

from harming one

of these trees in

any way 763 As

-
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matters stood the Bardtrad helped pregnant wives have trouble-free labor, but to obtain this
7*
assistance the woman had to hug the trunk.

Pagan Russes regarded springs as very holy. Such a belief was held in common with most
of Europe's pre-Christian pagans,

them as dwelling

"Tlu: spring

mighty

places for

some of the oldest Magian

and by the Magi and Aryans in particular, who perceived

texts

named Arvi Sura

spiritual forces, the

goddess Anakhita

especially. In

we read;

(Anakhita),

O Spitaman Zivathustra! thit spring of mine,
~

man, the fruit in a woman's womb;

purifies the seed in

"] willpmise the water
efficacious against the

Daevas, devoted to Ahura's
all

the progress of tlie Province,

"bet the saints fravashis

the nearest ones

iluii lie

let

holy,

and holy-helping on

and increasing our uvalth,

those of the saints

who live,

them come near which have borne

below as

the increase

fioly

or liave

these waters

tlie best,

his kindred.

And let

and Mazda-made, help on

settlements which air not to be corrupted, nor him
!

or those

up stream frorn_

of ill intent, of evil speedi, or deeds, or conscience;

zmrkmen, norjot on one who hales

not only good, but

and

and lielping

lived,

not be for the offender of a friend, not for an insulter of a Magian, nor for one
the

sacrifice

me outlet pours away.

man

Let not our waters be for the

u

Holy as she is"^

now draw near,

born, or yet to be born: yea,

and to be zivrshipxil with

lore,

living springs

improvement of our herds and settlements,

on

a ivoman's breast"

Sum Anahita, the wide-flowing and healing in its influence,

Ardvi

within the corporeal world, furthering

11

the milk in

the

let

tliem

who harms

not ourgixxi Waters which are

man who strives to mar our

who would mar our bodies, our uncormpted

!

selves,

nor the

sorcerer,

thief,

or bludgeon-bearing ruffian

nor a burier of dead bodies, nor the

wlw would slaughter the disciples, nor a

jealous,

who slays disciples, nor the evil tyrant among men
torments.

.

nor tlie niggard, nor the godless heretic
Against these

may our waters come as

As destructive may these come, may they come to him who liad done those first foul
vix

evils,

as to

him who does

the

last.

O waters! rest

still

within your places while

tlie

invoking

priest sliall offer"?*

I

X:H
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By inference

these

Magian passages might have applied

to the

Russian water goddess

Moksha, whose name was derived from Finnish terms meaning "a river". I say
Anahita's other
certainly

name was

does not included

Oksho. This
it

in his

list

sirrtilarity

may be

of etymologies for

this because

purely fortuitous, and Vasmer

Moksha.

Usually a natural spring was found somewhere inside a grove, with the water of the gods

nourishing the roots of the holy trees and quenching the thirst of the sacred milk-givers who

-.-:x

m

m
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lounged beneath them. Wherever spring water welled up from beneath the earth, the

ground was considered especially sacred to pagans. Holy water was not to be treated lightly
particularly after

an

constituted

guarded

blessing with religious formulas, since

its

Ihroughout

and in Russia it was forbidden

much

of Iran

ritual

mis-handling

according to the Magi. Trespassers were to be carefully

act of devil-worship

against,

its

and the Orient,

it

to

speak while drawing water

was commonly

there.

believed that spring water

possessed remarkable healing properties (perhaps owing to mineral content), and
therefore

used

some

Asia,

to

form the drink of immortality, sacred beer and the mead.

endowed with

springs were better

the ability to heal

was

In Europe, as in

and expel

spirits

and

demons than others. One could tell not only by the luxuriant verdancy of the oaks and other
plants, but
.

see.

by

was the beneficence of the ( lods for all

past 'miraculous healings', for here

Consequently pagan devotees probably travelled considerable distances

and commune

at places of

trek

up

the side of Iran's

Mt Shand

to retrieve

healing their ailments. During the Christian era, overseas pilgrims

from as far afield as England and Germany

to

and

the

to Slavia

the boughs of nearby trees, to

769

AD.

In some places these Aryan customs lasted far into the future. Until

century the Loughharrow pilgrims of Britain tethered their

tossed large chunks of butter into the lake water,
'ITiis

for

Body part simulacra buns had already been in use by pagan Franks as early

as the 6th Century
this

came

holy water

walk with the gods once again. People

hung wax simulacra, or cloth worn by the sick or infirm from
obtain healing.

wash

renown, for it was deemed pious to visit these wondrous shrines.

pven nowadays pilgrims

Baltic

to drink,

to

custom evidently originated

in

cattle to

a nearby

tree,

and

much to the chagrin of the local bishop. *
7

Indo-European

religiosity.

Since springs, creeks and rivers are natural topographical features, holy sites of this calibre

would be notoriously

difficult to

identifiable as holy springs

see in the archeological record. Larger cult sites

surrounded by the remains of scattered temporary campsites

(attributable to pilgrims intermittently visiting a site

ruts

and log roads might

would be

also

be discernible

on

certain feast days)

in their vicinity.

simulacra and stone effigies could be present there also, where

and

The remains

soil

huts.

of

Wheel

wooden

preservation permits.

!^l| fires
ITie

called

most glorious of white Magianreligious duties was the feeding of holy

fires,

the so-

vahmm fires that existed throughout all major settlements. It was an act of unparalleled

devotion to the creator;
"]Ne would approach You two,

Ahum Mazda, Thou most

O ye primeval ones in

bounteous Spirit!

tlie

house of this Thy Holy Fire,

O

Who brings pollutions to this Thy flame him
:

will

Thou cover with pollution*

Fire of the

Lord"™

in his turn.

But as the most friendly do Thou give us zed,

O

i

/•fS*

r^5w>"i

ru

"J <)^r ???y sacrifice

J

and homage to thee,

-^y^'

.

T^

'*

the Fire, as a good offering,

and an

£.

offering with our

Ml of salvation, even as an offering of praise with benedictions, to thee, the Fire, O Ahxtra
Mazda's son! Meet
houses of

an 1 thou, and worthy of our homage, may'st thou he

mm who worship Mazda. Salvation be to

truth, with

mortar.

for sacrifice

wood in hand, and Baresman

And may'sl

thou be czvrfcd with

Yea, may'st thou have thy perfume justly,

this

man who worships thee m

ready, with flesh in hand,

wood as

tlie

in the

verity and

and holding too the

prescription orders.

and thy sacred butter (gum) without fail, and thine

andirons (unleavened bread) regularly placed. Be offull-age as to thy nourishment, oftlie
canon's age as to the measure of thy food,
this

O Fire, Ahum Mazda's son! Be now aflame within

Smse; he ever without fail inflame; he

within

tiiis

all

oshine wilhm

this

house; he on thy growth

house; for a long time be thou thus to the fia'tharmce of the havic renovation, to

"

the completion ofallprogivss, yea, eivn
shill

have become complete. Give me,

titt

the good heroic millennial time

) Fire,

(

when

the

rmomiion

Ahura Mazda's son! a speedy ghny, speedy

noiwishment, and speedy booty, and abundant gloiy, abundant nourishment, abundant booty,

an expanded mind, and nimbleness of tonguefor soul and understanding, even an
understanding continually growing in
power,

an

largeness,

offspring sure offoot, that never sleeps

a wakeful offspring, helpful

likewise

its

meetings, yea,

dmoing men

to nurture,

to assemblies

on watch, and

line in prosperity

rises quick from bed,

ami

or reclaim, legitbnate, keeping order in nwris

through their influence mid word, grown to power,

redeeming others from oppression, served by

skillful,

and never wanders, and long mduring inrile

many followers, whidi may advance my

and fame"771

In an historical sense, the gist of these scriptural passages

corroborated by Strabo who

is

stated 'And to wluitevergod theif offer sacrifice, to him tiny first offer payer with fire"™ Consecrated
fire

was one of their most important religious symbols; each a holy site in its awn right, each,

like the

jewelled firmament, a beacon of god's

maintained their holy
a valiram

fire

fires in

light.

Strabo

the precincts of grove enclosures.

varied from place to place, depending on the

Normally the holy

fires

burned inside

us that the Magi normally

tells
773

In practice the dwelling of

lifestyle of

a large metal urn,

the Magian families.

w hich, in mobile pastoralist
T

communities (or among refugees fleeing the Muslim conquests), could be transported about
in the

back of a tent-covered wagon, sitting comfortably on an insulative sand-box. In larger

fixed temple complexes, the containment urn stood proudly atop large stone dais'

and altars,
_:•:

tended by

priests, fire

tended the holy
protection

"it is

fires,

wardens, guardians and

and through

village.

collectors. Different classes of

their loving reverence for the

and prosperity to the land and

necessary to propaiy maintain

wood

tlie

its

Son

of

Magi

God, brought

people;

sacred fire which they liave established in a town or

And at night it is necessary to make it blaze up once, and by day twice. For it is

Hi

m

declared in revelation, that, if there

go from town
roads

In

is

to tozcn; because

able to

commit an

modern Bombay,

had been no sacred fire, no one mould have hem able

owing to

it is

excess

there

the glory of the sacredfire

upon any one eke".

is

a Parsee

tliat

no one on

to

tlic

774

has burned continuously

fire that

for

over a

thousand years, from the time the May arrived in India. But in more ancient times such
spans would have been

fairly typical

of

Magian

fires in Iran

and Central

life-

Asia. Until the

coming of the Muslim Arabs and Turks in the 7th Century AD, and the subsequent exile of
the Zoroastrians from Iran, the

Magi had other supremely eminent sacred

and soul of their white religion.

heart

ITie

most famous of these was Farbag

Fars in Persia, or even Kabul Afghanistan), then Gushnasp (soldiers

was Hunen-Mihr

in Persia)

and

situated at

Mt Ganavad or Mt Revand in Persia).

As

lastly

there

the Caucasian, Iranian

and snuffed

and the advent

Thus died

lesser fires

every town and
faintly

it

was

urns of

the

fires,

and scattered about the ground by Muslims and

the sons of god unable to

be

re-lit

in the history of the
killed,

or had

fled.

burned everywhere throughout the lands of Zoroaster's people,

village,

in

and hamlet, and house, but these subordinate flames did not even

approach the grandeur of the main

pilgrims annually

the Magi, at Shiraz

of Islam, the fire

world, since the dasturs, the only ones able to re-kindle them, had been

Other

fire,

and Central Asian Zoroastrians were progressively thrown down

out, their holy ashes kicked

Christians alike.

(the priests'

farmers and husbandmen, and

(for

a result of Byzantine anti-Magian crusades

and

eternal fires, the

fires,

which attracted

large

numbers of prayerful

Hie white Magian fire-priests were duty bound to shield the holy flames

from any harm, especially

that of evil-doers,

who sought to defile the fires. The

any new Magus was to wander the countryside in search of a

would accept him as his personal Magian sacrifices

first

act of

protector, a warrior lord

In return, the

who

Magus' defender would

guard and watch over him, the holy springs, idols and most importantly the

fires.

And on

account of meandering journeys, the Romans came to see the Magi in their midst as itinerant
beggar-priests.

The white Magi believed that where vahmm fires burned, so t(X) was the presence of God,

who was himself the most wondrous and beautiful of all fires. The pagan Slavs also believed
that fire

(which they called

inherited
r

SvarozJrich or Svawgich)

was

the son of god, a custom

no doubt

from the Magi.

For the Magi keeping the Holy Fires burning in
greatest act of love

one could ever have

homes and temples was almost

for the Creator.

Pagan Slav customs and

the

beliefs

associated with fire were thus extremely close to that of the Zoroastrians and Zurvanites. But
to the untrained

eye something as meaningful as the holy

"devilish" bonfires!
in a

newly

fires

were simply "heathen" and

When establishing new Magian villages, a foundation fire was installed

built fire shrine.

77 *

Such

fires

were often named

after a

prominent king or high

"

bom aristocrat in particular those who had, in all piety; financed their construction.
The 10th Century Arab annalist, Ibn-Dasta described the Slavs as "fire-worshipers", who
•i

:

bow down low before the

•,

flame.

77'

In the 11th

Century Russian

Slavic practice of offering prayers to the hearth

described.

,

777

fire,

the

Son

text Slovi Khristolyubteya, the

of Svarog, (the Shining

God) is

Since Arab sources describe the pagan Russians as both "Simurgs" and avid

fire-

'-

we

worshipers,

Zoroastrians.

can deduce that the Russes had similar

Throughout the remainder of

between these two

similarities

if

not identical

you

this section

fire-rites to

the

discover amazing

will

fire-cults.

SAMOVARS - WERE THEY REALLY MAGIAN FIRE URNS?

Now
:
I

was the custom

it

of the

Magi

that the eternal flame

and ashes be contained within

a large metal urn, roughly two feet tall, which they called apinagan. They were not dissimilar
to tea

urns in form, and were traditionally mounted on sand boxes or stone pedestals cut in

such a
feet

way that there was

helped hold the

excavated a large
Strangely,

um

some

out

fallen

Roman

in place.

778

One

archaeologist, the late

number of these fire urns in Central
classical

pedestals. Certainly a fire

have

a stone foot at each corner of the pedestal's

all

is

Asia.

Roman, Jewish and Greek

unlikely to have been

lit

upper surface. These

Dr Spwner,

apparently

7*

resemble these

altars

atop the stone;

fire

fire

um

and embers would

over the place without being contained in something. For instance, one

altar dedicated to the

inscribed swastikas

guardian genius of the

first

Varduli cohort (complete with

and the Germanic rune Dxg [Dxg meaning "fire" in both the Germanic

and Iranian}) possessed a circular indentation in the top of it, which presumably held an um
or bowl of some kind/*' Fire urns continue to be used by the Parsee

fire-priests.

Russians have long used metal samovars for boiling water, vessels that resemble oldfashioned tea or coffee urns.
!

!

between samoiws (Russian
holy

fires?

excavated

writ'

might ask the question, was there ever a connection

tea urns),

Archeologically speaking

and
it is

the fire urns the
difficult to say.

1

Magi employed

halve

to contain their

not read of samovars being

by Russian archaeologists in any of my source materials, though they might well

have been. For a solution
It

We

we must look towards comparative linguistics.

has long been accepted that samovar

is

an obvious synchrelization of samo

(self)

and

(which nowadays means "to cook" or "to boil") which would then make a samovar "a

self-boiler".

An obvious connection can be found

in the Turkic samavar

Tatar samaur, or samiavar, which also denote cooking urns.

words had a

similar genesis to the Russian samovar,

came from samo +

var rather than

samo +

variti,

I

and

sarmhav, or the

belies that the Sla\ic and Turkic

and what

more, that samovar

is

really

the traditionally accepted etymology ^Sam'

(from which comes samo) originated from the Old Indian somas ("the same"), and /or the

Avestan Iiama ("the same").™ The mcxlern Russian word

from the noun var (which meant

"resin", "heat", "hot

varit' is

a verb

which was formed

embers", or "boiling water"). But in

m
the

OW

variti

lo&

:<rc

Russian, Serbo-Croat

whereas the verb

r^

Hi

mid Old

Slazvnic, the

?:-

noun

n?r specifically meant "hot embers",

among the Slavs and Baits) meant

(which had variants

"to boil"/*

Thus when determining the origin of the word samovar, in an ancient context, it is important
that we distinguish between var and

zwriti,

because the two

though they come from the same root word

wc^ are sti^

the case of samovar the suffix -var

var. In

not necessarily carry a connotation of cooking, and, as mentioned, the

such a meaning in ancient

times, only

very same hot embers'' (instead of

embodied the Magian

tlic

"self-boiler "),

ideal of a perpetual

noun did not possess

Thus we arrive at a literal

verb.

which could

fire,

need

translation of "the

word samovar

signify that the

whose embers possessed

the age

and

Unless

this

unbroken pedigree of the glorious Aryan holy fires.

The

inclusion of "resin" as

meaning presents a custom

an additional meaning

of extracting plant resin

for var is interesting.

by

boiling,

suggest

I

Magian practice of burning incense and the the sweet llaoma (Golden Ash)
fire.

I

incline towards the latter

view because

the former

if

were

correct,

it

relates to the

resin to feed the

one would also

expect to see var meaning lamb, beef, porridge and any other foodstuff normally cooked by
boiling, instead of a

was

vahram.

seemingly unlikely "resin". Moreover the Magian name for a holy

The Slavic

var might

come from

this

word.

I

am convinced

that

times the Slavs used samovars not just to boil water, but to contain the holy
they periodically fed sandalwood and

fire

during pagan

fires into

which

Haoma resin, the "sweet honey" of Magian lore.

Not only that, but in the Lithuanian we find it as vcrsmc ("a spring" or "a source"), which
is

reminiscent of barsema (a

were implements

Magus wand which lay on a stand in front of the fire, and which

that acted as a source for the

outpouring of their magical power).

Russian words denoting the ashen remnants of a
to

have an Avestan or Mesopotamian

connections are weak.'*

holv

fire in

to palka

like pepel,zold

and praMi do not seem

Old Indian could be a source, but the phonetic

The Old Russian word

than "to burn" seems related

being the case can

origin.

fire,

palit'

meaning "to scorch or singe" rather

(meaning "a wand") and

jmlets ("finger").

And

this

we then say that the pagan Slavs formerly singed their wands next to the

accordance with the same Magian form o( that ritual

(ie;

wetting the

w ands with
T

holy spring water and leaving them to be scorched by the fire), which was performed by the

Magian Rathwiskar? The ceremonial scorching of moistened golden ash branches caused
the bark to rupture, allowing the ash sap to exude, lhe sap could then be put into the

fire.

Barsema wands were however made from tamarisk back in the old countries.
Palochka ("a small

wand", "a baton" or

"a rod")

probably traceable back to the Old Indian
(!

life.

it

stands to reason that holy

It is

fires

were

palka ("a rod" or "a stick") are

plialati ("it is

aackling/chapping"), and do not appear to have Avestan
then

I

and

breaking /snapping", or
764

"it is

If

the Rus' were Magians

a significant feature of

community and home

quite true to say that in traditional Russian

roots.

homes, the fire has always been of both

:

!:!

n
practical

and

religious significance.

Not only did they allow

for

but they acted as a gateway through which souls entered and
fire,

existed one's progenitor ancestors

and

cooking and
left this

home heating,

world. There, in the

future descendants.

The Slavic custom of opening the stove door the moment a family member passed away785
is

undoubtedly linked
"it is

to a

passage of Magian scripture, which

states;

revealed that when, they sever the consciousness of men (after the soul of the

deceased has lingered for three days and been released through the performance
of the "three-day ceremonial")
out to

tlie

to xvhich

moon, and then out

goes out

to the

sun; and

it is

it

to (he

newest fire, then out to the stars, then

needful

ttiat tlie

nearest fire, which

is

that

,"7*6

it

lias

come out, should become stronger'

Fvery pagan Rus' settlement was organized around a Mir," which symbolized
unity,

their

Ihe Russian mir specifically meant "the people", "the world", "peace", "agreement"

or "accord". In a practical sense the Irish

part of a country", "a section") in that it

not include

it

in his

list

word Mir had

a similar meaning ("a portion", "a

was a label for separate areas, though Vasmer does

of etymologies. According to Professor

Vernadsky Mir comes from

the Persian Mithras (meaning "an accord" of some kind), the guardian of sacred oaths.

so the Persian Mihr could also denote a holy
Iranian colloquialism for a

Magian

fire

fire.

was a popular

For example, Darimihr

temple ("Dar -i-mihr (Gate of

s

Mithra!).~*

Russes were Magians, the Russian mir might also have meant "a holy
additional

meaning did not survive

A number of pagan Russian

So

fire",

if

but

the
this

the Christianization process.
7**'

first

Even

names which

the

Church saw as unfit

for the

naming

•''SUs
\

of Christian folk,

and subsequently replaced with Christian names, may be evidence for this.

Most pagan Russian

first

names

are in

some way

that they described a person's nature or role in

translatable.

life.

Once

translated

one can sec

For instance Gulyaiveter meant "walking

•

; -

'sfte

::

•
;

wind".

A

good many others end

in -skro

(meaning either "glow", or

thought"), -mil (meaning "beloved") or -mir. In the case of

-slav,

-misl

B<Si

"Slav"), -misl ("a

and

-mil the

\\Sv'-

ending
'

confers a

meaning on the root word such as were indicated above. Bogoslaro meant "the Glory

of God", Granislav "the glorious verses"

and Mechislav "the sword of glory". Bogumil meant

"Beloved of God", and Bratomil "Beloved brother""* Then there

was

Dobromisl "G(X)d

.'::
KXJSjjffll

1
,

Thought", or "one

who thinks well

of things".'

06

Coincidentally

"Good Thought" was an

§?&

--:xx5j||«|
--"X}0«»jg|

::

important white Magian angel, perhaps the guardian

spirit of

one so named.

Many Slavic

<

*'#*£:•

%&
first

names ended in -mir, so we might presume that the -mir ending had a specific meaning.

But what was
people" in the

it?

Since

Slavic,

Mir had a meaning of "peace",

we find

it

"accord", "the world" and "the

difficult to get satisfactory translations

from the pagan

<#.;

l

^;

first

names using either interpretation. This suggests that that -mir had another elusive meaning.
\
!

:
:

.

d&muJP-

f»

As

"'"****•

'

in Russia the Iranian Pahlavi

1

"

'*^

word nnhr connoted an

abstract notion of "friendship,

"an agreement" or "a contract", which is evidently reflected in the Slavic form and meaning
of the

m&™ In Albanian mire meant "good

word

7

'

and

also

it

meant "light"

addition to the standard Slavic meanings). The Old Indian word mitras meant "a friend".

(in

The

word

Slavic

svet

meant "peace" or

meant

also

(which

"light",

is

conceptually

but in some

and

linguistic

sub-groups of the Slavic

"day" or "people". Svet came from the Old Indian

"light",

burned

in their ogiiishche fire-houses

and

For

example the Magi

called

one of

we

find that mir

svetas ("bright/ ',

this reason, there is

every reason

referring to the holy fires that

pavilions.

MM also meant "sun", but carried

In Iran

7"1

pagan Russians used the term mir when

to believe that the

connected with mir) also

linguistically

"light" or "white") or the Avcstan spaeta ("to shine").

^

in the Bulgarian

the connotation of "fire" or "light". For

Such a

their greatest holy fires Burjmi-Milir.

fire

would

'.

%'

embody

naturally

all

these qualities;

it

shone

like

and embodied peace and

the sun,

•

friendship. This

is

in perfect accordance

with the various meanings attributed

to the Slavic

;

word

III

mir.

Now in the following list of Russian names if we translate the Persian word Mihr

:::

%

(pron. Mir) as "fire", lucid translations automatically

become

possible.

Among many

of

Uu

these prohibited pagan

names we can

Magian names, and

discern Slavic translations of

concepts related to differing grades of holy fire, and various classes of people who had some
ritual

connection with these fires. For example the name svetozar probably meant "holy fire".

Mcdomir
the

('"honey-fire", or "fire-honey")

mhram

by the Magi

fires

(ie;

was perhaps

a reference to the

ash-tree resin). Alternatively

"honey" placed on

Medomir might have meant

"mead of peace", or even a "mead-fire", that is a fire used during the mead-brewing process.
The last option would conform
class of fire.

Ihus

we

might

to the

Magian notion of brewing fires, which were a separate

interpret Gradirmr as "a city fire", Budimir as "a cabin fire",

Dalcmir might have originated from the Persian term Dm-i-mihr. In pagan times Slavic

fire-

cabins might have resembled those found in the Scandinavian hind, or the Finnish Lud ;

which had a

sacral function,

and were located

Finnish J,ud cabin contained a holy

fire

Judging by the Kalevala the Finns
for

it

and

felt it

contains the imprecation "Great woe

In Russia

we

Russian pagan

grove keeper, and

the Ukrainian

Budko,

who manned

Borimir might have
"forest-fire"(ie; a

name

necessary to keep the

to theflamekss"

was

the time,

forest

warden's hut".

'I

he

the lesnaya budka, keeping watch for unholy trespassers.

meant "a pine-grove

ostrog

all

used by someone holding the position of

fire",

Lyubomir "the Fire of love", Mezliamir a

grove fire). Ostromir could have been "an island

an

burning

fires

?"'2

which meant "a

w as perhaps
T

near the family home. Each

idols of the family ancestors.

find the term ksnaya budka,

first

at groves or

fire"

or "an ostrog fire". In

"a roofed building walled with wicker basketry"."' Such a

.

ggg|

Hi

building is an excellent description of a Magian inner-sanctum, which shielded the fire, and

in

which

and

of adoration took place. But in Belorussian

rites

settlement surrounded

by a

palisade

made

sanctum of a

Ratomir might have meant "a warrior or military

fire".

burning eternal

fires of

remembrance still

an

of pointed logs. In effect

village fire", or a fire maintained within the inner

fire

an

Polish

osirog fire

temple

was

ostrog

a

(ie;

fire

a

was "a
house).

As it happens the ancient custom of

At a number of war monuments and

continues.

cemeteries that I have visited over the years, eternal flames still burn, and coinci dentally are

guarded. In pagan Rus' a stoimir might have been a guardian-fire kept by 100-man heathen
Russian military units called Soinki. This kind of fire would have been marginally

than the Yarduli cohort's holy

meant Or s

the

fire (ie;

fire

Onmir is more

fire.

of the

a "horse-fire" of the sort

cauldrons during the asvamcdlia. Zhiromir was a composite of
mir,

in

perhaps meaning

"fire-fat".

A

ithuanian word related

I

pagan times was a form of libation once poured

Perhaps an Ownir

difficult to translate.

god Or) or even

to

grand

less

used

to boil

("food" or "fat")™

zliir

zhir,gyms,

and

-

meant lam (which

into the holy fire or drunk). Serbo-Croat

'Mm ("acorns"), Slovenian zhir ("acorns" or "food"). These are connected conceptually with
zliil',

which means

"to live".

The Ukrainian or Bulgar word
might have meant

"pig's lard". Therefore Zhiromir

zhir

"fire-fat",

meant

"fat",

or "fire food",

"an acom" or

and in a pagan

who placed fat, acorns, butter or meat on the holy fire.
Wooden billets of precious wood (sandal especially) were however the preferred foods

sense perhaps indicated a person

consumed by the Vahram

fires.

These were

which could be placed in the

chips,

traditionally

broken

in a variety of ways.

fire

down

into small sacrificial

The Magi

savanga was the wood most powerfully invested with the spiritual

believed that bcrczi-

and

fire,

its

mere growth

promoted long life and prosperity in the world. And it just so happens that bcrcza is the Slavic

word

for the

white "birch

tree",

which the Slavs had

for

so long burned as votive offerings

to their gods.'^
Similarly, in the

which

Old Norse we have what was presumably a pagan ritual term

Blotspann,

7 '"

translates as "a sacrificial chip (of wood)".

Inevitably ash

was

the result of so

much

daily combustion.

residual ash of their vahram fires as var or "the clothing of the

Magians
747

fire".

referred to the

At their dairy

fire

ceremonies, the fire-priests anointed the faces of prayerful devotees with this ash. In Rus'

Magian society
"hot embers".

it

is

simply no coincidence that the Slavic word var meant "resin", "heat",

The inclusion of "boiling water" ^ to the Slavic var quite

boiling cauldrons

which sat on the holy fire.

In pagan times resins such as

word

var

amber were placed

had a meaning of "ash" and

clothing of the
(like smcla

fire".

and

likely related to the

"resin",

and

in the

glowing

to the

Magi

7
.Another Slavic word for "resin" was smola. *

smilkti) also

show

the relationship

it

fires.

Again the

Slavic

meant "ash" or

"the

A number of Baltic words

:

between "resin" and "smouldering",

which is exactly what happens to resins and incenses ignited in fire.

In fact, the English word
\

i

:
:',

,.^i
>:

^-eMr

Hi

lib

Iffift

H
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^-

i:

"smoulder" seems to be related to it. Smola might also be related to smolost' meaning "a cow's
udder", and

if

so might the Lithuanian smilkti ("to smolder") be connected with the English

word "milk"?
TYPES OF FIRES

Every Magian

fire,

whether

it

be

in a

home,

or

village,

city

were

all

joined to

(Joel,

and

thus theoretically constituted a minute portion of a single holy blaze, despite whatever
physical distance might have separated them.

them, these

and

patron,

could

fires

tm

w>

As with the 'feudal' society

maintained

possessed varied pedigrees. The higher the social ranking of a

the older the flame was, the

more

prestige

it

could claim, the

fire's

more devotees

it

attract.

annuai j y" "

Grade""

Maintained by "

OF HRU

itre-friests

Vahmm

\es

Permanently

Adnran

\es

Yes

Dadgah

No

The following

8

is

1

1

Rf.-i it

Location*"

Cathedral-like temple

lit

Communal

fire

house

Home hearths

a hypothetical reconstruction of the hierarchy of pagan Rus' holy

based on Magian analogies, including possible Russian word equivalents
fire,

that

fires,

for that class of

based on the heathen names proscribed in Christian times.

priestly fire
^f

The Magi's main holy

fire

was known

as Varbag. In Russia

might have been

called

In Rus' such a fire

might

it

Radimir

warrior fire

The

principal warrior fire in pre-islamic Persia

have been called a Ratimir or

was GusJumsp.

Stoimir.

"

TRIRAI FIRE

The equivalent of a

m

Varhiran

fire

probably burned in a belfried temple in each

grad where a Knyaz' reigned. In Russia a

tribal fire

might have been

tribal

called a Gradimir.

VILLAGE EIRE
r

Each Magian

village

own Aduran

fire -

might have been

called

had

bonfire. In Rus' a village fire

its

a temple or grove

fire,

or

communal

an Ostrcnnir.

SETTLEMENT
In Magian lore, a settlement

have been termed a

fire

was made from 16 home hearth fires. Such a flame might

Staniinir or Mezhamir by the Slavs,

and would probably have burnt on a

•

m 'mm

r?*^^'

/•fS*

"
j

sacrificial

stone altar within a "peasant" grove-enclosure.

HOML HLARIH
Magians kept a holy fire permanently alive in

their

''*"*

home ovens, a symbol of the presence

''..

of the almighty
of holy

fire,

and

These fires belonged

termed dadgati. Whenever a family shifted

ash and embers of
Is

great protector of their people.

this

another fixed abode they

grade

t(X)k the

home fire with them, to found the new hearth. This Magian custom

very ancient and continuously observed by

Russian folk tradition,

to

to the lowest

later generations of Parsees.

seems heathen Russes observed these same

it

strict

w

Based on

\

rules governing

home-fires.

The

ancient

translation of the

Greeks had a similar observance, meaning that

in

remotest times the

home fire to a new abode was originally an Aryan custom practiced by the

Vedic Indo-Furopeans, thereafter being inherited by the Magi after them. The Russian word
for a

home fire might have been

Hudimir.

The common Slavic and Baltic words for "flame" (plami/a or plmncn) are not derived from

my guess that they came from the Latin flamma.**
might also be related to the Latin word Flamcn, that the fire-priests who formed colleges

Avestan and Old Indian sources, and
It

it is

dedicated to particular gods, as
the priests of

pagan

historians as Flamen

was

the ancient

Roman custom.

If

of further interest that

were referred

Britain (just prior to the conversion)

and Arch-flan ten.

It is

to

the connection between plamya, planum

by Church

and flamen

is

we might suspect that some Slavic fire tenders followed Roman/Mithraic
customs, and may have done so since the time of Ptolemy, who depicted Caesar's altar on

valid then

\'Mj

1

is,

one of his maps of Scythia.

It

was situated

in the

llMf

Southern Ukraine.
'.-

Another pan-Slavic word for "fire" was ogon
Vedic

Agim

Hillite

(the divine holy

fire).

(or variants of it), which is derived from the

The Vedic Agnis

also gave rise to the Latin igtm

and

the

agms, the Lithuanian ugnis and the Latvian ugims** Judging by the prevalence of

ogon' (and variants of

not to say that the

Vedic word

for

Baltic

it)

and

Slavic "fire-worship"

word was not being used by

had

substantial Vedic

That is

the demi-Vedic Zurvanite Magians.

does not seem to have taken root

fire

rcxits.

among

the

The

Germans and

Scandinavians.

^Wm

The Russian word
Serbo-Croat, Czech,

(meaning

z/zar

and

"live coals" or

coals"), the Latvian

(meaning "heat" or
Slovenian.**

It is

"a flame"), which in turn fed into the Old Prussian as gonnc

("live

ganne ("warm"), the Armenian jenn ("warm") and the Frisian germo

we

"smoke" dym

in the Slavic, Greek,

originated in the

appears in the Bulgarian,

thought derived from the Old Indian haras

("warm"), from which
is

"live coals") also

found

get the English

"5

word "warm".' The Old Russian word
5

I

Old Indian dhwrias ("smoke").

atin
«*-.

and Old High German,

all

of

xxhSB

for

which

II

"

8§~^.,..:5&:^~~.

The Norsemen and Prussians
7

altars.*"

In the Baltic the holy

traditions are to be

.i'^SSSr
l

-I'li

are recorded as having kept perpetual

dwelling in the family stow was cared

Magian eschatology, AJniman and
fire,

the

Whore sought to vex and

but in particular the Vahrmn

against the black Magians, apostates and

end the Slavs

resolutely

In

for

burning on

by the woman

destroy the purity of

One

fires.

incumbent upon any white Magian was the protection of the holy fire.

this

fires,

found throughout Slavia.

created nature, especially

all

.

house at night before going to bed, and revived each morning with devotion.** Similar

of the

In

fire

^ISEJl „~a*

had

It

any other assailant who wanted

built heavily fortified towers

further duty
to

be guarded

to extinguish

wherein the Vahnmis burned

it.

To

brilliantly,

and with all confidence, bringing vitality and health to the land and the people.

Bahman

Vast

II,

we are told of a future time when the Valmvn

fires

would suffer grievous

annihilation from the enemies of god's light, signifying the onset of disaster for their religion,
the obliteration of the
existence.

Whereas

the

in that

fires,

Magian Aryan nations, and devastation for the world of created good

in ancient times there

were more than enough Magus-priests

to

attend

dark winter of Ahriman's malcontent, barely one-thousandth of

number would remain

to

perform the sacred duty

to the

vahrmn

fires.

their

Earth lay in the

Demon's penumbra.
Temple towers
that

it

also sheltered the fire against direct sunlight, since the

was not proper

to allow sunlight to

potency of the flame, dissolving

it

fall

on the holy

and rendering it

fire,

because

invisible. In Ireland

are recorded examples of folk beliefs over the last eight

radiance of the sun being able to extinguish

fire,

Magi proclaimed

it

melted away the

and England there

hundred years which

and hence they protected

related to the

fires

from direct

sunlight.

ire
Fire birds

had

6ir$6

their origin in Persia, but are also interconnected with

which can be traced back to ancient Egypt, in
the form of the Bennu bird. They were popularly portrayed as eagles
composed of raging flame, and were bringers of fertility. By obtaining
the blessing of a fire bird, all the crops in one's district would grow at an
unbelievable rate, and cattle or sheep would be fruitful. In pagan Russia
fire birds were termed zhar-ptitsy. These varied myths probably have a
common basis, which resides in ritual. When a holy libation was poured
onto a holy fire, a gush of fire would appear to fly up towards the sky.
the legend of the Phoenix,

At that precise

moment

the flame, as a fiery bird, took flight, carrying

the life-bringing sacrifice to the celestial gods, along with the prayers of

the faithful.

It

literally rose

!;:':

about the

fire

bird/

01'

from the ashes. Here

is

one Russian legend

••
:

J
There was once
orchard was losing

a tsar (in reality a
its fruit.

Owing

Kiiyaz' or Khagaii),

to the

names

of

whose apple

£§§t

both his sons and

himself, one can guess that they were Christian, but the year of this
Tsar's reign

is

not stated. As matters stood, his fruit harvest diminished

daily because the fire bird

unknown. Perhaps

was taking them away from him

for reasons

was because he did not have a fire bird. T say this
because the king guessed that it would only be by obtaining the fire bird
that his orchard's losses would cease. And so Vyslav Andronovitch sent
his three sons on a mission to find the elusive zhar ptitsa, which had
skillfully evaded capture thus far. The prince who could find it was to
inherit their father's entire kingdom, and so the competition between
them was fierce. SIN
During this journey Prince Ivan (ie; John) lost his way, and his mount
was killed in a wolf attack. A while later Ivan chanced upon the grey
wolf who had slain his steed. The wolf told him where the fire bird could
by found,

at

it

the court of Tsar Dalmat, in a relatively distant land/" 9 To

get there the wolf allowed the prince to ride on his

back/09 Having

arrived secretly outside Dalmat's wall-encompassed garden, the

proceeded

housed

!

warn Ivan

in the garden.

to take

only the

fire bird,

T

but not the cage which

But the foolhardy prince took no heed, and tried

with both bird and cage. Unbeknownst

was
attached to bells, and these alerted the guards, who promptly pounced
on the knavish young man and arrested him/ " Dalmat castigated the
rash prince after having ascertained Ivan's identity. He was told that his
attempt to steal the fire bird was despicable, and that he would have
been given it freely if only he had done the proper thing, and
courteously asked for it/ " To atone for this misdeed Dalmat sent him on
a quest. Only on completion of this assigned task would Dalmat hand
over the bird. Ivan was captured in the stables of another king (Afron)
doing what Dalmat had asked of him, and sent on vet another quest to
retrieve a queen. With the assistance of the wolf's magical deceptions
Ivan swindled both Afron and Dalmat, making off with both bird and
cage, not to mention a golden-maned charger, and a queen who he seized
to

!

make

it

to

w olf

off

to

him

the cage

by capture/"9

seems to be a legend about a Russian Christian monarch
relapsing into paganism, and fulfilling his desire to do so by reestablishing a perpetual holy flame, from the court of a foreign royal.
In effect this

v!

:;>v8s8

:

i
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Now

name Dalmat sounds

the

Dalmat might have been
mission by trying

A

series of bells

were

holy

was made

Magus, the prince merely appears

home

returns

to

undertake

a fire bird

In Finland the fire bird

ever after, with his

in the forge of a hero. In the

made

the incandescent coals the smith

quest as a

have atoned for his ruses, and

to

He lives happily
new wife.

and a
was born

a

shape-changing Volkhv

a

to Russia victorious.

own kingdom,

it.

and so they peeled once he

But with the help of

for his crime.

Dalmatia, in Croatia. So

and the receptacle which held

fire

tied to the fire urn,

tried lifting the receptacle. Ivan

penance

like*

Croatian royal. Ivan botches the entire

a

to steal the

suspiciously

"a fiery eagle, a

midst of

wivern of flame

...
:

!

shaped of iron, for wings the side of

the feet he

to locations

for

him

This

fire

bird flew

determined by Ilmarinen, and performed wondrous deeds

there. "Will, the iron-foot eagle at that flared up into flight

the sky" to the

heavens.

a temple fire
purifications

up into

-

«:

mvS\m
of flame

a boat".

uu>

was

kmpk

a

a very elaborate ntual

and could only be performed by a

from numerous other sources,

fire

demanding multiple

dashtr or greater.

particularly hearths

It

required the gathering

and occurred during

the final

week of the year.
In

Magian

law, a

temple flame was created by the pixiling of

fires

from a prescribed

number of sources, such as a fire made by friction against wood; a fire caused by a lightning
strike;

a brewing

fire (a fire

used in the brewing process); a corpse-fire and especially afire

from another fire temple. Accordingly every temple

fire

had a pedigree and unbroken

genealogy traceable back to the earliest Vahrams of Mazdaism, as
bloodlines of any given
It

was

Magus or

preserved as the

king.

was not lost on the black Magi, Muslims and Christians alike that to destroy temple fires
the surest

way to destroy

rebuild the religion

the

Another

facet of the

certain time of fear,

Good

Religion of

Ahum Mazda.

Magian holy

on the

fire

and annually

fires is that

five intercalary

re-lit

fires.

way

to

Accordingly the

was an awe-filled occasion.
lower grade

fires

were extinguished

days which concluded the year, and

Magi. As with the Magi, the so-called Russian "fire-cult"
types of

Conversely the

was to found more and more temples and holy

ignition or re-ignition of a holy fire

m\

intricately

their hearths

re-lit

at

a

by the

made distinctions between various

around mid-winter. Tn Russian

folklore, the
'-?vvv

term nebesniy ogon ("heavenly
of Perun's

11

fire"),

thunder bolls.* These

applied to

fires

fires started

by a lightning

strike

from one

were often kept separate from the standard hearth,

;
.

and

fed eggs for sustenance.*"'

hatched into

I

he Magi

there

fire birds. If

was

also fed eggs to their

fires,

on

a further lightning strike

eggs which symbolically

11

milk, they used kvas/

They were not

and a blaze

the property

erupted out of control, villagers were only to extinguish that blaze with milk.

enough

81

there wasn't

If

use water under any circumstances, for

to

••••:•:;:;:

it

was believed to cause flare ups in earth-bound heavenly fire. Another species of flame was
511

termed zhizym, literally the "living

fire".

From olden times village inhabitants in many parts

of Russia (Novgoroders especially), annually

doused

extinguish their home-fires in readiness to receive newly consecrated

much

generation of this

eminent

the

fire,

families, as well as village representatives/

a settlement had been quenched."

1

'

Europe

parts of

a

1

shaft,

1

As

1t

hangman's rope was recommended
rite

set alight a

(literally

elders,

"living fire"),

which arose from the

dry wooden staff using the fresh fire, and

for this purpose.*'"

performed cleanly and

went about

the ritual participants diligently

7M1M ogon'

was attended by

could not begin until every hearth

their task, silent

onlookers witnessed the emergence of flame from the wood.
the

'The ceremonial

on a piece of wood using a length of rope. °

proceedings were conducted in absolute silence, the
fashion." "

ztiivoi o$on',

fire.*

in

On this same day each year, unspecified menfolk briskly

spoked wheel, or a wooden

rotated a

some

new

anticipated

a community, to

their hearths as

ferried

8

*

In such a

to every

In

The

in the exact

and solemn

manner was bom

friction generated.*
it

'

1

"

lhey then

home so they could
:9|

re-ignite their hearths.*"

The inhabitants were admonished

ensure that

to

this

flame stayed
Jf/..

alive until the

ogon

same festival one year hence." According
1

'

was placed

in the hearth, allowing

entire household.*

1

'

'The

fire

had

to

it

to die

to

Russian

cream

in the oven.

also associated with the homefires, perhaps, like sour cream, as a

morning

fire

feeding,

~Iiiwi

Milk and water were

bowl

full

of sustenance

Russian peasants always recited prayers during the

which took place at dawn." s So

it

was too for the Magian people.

Novgoroders, whose great city stood by the river VolMiv (ie; Magus River), greatly prized
flame; no doubt for

its

spiritual value,

its

pagan

spiritual value.

Without dallying

Ihe
this

villagers

then lit bonfire in the street, one in the midst of the village, and yet others near the cow sheds

and

cow-trail.

disease/

818

Locals later ran their cattle between

&'

them

to

provide protection against

*

1

Such were the happenings

that took place

on the 6th

of December, the festival of

Nikol'thchirw (St Nicholas' feast day), Nikola Ugodnik, a time of great rejoicing for the people/

Families gathered together

and celebrated

this

moment with

three to four days of

16

mead-

drinking revelry/* While it may have been performed under the auspices of a Christian saint,
this

was

essentially a

Magian pagan ceremonial observance. You might expect

of this kind to be confined to Russia.

*

be guarded against defilement from impurities and

1

1

once the

out would bring certain misfortune on the

rubbish.* " Accordingly they placed leftover sour

placed on a shelf inside the oven/

folklore,

It is

a solemnity

instead found right across the continent:

Germany

x
;

:

sssS

Ki

«E
nowhere more so than

Scotland, England, France, but

Mediaeval Europe witnessed a dramatic

rise in the

despite a resounding condemnation of the practice

and the

in Slavia

popularity of these need

by the Catholic Church,

Balkans.*""'

that

is

who decried

it

fires,

9
as a heatlien rite? The custom proved so resilient that villagers persisted with it even until last

century.
practice,

was

One cannot overstate
when viewed

put, or the days

the significance of the Church's enthusiastic attacks

against the pan-European nature of the uses to

upon which

it

was made, and

the

manner

of the

on

the

which the

need-fire

fire's birth.

In short,

such evidence suggests the existence of an ancient pagan religion deeply rooted in the

European psyche, which found

itself

unsuccessfully challenged

by

the prevailing

Church

authorities.

The use of a

fire-wheel as a source of friction

indeed the Beltaine

fires

at that

time especially powerful, and

Since the druids are the oldest recorded

wheel

friction

a feature peculiar to Russia, Scotland,

of the thought-to-be-extinct

ceremonies of Beltaine were lit in response

were

is

custom, one

is

tempted

pagan Celtic druids. The Celtic bonfire

to the increased activity of the black witches,

much

and

given to milk-stealing and vexing

group of Europeans knowTi

to

who
2

cattle.*

have observed the

to associate the diffusion of need-fires

with a druidic

diaspora of some kind, that leapt onto the mainland, and migrated as far away as the Urals.

Perhaps this took place

after the

Roman

slaughter

on Mona, with

large

821

segments of the

druidic class escaping Britain, only to seek sanctuary in far away places. But on the contrary,
it

is far

more

Magi, as they

likely to

have been a

left their

eastern roots

ritual

transported into

pre-Roman

and Galatian holy oak

far

Britain

with druidic

behind.

DAILY PRAYERS AT THE EIRE TEMPLE

By drawing on
Volkhvy Magi,

the

many

points of similarity between

Magianism and the

rites

of the

we can deduce the following. After the ringing of the bells, Svarog s fire was
-

day by the Volkhvy with sacred woods and other timber cut from the

fed five times per
forests,

amidst universal

the procession of

rejoicing,

woods was

hymns and

taken into the inner sanctuary by specially invested

individuals. Prayer times (which the

Magi

called the Can's)

more pious pagans attended, and continued
sunset.

prayers of the Gailms. People stood about as

began

at prescribed times

at

the

At nightfall began Alirirwm's domain, when the dead and deadly roamed about until

The prayer times were as follows.

It

when

throughout the day until

dawn.

(!

cockcrow,

Gah Hereon

6am-10am

Gah Rapithvin

Gah Uziren

3pm-6pm

Gah Aiwisruihrima

Gah

12pm-6am

UsfiaJiin

10am-3pm

6pm-12pm

r?W

m 'mm

Evidence

Magian gah

for

grano ("verses"),
&

/•fS*

fire-vigils in

found in the Old Russian word

is

which is linked to the Avestan gar ("praise" or "a hymn of praise"), and the

Alanic goer ("a cry" or "a sound ").

rtZ

which no doubt pertains

singing"),

heathen Russia

Russian zhertva ("sacrifice")

Avestan gar.™ This simply

is

Grano

also related to the

is

to the recital of

related to the

illustrates the

Old Indian

hymns.62 In addition

Old Indian

gir "praise,

grnite ("he

is

Old

to this the

"reward" and the

common Indian and Iranian origins for the concept

of hymns as a religious offering, and a continuous understanding of the notion that the word

described a tradition of religious song, present even into pagan times.

and ginu

("to praise")

they cleaved
:
:

more

is

The Lithuanian giril

much closer to the Old Indian, which may or may not indicate

greatly to vedic psalmody, in

pagan of all the European

countries.

If

that

what was arguably the most staunchly

Vasmcr's etymological reconstructions are complete,

then such a series of correlations appears to be absent in the German, Scandinavian, English,
or any of the

Romance languages.

A different class of religious song is perceptible in the Russian pet' ("to sing") and pesnya
("a song")/

22

These

may have been connected with Greek pagan gnostic hymns, especially

to Apollo, or alternatively

In the ancient world,
ancestors.

with Byzantine Christian hymns.

mankind carved holy images

of spirits, divine beings

and

their

The practice first began during the stone-age when hunters whittled (from bone,

wood and

antler)

thought

have been able

to

the image.

'I

magical

he powers

women and the like, which are
the fortunes of those who gave reverence to

effigies of deer, bears,

to

cause a change in

attributable to these

pregnant

first

generations of idols lay in sympathetic

magic.
Later idol crafting became a highly evolved science, surrounded

by intricate ritualism. As

mentioned the pagan priesthexxis of antiquity held common views on pagan religiosity and
ceremonial in quite a

number of respects. The priests of the Egyptians, Chaldeans, Greeks,

Romans and Medean Magi
pnxxsses to

craft idols.

method appears
Christians

to

all

used mutually

similar, sacred

These were known as the

have originated

and Jews had only

a very

and well guarded magical

telestic arts.

in Babylonia-Chaldea.*

25

By Greek reckoning
As you

will

the

soon read

rudimentary knowledge of the principles behind

idol-

worship. Based on their crude observations, the idolatry which they so vehemently rejected

and condemned, entailed giving homage
correct.

A

to stones,

Babylonian Kudurru-stone dating

Mesopotamian

idols in the

timber and demons. This

to the 13th

Millennium

BC

is

only partly

-.-:x
"'.

!

x:

dearly depicts

form of columns, or wooden posts with bulbous serpentine or

1
Hi

anthropomorphic

faces carved at the top.

These were either engraved with the image of a

god, or left unembellished but for inscribed

spells.

624

Images frequently included those of the

*

i

i

:
:

,15

14&

*•*•'
.V-

divine sagos, often dressed as animals. Carved posts were not always idols though.
erection of engraved pillars or stellae,

Mesopotamia™,

was

also practiced

and

to delimit territorial boundaries,

The

by the Egyptians and

to record

resounding military

victories for posterity/

fcfcsfk

c

arh

In Alexandrian Egypt, the pagan priests taught that idols were linked with the soul of the

god through the
consecration.

arts, occult

telestic

From Asckpius

plants, gemstones, incenses

111:37

processes used during an idol's carving and

we know

and sacred

that the telestic arts entailed the

utterances.

To the

classical

use of certain

mind, the soul of a god

could not enter "the lower bodies"; things like gems, pieces of dead wood, or living things

such as trees or people. 'I his was because the celestial

divinities

were too

lofty

and

etheric to

by residing in such a base condition. To this end, the telestic arts (devised

defile tiiemselves

ty Egyptians or Chaldeans) prescribed that a daemone (a lower angel) or hero obedient to the
deity was conjured into the idol, and from that day forth this being would act as the god's
agent and earthly representative. The
receptacle
serve.

be

it

a stone or

Tenth Century

tlie

7

served to bind this daemone or hero to the

wooden image, and ensured

As Celsus Africanus explained;

everything, even to

telestic arts

most insignificant,

its

obedience to the god

"Let anyone inquire of the Egyptians,
is

committed

to the care

and he

it

was

to

will find that

26

of a certain demon".'

AD Muslim writers said much the same thing about them;

"Now these tilings are called sacred, zohich are made holy by tliegods thanselves, or their
demons, being

(as

1

may say) dedicated to us by the gods

demo)is holy, because in them Gixi duvlls, whose }iame

"tlicre

gods,

are also sacred

and

rites

religion, viz.

and holy obscroations, which

themselves.

By this account

thy are often said to hear."
are

of bells, the adorning of temples, altars and images, in

humble proccssuws, and exterior

all

whicli

lliere is

and special reverence and comeliness; wherefore they are used for

r

most beautiful and precious things, as gold,

rcvei'cnccs

and exterior rites

things, for the obtaining the

An

idol

...

made for the twerenmg of the

ornaments for divine praises, as musical harmony, burning of wax candles and

whidi

and

devout gestwvs, genuflexions, uncovenngs of the head, washings,

sprinklings of holy water, perfumes, exterior expiations,

excellent,

...

ice call

are as

it

lights,

required a

these things, the

silver precious stones,

nnging

supreme
most

and such

like:

woe lessons and invitations to spintual sacred

!K7
bounty of the gods"!

was therefore only a

representation of the deity, mystically linked to the god, a

sort of front dixn- step permitting divine

worship and the

divinity's direct presence,

but

through the mediation of a daemone, the lowest form of spiritual essence, which alone was
capable of entering into inanimate lower Lx xiies. At no stage did they see an idol was the g(xd

itself,

something the Old Testament misrepresents. As a part of the

resident daanone) received

its

each idol

telestic rite

own name, by wMch the God recognized it, and to wHch

daemone responded upon hearing

its

mere utterance, but only if the devotee zoos holy. Thus, the

same god could be known by many names, depending on how many
consecrated to

Idols

it.

(ie;

were said

to

were

idols

have little trouble bestowing favors on behalf of the god

who they represented, but only when prayed to, given offerings or serenaded by music and
incense.

The

task of unravelling the connections between similar

dissimilar

Europe becomes even more convoluted once you realize

in pagan Eastern

about

traditional teachings

therefore offered to a specific

idol venerated in

different

a specific

for

gods

that (according to

God known by its own separate name. Divine worship

god via the adoration of variously-named

be so sure, that differing names for pagan gods which have survived

day do not represent

names

any given god might have a number of effigies on earth

idols)

dedicated to it, with each idol of the

was

and

gods (which many no doubt

locality.

For example

among

are),

idols.

Can wc

down to the present

but merely names for an

the Slavs

and

Baits the

God

of

Thunder was known by various names such as Perkunas, Perkuoas, Pargnus, Perun and
Proven. Were these merely dialectal variations, or are we looking at evidence that there were
five

main

idols dedicated to

personal daemone, with

its

one and the same god, with each

idol possessing

its

own

own personal name?

In antiquity, the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, Indians, Medeans, Assyrians, Chaldeans

and Babylonians had highly developed

and were eminently

idolatry,

fashioning of idols. Although the Rus' were said to

skilled in the

had been consummate artisans when

using a wood medium, it is unfortunate that the only major surviving examples of their idols
are often very crude.

The crafting of fairly simple images was also evident among the Celts,

whose idols resemble those of the Russes in many respects. Nonetheless the more elaborate
Slav idols

were most

likely

tom down and

destroyed during the conversion, leaving only

petty idols remaining. Since the Slavs had inherited Chaldean magical rites/

have been a

factual link

the idol-craft

between the telestic arts of the

classic civilizations

12

*

there

might

and the origins of

employed by VoUdny.

In Rus', idols

were normally

skilled in idol-craft.^ In areas

crafted

where slash and burn

were normally hewn from stone
image during

burn-offs.

divine beings,

Magi

from the trunks of grove

More

to

agriculture

trees

was

by Volkhvy

suitably

practiced, Slavic idols

prevent the "scandalous" destruction of their deity's

often than not Balto-Slavic idols

were representations of

!
i

telestic arts.

idols

were

or heroes, something

which leads one

to believe that they

knew

7

the

We have even greater cause to think this because according to the Arabs, their

inlaid

with

finely ait

facets were believed to be a

gems, especially in the eye

cavities, since their

gleaming

window into the world, emitting glamours from the lands of the

-.":xx

"V

f\i

gods.

tyAlt:

From depressions

left

in the pupils of

Gundestrup cauldron (which turned out
the Celts

and Scythians also employed

stone kumiry

(a specific

some

to be Scythian

Celtic idols,

and not Celtic),

glass or gem-eyes for

life-like

One can
and

like the

fairly clear that

it is

some images.*' Even so, Slavic
!

type of idol) were of mixed quality, and in

whose

no way reached

the

gave

their idols

from Mediaeval Church sources and archeological specimens,

that Celtic

pinnacle of Egyptian, Babylonian or Indian craftsmanship,

such

and things

artisans

appearances.

infer

Slavic idols

resembled those of the Hindus (see

precise descriptions of

how

p. 12). Agrii Piuxuia

make, handle and consecrate

to

fundamentally different from the

telestic arts, for

idols.

m

provides

fairly

Indian rituals were

they resulted in the direct presence of the

god, rather than a daawne^ndcilmg who merely acted as a god's representative
case in Chaldeanism and pagan gnosticism). Since

we

(as was the

don't have eyewitness accounts of

European pagan priests in the act of making idols, we cannot confirm that the following rites

were used

With

in the manufacture of Slavic poly-cephalic

around

silk fastened

his arm, a craftsman set to
31

specially constructed for the purpose.*
idol's future

was

idols

work making an

Other sculptors might aid him in

guardians watched on, playing music

tied to the

and many-armed Daeva gods.

all

the while.

shed

idol, in a

this task, as the

A string of mustard seeds

arm as a special incantation was recited. With a blessed

chisel in

hand
51

the artist delicately and with all reverence, carved the idol's features to the best of his ability*

Once this w< irk was a uripleted
their
KM
it.

utmost respects

Bowing low in

it

to life.

Hil

to the image,

that there are

The

it

no

(

)f

worshipers payed

in a special pavilion, bathing

upon

their

new lord

it,

the gift of a

defects in the effigy's construction

and dressing

caw™

and prepared

to

Sequentially the priest opened the idol's eyes with a sacred utterance and an

anointing, as butter, flowers

crowned with

housing

obeisance, they bestowed

Next they prayed
bring

the artisan and the assembled gix )up

and mustard were surrendered

at its feet*-

The

idol

was

grass.

priest liberally

bathed the image in

butter, to the

tune of hymns, then sealed the

image by caking flour onto its surface. A short while thereafter the gluey paste was scrubbed

away with

the aid of hot water

'

It

underwent purificatory

ablutions,

washed

in a river,

a

holy precinct, in a water source wherein gems had been placed, and with streams of water

from consecrated pitchers. Steaming hot water completed the ablutions.*3 The surface of the

damp image was then dried with a powder comprised of five different species of soil. Once
dusted

off,

the washings continued.

631

Firstly

herbs were boiled up, and the watery tincture

poured on the idol, followed by an anointing with various dairy products, and water laced
\.r

with

fruit juices.

831

Even more incantations were uttered, and precious perfumes smeared on
51

the steadily

more divine image.* Garlands were draped around its neck, as were herbs and

^ holy string.*'*- With the utterance of the requisite mantras,
a

its

head was bathed in incense.*

11

Next the Brahmin entered into a meditative state, drawing the god's conscioiisness down
from the
being's

Using the power

ether.

Brahmin imprinted parts

form and mind onto the idol.** Sequentially he brought

heart, olfactory senses, legs
parts,

of his will, the

and

life

the god's arms, mind,

by writing the required hymns on the god's body

genitalia

both physically and mentally.*

to

of the celestial

1

All this having been done, the idol

became

a physical

embodiment

of the god, the

one with the effigy.*' Appropriate household goods were then supplied
1

divinity itself at

the god, for

its

earthly needs

performed every menial task
:
I

Mi

These g(X)ds were of necessity used by

for the idol,

and gave homage at all

its

custodians,

to

who

times.*''

own daily routine; eating, chinking and sleeping. When an idol's

Indian idols had their

guardians wished to put it to bed, they sang the ato deixi hymn/' Agni Purana also relates that

images were taken

worshiped atop a

to the river for a ritual bath,

river-side platform against a

of the day's proceedings, the idol returned

mounted upon

a vehicle,

and there

background of music and hymns. At the end

home once again, to its place of rest in the temple,

to its bed.

W hen an idol began to look jaded, worn out with the lapsing of ages those of w ood were
7

7

incinerated.

Old stone idols were treated somewhat differently Their cloth-draped form was

driven to a coastal area on a wheeled vehicle, and plunged into the depths of a water body,
preferably the sea, to the

sound of music.

new one consecrated and
These features call
believe

tliat slie

to

(the Earth

raised.

On that day the old effigy was laid to rest, and a

632

mind Tacitus'

references to the

Mother Nerthus)

takes part in

(

iermanic Goddess Nerthus; "Tiny

human

affairs,

hr people. On an island of the sea stands an inviolate grove, in which,
that

none but the

priest

may

touch"*"'

She (perhaps meaning the

about the countryside on the chariot

to

share in the

(believe

it

ifyou mill) thegoddi'ss herself, are cleansed in

among

a

chariot

veiled with

a cloth,

is

idol of Nerthus) is

festivities that

many parts of heathen Germany. Upon cessation of the gaiety

riding in a chariot

paraded

took place throughout

"&ic diariot,

ilic

vestments,

and

a secluded lake". Following this the goddess

and the chariot are returned to the grove in which her presence (and most likely idol) dwell.

As you will recall from
elaborately constructed

the beginning of this chapter, Slavic idols

were also put

to

bed

in

and decorated towers and purple-bedecked temples, they were

dressed, and indeed covered with inscriptions (perhaps written mantras or power words).
*l

Herbertus' account of a Prussian grove mentions the presence of an idol coated with a
thick layer of bitumen (a substance derived

be found

in Ancient Egypt,

Bearing in mind that an

where

from crude oil).™ The closest parallel

the idols of

demons were

to this

habitually dressed in

unknown number of pagan Prussians also worshiped

Egyptian pagan gnostic god of healing Asclepius85" (under the

name

can

tar.®*

the Graeco-

Asceutus), the link

H
"&>*!

need not be

that tenuous.

The Eastern Finns kept

a chest containing carved effigies of their ancestors in their holy

\ud or Kuala cabins. This might have an Egyptian
connection

uncertain, or even unlikely.

is

You see

generation an idol should be made, and kept

many generations had
The

idol sanctuary

lived there.

which

by

was

though whether there

a

is

the custom in Egypt that each

the priests. In this

way

they

knew how

837

the Russes of the

mound upon which was raised

it

parallel,

a post that

Upper Volga worshiped

had the

god

face of a

was surrounded by a series of smaller idols who were allegedly

at consisted of

chiselled into

it.

the issue of that

a

This god

same god.

Whether or not these were really ancestor idols is difficult to say. Another translation makes
the smaller idols the daughters

and wives of the main idol.**
::

To reward these

idols for their gifts

and support, a Russlander gave them the meat

slaughtered cattle and sheep, which he deliberately

hung around

the necks of the idols.

of

The

worshipers watched on as dogs entered into the sanctuary, and converged on the offerings.
'I

he meat

offerings

were then eagerly devored by dogs. So

querist or thankful worshiper was assured that a
to the idols.
(the

god)

it

would seem

that a hopeful

god was well pleased if dogs ate their gifts

We know this because the visibly happy Rus merchant went on to exclaim

lias

Rus' merchants

was

familiars of the god,

either personified as a dog, or that

and

sacrifices offered to it*

Eor what

my <rifts". Therefore it would be proper to say

consumed

its

their

that the

"he

god of these

dogs merely acted as agents or

mouths were as the mouth of the god

itself,

who truly ate the

39

worth, Norse caned

wooden posts provide exceptional

parallels

with idols

made in ancient Babylon or Medea, and might well have been fashioned by Magians using
the telestic arts.

had

One Russian word

the additional

was stod (masculine) or shxia (feminine), which

meaning of "a god" or "a goddess".* 40

Old Scandinavian stod
religious

for an idol

("a post", or "a column")/'

41

Linguists believe

came from the

it

though there the Mod has lost its original

meaning. By implication Scandinavian pagan idolatry was found in Russia

and what is more,

their idols

were in the form of carved

too,

and

historical

at the

Oseburg

posts. Archeological

sources confirm that this was frequently the case.
(figs 16.1

and

Commentators normally

interpret

them as prow ornamentation

grave
IJV
Hi* I

which were found

Consider the Norse carved posts
site.

16.

4)

perhaps even cult objects, since a number of them were interred

However I believe they were idols, and

in particular

at the

for longships,

aforementioned

Magian effigies depicting

they bear a stark resemblance to Babylonian (fig 16.3), Persian

(fig 16.5)

site.

lions. Firstly

and Scythian lions(fig

16.2).

Stylistically

1

4th Century

speaking

BC

Fi:

With

Medean

renditions of the lion

their ferocious,

were tamed somewhat around the

menacing aspect stripped away they looked more

-?

^EW
:

'

^L**'

Jjr

>-JvVT^.

I

r

• 7-\\ V*t"»J

-4<

*r*

1

Rg 16.

L

An intricately sculptured post from Oseburg. If it was an idol, then was at least feline, but
it

more likely leonine. If it was a lion, is it not strange that people living in Scandinavia chose to carve lions
in preference to other known beasts?
Bg 16. 2. Scythian lions sculpted from wood and covered with gold leafing.

Rg 16. 3. Babylonian demon idol, 6th-7th C. BC.
fig

16. 4.

Feline viking burial post

headed demon (Hg
fig 16. 5.

from ( )seburg. Note the similarirv between it and the Babvlonian lion-

16. 4).

The face of a

lion

from an Achaemenid Persian sword rx^rnmel.

Rg 16. 6. A Hiltile lion-guardian carved in stone, 1/JOO BC.

mbdfife^
like

a

common house

a$'"^iM$

tf'^pi^arfe

cat though they

still

retained their leonine features/*

12

Medean

craftsmen often portrayed canine and avian predators resting on the backs of the ibex and
feline beasts

which featured on

often intertwined with great

One

of the

Oseburg

their socketed

skill,

metal standards.

843

These varied images were
3

creating an aesthetic hybrid anthropomorphic image.*

"lion-posts" (see fig

also

16. 1)

integrated with the interlaced reliefs adorning the neck

had a bird on
and head

back, pleasingly

its

region.

Norse idols might normally be kept in a barn temple. In St Qiao's Saga pagans related the
following details about their idol of Thor,

which they kept on a

certain farm,

and which

received hundreds of willing visitors.

"we liave a god who can be seen every day, although he
the Weather
will

is

wet,

thee terrible

mix with your very blood when lie comes

had a hammer in
whicli

he

and he will appear to

lie

stood

(Trior's idol)

and had a high

upon

and every day

were often carried about on wagon-like vehicles. According

form) that drove along in a horse-drawn vehicle.

It

had

its

to

an

own

idol of the

sun

(in

to

human

personal servants, money,

land holdings, and was constantly serenaded by music, and cared
status.

stand,

meat '?mi

Al-Nadim's sources Indian sun-worshipers gave worship

being of high

that fear

into the Tiling", "he bore the Ukaicss of Thor;

Neitliergold nor silver are wanting about him,

receives four cakes of bread, besides

In the eastern world idols

not out today, because

and very grand, and I expect

his hand; tins ofgreat size, but hollow within;

when he was out.

is

for

as one might a living

845

Indian moon-worshipers had their blacksmiths fabricate idol-vehicles too, albeit duck-

drawn.^ 5 This

is

almost an exact description of a metal contraption found in the Balkans,

dating to the Bronze Age, long before Alexander's invasion of India.
In 11th Century

Norway

the pagans

mounted on wheels. Dragging

had a

similar observance, for Thor's idol

was

his carriage along signified a pious act of service towards

Thor.

I bote
Our best information on

the Rus' idols

comes from the Primary Chronicle, a strange

little

episode that on face value leaves one with the distinct impression that the Rus' idols were
the brainchild of

Khagan

indigenous idols was
Chronicle does

tell

Vladimir. While

made

for the

it

is fairly

strange that

us is very revealing; a solitary entry which unveils the true identities of the

national" pantheon of Kapishchc idols raised

name)

other mention of

pre-980AD period, what information the Primary

heathen gods worshiped by the Kievan Rus' State c.980 AD.

Bulgar

no

in the year

980

by Vladimir

We took a look at the "multi-

(the Rus' Slav

Khagan with

the

AD on p. 73. They were predominantly Iranian gods plus a

1
Dacva.

Some had simply been

and patronages,

assigned another name, and retained their other attributes

whilst others kept their original Iranian

titles.

Demon

idols are entirely

absent from the roval line-up, but the names of certain Iranian archdemons found in Magian
scripture

the

If

have been amply preserved in Russian

names

of these Slavic

would not be improper

gods are

folklore.

traceable Linguistically to Iran

to suggest that Iranian religious

and Central

Asia,

it

thought was important during the

formative stages of pagan Slav religion, and considering a plethora of anecdotal evidence,
that many Slav

names

of

pagans were practicing Magians. To illustrate

Zulu provenance you could educe with some conviction

influences, particularlv
:
I

this point,

if

there

were

also apparent continuities of

if

Russian idols had

that there

were Zulu

Zulu culture

in Slavia,

which accompanied

the linguistic survivals. Obviously such

But just one look at a

map shows how close Russia is to Persia and the Caucuses. The pagan

Slavs

and Russes are, predictably, known

to

Ages, for business, war, and other matters.

an eventuality

most

likely

migrating to the Balkans, a people

Arab testimonies and through

improbable.

have travelled to these parts during the Middle
Kiroan

Tliesc

idols

without question belonged to people

who were Magian. Unless they were already being worshiped by Magi
prior to Vlactimir', they

is

in Rus' for

belonged to newly-arriving pagan

Silver

some time

Bulgar Magi

who we definitively know were Magian on

account of

the analysis of elements of their surviving religious

architecture.

Moreover, since Orthodox Zoroastrians did not fashion

Magians evidently belonged

to

an

incorporated the veneration oiAhuras
I

wave

earlier

Bulgaria

to

and the Dacva Indra.
effigies

mainly because certain Bui gars

be Magian, they did migrate from the Caucuses and Islamicized

moving west and

Rus'

of Zurvanites, since Vladimir's pantheon

have focussed upon the Bulgar origin of these

were deemed

idols, these particular

south-west,

and

their

temple designs were so

to

Silver

speak Sassanian

in nature.

The Old

Testament provides

towards their

idols.

numerous Jewish accounts of the way Babylonians behaved

The descriptions arc

for the

most part only crude and

forward observations of idol crafting and idolatry7, that do not seek

fairly straight

to explain the

philosophical basis that lay behind them. For instance Isaiah 46: 1-2 mentions that the

Chaldean idols of Bel and Nebo (in Russian the word Nebo means "the sky"), among others,

were loaded onto donkeys to be taken away following the

fall

of Babylon.

What this shows

**

j:

is all

perfectly understandable, the actions of the Babylonians in attempting to save their idols

.
x:

from harm and destruction.
In the 10th Century

AD Al-Nadim described the Chaldeans of his day (the same sort of

|
Hi

priests that served the idols of ancient Babylon)

they needed to transport them. 646

moving

their idols

about on barges

when
$

:

ti,m

I

:

Al-Masudi described the

arrival of a

brought all the way from India.

four-armed golden Aryan

at

Baghdad,

As a result of the Muslim holy wars in India this idol called

with a number of other smaller

§hligl (together

Dacw idol

1:1:1:1

effigies)

was taken back

to the heart of the

Caliphate as booty, and immediately diverted to a police station upon arrival, and one might
suspect,

impounded. 847 What

them

idols with

w hen
T

this

shows is that idol-worshipers are likely to have taken

forced to leave their homeland,

their

|

whether by ship or by wheeled

vehicle.

While the Bulgar scenario is, to my mind, the most likely reason
idols in Kiev, we should ask the question;

1

he

they were imported from elsewhere, where else

come from? I lere are some options;

could they had
1.

if

for the late raising of the

idols

were withdrawn back

to

Kiev from Black Bulgaria as

it

became more

and more Christianized.

The idols were brought into Rus' by fugitive Western Slavs (Poles), whose country

2.

had only

recently converted to Christianity (966

The idols were brought

3.

in

Scandinavia while trying

brothers.

w

7

to

Rus by Vladimir sometime following his overseas stay

muster a Norse army

to

deploy in the

civil

war against

his

Under this option some or all of these idols would have originated in Scandinavia,

or even Ireland. But
that

to

AD).

some

if

this

were the case where was Odin? Freyr? Trior? While it is possible

of these gods could conceivably be discretely tucked

Pantheon, disguised by Slavicized

titles, it

away within

the Russian

should be noted that they traditionally kept their

own names when worshiped by Scandinavian colonists in Western Europe and the British
Isles. In these locations there are many place names which have names traceable to Norse
gods. Even so there

is

a

mounting case

that

an undetermined number of Norsemen were

Magians, especially among those living in Dublin.

The Rus'

4.

idols

belonged

to Paulician heretics

who had

fled into Rus'

from Asia

Minor, or to some of the 200,000 Paulicians who might have migrated North into Russia and
the Ukraine after their forced resettlement in the Balkans

under John Zimesces. In his Fields

of Gold Al-Masudi recorded that the faith of the Paulicians was an

open blend of Christianity

and Magianism, something which corroborates the account supplied by John
leader of the
this

Armenian Church. The nature

of the

pagan Rus' "pantheon"

IV,

fits

a former

neatly into

category

The idols were brought

5.

in the

there

by Zoroastrians fleeing the failed 930 AD uprising

Middle East.

Earlier in the

book I posed the question as to where the primary idols (kapishche) may have

been situated prior to Vbdirnir bringing them to Kiev and Novgorod. It is also plausible

that

:.

:"!

Vladimir's pantheon was

which now

offered

tribal Kapishche

him

artificially

created as a goodwill gesture toward the various tribes

their allegiance.

Did he,

for example,

a pooling of the

(patron gods) at Kiev, as a sign of the federated nature of the early Rus' state?

Such a manoeuvre would conform

to

Aryan practice, for the Agni Purana recommends that

victorious kings incorporate rather than suppress local
least,

recommend

Vladimir's choice of divinities

was

gods

in captured areas.

Under

a political statement.

At the very

his rule, the Kievans

were to pay homage to Iranian gods, the gods of state.
Unfortunately
linguistics

we

have no

must come

accounts of wheeled-idols in Russia, so once again

historical

to the rescue. Earlier

"a wheeled -Magus"), and the body of a
wearing a white pointed hat. From

you read

of Rouen's olden

Celtic prince laying in state

name

on

a

(Rotomagus

ie;

wheeled couch,

we might guess that idols of the Magi, or even their

this

:
i

inert bodies, where transported

about on wheeled vehicles, if only

for

ceremonial purposes.

Hence the concept of "a wheeled-Magus''. In the ( )ld Russian the words kolimog and kolimag
meant "a

Other related words such as the Belorussian kalamazhka, the Old Czech

tent".

kolimah or the Old Polish kolimaga

meant

all

"a horse-drawn wagon". In the Ukrainian

we

48

discover that kohinaga meant "a freight wagon" whereas kolimag meant "a tent".* Since there
is

a

sound connection between

tents

and wagons, the

tents described

were probably of the

mobile variety, normally mounted on the back of the vehicle.

Magus

Perhaps a wheeled-Magus was simply a wandering
deputized to
apparently

wagons

visit

remote settlements in

were sometimes mobile holy

in question

dispersed country7 folk visited, whenever
festivals.

They also served

as transport for

One linguist has even suggested
kulwigu ("a small boat").*"

If it is

cars. In

fitted

procession visited a

author got his

first

with

sail

then

it

or idol houses that the widelyvisited their area for certain

might describe a wheeled boat sometimes used

and

dignitaries. Earlier in this b(X)k

for

you

the early 1100s, the Gesta Abhatum 'rrudonmsium reported

Aachen

(Belgium).

It

was subsequently moved

and mast, hauled overland bv weavers. Beyond

number of settlements along
S4?a

glimpse of them.

something untoward about the whole
unflattering.

exceedingly likely that the

that these words are collectively related to the Old Turkic

the manufacture of a wheeled-ship near

Maesdricht to be

of them)

during resettlement.

the amphibious transportation of religious objects

witnessed Russian wind

fires,

it is

Magus wizards

fire

group

wheeled wagons. Since kolimags were

their

with the word khmrn "a temple",846

affiliated

(or

the

The abbot
affair,

and

there the

way to Trond, where the Chronicle's
there

must have sensed

his reception for

there

was

them was most

Other citizens of Trond thought differently, especially the ladies that rushed

the two-week-long night-time ceremonies conducted around
nudity, rejoicing

and

to

revelry taking place there, a great

it

^

many

to

On account of the partial

(supporters of the abbot)

wanted the land-ship burned, but other activists turned out to protest against such designs.

Escaping the controversy, the vessel set forth yet again, but was refused entry to 1 .ouvain.^'
After that the Chronicler made no further mention of
In another isolated incident a 12th Century

pagans

(in festive spirits)

vehicle which
finally

its

ultimate fate.

German

saw a crowd of

Catholic priest

near Cologne, clustering around a wheel-mounted, boat-like

he believed was carrying a devil (idol).^b Nobody knows where the landship

ended up. Nor do we know who built it.

The Magyars supposedly lent
Crimean Tatars when
wagons.*

4

*

I

their

name

referring to their

mobile homes, which were covered, four-wheeled

am unaware if this is the original meaning of Magyar in the Hungarian.

Based on the aforementioned meanings
agglutination of the

words

kolo ("wheel")-

Rotomagus, kolimag probably
linguists

term nmzhara, which was used by the

to the

believe kolhnag originated from

1

mag

("a sorcerer" or "a

Magus"). As with

meant "a Magus on wheels".

originally

do not believe that kola- formed

an

It

should be noted

the root of kolimag.

WERE THERE IDOLS IN RUSSIA BEFORE VLADIMIR RAISED THEM?

The Chronicle mentions nothing of pagan idols in Rus' prior to those raised by Vladimir.
But the pagan Kievans certainly had them, and there are several good reasons for this. Firstly
Bulgar and western Slavic temples have been excavated, built in the pre-980AD period,

which were modelled on Iranian temples, with

and

a large central tower to

house the sacred

fire

largish idols.

Secondly philology supports the existence of Magian cult sites in Slavia, including those
for the adoration of royals,

into fire shrines
their

such as were

by Karter s command. As

throughout that period.*
Thirdly, the

pagan Slavs

these measures
their will.

if

on the

Life

idols, or

and

fire

had been continuously maintained

shrines that

really

loved their idols, and thought nothing of offering animal

in worshipful

the effigies

were

homage, lhe Russes are unlikely to have fostered

alien to their belief system, or thrust

upon them against

Obviously these idols were of considerable religious significance to the throngs of

believers. Thirdly,

from

37k?

ofBoiis and Gleb,

see

Primmy Chronicle, The

we know

were

idol (toppled

after the idols

Not the kind of devotion you would expect

forced his alien idols

ofAimTamij of Smolensk,
far

by

from eager

upon them. Without

a

to relinquish their

its

protection.

which \^ladimir had

mere nine years

question,

and the Lesson

Christian Danes), for example,

a sign of the value attached to

Kievans wept bitterly as they chased

::

Life

that the Slavs

them torn down. The Arkona

was guarded by 3(M) horsemen,

first

Orthodox Zoroastrian Sassanians expanded

4 *'

and human victims to them

:.

the

boundaries into regions formerly part of the Parthian and Achaemenid Empires, they

frequently encountered idol

river.

known in in the pre-Sassaiiian era, but converted

later

cast
if

Moreover the

down into the

their prince

had

Khagan Vladimir's idols were not

the

Magian idoLs the Kievans had. ever seen. Moreover it is highly unlikely that they would

V
/-

t&S&Ji

had sacrificed

their children to

the Chroniclers

view

/•fS*

m

them

that the Slavs

;

;*&£3SS

--*-

f ^^ijarfe

if

they were held in

little

uixS~

regard!

We are thus left with

were a people drunk and deluded with a love of idols.

So my guess is the Kievans were not unfamiliar with Vladimir's smorgasbord of Iranian and
''..

Aryan gods.

::

There were three basic classes of idols in Slavia.

L

.

•

850

:':'"'-:

Kapishclie

A Kapischdie or Kap' was the primary idol of a god.

Kumir

Kumiry were second or subsequent idols, of reasonable
importance. Sometimes these include effigies of

:;:!>

VolkJwy and heroic cultural figures of antiquity.

Bolvan or

Bolvan

Bowan were interchangeable terms for a Kumir,

but I use it to designate small

effigies or statuettes.

:

i

Linguistics provides supplementary information about these idols;

Bolvan, or variants of

it

can be found in Old Russian, Ukrainian, Bclorussian, Middle

Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat, Slovenian, Czech, Polish, Latvian

and Lithuanian. These were blvan
v:xhH8£

(Old Russian:

"an

Idol), balvan (Serbo-Croat:

idol", or "a sizeable

chunk or block", or "a log"), balvan (Czech: "a large chunk or block"

or "lump").*'- In Bclorussian balvan (a
idol")

means

oven post")*
in

"a

1

is

"an idol" or "beam"), balvan or bolvan (Slovenian:

wooden

word cognate with

other Slavic

post near the corner of the Stove".*

5

?

[hepechnoi/ slolb

arguably a similar physical Russian construct. By

One such

to protect the flame

and cooking pots from

face;

it

"an

at

one comer of the

the vexation, qfmaelific black witches.

"witch-post" (from Yorkshire, a former viking enclave)

closer examination of the post reveals that the top of

(literally

some strange coincidence

England there was a practice whereby peasants kept "witch-posts"

hearth specifically

words meaning "an

is

depicted in fig 171.

A

bears the image of a crudely carved

an unmistakable clue that these peasants had a wooden idol standing watch over the

hearth to stop witches destroying the

home

hearth

'''

fire,

which as explained was

1

':

.

a task

eagerly pursued by warlocks and their ilk. Therefore English and Belorussians probably had
similar customs

when it came to the positioning of idols in the home.

''..

m

fatiwidm tf'^pjorfe

Fig

17.1.

A

witch post, Yorkshire,
England.

Fig

17.2.

Slavic idol found at Starya

Ladoga, Northern Russia, 10th
Century (almost 30 cm high).
Fig 17

A com

3.

goat from

Scandinavia.

and 17

Fig 17 4

effigies, 12th C.

cm and
Fig

5.

Carved

Scandinavian (20

17 cm).

17. 6.

Slavic idol, early 12th C.

Denmark

(13.5 cm).

The head

Fig 17

7.

pagan

idol.

of a

Wendish

A

carved post thought to
represent Odin. From a
Fig 17 8

Scandinavian stave church,
Hcggc, Norway.
Fig 17

9.

This

"com

doll"

was

9^WS^.

:!;
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H
-srar

Equally close in form and meaning
effigy". *

word

the Irish

balban

which denoted

"a straw*

The Irish word is connected with the fashioning of straw idols, which as we know

1

were

is

relatively

paganism

still

common

pagan

These

existed.

which means "a

in

Bus',

many

large stone", "a

Scandinavia and

many

parts of Europe

where

terms seem connected with the Polish word bakvcm,

huge block" or "a piece of rock",

("an idol") and the Latvian buluvans ("a bird effigy").*"

1
I

the Lithuanian bubonas

he meaning which buhwans

w ere supposed to have been worshiped

acquired might be related to the bird gods which

T

human sacrifice in certain parts of the Baltic, mostly of purchased slaves.^
It has been suggested that these many words are related to the English bole and the Old

with

hdr or bolt, which meant

Icelandic

'

saying) for "a warrior" or "hero"

time when

fallen

1

"a tree trunk".

was a

*

1

Moreover the Norse kenning (ancient

"tree of battle". This

kenning may dimly recollect a

heroes were immortalized by having their image carved onto a tree trunk

A specific link between gods and wooden beams is found

or post.
:::

1

acts of

which meant a heathen Norse god, but

in

the Old Icelandic

also denoted "a pole" or "a

beam

ass,

of large

diameter".*"

When
Persian

all is

said

and done though these many words are probably derived from

word pahlnwi which meant

"a hero" or "a warrior".*

plausible that these linguistic ties reveal that a bohxm,

to the living if invoked

and given due worship.

added credence by the presence
It

of the

This being the case

it is

and many variants of the word denoted

idols dedicated to fivvashis, the departed souls of white
P>

11

the

Magian heroes who could give

aid

A Persian genesis for the word bohxm is given

word

bulvan in the

Old Turkic (meaning "a

memorial" or "a memorial gravestone"), and the Kazakh word palvan (which also occurs in
the Eastern Turkic, Tatar and

Uzbek tongues) as well as balvan, all of which mean "a warrior"

«K-

or "a hero"/*

1

Numerous stone memorial grave markers' can still be found

across the Russian Steppes

dating to the time of the arrival of the Pechcnegs, Kipchaqs and earlier horsemen (and their

"walking

nomads

is

westward

Here

cities"

of wagons) from Central Asia.

unclear, but based

in Europe,

we find

Whether they were worshiped by

on the more archaic

variants,

which would appear

the

further

such individuals were no doubt once worshiped.

evidence of uniform religious terminology spread from Western Siberia

and Central Asia

through as

right

far

as Ireland, something which helps reinforce the

assumption that the Magian diaspora from Central Asia had fanned out in every
conceivable direction from the old homelands, even into forested realms not far from the

-

-

Roman

Empire's

more

distant borders.

that idols were normally

Based on

this linguistic evidence,

we can surmize

made from large slabs or chunks of rock, straw effigies, tree trunks,

carved posts, logs or beams. In Russia, the words bahhm or Ivlohm (which meant "a fool")*

were probably forms

of Christian invective directed against idol-worshipers in the post-

1

r?V^

Ci

conversion
on"),

/•fS*

m

J

-?rr-

.

^Tv^

ft

*

Ihese words are also connected with balaban (meaning "to chatter or waffle

era.

no doubt a cheap shot at the many prayers the pagans recited.

Other secondary, grove or \illage idols were crafted near the main kapis hchc idol

were supposed

to represent,

that they

so as to achieve a rendition as close as possible to the original;

providing uniform portrayals of the god in question. Kwnir meant "an idol" or ''small god".

The origins of the word are rather vague. Some believe it came from the Semitic word kumra,
which meant "a sacrificer". In the Alanic Ossetian tongue we find that a kwnir was "a giant",
and

in the Finnish kuniartaa

Whenever a

meant "to bow down

adoration""*

in

Volklw Magus, sage, hero, or warrior legend died, the Slavs

them and erected

it

in the groves.*"

The

faithful

intervention of that Magian/miws/w-saint from

prayed

to

it

and

made a statue of

anticipated the magical

beyond the grave, just as Christians expected

the miraculous intercession of the Christian saints. Accomplished ancestors
of renown

were also carved

into wood

and dan heroes

and planted in a grove for veneration by the faithful,

but usually only as a bolvan.

Magus-wizards and pagan gnostic priests were

Rut even before ftji^i^
already gods, living gods, as

was debated between Asclepius and Hermes Trismegistus in

Asriepius :35;

"those
events.

who have soul and breadth,
You

that they

me idols - these who bring about these great

who give proplieeies
6™
tliem".

arc saying about these

sickness and) healing that

(...)

tliat

they are idols

- tliese

who give (men

The Norsemen had a word hunba, which meant "a sepulchral monument",

•"

ie;

a carved

object dedicated to a deceased person. Considering other points discernible in the linguistic

etymologies these could be construed as having a religious function, a testimony to the

honour and memory

of a hero or Magus-sacrificer.

|||tf||G of
Linguistic evidence indicates that kaps

and

kapishche

hp'
were

religious images.

They might

be carved statues, or even holy pictures. The Russo-Slavic word kyp which meant "an

image" is thought related

to these words.

Every significant god possessed a single main
esteem. So venerated

modelled on
earth.

62

it.*

It

was

its

image

idol of great aesthetic value, size,

that countless smaller idols

and

would themselves be

was through this image that the god's greatest presence could be felt on

Known as a kapishclic,

these elaborate effigies

were located

in the seat of state power,

but were preferably erected on the highest possible vantage point above the surrounding

fv>

k

^Altr\ui-^.

:J

BwX:

K

h-*i»

terrain, ideally

atop mountain peaks; the higher the

buried underground to live beneath a

mound, thus accentuating
the

Old Russian

know

this to

the subterranean nature of the deity from the counter-world. In

in temples.**

be the case.

gods were frequently

mound or barrow, and were worshiped from atop the

meant "a pagan temple", no doubt

kapishdie

magnitude were housed

better. Infernal

I

From

historical

indicating that idols of this

accounts of the Western Slavs,

we

note a similar correspondence in the Bulgarian kapishtse ("a

J:.:.
:;:
i

Once again

temple").

places of worship.

the Russians

and Bulgars appear

The Russian term

kgplitsa ("a

to

share terminologies relating to

chapel" or "a shrine") could be related to

both the above terms. Kaplilsa is in turn related to the Russian chisovn'ya which suggests that

may have been places where time was kept.
In the Finnish Mari tongue a kap was "a body" or "a human figure", very likely an idol
3
depicting a human Sprig.* The Old Norse term kappi is almost certainly related to these

they

t(X)k

words;

it

the form of sentry towers, and

meant "a hero" or "champion"/*4

But in the Magyar language a kep was "a picture"

some of their most important idols were portrayed
Certainly the Asiatic

Mongols had such

idols,

in

\

of some kind, perhaps

meaning

that

and

was

two-dimensions only.

which were

felt tapestries,

it

forbidden for ordinary 7 people to touch them, under pain of death. These idols were
8
transported in tented wagons. * Idols of this nature were perhaps manifestations of dualistic

animism, or forms of Magianism that preceded or superseded the Zurvanite phase of

Magianism, during which three-dimensional religious images figured so

heavily. This

might be confirmed by the Old and Chuvash word kop, the Old Turkic gib, and the Uighur

word

kep, all of

correlation

which meant "a

might indicate

that

picture".

some of

v"

these

However

the inclusion of a Uighur linguistic

were Manichaean

because the second Uighur Empire had Manichaeism as

its

religious tapestries. That

is

state religion.

Kapishdie statues evidently existed in the Orient to©; the Altai word kep meant "a model",
"a block".

tpkees
The number and
of the settlement.

of

pp|

iSolafrg

types of idois available in any given area, was relative to the affluence

Merchants in particular would have been very fond of commissioning the

carving of new idois to commemorate the success of business ventures. Other factors which
I

believe logically

local

shaped the "pantheon" of idols peculiar

to a given settlement included

environmental problems, the time of year, infestation by dark influences, rapacious

demons, warfare and plagues. Very often though, Slavic idols w ere those dedicated
T

to their

ancestors.

In militant white

communes

the

making

of demon-idols dedicated to infernal deities,

black Magi, anti-heroes (black fravashis in the form of serpents and demons)

and

entities

r^Vv"

/•fS*

axmrueisg
h
from the counterworld was probably punishable by death. Militant black communes would
usually had demon-idols of some kind,

and being Zurvanites maybe a kumir in adoration of

Pcrun, Volos or an assortment of Daems.
Since dualism

was

practiced

by the pagan

Slavs, the idols

would have been

sited in

an

appropriate location.

IDOL SANCTUARY LOCATION'S

WHITE GODS

BLACK GODS

A fenced mound

Earthen

A local grove

Stone crypt or vault

A private residence

Bog

A communal / banquet hall

Burial

The market square

T.og covered pit

At the side of the road, or in the

mound

Cave or

fields

cellar

grotto

A specially-erected shrine

k#
Triglav's fane

made by

|"w

of

was choked with war boot};

evidently the proceeds from pre-battle oaths

warriors worshiping there before setting off

Why else would

powers were not

on campaigns.^Amid

the piles of

have seen physical proof of the god's past

treasure, dazzled worshipers could only

munificence.

i&te

their ancestors

have lavished Triglav with such booty

if

his

But temples like that of Triglav soon met a swift death once

to be trusted?

the Christian rcligic nis hierarchy found favor \\ilh the H()lyR)nianI^per()r. That their id()ls

were just about

to

be annihilated was

totally

unexpected by

many pagans. They were there

one day but with the sudden appearance of mounted Christian troops, the gods of
ancestors

were gone

for ever.

paganism's last moments, but
Planning

by

officials

not so

far

for a raid

keen

aw ay.
T

on

sanctuaries,

rarely

hands on the

Soldiers too
Still

do we have

became
others,

began weeks before hand, very often prompted

treasures

allured

rumoured

day.

to

be inside a pagan temple

by the prospect of booty promised them

with pious

intent,

dreamed

and consummate god's work, the conversion

So came the fateful

apt descriptions of organized

no doubt went something like this.

a heathen enclave

to lay their

participating in the foray

it

Only

their

for

of uprooting the heathen

of their nation.

Around daybreak a bishop's armed

retinue mingled with

men-

at-arms supplied by whatever nobles were devout Christians, plus soldiers seconded from
the

German Emperor or a

converted Slavic prince, and perhaps even a mercenary or two.

Lackeys prepared their horses,
journey into the heathen parts.
for putting up a

women

gave them provisions to tide them over on

their

Knowing that the pagans were in dire straits, and renowned

good fight, many probably felt a little nervous, requiring steady slugs of beer

\

^<fc
or wine to fortify them. Before setting off they converged
heard. There deacons fumigated the battle ready,

on a chapel to have their confession

who kneeled in church as the bishop said

mass, to bless their endeavor. This being completed they

headed out, carrying the bishop's standard and a

left

the church,

saintly relic or three.

Meanwhile, not a few kilometres away, the pagans were going about

unaware of developments
were collapsing, and
faith.

Amid

their

further afield.

was a

their daily business

ways

precarious world for them, the old

dwindling settlements supported the best part of those strong in

the defensive works they

had slaved so hard

chickens squabbled, and old women sat

men and women toiled

It

mounted up, and

in the fields,

over, children

played their games,

on dcx)isleps sewing clothes. Outside the palisade

along with their straining plough oxen.

The first signs of the impending calamity would have come from

a sentry,

who spotted
:

\

a formation of

armed

riders

making

their

way towards

the holy groves nearby.

With the

sounding of a horn, the alarmed inhabitants ran every which way, adrenaline coursing
about their bodies unchecked. The men sprinted into their homes

and speedily returned

to the parapets or the grove, as others

pens, or waited for the last of those in the fields to

to retrieve their

mustered the cows into

many wouldn't even

far.

The wary and
grove

their

make it back in through the gates, so they

could be closed. But the element of surprise got the better of them and
get that

weapons,

exhilarated Christian

after killing the irate sentry.

second, yet others set to

work

attacked the holy trees, laying
the grove's delicately carved

horsemen hurriedly dismounted, entering

Some extinguished

kicking

down

or angrily chopping apart the

them low with woodsmen's

and painted perimeter

Sometimes luck was not on

their side,

axes, others

fire in

a split

idols.

Some

smashing asunder

fence.

and the pagans made

sanctuary while the Christians were cornrnitting the

moment

the centuries-old holy

into the

act;

it

to their desecrated

they were red with hate. At such a

the Christian militia-men could expect a pitched battle, the melee fierce and

unforgiving. Perhaps the pagan women were there too, along with their men, firing hunting

bows

at the

grove ravagers. Flsewhere stalwart pagans flocked around their

flornen,

desperately trying to shepherd the priests and priestesses to safety. For their part they would

have been most fearful of losing the holy bcx)ks
for if the Christians got

intercessors,

The

ahold of them

but the knowledge

following account

to

too,

(in

whatever places books were maintained),

they would lose not only their

sacrificial

preserve their religion.

was provided by Helmold, and

it

adequately describes such

happenings:
"Wlien we (Bishop Gerold and his followers) came

to tlrnt

wood and place of

profanation, the bishop exhorted us to proceed energetically to the destruction of the grove,

Leaping from his horse, he himself with his

staff broke in pieces the

decomted frmits of the

we heaped up all

gates and, entering I he courtyard,

sacred trees

the hedging of the enclosure about those

and made a pyre of the heap of wood by setting fire to

fear that perchance

Temples were

we might

overwhelmed

coffers,

in a

not, however, without
**

tumult of the inhabitants"!

Once a Wendish pagan temple was

bigger prey.**

far

overburdened temple

te

it,

and every other furnishing

gutted, the

were ripped out and

of value,

snatched away as booty for the triumphant Christian temple-raiders .** This is precisely what

happened in Frisia and throughout Slavia.
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Colourful additions were sometimes added to the

earthly recollections of the

Arkona temple's demise. There, Christian onlookers swore they had flushed out
in theform

stocks,

"a

demon

...

70

ofa daikanimal" from the fane's inner sanctuary." Prodigious quantities of bullion

temple donations and taxes were ferried off into Christian

1

coffers.*'

What

greater

Incentive could there have been for undertaking the risky business of destroying the holy
sites of

people ready

But as a general

to

die and

kill

for their faith in the old

gods?

death of publicly practiced paganism was rarely recorded,

rule, the

preserved only in highly sanitized bravado. Russia's abandonment of idolatry was recorded

by Hilarion
"Then

(the first

tlic

Russian Metropolitan);

murk of
our idolatry
began
j
^'O

darkness of demonolairy dimmed,
shrines were torn down,
installed; the

At the time

-

and the sunlight of the gospel illumined our land: pagan

and churches set up;

-

the idols

were smashed, and icons of saints were

brouglit the blxxilcss saaificc before the holy

of the conversion in 989

down "demonic"
them

and the jfirst rays
true piety
The
j
r
j glimmered.
o
u of

demons retreated, and cities tuav graced by the avss; and bishops - shepherds of

Christ's spiritual flock

erected

to clear,

idols at

altar."*'"

AD, Christian converts and

soldiers

began tearing

Khagan Vladimir's command, Vladimir, the very person who

in the first place!

According

to the

Prmnwy

Chronicle these

were then soundly

whipped with lengthy rods of iron, to punish the "demonic vitae" lurking behind the image.
were hacked up with

Thereafter they

the nearby lakes

and

rivers.

power of sympathetic ritual,

was defaced in

that

Many
this

axes,

of

smashed asunder by hammers and

them were

tossed into

decapitated. Symbolically through the

beheading passed on to the person or deity whose image

manner By beheading

the idol,

one decapitated the god.

Volkhvy from the frontier regions no doubt caught wind of the destruction of the kapishche

and kumirs
»

fires,

in the major

and make

off

cities,

and organized teams of people

to uproot the idols

and holy

with them to more discrete locations. These were re-erected in thick

forests,

swamps, caves or wherever the

boyars

who

authorities

would be unable

sponsored safe-havens for the Volklivy on

kumirs on their property, tucked

their estates

to find them.

Some

might also have had

away in a barn, which also doubled as a cult site for the local
\
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pagan peasantry

As of the 15th-16th Centuries AD, the Russian Orthodox Church was still coming across
groves and idols as important as Kapishdie (and more predictably himirs) in use by local
73

peasants!* This helps explain the longevity of Rus'

and Finnish paganism, for undiscovered

(and therefore undefiled) groves and major idols were still being employed towards the end
oi the 19th Century. For the

most part though, Vladimir's policy

temples sounded the death knell for Europe's
pagans.

From that time the priests and

of the noose,

hoping against hope

of extirpating the idol

last intact civilization of

idol-worshiping

priestesses could barely rest, keeping their

that they, their holy

heads out

books and teachings would make it

:!:!

into the future
£•

In

grim

...

that they

would not be the

last

of their kind.

my next bcx)k Christianity's Greatest Controversy - Prehide to Genocide you will see what
fate

much

awaited them, as Europe's

older history

went up

in flames.

described as an ancient 'Kristallnacht' as intellectual stooges flung untold

I

into the fires of the new age,

problem permanently

It

can only be

numbers of books

and a gixxi many people 'disappeared' in like fashion. With the

'fixed' history

could

now be eagerly rejigged, emerging as the much-

vaunted Judaeo-Christian version of events, as taught in school
V
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Zocga. Western readers will probably be disgusted by this reference.

history b(X)k. So a

little bit

of

background

Still this is

warranted under the drciimstances,

is

a

to explain

w.'.

it

in

an

historical context. Firstly

found on

ever}* continent

Iraq, Israel etc. Since the
racists

par excellence,

racism

not peculiar to Europe's Aryan immigrants.

is

throughout the world

...

India, Japan,

It's

Vietnam, China, Rwanda,

happenings of WWII white Caucasians have been touted as super-

when

infact they

have embraced

racial diversity

on a scale never

!%

attempted

among any

other

'racial

group

7
.

In the case of the Aryans, the following factors

':.

played a decisive part in crafting a xenophobic psychology found throughout certain points
.

in their history

jj

*

Genetic preservation. Fair hair and complexions are recessive genetic

interbreeding this particular segment of the
fact

the vet*)* existence of blondes

that

same gene pool over a long period

is

Aryan nations would eventually disappear.

of time. Otherwise

it

would have died out

II

building blocks. This did not necessarily result in racial inter-breeding

¥:

merely

*

and

tribal

massive

scale,

racial

a

among racial groups.

Natural order Magians were very big on natural order

because

on

a very

coexistence united under the king's law, a unified rule frequently

luidermined by disunity
¥

In

undeniable evidence for exclusive interbreeding within

long time ago. Having said that the Persian Empire was built of diverse

societal

By

characteristics.

that's the

way

...

things arc the

way

the)' are

they were intended to be. Acting contrary to the natural order

was

women were tasked with rearing
children. This was never questioned simply because women were physically equiped with
breasts to feed infants. Men do not have breasts, but are physically stronger, and so better
considered inverted demonic behaviour. For instance

j
^"iiiiiM

''

suited to hunting
primitive, but

it

and protecting the group. And so

has stood the

test

this is

of time since the stone age.

what they

It

sounds very

Now if we take this concept to

another level and suggest that humanity consisted of varied primitive
%:

do.

racial

archetypes

(eg;

:

:

-

Caucasians, Semites, mongoloids), interbreeding between these groups might be

deemed

fc:

contrary to the natural order, since

it

was by

the Creator's will that they

fell

into these

categories originally.
iii
.

*

Geopolitical conflict Caucasian Europoids (blondes, red-heads, brunettes) had settled in

r\

distant
initial

China and

Siberia

some 4,000 years ago. Archaeology

some

gives

insight into their

east-meets-west experience. In the early phase they lived apart from Asia's traditional

inhabitants,

wandering the countryside as nomads. But as time went by they progressively

interbred with indigenous locals,

whether

in

China or

hundred years before

India. Several

Christ the asiatics started pushing Caucasians out of the region, compressing

toward Europe. From

this

came a period

Europeans and Asians, mainly due

of two-way mistrust
as has

to,

and

them back in

military' conflict

between

been supposed, the former's predatory

raiding.
*

Aryan mythology

Now in relation

skinn, certain unspecified schools of
:
I

races as belonging to the devil,
relative lightness

to the racial

colour, physiological

in Iranian

to a witch,

mythology. For example;

and on seeing them

the black-skinned negro arose from them".

human,

part

lieljar-

human

civilization etc).

"This, too, they say, that in

demon. This was

tficy liad intercourse:

to

all

owing

Magians.

These

tlie

reign

a demon and a young
to that

one tntcrcowsc

(Bundahishn XXH1:2). Negroes became, in

of course not typical of

(the

disordcrlincss, crime,

traits,

ofAzi Dahaka (the Demoness of Greed) a young zooman was admit led

man was admitted

word

on the basis of philosophy and certain visual indicators

tendency to destroy rather than build

laziness, intellectual sloth, a

to the

Magi, without question, identified particular

and darkness of skin

views were enshrined

undertones attached

effect,

part

Many Magi mixed in
when

with the Hindus and Semitic races of the Near East, especially during the early period

Asuras and Daevas were lauded in equal measure.
1 PhilosophicaiVReligious conflict

spawn, not because of

their race,

based upon the scriptured
of the
the

Jiell

which

is

the

lliese three

jointly merciful

but owing to their theology. The Magi expounded

activities of Yaweh,

den if flic gloomy

name of the lord, and offer him
"In

The Aryan priesthood widely regarded Jews as demon

race,

the god of the Jews was the 'fiend who

whom

the devil'isli defiled ones

own creatures. One is this, thai
creatures; and, in the

aspects)

flic

people glorify by

makes

his

who equally teach of god's

sacred being gives evidence ofdiffermt kinds about his

he himself is Aharman; one

oilier, lie

evil

leader

homage'. (Sikand-Gumanik Vigar X1V82-86)

modes (Judaeo-Christianity, Judaism and Islam

and punitive

and

is

that,

own

is this,

thai

he

creatures confederates

is

himself the deluder of the

inwlvcd with AJiarman in

deluding". (Sikand-Gumanik Vigar XJ273-275)

Jewish Magi, being parly lo the old Aryan cosmology, did not

fall

anathaematization as their pharisaic and sadducean brothers. That
,1

was

is

because they

level of
felt

god

not the ultimate source of harm. Through their efforts notions of the devil begin to

infiltrate rabbinical

judaic literature in the post-exilic era.

existence of an independently-acting
It,

under the same

and

its

fiendish

ilk,

evil,

The Book of]ob seems to indicate the

destructive force, unrelated to the

wandered about the world, suggesting

that

its

supreme being.

y

preferred dwelling
•

space was the material world. 1 lie new-fangled teaching, alien to pre-exilic judaic ideologies,
\

i

:
:',

)

^mm

Sir

^?r-

-^

T^y «

f,

undeniably comes from white Magianism, inevitably imparted to certain Jewish priests and
rabbis, plausibly in the royal courts of

scripture will give

you a

Cyrus and Darius. The following Old Testament

better idea.

'Now tliere was a day when the sons of God came to present tliemselves before the Lord, and Satan came
also

among tliem. And the \jyrd sard unto

Whence cometh thou?

Satan.

(ie;

where in

the hell have

you come from?)Tten Satan answered the Lord, a, and said, From going to ami fro in
from walking up and down

in

the earth,

and

(Job 1:7

it'.

The statement 'Whence cometh thou?" is a profoundly important portion of this scripture,
a novel yet wierd introduction to Jewish monotheism. Here god appears to greet the Evil
\\

One

Zurvanism as Satan
••'

as their creator.
all

From here

as though they'd never met.
tells

the Lord he can

it

appears to diverge into a sort of Magian

make even

his

most pious creations despise him

God decides to put Satan's theory to the test and accepts his dare. But first of

Satan suggests that god should invoke the calamaties personally, saying 'Put

forth thine

:_•

hand now, and touch

all that lie liath,

Lord said unlo Satan, Behold,

all thai

hand. So Satan went forth from
'Satan,

you go and do

there

is

none

evil?

and

like

him

remove the
displease

in the earth,

II: ?>)

he hath

is

will curse

in thy poiver; only

presence of the Lord'.

thx to thy face. 'And the

upon himself put not forth

thine

words god

said

(Job 1:11-12 )

In other

And the Lord said unto Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job,
a

perfect

integrity,

tfiat

and an upright man, one thatfeareth God, and escheweth
although thou movedst

me

against him, to destroy

him

What follows for Job is a period of relentless, excruciating destruction

Under the more

chaos.

tlic

he holdeth fast his

still

without cause'. (Job

and

it'.

and lie (the pious man Job)

devil entirely

ancient rabbinical

from

this picture.

I

model you have

to take out

an eraser and

his leaves only a single deity who,

if

you

him in only some small way, your punishment may be out of all proportion.

A comparable event is chiselled into the teachings of the Magi, the most likely source of the
doctrines which led to the tale of Job. In Magian theology, god is the fountain of endless light,
originator of

all

purity,

wisdom and

goodness. This tranquility

came

to

an abrupt end the

moment the dark spirit of evil stumbled across the light, somewhere in infinity. 'T\\e evil spirit,
lip;; :

on account of backward knowledge, was not aware of the existence of Auhanruad; and, aftmuards, he

llSiiv

arosefrom the abyss,
11|H:
Sgji

and came in unlo

the light zvhich he saw. Desirous of destroying,

and because of

:
:

,

hismaticious nature, he rushed in to destroy that

light'.

(Bundahishn

1:9-16)

He was convincingly

beaten back, though returned with reinforcements to attempt a victory through renewed

\doMnce and supreme malevolence. And the devil beheld all that god had made and he was
jealous indeed at their magnificence.

The wicked

spirit

imperiously declares that he will

fig

ensnare

all

god's special creations, enticing them to worship him, and his entirely different

He will lure mankind into worshiping the abomination himself, namely the
root source of all desolation. He would usurp the place of their true creator, masquerading

value system.
I

asjle divine being, so as to win over creation from

its

original source. For this reason the

white Magi identified the doctrine of a creator-destroyer (the single principle), as the cardinal
the very reason for mankind's

sin,

As in

the tale of Job, the

Magi

in the middle of the earth; tliere

fall

from grace in the first place.

us that the material world

tell

where the evil spirit pierced the earth and mslied in upon

possessions of the world were changing into duality,

and lew hecarne manifest" (Bundahishn

to

"Appoint a period! so

X0rs'. Then the

"(Bundahishn
...

1:

all tlie

tliat

light

from the E\il One to the supreme being,

and darkness. 'And Auharmazd spoke

the intmningling of the conflict

may be for nine

to the

thousand

unobservant and through ingnomnce, was content with that agnvment'

mill spirit,

18). It

as

111:27)

be the origin of the war between

evil spirit thus:

it,

is

and persecution, contention, and mingling of high

In Magian legend a similar dare to that found in Job,

proved

the devil's domicile; "Hell

is

amounted

a declaration of war, of finite duration. The battleground?

to

the chessboard of physical existence. So began the primordial duel.

{Hie sublimely pure and majestic spiritual being lauded by the Magi wasn't good
destroying through fighting.

Mazda needed

It

wasn't in

its

nature. 11) hold his

the assistance of loyal servants, ready willing

ground

and eager

in the

at

world Ahura

to tackle evil-doing

head on, to cross swords with the E\il One and his earthly minions. Normally these servants
Itobk the form of kings, white magi, soldiers, doctors, teachers, judges,
officers,'

very
often incarnate angels
and
J
O

saints.

Their )job

was

to

lawmen and

imperial

suppress
lawlessness and
XX

chaos throughout the world.

P Under siege Aryan Magians were hunted down
for daring to suggest that the

from the

:

||

indistinguishable

like filth for

the

last

2,000 years, mainly

god of the Judaeo-Christians, Jews and Muslims is practically

devil

elaborate detail. Their real crime

when you

sit

down and examine

their

was to suggest that the supreme being is a whole lot more

'living and compassionate than he is portrayed in these other faiths. Spiritual
exist,
;:;

mt

holy texts in

damnation did

but it was not an act of god, merely a parting of the ways on Judgement day

One flock

igfes off to the heavenly father, the other to their father in the underworld. Ihey were chased

of their homelands, slaughtered throughout Iran

diiit

and Europe. As they were squeezed

'':':':'::':
':'::':'::
.

iij.

iihto smaller

and smaller parcels of

'Christianity,

they became significantly7 vengeful. In this book you will see their forces

European conversions

land, especially after the

to

:

;„;;;;;,;;;,. .,; ;,;

attacking various locations, whether

it

be Jewish Khazaria,

Iran,

Moorish Spain, the Holy

Roman Empire and Byzantium, followed by enemy counter-attacks and ceaseless warfare.
Is you will see in Chisiamty's Greatest Controversy - Prelude to Genocide many of them were
left with

and

no other option than to convert to one of these other faiths or be stripped of property

title,

burned

stick into a

just

211

want
-

alive,

wasp's

to

nest.

tortured or summarily executed.

Y.

,

was

At the end of it all you end up with a

be left alone,

Stoyanov,

It

p. 124

to live life according to the

and Heer. The Medieval

like

lot of

repeatedly thrusting a

very angry people who

ways of their ancestors

World, p. 239

...

or else!.
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:
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77k? Origins of Russia

Owing to the writings of the Persian Muslim Khaqani,' we can deduce that

the Sla\ic name for Sinnug, a white celestial

fertility

god recorded by

the white
:•:

Magi

in the Book of Bundahishn!' In fact

'According to both the

the gods,

he goes so

Maginn and pagan Rus'

who controlled

traditions

the growth of crops

far as to call the

Russians Simurghs.

Simurg or Simargel was the semen of

and medicinal

herbs, plus family

and

tribal
'$£-

fecundity'. In Zoroastrian

wings, which is a little

iconography Simurg

like the

is

depicted as a dog-headed beast with bat's

Persian depiction of Ahriman, but closer to that of the Griffon1

bird (the bat) which itself brought much
the ''radiant bird", the

notion

was

to the land.

Haon Zfl-bringer, and the spreader

was encapsulated

Simargel

fertility

in the Russian

strong every one

would

myth

prosper;

To the Zoroastrians Simurg was

of

life

across barren earth. This

of the Zhar Ptitsa (the Fire Bird).

when

depleted of potency,

life

When

:
\

remained
;

barren or died. Further evidence of profound Magian influence on Rus' paganism (and the

I

'•

2

fvi

^^.ni/v^"

foundation of the pagan Kievan Rus' State) is found by the mere existence of this God amon<
those stone

kwmry

(idols) raised

by Vladimir atop bald hill

Fig

Rg 18.

1.

18. 2.

may haw looked very similar

Maginn ritual platter depicting Simurg

Simurg was often shown with leonine
peacock

tail

8.

Sculpture of Simurg from Persepolis, at the Achaemenid Persian royal

palace. Vladimir's Simargl

Fig

1

AD.

in Kiev; in the year 980

feathers

features, bat's wines, a

spread of resplendent

and the body parts of a dog. To Zoroastrians the dog was one of the

holiest of animals, a sign of vitality, a
their everyday life. Despite this

ward

against the dead,

and an indispensable part

of

unusual appearance Simurg should not to be confused with

Ahrinmn the devil, in typically Assyrian goat or dog form. Alternative spellings for Simargel

were

Scmar'gl', or Simargl. In Rus'

and gave aid

to those in trouble.

Overseas in Ireland
Simorg

Irish

as

acted as a guardian for the average

pagan household,

11

appears they had a very different conception of him, for there

it

was regarded as a demon. That Simurg was known in pagan Ireland

perhaps owing
Unless

it

this

to

Norse

influences. Calling

him

a

is

self-evident,

demon has wider implications though.

meaning anise during Christian times to diabolise the old heathen god, then the

saw Simargl' with Vedic eyes, equating him with what the Indo-European Aryans saw

demonic Asuras/

A similar situation exists in Rus'.

lhe Medieval Russian text Slow o Polku tgoreve [written

in the Christian era) classifies Simargl as a

Div (derived from a Persian word relating

Doom), which in both Persian and Russian meant "a demon".

In this particular instance the

old word was used in Christian times to diabolize one of the holiest spiritual beings
to the

to

known

good Magi.

Alternatively medieval

commentators confused Simargl with Samael, a high

infernal

prince found in Jewish apocrypha (identified as the serpent in the Book of Genesis, the true

father of Cain

by Eve, and a celestial power associated with

ruler of the northern wastes).

fire,

Mars the planet of war, and

The Hebrew terms scmw'l ({pronounced sawmal} meaning "to
T

use the left hand path", "to turn

left")

and semo'l ({pronounced scmole} meaning "wrapping

up", "enveloped in darkness", "the north", "the

left

hand") point

to

a connection between

fig*

Samael and the high demon of the Chaldees.

Chaldean sorcerers lauded the God of the desolate North, Lord of Demons, captain of
KXXgff

countless legions of devils and craft}7 djinn.
leads

away from heaven, the route of crime, perversion and decadence.

factual, the

Zurvanites; absolute dualists.

Chaldean
(

If this

correlation

is

Russian Simargl/Smoagel worshipers were plausibly Magians familiar with the

Chaldean "Mysteries of the North". In
:

He was also the master of the left-hand path that

rituals

It

made them somewhat

effect this

probably seems paradoxical to

modem

similar to

readers, but

obtained luck and blessings from the devil, for the benefit of their families.

)nly Russian folklore prevents

us from formally

do

since the Russian Simargl's festivals

attributing a

demonic nature

to

Simurgh,

not coincide with ceremonial dates formerly

observed in Chaldean Harran. Moreover orthodox Magian tradition assures us that

Ahriman and Simurgh were two
chaldeanized Magians are

likely to

totally different deities,

one bad, one good. Only

have conflated the two.

Despite the clear association between the words Simargl and Simurg, a later church
source, the 11th Century
faith (ie; a

and

R'gla. K

Bc

text.

wording

is

that as

Vili

...

they bring them sacrifices

some have guessed

Yi account of this

magical

Khristolyubitsya

f

mentions "The peasants

it

may we still

...

a double

that Simargl

and they pray to fire":

was simply a joining together of Sima,

find reference to Simargl in a fifteenth century Bavarian

Tn a Medieval spell designed to divine the identity oi thieves, a portion of the

prefaced

")aspar, Balthasar, Melchior,

Smoagel, Fnmnuel

the Bavarian reciter is summoning Jesus, the Three Wise Kings,

under his

Slavic

of Quedlinburg,
also note 303 of

a

-

name Simargl. As with
it

c

-

(ie;

Jesus) ".'"Here

1

the zodiacal reliquary found at the royal

nunnery

Germany

Vernadsky, G.

W The

Tfie Origins

of Russia, p. 124

Pahlavi Texts Part I Bundahishn XIV, XV11I, XIX,

XXIV

Metropolit Ilarion. Dokhristiyans'ki Viruvannya Ukrainskovo Narodu, p. 108-109
Russian Mythology, p. 15

!

e

-

f-

(see

b(X)k).

d - Simonov, P. Essential

i

believe

and of course Simurgh, but

proves the penetration of Slavic Christian witchcraft into

tills

b - West,

!

live

form Christianity steeped in paganism) and believe in Perun, and Khors, and Mokosti,

and Sima, and R'gla and
(

Slow nikoew

Vasmer, M.
Krishchuk,

,

Vol

M.

111,

p.

622

Ukrains'ka Mifologiya, p. 28.

My translation.

g - Metropolit Ilarion, Dokhristiyans'ki Vinaminya Ukrmns'kozv Narodu and
Krishchuk

.;
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-.w

:

1:1:1:1

:

h

-

Kieckhefer, R. Foi'hidden Rites

-

A

Necromancers Manual of the
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Century,

337

p.
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Khors

-

25

May -

16

June

Khors, also

known as Khoros, Khoroshko, Khres, Khurz,
*

$•

Korsun' or Kherson, was worshiped by the Slavs, Croats, Czechs and Bulgars. The

some believe gave rise

Khors, which

to the

word

Russian

khorosriiy

("good")

Is

name

drawn from

the Alanic khur ("the sun"), and fchwz ("good"). Ultimately it is traceable to the Avestan hour
("the sun").

goodness.

From Russian mythology we know

le

I

that

Khors was the god of peace and

was offered mead, consecrated rolls, wild flowers and green twigs in sacrifice,

and represented the Good Sun

in the sphere of fate,

where he served as the

ruler of the

benign 12 zodiacs (the sun-signs). Khors was the embodiment of all goodness, and, based

upon

the above etymologies, originally a Khorezmian,

Magian

deity dear to the Alans,

through whom the word entered the Russian. Thus the worship of Khors can most likely be
ffficed

back

Khorezm and

to

regionally in

pagan

Rus'.

the

Mesopotamian

1

he was perceived by people in different ways, or that Khors was sexual different but

L

In the

Christ,

concerning the images of Khors,

to discover

very similar gods, which in Russian folklore became

!

Khorsabad. Khors' idols varied

Based on the wide range of divergent information that Mikhail

iHishchuk and G. Lozko have managed
ib§lie\ 7e

city of

:"!

:\-;

a

man

first

variant,

is

the one name.

Khres or Khors' benevolent image closely resembles that of

holding a young lamb in his arms;' amazing

Ivestan word Keresa
;|ieressarily

known bv

believed to

mean

Jesus!

when you

However such an

depict Christ, Hermes might be represented in this fashion

Khors, the

Good Sun, was seen

to

consider that the

need not

effigy

txx).

own the 12 portions of the (good) zodiac, whereas the

black Chemobog most likely adopted Ahriman's function as lord of all planets. This last point

only an inference based on traditional Magian thought on the matter, and

is

was never
:.

.;•
v

;

recorded as such in Rus'. The 12 zodiacs were originally personified as young princesses

who were often rendered as idols. Interestingly, in Manichaeism, the signs of the zodiac were
also depicted as

young maidens. Dolya, another Rus'

deity

was

also connected

with the

pjanetary motions.
I

|

Qn the strength of evidence

itself to Russia alone.

it

would appear that the reverencing of Khres did not contain

Imagery found on the 10th Century AD Quedlinberg reliquary shows

the rapid infusion of

Magianism

into

Germany,

in fact, into Otto's royal court This

"Christian" reliquary had Christ "the sun" at its center, and the 12 apostles revolving around

him. Moreover, each apostle porhnyed on

|

zodiac!.

tlie

reliquary

was astrally linked to a veinstone and sign of

The advent of such novel though condemned imagery is, I believe, linked with

®tto's Russian bride

and other Russians who no doubt started

to

mix

in

with the Ottonian

c

elite.
pillj

If Khres

or Khors was in reality the pagan conception of Christ, then

this

creed most likely

-

;:.:!

Uijl

began among the very great masses of Persian Christians d

who were cut off from the rest of

Christendom following the 3rd Century AD. During the reign of Shapur,

many

Zoroastrian reformation,

center of the Persian empire
liquidation.

Others

some

Russia for

at the

them had been rounded up and shipped

of

time of the
to the

very

and there underwent sustained persecution e and ultimately

may had

may have been

westward. But Christianity

fled

considerable time. Just as St

Thomas made

his

way

present in

to India,

Eusebius

mentions that St Andrew went to evangelize the lands at the northern end of the world. And

he was perhaps very

successful.

Scythian bishops attended

tlic

surprise of those present.'

and where
fledgling

there

If

According to the

Avars

Century

AD, much

there were bishops in Scythia (Russia) then there

were dioceses there were parishes

many Huns and

of Constant hie, a sizeable delegation if

great council ofNicaea in the early 4th

Church in Rus' died out

Balkans. These

Life

for

who made

were dioceses,

of practising Christians. Howjyier, this

some reason or other, perhaps put to the sword by the

their

way

across the steppes

and

into

Europe and the

dead would have been included among the swelled ranks of the

unknown eastern martyrs

that

hitherto

eluded the hagiographer's pen. Those that survived the so-

may

called "barbarian" incursions

to the

well had adopted other pagan customs while living

there.

a

-

Krishchuk, M. Ukmins'ka Miiblogiya, p. 8

b - Flint, V. The Rise of Magic in
c

-

Heer,

F. Tfic

Holy Roman Empire

d - Williamson, G. A.

How to Read
e

-

Early Medieval Europe

(trans)

The History of the Church, and Comby, Jean.

Church History, p. 60

Comby, Jean. Hozo to Read Church

f - Ibid.

263 - Dazhbog

,

p. 91.

An extract from

Life

History, p. 60,

of Constantine UL7-16

Dazhbc )g, the grandfather ( )f the Russes was als( ) called Daib( )g ('the giving

God'), Bclobog or Byelun (Slav: the White God).

from the Iranian words Dag
I

80

baga,

meaning "the

leavenly Fire, day, sunlight, warmth,

also recorded being called Helios (a

The name Dazhbog is most likely derived

life

on

fiery

god".

Dazhbog was

earth, work, prosperity

the deity of

and germination.

\

le is

Greek and Chaldean term) in Rus'. Dazhbog might also

have personified Ahura Mazda, the burning love and goodness of god's spirit, who reigned
over the earth from the heavens.

Dazhbog was bom and grew
»

midday At dawn he pushed back

maximum
sunset he made a

old every day, reaching

potency around

the night, but after

perilous journey

down into the counter world (the underworld) where he tussled with the Lord of Darkness.
As

the sun

waxed and waned

in

potency throughout the year, so too did the powers of

Dazhbog. During Summer he was an armoured warrior of middle age brandishing
a

sword or a hammer, riding

a blazing red horse across the heavens. Yet

either

during Winter, his

^<fc
fires

were

less

was known

potent and his steed became black in colour.

as lord of

all fire,

Dazhbog governed

the sons of God. His penchant for healing

forges,

and

and purifying

his

devotees served to multiply the numbers of worshipers faithful to him.

264

-

Stribog was also called Shtiribog or Strzyboga (Polish), God of the Winds from

Stribog

the four corners of the earth. His

god", or "god of the heights", or
shrines
Stribog

name comes from

"God of the High Places" (a reference to the mountain-top

and places of sacrifice). Based on

was

the

Old Iranian meaning we might suspect

name for Svyatovit.

the Eastern Slav

the Olden Iranian Sribaga, "the high

In support of

this,

one

tradition

that

makes his

idol similar to that of the four-faced Svyatovit.

Stribog supposedly had another form, portrayed as a round fat man with a big head

long straight nose, but only one

such an

Hindu

effigy7

deities

1.

face.

It

sounds suspiciously

and

an elephant, so perhaps

like

has been wrongly attributed to Stribog and instead should represent the

Gnnesh or

rendition of an elephant

Tndra's

wind

steed, Airavata.

not as implausible as

is

it

That

may

this idol

might have been a

sound. Ynginr's Saga records an

encounter between 11th Century Norse adventurers and a group of Slavs seated in a tower,

mounted on

the back of a massive creature. This was, doubtless to say, an elephant.

Stribog sired
business.

all

He was

and helped Perun

the winds,

(a Slavic

name

for Indra)

go about

his

tasked with controlling the winds in an almost undiscernable pattern

handed down to him by his father Svarog. When he exhaled via his nose, winds were born,

when he inhaled, the skies were calm.
It is

also possible that Stribog was a personification of Spculo Mairyu (the

vital spiritual

emanation of the

valid analogy since the

same

first

creator,

which the Magi termed the "Holy Wind". This is a

form of Stribog's idol mentioned was said

as that of the four faced Polish Creator-god called S\yatovit.

Mainyu, then

it is

only natural that he would have the

essence they were the same god.

If this

-

Vasmer, M. , Vol

III p.

If

same sort of idol

to

be one and the

Stribog

was

Spcnla

as Svyatovit, for in

was the case, then Stribog's idol could have come to

Rus' from Poland, which had converted to Christianity c.960

a

Holy Spirit), the

AD.

777

b - Krishchuk, M. Uhmns'ka Mifohgiya, p. 8
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-

Perun

In the Baltic region

and the Balkans the god Perun was variously known as

Perhiom (Latvian: "God of the Oak"), Perkunas (Lithuania), Pcrunja Ves or Penmji Vrh
(Bosnia),

Perendi

(in

Albania his

name meant "God") and

Percunis (Old

Prussian:

"Thunder")/

Perun s name is believed

war god enshrined

to

be derived from

titles

that described Indra, the

Aryan Dacca

in the Rig Veda; Pnrandara ("the destroyer of cities"), Parjanya ("rain-

bringcr"), or Purcma ("the triple lawbreaker"), or Pcnmas (a

god known to the Hittites); to my

;

:

mind

this

explanation

more than

is

which have a 'Terkunish"

names

Perkuons

and

Perkunas,

may have come from

translates as the "devil dance", a

the

dance that Aryan

and drums, after annihilating their foes.

warriors performed to the tune of pipes

Therefore Perun

for the

rather than 'Terunish" root they

word Peykkummi, which

Sanskrit

As

convincing.

one of the oldest European gods, a divinity probably imported onto

is

the continent along with Tndo-European

ancient Indo-European migrations

words and the domesticated riding

and invasions pressed westward.

India with the invaders who destroyed

horse, as the

He also entered

into

much of the pre-Aryan civilization that existed there,

and until the present day continues to be one of the most important gods of India. The Vedic
Aryans had the following

about their esteemed war god;

to say

"He ivho killed the serpent and loosed

the seven rivers

who drove out

the

cows

thil

hid been pent

up by Vala, whogave birth to fire between two stones, flic winner of booty in combats - he, my people,
Indra.

is

He who is invoked by both oftivo armies, enemies locked in combat, on this side and tliat side, he
who is even invoked separately by each of two men standing on the very same chariot, he, my people,
Indra.

is

He who killed with his weapon all those who had committed a great sin, even when they did not

}ie,

manfor his arrogance, who is the slayer

n the an

no

ic

my people, is Indra.
him, and the mountains are

Even trie sky and

the earth bozo

who

the Soma-drinkcr, unth the thunderbolt in his Jiand, witli

is

known as

palm, he,

bio

kissed the earth

was

tlie

of his hot

breatli; lie

thunderbolt in his

also lord of the heavenly verses, the

and lower heavens, and

the

god

man and demons; he was

from both

breath takingly similar
defeat

terrified

my people, is India".*

Perun, the Slavic thunder god

liberation

before

to

and grind under

winds which

of war, desolation, rain, justice

and

the mighty liberator. Perun

was

Indra in nature, lying the skies in his chariot looking for foes

his

feet,

the ultimate conquistador of

men, gods and demons;

'

to

the

whole world was his domain.
In the sphere of fate Perun probably offered council to the planet Mars (one of the "Great

Judges" of fate), though he was himself linked with two signs of the zodiac, namely Taurus
(Slavic: Teleis, Bik),

bull

and the

and

Sagittarius

archer, aptly describe

bow was a sacred weapon, and

(Strilyets').

The

cities

attacks. Since

and

princes

had

the bull

he kx)ked upon
to

make

two zodiacal

signs, the

both Indra and Perun as heavenly archers for whom the

which both of these gods received

Perun was the god of war declaration and

sudden

insignia of these

overall victory; the

battles as

offerings to

him

though

in tinies of

god of sacred

men were

war

if

in sacrifice.

they7

oaths,

and

merely pawns, whole

wished

for his aid in

s*%
vanquishing their
warrior's

foes,

war booty

prominent

among

or simply survive

battle.

gods as an offering

to their

those gods

who received

Prussian pagan priests burned
for their victory.

sacrificed

1

/3 of a

Provm would have been

war goods from

their

hand. These

same intercessory priests ritually slew horses for the community and were lot-casters.c The
notion that princes and saerificers made offerings to Perun on behalf of the Rus' people may

be somehow linked

to Yasna

46

;

77. In that

who practiced blood
and who sought to destroy

Magus-princes
contempt,

passage, Zarathustra spoke of the Sacrificers and

sacrifice

creation

by

who

cattle killing,

wherever

possible.

were practiced in Medea and related localities long before the

treated

Bloody

with

life

cattle sacrifices

arrival of the Zurvanite

Magi,

in places like Scythia.

In his role as administrator of justice, Perun seems to have adopted the functions of

"Mithra of the Wide Pastures", the neutral mediator, soul-weigher, judge and executioner all
rolled
1,(KK)

up in

one. 'Ihough of normal

human appearance, both Mithra and Indra could open

eyes to scrutinize humanity's actions; who could hide from their awesome gaze?

In the elemental sphere, Perun controlled the weather.

became enshrouded

When he was angry the entire sky

in violent storm clouds, as lightning

and thunder erupted, and

his

anger blotted out the sun.
Perun's statue
legs.
It

had

a silver

head and a golden moustache, and

in at least

one

case, iron

He was venerated in sacred groves under the branches of his favorite tree, the holy oak.

was presumably

to

him

that the VolUivy

hanged

their sacrificial victims,

dangling them

from the boughs of these trees.

Although Perun served the mighty Dazhbog, as

his prized

champion

in the

ongoing

who daily attempted to transform the world into a bier of
chaos and disunity, he was a freelance deity. For if we more closely equate him with Indra,
he was more greatly concerned with his own thirst for the shattered remnants of battle, of
cosmic battle against Chernobog

splintered

wood, dented armour and

were his true

the blood of the slain, which, besides

Soma and mead,

loves.

FXiring war, Perun, the prashchur (guardian deitv) of the Rus' people, arrogantlv

thundered across the skies in his great sky chariot, brandishing spear, axe, war hammer or
cudgel, resolutely peering over the battle, seeking those whom he wished to pluck from

As the dispatcher of souls

to the starry bridge,

he nocked arrows of lightning which he

life.

fired

into the thick of flailing swords and axes, ready to cut down his victory fee, to reap the bread

of battle. 'The Indo-European

god of thunder was no ordinary god, not even the gods dared

anger him. Via the hands of the Brahman and Zurvanite
of warriors to feed

him his

Magus priests it remained the lot

dues; the spoils of war, the lamentation of widows,

war booty

and the bkx>d of the slain, whether they fell in battle or were captured on the "held of justice"
and

later ritually sacrificed.

8

I

Perun served good as the agent of law, order and imparter of rain, but served

e\al

as the

author of war, man's ultimate act of predation on himself. The Russian word for lightning,
molniya,

is

phonetically similar to the

God. This may be indicative of a

word

link

Mjollmr, the

hammer of Thor, the Norse thunder

between Perun and Thor. For this reason some would

equate him with both Zeus and Jupiter, who were both lightning wielders. In

manuscript of 1202,

refers to

him

the Slavs divined the future

by

-

Ibid.

,

Vol

III,

Roman god Jupiter." The pagan priests of
the lightning which arced down from the

interpreting

who raced about the heavens.
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A. (Ed), Keall, E. J. The Penguin Encyclopedia of Classical CMizations, p. 190-
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192
Hi

2R3

-

The involvement of Magyars in support

of a fledgling Christian regime

is difficult to
\

reconcile with a host of other information indicating that a certain

number of Magyars were

\

:

:

H
««ur
!!;!

Magian. Were these particular Magyars of another

faith,

say Christians, Animists, Muslims

or Jews? Or might the garrison have been indirectly led by white
the political activities of other Magi to their north?
that the Magyar force

was headed by a

With a name like Amos, one might guess

Christian or Jewish Magyar.
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